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Elementary lowering operators for the symplectic group, for which a graphical algorithm was 
given by Mickelsson, are obtained in the form of tensor operators. The resultant simple analytic 
expressions are analogous to the corresponding ones found previously for the unitary and 
orthogonal groups. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shift operators have been introduced for the purpose of 
constructing a basis in the representation space of a group. 
By definition, a basis vector of any weight can be obtained 
from a basis vector of any other weight by the application of 
an appropriate shift operator. In particular, if the represen
tation space contains a maximal vector the entire representa
tion space may be obtained by applying appropriate lower
ing operators to the maximal vector. 

These ideas were first formulated explicitly in applica
tion to the unitary groups by Nagel and Moshinsky, I who 
gave analytic expressions for the shift operators. Until re
cently attempts to extend these results to other groups have 
proceeded in two ways. On the one hand, analytic results 
were obtained for the SO(n) and SO(n, 1) groups by Wong,2 
for the U(n, 1) groups by Patera,' and for the discrete series of 
the U(p, q) groups by Patera, Winternitz, and Sharp.4 On the 
other hand, less explicit results based on a graphical algo
rithm were obtained for the SO(n) groups by Pang and 
Hecht,S and for the Sp(2n) groups by Mickelsson.6 

Recently I have proposed another approach, which 
makes use of the concept of tensor operators due to Louck 
and Biedenharn. 7 In this approach the nonuniqueness inher
ent in the definition of the shift operators is exploited to 
express them as tensor operators. By this means much 
simpler analytic expressions were obtained for the U(n) and 
SO(n) groups,x as well as for the discrete series of the SO(p, q) 
groups.9 In the present work the tensor operator technique is 
used to obtain simple analytic expressions for the elementary 
lowering operators of the Sp(2n) groups, thus closing the gap 
in the list of the classical groups. 

2. TENSOR OPERATORS 

Following Mickelsson6 I denote the generators of 
Sp(2n) by Eij = Eji with indices ranging from - n to n, zero 
excluded. The Sp(2t) subgroup, 1 <,t < n, is obtained by re
stricting the indices to range from - t to t, zero excluded. 

The commutation relations of the generators are 

[Eu,Ekd = gikEjI + gjkEi/ + gjlEki + gi/Ekj , (2.1) 

with the symplectic metric given by 

gij = 0 ifi¥: - i andg _ ii = - gi-i = i/lil. (2.2) 

In a unitary representation the generators have the Hermiti
city property 

(2.3) 

I define an Sp(2t ) tensor operator T, with (2t )2 compo
nents Ti)' I <, Iii, Iii <,t, by the transformation properties 

[Eij,Tkl ] = gik Tjl + gjk Til + gjlTki + gil Tkj · (2.4) 

It is obvious that E, whose components are the generators, is 
a tensor operator. Another example is the symplectic metric 
g (an invariant tensor operator). It is easily shown that if T 
and U are two Sp(2t) tensor operators then so is TU, where 

(TU)ij= - Tik Uljgkl (2.5) 

with all indices in the range appropriate to Sp(2t ). 

3. MAXIMAL AND SEMIMAXIMAL VECTORS 

The Cartan subalgebra is generated by the n Ei _ i 
-Hi (no summation), 1 <,i<,n. A vector lw) in the represen
tation space may be taken to be a simultaneous eigenvector 
oftheH/: 

Hilw) = wilw), l<i<n, (3.1) 

w==(W1,W2'''''Wn ), (3.2) 

where w is called the weight. Two weights are called equal if 
all the components of the weights are equal, otherwise the 
weight w' is called higher than w if 

W; = Wi for 1 <,i <} and wj > wj • (3.3) 

The Tij belong to the set a+(a-) of raising (lowering) 
tensor operators if in the equation 

Tij Iw) = Iw') (3.4) 

the weight w' is higher (lower) than w. It follows that 

a+ = {Tijli,}>Oju{Ti_jli>i>Oj, (3.5) 

a- = I Tijli,i<Oju{Ti_jli>i>OJ. (3.6) 

Since all unitary irreducible representations (unireps) of 
Sp(2n) are finite-dimensional they necessarily contain a basis 
vector of highest weight, the so-called maximal vector 
Im2n): 

E'Jlm2n) =0, Eijea+, l<lil,lil<n, (3.7) 

Hilm2n) = m;nlm2n), l<i<n, (3.8) 

and this highest weight characterizes the unirep. Since a un
irep ofSp(2n) is necessarily a representation (possibly reduc
ible) of the Sp(2n - 2) subgroup, the representation space of 
Sp(2n) characterized by m2n must also contain so-called se
mimaximal vectors Is.m.), which are maximal vectors of 
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Sp(2n - 2): 

Eijls.m.) = 0, EijEa+, l<lil,ljl<n - I, (3.9) 

Hils.m.) = m;"-2Is.m.), I<i<n - 1, (3.10) 

H" Is.m.) = w" Is.m.). (3.11) 

4. THE MICKELSSON LOWERING OPERATORS 

A basis in the Sp(2n) representation space may be con
structed by determining the lowering operators, whose ap

I plication to the maximal vector yields all independent semi
maximal vectors, and then iterating this procedure down the 
subgroups chain Sp(2npSp(2n - 2p ... ::JSp(2). Such low
ering operators were given by Mickelsson6 in the form of a 

polynomial inE _" _" andL /", l<j<n - 1. TheL /" are 
the elementary lowering operators defined by6 

(4.1) 

lfik,L/n] = -okjL/", I<k<n-I, (4.2) 

[Eik' L / "lls.m.) = 0, EikEa+, 1<lil,lk I<n - 1. 
(4.3) 

These equations state that the action of L j + "on a semi
maximal vector in Sp(2n) representation space is to produce 
another such semimaximal vector, whosejth weight is lower 
by I, and whose nth weight is raised (for L j + ") or lowered 
(for L j - 'I) by 1. 

APPENDIX 

Iffollows from Eqs. (4.6) and (2.5) that 
"-1 

To solve these equations Mickelsson6 devised an algo
rithm using graphs. I proceed instead as follows. It is seen 
from the definition of tensor operators, Eq. (2.4), that Eqs. 
(4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied by 

L/"=!ET(j)l+n j' I<}<n-I (4.4) 

where T (j) is an arbitrary Sp(2n - 2) tensor operator. More
over, Eq. (4.3) is also satisfied if the operator T(j) obeys 

T(jb Is.m.) = 0 for I<k<n - I and}< - k<n-1. 
(4.5) 

It is shown in the Appendix that a solution to Eq. (4.5) is 
given by 

1/ 1 1/- 1 

T(j) = II (E + d,g) II (E + Cpg), 
, 1 P =- j +- 1 

where 

d,_S - I - m~" - 2 

C -2n -p - I + m2" - 2 
P I' 

and where I use the convention 
'] I 

IT (E + Cpg)=g. 
p .. 1/ 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The reader is reminded that all products are defined by Eq. 
(2.5) with repeated indices summed over the Sp(2n - 2) 
range. 

T(j-1)lk = {T(j)(E-ejgll lk =ejT(j)/k + 2: {T(j)lpE_ pk - T(j),_pEpkJ· (AI) 
p=1 

Therefore, forj -1 < - k<n - 1, 
"-1 

T(j-l)lkls.m.) =(Cj -m
2.,:;;2)T(j)lkls.m.) + 2: lE_pkT(j)lp + [T(j)lp,E_pdJls.m.) 

p=1 

"-1 2: {EpkT(j)I_P + (T(j)/_p, Epdl Is.m.) 
p=-k+l 

"-1 

= (Cj - m2.,:;; 2 - 2n - k + 1)TU11k Is.m.) + 2: {E -pk T(j),P - g _p1T(j)kp - gkl T(j) -pp lls.m.) 
1'=1 

"-1 2: {EpkT(j)I_P - gpIT(j)k_p - gklT(j)p-P lls.m.), (A2) 
p= - k+ 1 

where I have used the fact that Sp(2n - 2) raising tensor 
operators annihilate the semimaximal vector. 

Assuming Eq. (4.5) to be true, I deduce that the right
handsideofEq. (A2) vanishes for} < - k<n - 1. Moreover, 
the right-hand side of Eq. (A2) also vanishes for} = - k by 
definition of ej , Eq. (4.8). By similar, except simpler, manipu
lations I deduce from Eq. (AI) that T(j - 1)lk Is.m.) also 
vanishes for I <k<n - 1. Thus I have shown that the valid
ity ofEq. (4.5) implies the validity of the same equation with} 
replaced by} - 1. It then follows by iteration that Eq. (4.5) is 
true for 1 <}<n - 2 provided it is true for} = n - I, i.e., 
provided 

T(n -Il,kls.m.) =0 for I<k<n -1, (A3) 
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where I leave off the restriction} < - k<n - 1 because it is 
empty for} = n - I. 

To prove Eq. (A3) let 

1'-1 
W(p)= II (E + d,g), 2<p<n (A4) 

s = I 

so that 

T(n - 1) = WIn). 

U sing the same technique as above I can show that the 
equation 

W(P)lk Is.m.) = 0 for l<k<p - 1 

(AS) 

(A6) 

implies the validity of the same equation with p replaced by 
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p + 1. Hence by iteration Eq. (A6) is true for 2 <p<.n pro
vided it is true for p = 2. The proof is completed by observing 
that 

W(2)tl [s.m.) = (E + dlg)tl [s.m.) 

=81_.(m~n-2+d.J[s.m.) =0. (A7) 
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A method for constructing infinite-dimensional representations of Lie superalgebras employing 
boson representations of their Lie subalgebras is outlined. As an example the osp(1,2) 
superalgebra is considered; explicit formulae for its generators in terms of one pair of boson 
operators, at most one pair offermion ones, and at most one parameter are obtained, the Casimir 
operator being represented by a multiple of unity. The restriction of these representations to the 
real form of osp( 1,2) is skew-symmetric in the even part and can be regarded as a natural 
generalization of skew-symmetric representations of real Lie algebras. Some other aspects of the 
presented construction are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs, 11.30.Pb, 02.20.Sv, 02.20. Tw 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The physical concept of supersymmetry has at
tracted attention to the mathematical structure of Lie super
algebras and their representations. The (finite-dimensional) 
Lie superalgebras can be classified in a manner analogous to 
the Lie algerbra theory. A complete classification is known 
for the complex simple Lie superalgebras 1--6 as well as for real 
ones I; it allows one to describe also all semisimple Lie super
algebras, however, in a more complicated way than in the 
usual Lie theory. Various results are known concerning fin
ite-dimensional irreducible representations of simple Lie su
peralgebras l

•
7

-
1O

; the situation is much less satisfactory for 
infinite-dimensional representations. In this paper we pro
pose a method for constructing such representations and il
lustrate it on the simplest nontrivial example of the osp(1,2) 
superalgebra [called also B(O, 1) or (sp(2),2) 5 andosp (2,1) 7]. 

1.2. There exists a wide family of the so-called boson 
representations for real classical simple Lie algebras. They 
are obtained with the help of canonical realizations, i.e., real
izations in terms of several pairs of boson creation and anni
hilation operators satisfying the canonical commutation re
lations (cf. Ref. 11 and references quoted therein). All of 
these representations are Schurean, i.e., every Casimir oper
ator is represented by a multiple of unity. They are, more
over, skew-symmetric. Our aim is to use some of these boson 
representations for constructing representations of real Lie 
superalgebras which have the even elements skew-symmet
ric (this property will be hereafter referred to as ESS) and are 
Schurean. There are two reasons why we restrict ourselves to 
Schurean representations: (i) it is relatively simple to con
struct them by means of our method, whereas the problem of 
irreducibility is much more complicated as we are dealing 
with unbounded operators, (ii) non-Schurean representa-

-) ~n leave from Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles Uni
versity. Prague. Czechoslovakia. 

tions are reducible. 
1.3. The construction for a Lie superalgebra 

L = Lo ED L 1 proceeds as follows. In a suitably chosen skew
symmetric boson representation of the Lie algebraLo' which 
depends on at least one numerical parameter, we replace all 
the parameters by operators on some "fermion" Hilbert 
space JY F' Then we look for generators of the odd part L I in 
the form of linear combinations of operators 
T B ® TF ; T BE End JY B depends on a certain number of 
pairs of operators on the representation space JY B of the 
boson representation satisfying the canonical commutation 
relations (CCR), and analogously TFE End JY F is expressed 
by means of one or more pairs of operators on JY F which 
obey the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR). The 
trivial case dimJY F = 1 is not excluded; it yields the special 
type of "pure boson representations" of L where no fermion 
operators occur. 

1.4. It should be stressed that not every skew-symmetric 
boson representation of Lo is suitable for applying this ap
proach. The choice is restricted especially by the ESS re
quirement. An example of a boson representation of sp(2, R) 
which is not "suitable" just for this reason is given in Sec. 3. 
On the other hand, our results in the next section concerning 
the osp(I,2) superalgebra as well as our preliminary results 
for osp( 1,4) suggest that there exists at least one suitable bo
son representation of Lo which, moreover, gives rise to a 
family of representations of L depending on n parameters, n 
being the number of independent Casimir operators of L. 

II. SCHUREAN REPRESENTATIONS OF THE osp(1,2) 
SUPERALGEBRA 

In this section we shall apply the construction sketched 
in the introduction to the particular case of osp( 1 ,2). 

2.1. In the basis of osp( 1,2) considered in Ref. 7 the even 
generators Q+,Q-,Q3 and the odd ones V +' V_fulfill the 
relations 
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[Q3,Q±]=±Q±, [Q+,Q-J=2Q3' (Ia) 

[Q3,V±]= ±~V±, (Ib) 

[Q+,v_] = V+' [V±,v± ]+= ±W±' 

[V+,V_]+ = -!Q3' (Ic) 

[Q±,V±]=O, [Q_,v+]=V_. (Id) 

The Casimir operator is expressed as 

K2 = Q~ + ~(Q+Q_ + Q_Q+) + V+ V_ - V_ V+. (2) 

2.2. The even part of osp(I,2) is the Lie algebra 
sp(2,R)~sl(2,R). A suitable boson representation of this al
gebra can be constructed using one pair of boson operators 
b,b + which obey the CCR: [b,b +] = lB' It is convenient to 
pass to the linear combinations 
p = r1/2(b _ b +), q = 2- 112(b + b +) fulfilling 

[p,q] =IB • (3) 

We choose the operatorsp,q in such a way thatp is skew
symmetric and q symmetric. This choice is consistent with 
the standard relation b + C b *, where b ... is the adjoint of b. 
One can easily verify that the operators 

Q B . 2 QB ( II) QB l' 2 . -2 + = Iq , 3 = ~ qp + 2 B , - = iP + 'rq 
(4) 

satisfy for each rEC the relations (1 a) and generate a Schur
ean representation of sp(2,R). Moreover, if rElR, then this 
representation is skew-symmetric. 

2.3. The relations pal are to be understood in the sense 
commonly accepted in the representation theory (cf. Ref. 
12): thereis a common dense invariant domain DCJYB , i.e., 
such that all the operators (4) map D into D. One has, of 
course, to specify a representation of the CCR (3) appropri
ate for this case. In the following we put JYB = L 2(R) and 
use the Schr6dinger representation: 
(Pf)(x) =f'(x), (q()(x) =xf(x).ItsstandarddomainY(lR)has 
to be restricted because of q-2 occurring in (4). We can take, 
e.g., the following common dense invariant domain of 
Q~ ,Q~, and Qf; 

D= ItPknltPkn(x)=xkexp[ _x2_(nx2)-I]; 

k = 0, ± 1,.··, n = I,2,.··llin' 

The term - (nx2) -I in the exponent of tPkn ensures that Dis 
in the domain of q-2: q-2 tPkn = tPk _ 2.n' tPkn (0) = 0 for all k 
and n, and the tPkn are continuous on R. 

2.4. As mentioned above, we choose JY = JY B ® JY F 

for the representation space, JYF being a "fermion" Hilbert 
space to be specified later. The expressions for the even gen
erators are obtained by extending the boson representation 
(4) on JY as follows: 

Q+ = Q~ ®IF , 

Q3=Qr®IF, Q_=F(p2®IF )+i(q-2®A). (5) 

The commutation relations (1 a) are obviously satisfied for an 
arbitrary operator Aj if we want these operators to be skew
symmetric A has to be symmetric. 

2.5. The prescription (5) has to be completed by expres
sions for operators V +' V _ representing the odd generators. 
We shall adopt the following ansatz: 
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V+ ="q®C1, V_ =q-l®C2 +p®C3. (6) 

Then the commutation relations (1 b) are fulfilled, as can be 
easily seen by comparing (Ib) to the relations 

[Qr,q] =H, 
[Qr,ap+.Bq-l] = -~(ap+.Bq-l), a,/3EC 

which immediately follow form Eqs. (3) and (4). For specify
ing the "fermion" operators Cr (r = 1,2,3) and A, we make 
use of (1 c); the remaining relations (Id) follow from (Ia)-(Ic) 
so that they provide no new conditions for the fermion oper
ators. After simple calculations we get the following result: 

Let the operators CI>C2 on JYF fulfill 

C~ = FIF , [C1,C2 ] + = O. (7) 

Then the operators 
- • 2 -

Q+ =Iq ®IF , Q3=~(qp+~IB)®IF' 

Q_ = Fp2 ®IF + iq-2 ® (2C1C2 + 4iC~), (8) 

V+ =q®Ct, V_ =!ip®C1 +q-t®c2, 

satisfy the relations (Ia)-( Id) and the Casimir operator is 
expressed as 

K 2= -tr,I-4iIB®C~, (9) 

2.6. Let us now examine under which conditions Eqs. 
(7),(8) determine an irreducible or at least Schurean represen
tation of osp(I,2) supposing dimJYF < 00. 

Lemma 1: If the set I C1,C2 1 CEndJFF is reducible, 
then the operators (8) form a reducible set in 
End(JY B ® JY F)' 

Proof This assertion immediately follows if one uses the 
n I EEl JY' B realization of JY' B ® JY F (dim JY' F = n), in 

i= 1 

which A ® B is expressed via matrix representation (b ij) of B 
by 

(A ®B )(xt, .. ,xn) = (tlbljAXj'··'jtlbnjAXj). • 

Therefore, we shall consider only irreducible sets {C1,C2 1 
satisfying Eqs. (7). The Schur lemma implies that K2 is then a 
multiple of unity, since [Cp C2J+ = 0 implies [C1,Ci] = 0, 
i.e., Schurean representations arise. The next lemma shows 
that such sets exist only if dimJY' F .;;2. 

Lemma 2: (a) If 2 < dimJY' F < 00, then any solution 
{C1,C2 1 ofEqs. (7) is a reducible set. (b) If dimJY'F ';;2, then 
Eqs. (7) have the following solution only (up to similarity 
transformations): 

dimJY'F = 1, C1 = ± ¥, C2 = 0, (10) 

dimJY'F = 2, C\ = ¥a2, C2 = c¥ap (11) 

where e = exp(hrI4), CEC, and a j are the Pauli matrices. 
Proof Let x be an eigenvector of C2 : 

C2x = c(e/2Jx, CEC, 

and let y = (21e)C\x. The linear envelope of {x,y J is invar
iant with respect to both C\ and C2 so that the irreducibility 
condition implies {x,ylun = JYF , i.e., dimJY'F = 1,2. The 
remaining statements of the lemma can be easily verified 
combining the defining relations for x and y with Eqs. (7). • 

2.7. Consider the case dimJY'F = 1. Substituting (10) 
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into (8) and (9) yields 

Q+ = iq2, Q3 = ~(qp + !f), Q_ = i(p2/4), 

V+ = ±!Eq, V_ = ±!iEp, 

(12a) 

(12b) 

K2 = - ·trl (12c) 

We thus have two sets of operators Qa , Vp differing in the 
sign of Vp. However, these sets are equivalent, the equiv
alence between them being established, e.g., by the unitary 
operator R on L 2(K) which is given by (R¢)(x) = ¢( - x). 

All the operators (12a) and (12b) are in the vector space 
EndD where D is the domain discussed in 2.3. In order to get 
a representation ofosp(1,2) in terms of them, one has to in
troduce a Lie superalgebra structure in EndD such that the 
operators Qa become even and Vp odd elements. 13 To this 
purpose we use the linear manifolds Do,DI of even and odd 
functions 

Dk = {¢ED I¢( - x) = ( - l)k¢(x)J, k = 0,1, 

and by means of them introduce the following manifolds in 
EndD: 

i j = {TEEndDITDkCDk+jlmod21,k=0,lj j=O,1. 

ThenD = Do EBD I , EndD = io EBi l , and the operators (12a) 
are in io (even) while (12b) in i l (odd). Hence a representa
tion of osp( 1,2) on L 2(K) is determined by Eqs. (12a) and 
(12b). Each element of osp(1,2) is represented in terms of one 
pair of boson operators p,q. Therefore, this representation 
will be called "pure boson representation" (PBR). 

Obviously, this representation has the ESS property. 
Notice that the PBR becomes a star representation of the 
complexification osp( 1,2;C), if one defines involution (ad
joint operation) on osp(1,2;C) by 

Q: = - Qa' Vp = - iVp . (13) 
On the other hand, the PBR is not a grade star representa
tion.8 If it were so, then the relations between the standard 
involution" +" and the standard graded involution "#" 
on EndD 8 would imply Q '! = Q a+ = - Qa' As the PBR is 
faithful, a graded involution on osp(1,2) satisfying 
Q'! = - Qa would have to exist. Then the axioms of graded 
involution and relations (1) would imply 

V: = cp Vp , CpEe, 

which contradicts the axiom V:# = - V{3' 
2.8. In the case dirnJY F = 2 it is convenient to express 

the operators CI ,C2 in (11) by means of 

a = !(0"1 - i0"2)' a+ = !(O"I + i0"2)' 

The operators a,a+ satisfy the CAR 

a2 = (a+)2 = 0, [a,a+] + = IF' 

and it further holds 

[a+ ,a) = 0"3' 

Substituting (11) into Eqs. (8) and (9), we get 

Q+ =iq2®IF, Q3=!(qp+¥B)®IF, 

Q_ =i(P2/4-c2q-2)®IF +!icq-2® [a+,a], (14a) 
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V _ = ;\Ep ® (a+ - a) + ¥Eq-I ® (a + a+), 

V+ = !iEq®(a - a+), 

K2 = (c2 
- trY. 
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(14b) 

(14c) 

In order to embed the operators (14a) and (14b) into a 
Lie superalgebra, let us take the (JIf' B EB JIf' B) realization of 
the tensor product JIf' B ® JIf' F and the vector space EndD (2), 

where 

D (2) = {(x,y)EJIf' B EB JIf' B Ix,yED j. 

The Lie superalgebra structure EndD (2) = io EB i I can be in
troduced as in 2.7; the only difference consists in replacing 
the linear manifolds Dk by D ~I: 

D~) = {(x,O) 1 xED J, D \21 = {(O,y) lyED j. 

Then the operators (14a) and (14b) form a representation of 
osp(1,2); this assertion immediately follows from the fact 
that A ®BELo iff (bij) is a diagonal matrix and A ®BEL I iff 
(bij) is antidiagonal (see the proof of Lemma 1 in 2.6). 

The representation we have obtained is expressed in 
terms of one pair of boson operators p,q and one pair of 
fermion operators a,a+, is Schurean, and depends on one 
complex parameter c; it will be called "fermion-boson repre
sentation" (FBR). For C = ° the FBR is, of course, reducible 
[see Eq. (11)] and is equivalent to direct sum of two pure 
boson representations. 

Has the FBR the ESS property? The standard involu
tion " + " on EndD (2) yields Q! = - Q +,Q 3+ = - Q3' 
andQ:t: = -Q_ +iq-2(c-c)®((c+c)IF -Ha+,a]). 
Thus the ESS requirement is fulfilled iff CEK. For real cone 
further gets 

V 13+ = - iVp. 
Hence the FBR is a star representation of osp( 1,2;C) with 
respect to the involution (13). On the other hand, the FBR is 
not a grade star representation for the same reasons as in the 
case ofPBR. 

III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Our analysis of the representations of osp(1,2) aris
ing from the boson representation (4) ofsp(2,K) can be sum
marized as follows: 

(i) If dirnJY F > 2, then there is no irreducible represen
tation of the form (8); if dimJlf' F <2, then any representation 
determined by Eqs. (7) and (8) is Schurean. 

(ii) In the case dimJlf'F = 1 the Eqs. (7) and (8) deter
mine just one representation (up to equivalence), namely the 
PBR [see (12a) and (12b)). 

(iii) In the case dimJlf' F = 2 each representation deter
mined by Eqs. (7) and (8) belongs (up to equivalence) to the 
family ofFBR [see Eqs. (14a) and (14b)). This family depends 
on one complex parameter C which is related to the Casimir 
operator by K2 = (c2 - -h)I. 

(iv)The PBR is a star representation of osp(1,2;C) with 
respect to the involution (13); the FBR is so iff cER. In par
ticular, the real forms ofPBR and FBR have the ESS proper
ty (even elements are represented by skew-symmetric 
operators). 

(v) Neither the PBR nor the FBR (for any CEC) is a grade 
star representation. 

3.2. The pure boson representation can easily be gener
alized for the osp( 1 ,2n) superalgebra. To this purpose one has 
to take n pairs of boson operators p r ,q r obeying the CCR, P r 
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being skew-symmetric and qr symmetric. It is well known 
that the operators 

X,. = Hq"ps] +' 

Xr._ s = -1 i [qr,qs]+:E.Xs,-r, 

X _ r.s = - 1 i[pr,Ps] +:E.X - s," 

r,s = 1,2, .. n, generate a skew-symmetric representation of 
the Lie algebra sp(2n, R). Let us further introduce 

Vr = iexp(i1r/4)q" V _ r = iexp( - i1r/4)Pr' 

r= 1,2, .. ,n. 

Then the following relations hold: 

[X., Vk ] = 6k· V. - €·€.6 " k V J" IJ 'J I l J -, -

[Vk,V1 ]+ = 2€IXk,_1 = 2€kXI._k' 

where i, j, k, / = ± 1, ± 2, .. , ± nand €i = sgni. Thus, the 
operators X ij' Vk generate a representation of osp( 1 ,2n) 
which is ESS. 

3.3. Canonical realizations of Lie algebras II provide an 
effective method for constructing infinite-dimensional re
presentations. The possibility of applying an analogous pro
cedure to Lie superalgebras seems to be promising: notice 
that the method is essentially an algebraic one. To this pur
pose one has to choose a suitable generalization of the Weyl 
algebra W2n . We can take the most straightforward general
ization 14.15 omitting other possibilities 16: the associative al
gebra W2n ;m with unity generated by the elements 
qoPi,i = 1,2 .. ,n and Sk' k = 1,2, .. ,m, which obey the 
relations 

[Pi,qj] = 6ijl, [Pi,Pj] = [Poqj] = 0, 

[sk,sd+ =6k/ l, [Pi,Sk] = [qosd =0. 

Notice that the (complex) algebra generated by n pairs of 
boson operators bob t and m pairs offermion operators 
ak ,a: is identical with W2n;2m: it is sufficient to choose 
Sk =2- 1/2(a k +a:), Sm+k =i2- 1/2(ak -a:). Then the 
problem we have solved in Sec. II may be formulated as 
searching for Schurean realizations of osp(I,2) in the Weyl 
superalgebra W2;2' 

3.4. It was pointed out in 1.4 that our approach does not 
work for each skew-symmetric boson representation of Lo if 
we want to obtain an ESS representation of L. As an illustra
tion let us consider the following example. The operators 

Q+= -p, Q_=q2p+q-irq, 

Q3 = - qp - !(1 - ir)IB (15) 

generate for each reR a skew-symmetric Schurean represen
tation of sp(2,R) on JY' B = L 2(R). If we replace the param
eter r by a symmetric operator A on JY' F (dimJY' F < (0), we 
get skew-symmetric operators on JY' B ® JY' F which repre
sent even generators of osp(I,2) [cf. Eq.(5)]: 

,.. ,.. 2 . 
Q+= -p®IF, Q_=(qp+q)®IF-lq®A, 

Q3= -(qp+¥B)®IF+WB®A. 
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For getting the operators V +' V_we use now the relations 

[Q+,V+] =0, [Q3'v+] =1V+, 

[Q_,V+] = V_, [Q,_V_] =0 (16) 

[the relations [Q+, V _] = V +' [Q3' V _] = - 1V _ follow 
from (16) and hence provide no further conditions for 
V +' V _]. The first ofthe relations (16) implies V + = V(P), 
where 

V(P)(xl, .. ·,xn) = (tl Vlj(p)xj""'itl Vnj(P)xj). xjeD 

(cf. the proof of Lemma 1 in 2.6), the operators Vkj(p)eEndD 
being functions of P only. Using the remaining three rela
tions (16) and the fact that A is a symmetric operator on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space JY' F' one easily finds 

V+ = V_ =0. 

As this result contradicts anticommutation relations (lc), we 
conclude that the boson representation (15) cannot be ex
tended to an ESS representation of osp(I,2). 

3.5. It is obvious that our results remain valid also for 
the other real form of osp( 1 ,2;C) whose basis is obtained from 
Eqs. (1) replacing V ± by iV ± . 

3.6. Finally, let us remark that a pure boson representa
tion akin to our PBR was obtained within a different frame
work in Ref. 17. 
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Lie-algebraic properties of infinite-dimensional wave equations 
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To an infinite-dimensional Lorentz-invariant wave equation of the form (alta + iK)¢(x) = 0 is 
associated a Lie algebra S over C which contains so(4,q and alt. We show, by c;nsidering a certain 
class of equations, that in general S is an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra. It has a structure which 
is quite different from that of the known types of infinite-dimensional algebras. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Tw 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers 1-3 we have discussed the Lie-algebra
ic properties of finite-dimensional Lorentz-invariant wave 
equations of the form 

(aiL~ + iK)¢(X) = 0, 
axiL 

(Ll) 

w here the aIL Ip = 0,1,2,3) are n X n matrices and K is a real 
nonzero constant. In this paper we make some comments on 
the Lie-algebraic structure of infinite-dimensional equations 
of the form (1.1). 

We keep the notation of Refs. 1 and 2. We recall that a 
finite-dimensional equation of the form (1.1) is specified by a 
representation 1T' of the Lorentz Lie algebra so (3,1) 
~ sl (2,qR which admits a vector operator (alt ). We let S 
denote the Lie algebra generated by 1T'(D2) and the aIL over C, 
where D2 denotes the compexification so (4,q of so (3,1). 
Then, if we go over all irreducible representationsp of S, we 
obtain a family of invariant wave equations based on the 
initial one. I

•
2 

Furthermore, when there is a real form So of S which 
contains sl(2,qR, with the corresponding Lie group embed
ding SL(2,q C Yo, then we can include infinite-dimensional 
representations of Yo in this family. 3 

However, a new situation arises if we take an infinite
dimensional equation as our initial equation. We can define 
the Lie algebra S exactly as in the finite-dimensional case. 
After introducing the requisite notation in Sec. 2, we shall 
examine in Sec. 3 a particular class of infinite-dimensional 
equations, and demonstrate that S is almost always an infi
nite-dimensional Lie algebra. We conclude with some brief 
comments on the general structure of S. 

2. NOTATION 

Infinite-dimensional wave equations were discussed in 
detail by Gel'fand and Yaglom4 in 1948; we shall use the 
notation of Ref. 5. The irreducible representations of 
sl (2,qR which are integrable to representations of the group 
SL (2,q are denoted by (/0 ,/1 ), where 10 is an integer or half
integer and IIEiC. The representation (/o,/l) decomposes into 
irreducible representations of the maximal compact subalge
bra su (2): 

Ilo,ld- iF, (j) . 
j~ II"i,II,,1 + I.,·· 

If I'll> I'oland '0'/1 are simultaneously integral or half-inte-

gral, then [Io'! I I is finite-dimensional, and the above sum 
terminates atj = 1/11 - 1. In all other cases {'O,!I} is infinite
dimensional. Matrix elements of the generators of sl (2,qR in 
this representation can be found in Ref. 5. 

An invariant wave equation is thus specified by a repre
sentation 1T' which is the direct sum (or, more generally, di
rect integral) of representations of the form {'o,/I}' The vec
tor operator aIL can only have nonzero matrix elements 
between {lo,'d and {lo','I'} when 

'0' = 10 , II' = II ± 1, or '0' = '0 ± 1, 'I' = 'I' 
Explicit formulae for aIL are given in Ref. 5. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF S IN THE INFINITE
DIMENSIONAL CASE 

To get an idea of the properties of S for a given infinite
dimensional wave equation, we shall consider the following 
family of equations6

: 

1T'=1T'liF1T'2= {VI}iF{ -VI}' (3.1) 

acting in the space V = VI iF V2, where 'I # ± 3/2, ± 512, .. ·, 
so V is infinite-dimensional. 

The matrices alt are of the form 

all = (0 XIL) 
yiL 0' 

in which X IL, Y IL are matrices, each determined up to multi
plication by an arbitrary nonzero complex factor. (These fac
tors are unimportant in what follows.) 

Theorem 3.1: For the wave equations described by (3.1), 
the Lie algebra S over C which is generated by 1T'(D2) and the 
aiL is (a) isomorphic to sp (4,q:=::so(5,q if 10 = 0, (b) infinite
dimensional when II #0. 

Proof I t has been shown by Bracken6 that, for a suitable 
choice of the complex factors appearing in aIL, 

(3,2) 

where II'" are the generators of 1T', 

and Ys = I v, iF ( - I v,), I v, and I v, being the identity opera
tors on VI and V2 · 

(a) If II = 0, we have [aIL ,a y ] = IlLY' which means that 
we have S:=::so(5,q:=::sp(4,q. This proves (a). 
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(b) From (3.2) we have 

[ao>a I] = 101 - 2il/23r5' 

[a l.a2] = 112 + 2it/03r5' etc. 

Thus if II #0. we see that S contains 

I _-[ao.al]+/ol Ir=[a •• a 2 ]+/,2 t 
23r5 - 2il, • 03 5 2il , ' e c. 

Clearly the matrices II''' ,II''' r 5 all belong to S. and therefore S 
contains 

r.(x) = 17'1(X) 6j O. r2(x) = 06j 17'2(X) (VXED2)' 

We put 

ao = (0 Xo). 
Yo 0 

whereXo.Yo are given in Ref. 5 (p. 276). Then. for m.nEZ+ 
and X,yEl)2 we have 

[adr.(x)] m [adr2(y)] "ao 

= e. (- tr[17'.(x~mX()[17'2(y)]) 

By taking suitable repeated commutators. it is clear by the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 7 that S will contain all ma
trices of the form 

e. 17'1 (U)X;17'2(U 1)) VU.U1EU* = U\ 11 J. 

Hence U denotes the universal enveloping algebra of D2• 

with identity 1. 
We recall now that if V I ,V2 are vector spaces over C. 

then the finite topology on Hom (V2• V.) is defined by stipu
lating that a basis for the topology is given by the open sets8 

0(5;;7];)= IAEHom(V2, VllIA5; =7];. i= 1 .... ,mJ. 
where !51, ... ,5m 1 is a linearly independent set of vectors in 
V2 and! 7] 1 ... ·.7] m 1 is any set of vectors in VI' 

Consider the set D = 17'1(U*)X017'2(U*H;;;Hom(V2'VI), 
We shall show that D is dense in Hom(V2' VI) in the finite 
topology; it then follows immediately that S is infinite
dimensional. 

We use the following criterion (Ref. 8, p. 251): "a subset 
A of Hom (V2' V.) is dense ¢> for every set 151 ..... 5 m J of 
linearly independent vectors in V2 and every set 17] I.· .. 7] m J of 
vectors in VI. 3AEA such that As; = 7];. i = 1, .... m." 

Suppose. then. that {51 .... 5m J are linearly independent 
in V2• Since 17'2(U*) is an irreducible algebra of linear trans
formations of a complex vector space of countable dimen
sion. it follows from a result of Dixmier, proved in Ref. 9, 
that 17'2(U*) is algebraically completely irreducible, i.e .• dense 
in End V2 • Thus we can choose A2E17'2(U*) such that 
5; = A2 5;. i = 1 ..... m. Then. since kerXo = I OJ5, the set 
(Xo 5i I is linearly independent in VI' Again, choose 
A1E17'1(U*) such that 7]; = A1(XoS;) = (A1XoAz) 5;' Since 
A IXO A2ED. it is clear that D is dense in Hom( V2• V1).D 

The case (a) of this theorem expresses the fact that the 
(half-integral spin) Majorana equation, for which 17' = ! !.O 1, 
is a member ofthe family of equations based on Dirac's equa
tion. It is obtained by considering the ladder representation 
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ofsp (4.R).3.JO On the other hand, the case (b) of the theorem 
tells us that no wave equation of the form (3.1) can be a 
member of the family based on any finite-dimensional equa
tion; it is a genuinely new equation. We could, in principle, 
produce new families of wave equations by finding the repre
sentations of S. 

It is clear that for infinite-dimensional equations, the 
Lie algebra S will almost always be infinite-dimensional. 
This situation is directly analogous to that for finite-dimen
sional equations (see Sec. 3 of Ref. 1). There we used the same 
kind of irreducibility argument to show that S is almost al
ways the whole of the appropriate algebra so(V). spIV), or 
sl( V). with the corresponding wave equation being almost 
never obtainable from a lower-order equation. 

We observe that the irreducible representation 
p = ! lo'!,l. acting on W. is self-contragradient-a nonde
generate bilinear form with matrix B is induced on W by 
means of its structure as an su(2)-module 

B = 6j Bj • 
j~ 1/,,1.11,,1 + I ... · 

where 

(Bj)mm' = ( - lY- mOm. _ mO. 

Clearly the generators II''' of p are all skew relative to B. In 
other words we have an embedding 

D2kSO(W)[sp(WlJ. 

according as 10 is integral (half-integral). where so (W) 
[sp( W)] denotes the Lie algebra of column-finite matrices 
which are skew relative to B. 

This situation is similar to the finite-dimensional 
case l

•
2

; in fact. an argument analogous to that of Theorem 
3.3 in Ref. 1 shows that. if Vadmits a vector-operator aI', we 
can often ensure thatSkso( V)[sp(V)], if a bilinear form on V 
is suitably chosen [this is possible, in particular. for Eq. 
(3.1 )]. 

The Lie algebra S is. however. unlike any of the infinite
dimensional Lie algebras normally considered in the litera
ture. First. S is a finitely generated algebra of operators on a 
Hilbert space; but. since S contains unbounded operators 
(the af' are closed but unbounded II). it is not a "classical" Lie 
algebra in the sense of Ref. 12. Second. S has an obvious 
filtration So C SIC S2 C .... where 

So = 1T(D2 ). 

SI = subspace spanned by 1T(D2 ) and the al' .... 

Sk = subspace spanned by 1T{D2 ) and the commutators 

[af'· [aI" [ ... [a'" '.a"']] ... 1. (r< k )]. 

It is clear that [S;,sj ] c;;,Si +j and u;S; = S. HoweverS does 
not possess an obvious gradation compatible with this filtra
tion. Thus S does not fit into the range of filtered algebras 
considered, for example, by Rudakov 13 and Guillemin. I4 
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Remarks on certain dual series equations involving the Konhauser 
biorthogonal polynomials a) 

H. M. Srivastava 
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It is observed, in the present note, that the literature contains erroneous results concerning the 
solutions of certain dual (and triple) equations involving series of the Konhauser biorthogonal 
polynomials. For example, the main results proved recently by K. R. Patil and N. K Thakare [J. 
Math. Phys. 18, 1724 (1977)] are shown to be invalid except in their already-known special cases. 
The errors are traced to the misuse of a certain Weyl fractional integral which holds true only in 
the case of the classical Laguerre polynomials. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. - f,02.30.Jm 

Patil and Thakare (Ref. 1, p. 1725) claim to have solved 
some dual series equations involving the Konhauser biortho
gonal polynomial set [z ~ (x;k ) J :: = o. Their method uses 
Abel's integral equations and is based rather heavily upon 
the following Weyl fractional integral of order f3 [Ref. 1, p. 
1725, Eq. (2.2)]: 

1"" exp( - x)(x - 5 'f - lZ~ +fi(x;k) dx 

= r({3) exp( - 5 )Z~(5;k), 8 + 1 >f3> 0, (1) 

which, upon setting x = 5 + t, yields its equivalent form 

1 Loo Z~(5;k)= -- exp(-t)t{3-1Z~+{3(5+t;k)dt, (2) 
r({3) 0 

where, as before, 8 + 1 >f3> O. For k = 1, both (1) and (2) 
reduce to the corresponding well-known results for the 
Laguerre polynomialsL ~)(x)=Z~(x;I). 

In view of the definition of Z~(x;k), the left-hand side 
of (2) is a polynomial of degree n in 5 \ whereas the right
hand side is a polynomial also, of degree nk in 5, in which all 
powers of 5 from 0 to nk appear with nonzero coefficients. 
Thus it would suffice to check the validity of(2) for n = 1, in 
which case (2) readily yields 

r(8+k+l) -5 k 
r(8+ 1) 

_ r(8+f3+k+ 1) -(-I)kk!L~-{3-k)(5)' (3) 
r(8+f3+1) 

which (upon comparing the coefficients oflike powers of 5) is 
seen to hold true if and only if k = 1. 

It follows that (2), and hence also its equivalent form (1), 

alSupported, in part, by NSERC Grant A7353. 

are invalid for k = 2,3,4,.··. Therefore, all of Sec. 3 of the 
Patil-Thakare paper,l except possibly their equation (3.1), 
would hold true only for k = 1, that is, for the classical 
Laguerre polynomials. Indeed, such dual Laguerre series 
equations were solved earlier by Lowndes2 and their various 
generalizations were considered subsequently by Srivastava 
(Refs. 3-5), and Srivastava and Panda.6 

The integral formula (1) and its further erroneous ver
sions have also appeared elsewhere in the literature. For ex
ample, the recent papers by Karande and Thakare [Ref. 7, p. 
643, Eq. (3.6)] and Kumbhat [Ref. 8, p. 140, Eq. (2.4)] may be 
cited. The former attribute (1), by an obvious oversight, to 
Prabhakar,9 while the latter uses (1), with a further error, in 
solving certain dual and triple series equations involving the 
Konhauser biorthogonal polynomials Z~(x;k). The correc
tions to all these papers, and possibly many more using (1), 
would simply amount to viewing each of their results in the 
already-known context of the classical Laguerre 
polynomials. 
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The bi-Hamiltonlan structure of some nonlinear fifth- and seventh-order 
differential equations and recursion formulas for their symmetries and 
conserved covarlants 

Benno Fuchssteiner and Walter Oevel 
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West Germany 

(Received 24 December 1980; accepted for pUblication 4 September 1981) 

Using a bi-Hamiltonian formulation we give explicit formulas for the conserved quantities and 
infinitesimal generators of symmetries for some nonlinear fifth- and seventh-order nonlinear 
partial differential equations; among them, the Caudrey-Dodd-Gibbon-Sawada-Kotera 
equation and the Kupershmidt equation. We show that the Lie algebras of the symmetry groups 
of these equations are of a very special form: Among the C '" vector fields they are generated 
from two given commuting vector fields by a recursive application of a single operator. 
Furthermore, for some higher order equations, those multisoliton solutions, which for It 1-00 
asymptotically decompose into traveling wave solutions, are characterized as eigenvector 
decompositions of certain operators. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

I. THE MAIN RESULTS 

It has long been known 1-6 that the CaudreY-Dodd-Gib
bon-Sawada-Kotera (CDGSK) equation 

u, = KI(u) = Uxxxxx + ituuxxx 
+~uxuxx +~2U2ux (tarbitraryeR) (1) 

is "completely integrable" in the sense that it admits infinite
ly many conservation laws and infinitely many symmetries 
(via a suitable version of Noether's theorem). Reference I 
provides explicit formulas for only four conserved quantities 
"because of the enormity of the calculation." 

Satsuma and Kaup2 have found a Backlund transfor
mation and an inverse scattering method for (1) that enabled 
them to give an explicit recursion formula for the conserved 
densities. It turned out that many of those densities are triv
ial in the sense that the conserved charges vanish. Moreover, 
conserved densities of certain order in u do not seem to exist 
at all, e.g., there Obviously is no conserved polynomial densi
ty with U2,U5,U8 

••• as the highest power of u. 
A. Our main result is that all symmetries and all nontri

vial conserved densities of (1) can be obtained by a straight
forward recursion scheme. We claim that ( II,K "ed is a gen
eralized bi-Hamilton system, where e l and II are given by 

et(u) = D 3 + t (uD + Du), (2) 

It(u) = 2D 3 + ~(D2UD -I +D -tuD2) 
+~2(U2D-t+D-IU2). (3) 

Here D stands for the differential operator and D - I for its 
inverse (defined on a suitable solution space that is explained 
later on). As will be shown in Sec. II the bi-Hamiltonian 
structure means that e I(U) maps conserved convariants of( 1) 
(especially the gradients of conservation laws) onto infinites
imal generators of one-parameter symmetry groups, and 
II(u) works in the opposite way, i.e., infinitesimal generators 
of symmetries are mapped onto conserved covariants. 
Hence, the operator 

(4a) 

is a recursion operator in the sense that it maps infinitesimal 
generators of symmetries onto infinitesimal generators of 
symmetries, and 

(4b) 

maps conserved covariants of (1) onto conserved covariants. 
We review some basic notions. 
A vector field O'(u) is said to be the infinitesimal gener

ator of a symmetry of 

u, = K (u) (Sa) 

iftheinfinitesimaltransformationu(t )-u(t) + €O'(u(t ))leaves 
(Sa) form-invariant. In other words v(t) = u(u(t)) has to be a 
solution of 

(Sb) 

A covector field G (u) is called a conserved covariant if 
(G (u(t )),v(t ) is time independent whenever u(t ) is a solution 
of (Sa) and v(t) is a solution of(Sb). Special conserved covar
iants are given by gradients of conservation laws. The quan
tity p(u) is a conservation law of (Sa) ifp(u(t)) is time indepen
dent for every solution u(t) of (Sa). The gradient of p(u) is 
defined by 

(gradp(u),v) = ~I p(u + €v). 
a€ E=O 

Here ( , ) stands for the bilinear form given by 

(f,g) = if(X)g(X) dx. 

Now, we return to Eq. (1). Picking ul(u) = Ux and 
u3(u) = KJ(u) as the infinitesimal generators of space and 
time translation, we can construct two sequences of symme
try generators by 

U3n + t (u): =,p ~(u)ux and u3n + 3 (u): =,p ~(u)KI(u). 
(6a) 
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The sUbscripts are chosen in such a way that they indicate 
the order in u (i.e., the maximal power of u) of each gener
ator. Analogously there are 2 hierarchies of conserved co
variants that are connected to the symmetry generators via 
eland J 1 and can as well be constructed from simple ances
tors. The simplest conserved densities of (I) are u and 
[(' / 12 )u3 

- u; /2)] so that we pick their gradients as the 
starting points of the two hierarchies. Defining 

Go(u) = grad J: 00 u dx = 1 

and 

J
+ 00 ( , U

Z 
) , 

Gz(u) = grad - u3 
- _x dx = - U

Z + uxx , 
_ 00 12 2 4 

we obtain the sequences 

G3" = tfJ t (u)"1 and GJ " + 2 = tfJ t (u)"( : u
2 + U xx ) 

(6b) 

for which the relations 

lTk+ du) = el(U)Gk(u) and J1(u)lTdu) = Gk+z(u) (7) 

hold for k = 0,2,3,5 ... and k = 1,3,4,6 ... , respectively. 
In the particular case under consideration all the quan

tities Gk (u) are gradients. Hence the corresponding conser
vation laws can be found by integration, i.e., all the 

(8) 

are conserved densities. The first four of these densities can 
be found in Ref. 1. 

Looking at the orders of the I k we see that there are the 
two hierarchies 13" + 1 and 13" + J , so we have verified the 
conjecture "that a series of conservation laws exists with 
every third polynomial conservation law (p.c.1.) missing, i.e., 
ifl (2r - 1) is an integer then the p.c.I. (of that orderin u) does 
not exist. "I This conjecture was alreadY proved6 (by the in
verse scattering method and under strong compact-support 
assumptions). It should be noted that our results do not de
pend on inverse scattering techniques. 

B. We shaH see that the same analysis holds for the 
Kupershmidt equationS (among others): 

u, = Kz(u) = Uxxxxx + ~uxxxu + Wuxxux + ~2UZux' (9) 

Here, the crucial operators e (u) and J (u) have the following 
form: 

ez(u) = D 3 + .it (uD + Du), (10) 

J2(u) = 2D 3 + 1t(uD +Du) +,(D 2uD -I +D -luDZ) 

+,2(u2D- I +D- 1uZ), (11) 

and the two gradients of conservation laws we have to start 
with are in this case 

Go(u) = I, (12a) 
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C. Another fifth-order equation that can be dealt with 
in the same way is 

Vt = Vxxxxx 

- 5(vxvxxx + v!x + v~ + 4vvxvxx + v2vxxx - v4vx )' 
(13) 

It was recently discovereds that this equation is connected to 
(1) as well as to (9) by a Backlund transformation (modified 
Miura transformation). Hence we can apply the transforma
tion formulas of Ref. 7 to obtain the corresponding operators 
e (v), 1 (v), as well as the conserved covariants to start our two 
sequences. 

Equation (1) goes over into (13) via 

(14) 

In Sec. III we explain that such a formula, which is called a 
Backlund transformation, yields transformation formu
las,,\3 for the corresponding operators e and J. Byapplica
tion of these transformation formulas we obtain the corre
sponding operators e (v) and J (v) for Eq. (13). They are given 
by 

e(v) = ,4
2 

(2v -D)-Ie{ 7Vx - V2)}2V +D)-l, 

(15a) 

ltv) = '4
2 

(2v + D)./I ( ~ (vx - v2)}2V - D), (I5b) 

whereJ1(·) and etl·) are the operators given by (2) and (3). 
The conserved covariants to obtain the two sequences of 
conservation laws from are 

Go(V) = 1, (16) 

G2(v) = (D + 2v)[(vx - V
2 )2 + 2(vx - v2)xx]. (17) 

D. In addition our method yields recursion formulas for 
conservation laws and infinitesimal generators of symme
tries of some seventh-order equations that were not yet dis
covered as completely integrable. To be precise, take any 
pair of operators e, J given by either (2), (3) or (10), (11) or 
(15a), (15b). Then the equations 

u,=<P(u)"ux , where <p(u)=e(u)J(u), (18) 

are completely integrable and the operators e, J play the 
same role as before. 

The infinitesimal generators of one-parameter symme
try groups are given by 

O'"(u) = <P(u)"ux ' nER, (19a) 
and 

G,,(u) = <P +(u)"Go(u), nER, (19b) 

(where Go(u) = 1 and <P +(u) = J(u)8 (un are gradients of 
conserved quantities. Furthermore for Eq. (18) we have a 
very transparent description of the multisoliton solutions. 
As described in Sec. III (see also Refs. 8 and 9) a solution u of 
(18) is a pure N-soliton, i.e., a solution that decomposes for 
It 1---+-00 into N traveling wave solutions with prescribed as-
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ymptotic speeds such that the total energy is carried by the 
asymptotic waves, if and only if Ux can be written as 

(20a) 

where 

<P (U)CUk = - AkCUk, k = 1, ... ,N, (20b) 

i.e., the CUk are eigenvectors of <P (u). Hence the manifold of 
N-soliton solutions of (18) can be described in terms of the 
solution manifold of a system of ordinary differential equa
tions. The asymptotic speeds are given by the eigenvalues, 
and are equal to A 7 , ... ,A~. 

II. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK 

A recursion formula for the conserved quantities (inte
grals) of the CDGSK equation has been given before (see, for 
example, Ref. 2). This recursion formula is rather complicat
ed since the nth integral In is a polynomial of third order in 
theIk , k < n. Although this formula is the result of ingenious 
considerations, it seems absolutely hopeless to find an explic
it solution for this recursion scheme. But indeed, formula 
(6b) constitutes such an explicit solution. To be precise, it 
constitutes an explicit formula for the gradients of the inte
grals. But obtaining the integrals from their gradients is only 
an elementary calculation [formula (8)]. In fact, dealing with 
the gradients instead of the integrals has a considerable ad
vantage since one immediately works within the framework 
of the Poisson brackets. In addition, the operator <P + [given 
by formula (4b)] is a deformation in that Lie-algebra of Po is
son brackets having strong linear interpolation proper-
ties 14_and since the kernel of <P + is empty, one can be sure 
to construct only those integrals for which the correspond
ing densities do not vanish. 

We should like to emphasize that our results are not 
obtained by inverse scattering techniques. Although we do 
appreciate inverse scattering as one of the most ingenious 
contributions in the field, we cannot overlook the fact that, 
for the equations under consideration, the validity of the 
results obtained by this method depends, up to now, on very 
strong compact support assumptions (see Ref. 6, p. 215). In 
contrast, all the results obtained in this paper can be checked 
by direct (although cumbersome) calculations. 

Our approach yields in addition a complete description 
of the symmetry group of the CDGSK equation (in terms of 
infinitesimal generators). Symmetries for this equation have 
not been considered in detail. Of course, barring some minor 
complications, one obtains the symmetry group from the 
conserved quantities via a suitable version of Noether's law. 
But the point is, that for finding such a version of Noether's 
law one has to perform, at least partly, those calculations 
that are presented in this paper (namely, finding Hamilton
ian formulations for the equations under consideration). 
Since the infinitesimal generators of the one-parameter sym
metry groups do commute, one has, in addition, found the 
generalized CDGSK equations. Here "generalized" is 
meant in exactly the same sense as in the case of the 
Korteweg-de-Vries (KdV) equation. 
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III. THE BACKGROUND 

We consider a dynamical system 

u, =K(u), (21) 

where u is in some manifold M and where K is a suitable C '" 
vector field. For our purpose we assume throughout this 
paper that M = S = the Schwartz space of C '" functions on 
the real line vanishing rapidly at ± 00. Because of this as
sumption we can identify the manifold with the typical fiber 
of the tangent bundle, and everything becomes very trans
parent. In the COO vector fields we introduce the usual Lie
algebra product (see any standard textbook, for example Ref. 
10 or 11) given by 

[HpH2](U) =!...\ [HI(u + €H2(U)) - H 2(u + €HI(u))], a€ .=0 

where HI' H2 are arbitrary Coo vector fields. 

The importance of this Lie algebra lies in the fact that a 
flow defined by a vector field H is a one-parameter symmetry 
group of (21) if and only if [K, H] = O. Therefore if 
[K, 0"] = 0, then 0" is the infinitesimal generator of a symme
try and has the properties required in Sec. I. 

Now, let us tum our,attention towards the dual. Let S • 
be a space of C 00 functions on the real line such that the 
elementsfES· define continuous linear functionals on S via 

Let us henceforth restrict all notions of continuity and differ
entiability to the topology given by the pair (S • ,S ) (where S • 
will be chosen later on in such a way that the operators we 
deal with do make sense). A C 00 covector field G is called a 
conserved covariant if LK G = 0, where LK denotes the Lie 
derivative. That is the same as saying that G defines a flow in 
the cotangent bundle such that ( G, K ) is a conserved quan
tity for (21). Gradients of conservation laws are standard 
examples for conserved quantities; in that case we have triv
ially ( G,K ) = O. But in general a conserved covariant need 
not be closed. 

It is very useful to look for a relationship between sym
metries and conserved quantities of the dynamical system 
given by K (u). Such a connection similar to Noether's theo
rem can be formulated, if K (u) has a special, i.e., Hamilton
ian, structure. To make precise what this means, we first 
have to establish the notion of symplectic and implectic (in
verse-symplectic) operators. 

Definition: An operator-valued function 
u-J (u) : S-S • is called symplectic if (1) J (u) is antisymme
tric with respect to ( , ); and (2) the 2-form cu defined by 
CU(S\,s2): = (J (U)sI,s2) 'VSI,s2ES is closed. 
A 2-form cu is closed if and only if the following Jacobi identi
ty is satisfied: 

L X .(CU(XI,x2)) + L X ,(CU(X2,x3)) + Lx, (CU(X3,x1)) = 0 

for all vector fields XI' X2, X3. This is equivalent to 

( J'(U)[SI]S2,s3) + ( J'(U)[S2]S3,s1 ) 

+ ( J'(U)[S3]SI,s2 ) = 0 for all 
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Here again Lx is the Lie-derivative with respect to the vector 
field X and J'(u)[u] stands for the derivative 

J'(u)[u] = :€ J(u + €U)!€=o' 

Analogously, an anti symmetric operator 8 (u) : S·-S is 
called implectic if it satisfies the same Jacobi identity as the 
inverse of a nondegenerate symplectic operator. 

Definition: An operator 8 (u) : S*-.Siscalledimplectic, 
if(l) 8 (u) is antisymmetricwith respectto( ,>;and(2) the2 
times contravariant tensor field tp defined by 

tp(Xf,x!}:= (Xf,8(u)Xr> VXf,xrES· 

satisfies 

Lexrtp(Xf,xr) + L ex'l'tp(X1,xf) + Lexrtp (Xr,x1) = 0 

for all covector fields X f,x r,x 1· 
Again, this last identity is equivalent to 

(s!,8'(uj[8(u)sf]sr> + (sf,8'(u)[8(u)sr]s!> 

+ (s1,8'(u)[8(u)s!]sf> = 0 for all sf,s!,s1ES·. 

Now we can characterize those dynamical systems 
u, = K (u) for which intimate relations between the symme
tries and the conserved quantities exist. Let d denote the 
exterior derivative. 

Definition: If there is a symplectic 8 (u) : S ·-.S and a 
function H (.) : S-.R (i.e., a zero form) such that 

K(u) = 8(u) dH(u) 

then we call (K,8) a generalized Hamiltonian system. 
If there is an implectic J(u) : S-.S· and a function 

H(.): S-.R such that 

J(u)K(u) = dH(u), 

then we call ( J,K) a generalized inuerse Hamiltonian system. 
Here "generalized" refers to the fact that we do not assume 
any nondegeneracy or invertibility conditions for the opera
tors 8 (u) and J(u). 

The nice properties of these systems can be stated in a 
kind of generalized Noether Theorem: 

Theorem: 
(i) Let (K,8 ) be generalized Hamiltonian. Then 8 maps 

conserved covariant forms onto infinitesimal generators of 
symmetries. 

(ii) Let ( J,K) be generalized inverse Hamiltonian. Then 
J maps infinitesimal generators of symmetries onto con
served covariant forms. The proof of this theorem can be 
found in Ref. 13 and a detailed analysis of the Lie-algebraic 
aspects is contained in Ref. 12. 

A most convenient case is a dynamical system that 
turns out to be generalized hi-Hamiltonian, i.e., there is a 
symplectic 8 and an implectic J such that (K,8 ) is general
ized Hamiltonian and ( J,K) is generalized inverse 
Hamiltonian. 

For such a system ( J,K,8 ) our theorem immediately 
yieldsthat<P(u): = 8 (u)oJ(u)and<P +(u): =J(u)o8(u)are 
self-maps in the spaces of infinitesimal generators of symme
tries and of conserved covariant forms, respectively. There
fore the bi-Hamiltonian structure of a system gives us a re
cursion operator in the sense of Olver, IS which maps one 
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generator of a symmetry to another one and the adjoint of 
which maps one conserved quantity to the next. 

If this recursion process is not cyclic or stops at a certain 
stage, we can construct an infinite hierarchy of symmetries 
starting with simple ones such as space or time translation. 
To the members of this hierarchy correspond conserved co
variant forms, which as well can be constructed via <P + from 
common ancestors. This method goes back to an ingenious 
idea of Magri, 18 who considered bi-Hamiltonian systems un
der the additional hypothesis that <P + is a self-map in those 
closed covector fields commuting (in the Lie algebra of Po is
son brackets) with J(u)K (u). 

We claim that, for all the cases considered in Sec. I, the 
system (J,K,8) is bi-Hamiltonian; this then proves all asser
tions of Secs. IA and IB except the statement that the G n are 
closed and in involution. The necessary calculations to prove 
that (J,K,8) is bi-Hamiltonian are given in Sec. IV; the rea
sons for the latter statement, and the claims of Sec. ID are 
presented in Sec. V. 

Let us turn our attention to Sec. IC. Let F : S-S be a 
C "'-diffeomorphism, mapping solutions ofu, = H(u) onto 
solutions of u, = K (u). For example 

u = (2/; )(vx - u2
). 

Such a map is said to be a Backlund transformation between 
the two evolution equations. It is well known (Ref. 11, p. 132) 
that the derivative F' of a C '" -diffeomorphism defines a Lie
algebra isomorphism in the vector fields; its adjoint F' + is an 
isomorphism with respect to the Poisson brackets. Applica
tion of these facts yields the formulas (15). (For more exam
ples of such transformations see Refs. 7 and 13.) 

IV. THE CALCULATIONS 

Consider the vector field K given by 

K(u) = U xxxxx + a1uuxxx + a 2ux uxx + a:;u2ux ' (22) 

where uES and a 1,a2,a3 are numbers. 
For a:; = fa (2a2 - a 1 )(3a 1 - a 2) this can be written 

f+OO( U2 2a a ) K(u) = 8(u) grad - _x_ + 2 - 1 u:; dx, (23) 
- '" 2 30 

where 

e (u) = D:; + !(3al - a 2)(uD + Du). (24) 

The operator 8 is in fact implectic (already observed in Refs. 
7 and 13, an easy calculation). Now, we consider the 
operator 

J(u) = 2D 3 + y(uD + Du) + a(D 2uD -I +D -luD2) 

+ f3 (u2D -I + D -IU2) + DuD -IU, uES (25) 

and we fix our dual spaceS· in such a waythatJ(u) : S-+S· 
(which can be done easily). One proves that the correspond
ing 2-form is closed; hence J (u) is symplectic. Now we want 
to determine our coefficients in such a way thatJ (u) K (u) is a 
closed form (i.e., a gradient). This appears to be a simple 
exercise, but in fact is not (at least if the calculation is done by 
hand; some of our students are at present writing a computer 
program for calculations of this kind). Here, we only present 
the essential steps of that calculation. 
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One looks at different powers in u ofJ (u) K (u). The first
and fifth-order terms are easily seen to be gradients. 

Second order in u: The gradient of 

A f-+ ",'" u.!x dx + B f-+ ",'" uu;x dx 

is equal to 

(6A - B )uxxxuxxx + (6A - 6B )uxxuxxxx 

- 6Buxuxxxxx + 2Buuxxxxxx' 

If one assumes that the second -order term of J (u) K (u) is of 
that form one obtains the following expressions: 

a=¥xl' 

r = ~(a2 - al)' 

A =~(al + 7a2 ), 

B= -al -¥X2' 

(26) 

Third order in u: We assume that the third order term is 
equal to the gradient of 

C L+ ",'" u! dx + E f_+ ",'" u2u;x dx. 

This leads to the following equations for the coefficients: 

a 3 = To (3a l - a2)(2a2 - al)' 

(3 = is a l (2a 2 - al)' 

8 = rs [ a 2 - ~ a I] (a I - a2), (27) 

C = uk (133ai + 82a~ - 283a la 2), 

E = fcJ ( - 27ai - 14a~ + 73a la 2 )· 

Fourth order in u: We assume that the fourth-order 
term is equal to the gradient of 

F f_+",'" u3u; dx. 

This yields the following equations: 

F=-Poa~ + rsa~ - Noaia2- ~Ia~, 

F= - foa~ + rsa~ + Roaia2 - *,Ia~, (28) 

0= (a2 - ~ atl(a2 - atl(a2 - 2al)' 

Combining the first and second equation for F one gets a 
cubic equation having the following solutions 

a 2 =Aa l , A = 1, ~, 2. (29) 

Then the third equation is satisfied automatically. Now one 
can insert the three cases of(29) into (27) and (26) and obtain 
three sets of coefficients such thatJ(u)K (u) is a gradient. Be
fore we list these cases we would like to make a remark: The 
choice of our potentials seems to be rather special, but in fact 
one can show that all the possible potentials have to be of the 
form we assumed. 

First case: 

a 2 =al;a3= !ai;a= ~al; 

[3 = is ai; 0 = r = O. 

These coefficients lead to the operators (2) and (3) and Eq. (1) 
(putting a I = ~ ). 
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Second case: 

a 2 = ~al;a3= !ai;a= ~al; 

r = ¥X1;{3 = rsai; <5 = O. 

This leads immediately to the case considered in Sec. I B 
(wherea l = ~). 

Third case: 

This case leads to the first generalization of the Korteweg
de-Vries equation, a case which is not at all interesting since 
the bi-Hamiltonian structure of that equations is already 
known. 

Having proved the assertions of Secs. IA and IB we 
obtain IC out of the general transformation formulas for bi
Hamiltonian systems presented in Ref. 7. The verification of 
the bi-Hamiltonian structure of Eq. (18) is, again, not at all 
difficult (once the coefficients are known). Another ap
proach to Eq. (18) and its properties will be given in Sec. V. 

v. HEREDITARINESS 

Let us now turn our attention to the question whether 
or not the conserved covariants in (6b) and (I9b) are closed, 
i.e., gradients of suitable potentials. Checking that directly 
leads into a rather frustrating adventure. But there is an
other method, namely, to determine whether or not the cor
responding operator fP (u) = e (u) J (u) is hereditary. Before 
we explain what hereditari ness can do for us, let us give the 
following abstract definition: The tensorfield given by fP is 
said to be hereditary if, with respect to the Lie algebra of 
vector fields, the following holds 14: 

fP 2[HI,H21 + [fPHI,fPH21 = fP I [HI,fPH21 + [fPHI,H21 I 
for all C "'-vector fields HI andH2 (compare with the notion 
of a Nijenhuis operator in Ref. 16, or a regular operator in 
Ref. 17). 

Now, assume that (J, K, e) is bi-Hamiltonian and that 
K and fP = eJ are invariant against x-translation. Invari
ance against x-translation means that 

a 
DfP(u) - fP(u)D = aE fP(u + EUx!IE=O for all ueS 

and that the flow u, = K (u) commutes with x-translation. 
Under these assumptions the hereditari ness of fP = eJ has 
the following consequences (see Refs. 8, 13, or 14): The vec
tor fields given by 

I fP (ut K (u)lnENol U! fP (u)nux InENol (30) 

are contained in an abelian subalgebra of the Lie-algebra 
given by all vector fields. All the covector fields given by 

! J(u)fPn(u)K(u)lnENoIUI J(u)fPn(u)ux\nENol (31) 

do have potentials, i.e., they are closed covector fields. 
Now, all the operators fP considered in Sec. I are in fact 

hereditary. To prove this is only necessary for one of the 
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operators, since all the corresponding bi-Hamiltonian sys
tems are related by Backlund transformations (which pre
serve the property of he redi tar i ness). To check the algebraic 
relation seems to be a rather straightforward calculation, but 
it is not, the calculation is cumbersome and extremely 
boring. 

However, there are other ways to derive the hereditary 
property of (/> from. Let us indicate this briefly: For example, 
one can use the fact that any of the equations is an isospectral 
flow for some eigenvalue problem5

,6 and that the gradients of 
the corresponding eigenvalues are eigenvectors for cP +(u). 
From this one can show that cP is hereditary. 

Another procedure is given by the results of Ref. 21. 
There the authors showed that for certain dynamical sys
tems the two given Hamiltonian structures are compatible. 
Since the CDGSK equation is the reduction of one of these 
systems one can derive that the two Hamiltonian structures 
of this equation are compatible. However, compatible Ha
miltonian structures yield hereditary operators. 14 

Now, application of (30) immediately yields that the 
0'3n + I and 0'3n + 3 (considered in Sec. I) are infinitesimal gen
erators of an abelian symmetry group. Observation (31) 
yields that the corresponding G3n and G3n + 2 have poten
tials. Since J is a Lie-algebra homomorphism from the vector 
fields into the gradients (endowed with the Poisson brackets) 
all these conserved quantities must be in involution. 

These results can also be obtained by other methods. 
The fact that the G have potentials can be derived by the 
ingenious reasoning presented in Ref. 20, and the abelian 
structure of the symmetry group can be derived from a gen
eral result of Tu. 22 

Finally, we would like to point out the connection with 
the soliton solutions mentioned in I D. 

Let (/> be as above and consider the system 

u, = (/> (u)u", = K (u). (32) 
Then it can be shown8

•
14 that the manifold 

M = {ueS lu", = ktl UJk, UJk eigenvector of (/> (U)} 

must be invariant under the flow given by (32). Let u(t ) be a 
pure N-soliton solution, i.e., 
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N 

u(x,t)= L unIx-en -cnt)+~(x,t) 
n=1 

with II~ ( ·,t )11-+0 for It I~oo (in L 2-norm) and with 

un, = cnK (un) for n = 1, ... ,N. (33) 

Then, by (33), the un, are eigenvectors of (/> (un) and, since 
(/> (u) is semi local, u(t) belongs, for It I = 00, (i.e., asymptoti
cally) to the manifold M. Hence u(t ) belongs for all t to this 
manifold. By comparison of the dimensions one sees that M 
is exactly the manifold of N- soliton solutions [with pre
scribed asymptotic speeds C1"",CN depending on the eigen
values of (/> (ull. 
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Ifw = w(x,t) is a solution ofw, = 6wwx - wxxx + 6E2W2wx then w = - W - E- 2 is also a 
solution. In general, integrable families and their members admit discrete symmetries whereas 
original systems may not. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.30.Qy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a rule, integrable systems (i.e., evolutions equations 
with an infinity of integrals) occur in families (see Refs. 1 and 
2). The simplest example is provided by3 the "Gardner trans
formation": If W is a solution of the Gardner equation 

w, = J(3w2 
- Wxx + 2cw3

), J=d /dx (Ll) 

then u, produced by the map g(E), 

g(E):W---+U = W + E2W2 + EWx ' (1.2) 

satisfies the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 

u, = J(3u 2 
- uxx ). (1.3) 

Now if W is a solution of (1.1) then iV, 

w=s(w):= -W-E-2
, (1.4) 

is also a solution of (1. 1). Thus (1.1), which is a regular defor
mation of (1.3), admits the symmetry s which is singular in 
the deformation parameter E. In particular, when E tends to 
zero, s does not have any limit. This, together with the obvi
ous absence of any (nontrivial) symmetries of the form 
w--+u(u) for the KdV equation, indicates that the appearance 
of new symmetries, when an integrable system is included in 
an integrable family, might be a generic event. Below we 
prove this for deformations of higher KdV equations con
structed in Ref. 1, and for some other systems considered in 
Ref. 2, such as deformation of the MKdV equation 

which does admit a (discrete) symmetry 

m:v-v= -v. 

2. HIGHER KdV CURVES 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

The KdV equation (1.3) is just one of the series of equa
tions resulting from the Lax representation 

L, = [P,L] (2.1) 

with L = - J 2 + u. Each ofthese equations is a point on a 
curve of integrable systems. This curve can be described in 
the following way, somewhat simpler than in Ref. 1. 

If v is a solution of MKdV, (i.e., higher modified KdV 
equation # r) (then "Miura transformation") 

M:!l>---+U = v2 + Vx (2.2) 

is a solution of KdV,. More generally, if v is a solution of a 

alSUpported in part by NSF Grant MCS 800 3104. 
bipermanent address: Department of Mathematics. University of Michi
gan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109. 

linear combination ofMKdV fields, then (2.2) is a solution of 
a corresponding combination ofKdV fields. In addition, if u 
is a solution of linear combination of KdV fields, then 
ii = u + c, c = const, is again a solution (of another combi
nation) (see, e.g., Ref. 4). Thus for c = - E- 2/4 and 

W = E-IV - E- 2/2, 

(2.2) becomes 

ii = W + E2W2 + EWx' 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

which is just (1.2) if we drop the tilde offii. Therefore, the W 

curve through the KdV, is a linear combination of MKdV 
fields combined with the affine transformation (2.3). This 
curve depends polynomially upon E.I Let us write 
wEKdV,(E) to mean that W is a solution of a deformed KdV 
with parameter E. ' 

Theorem 2.5: (a) The map s from (1.4) is a symmetry of 
KdV,(E); (b) KdV,(E) depends on E2; (c) 

g( - E)OS = g(E). (2.6) 

Proof (a) If v is a solution of a linear combination of 
MKdV fields, then v = - v is also a solution (see, e.g., Ref. 
5). So (2.3) gives W= (E-IV - E- 2/2) = (- E-1V - E- 2!2) 
= - (E-IV - E- 2/2) - E- 2 = - W - E- 2

; (c) 
[g( - E)OS](W) = (g( - E))( - W - E- 2

) 

= - W - E- 2 + E2( - W - E-2)2 - E( - W - E- 2)x 
= W + E2W2 + EWx = (g(E))(W); (b) since ii = u - E- 2/4, we 

start from linear combinations of KdV and MKdV fields, 
with coefficients which are even in E. Now (2.3) tells us that 
v = E(W + E- 2!2), so that ifti = F(v) then 
W = E-1ti = E-1F[E(w + E- 2/2)] and sinceFis an odd func
tion, W is even in E. • 

Theorem 2.5(b) immediately provides Backlund trans
formations, that is, infinitesimal formal automorphisms, of 
all KdV, eqs. Indeed, KdV,(E) depends upon c; therefore if 
wEKdV,(E) then both (g(E))(W) and (g( - E))(W) are solutions 
of KdV" and we get g( - E)og(E) -I as the desired automor
phism (cf. tedious constructions in Ref. 2). 

3. HIGHER MKdV CURVES 

To understand the degree of generality of the appear
ance of new symmetries, it is natural to look outside the (very 
degenerate, from every point of view) KdV situation. In this 
section we analyze MKdV, fields. 

To see the pattern let us begin from the simplest case: 
the MKdV equation2 

(3.1 ) 
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its deformation 

ql = 6[sh2€q/2€]2qx - qxxx + 2eq~, (3.2) 

its reduction Mg(E) 

Mg(E):I}I---+V = sh2€q/2E + €qx' (3.3) 

and the deformation of the Miura map (2.2) 

M(E):I}I---+W = (shEq/€)2 + qx. (3.4) 

This means: if q satisfies MKdV(€) (3.2), then (3.3) satisfies 
MKdV (3.1), (3.4) satisfies KdV(E) (Ll), and 

(3.5) 

It is easy to compute symmetries of(3.2). They have the 

form 

ml(k ):qt---+q + 1Tik /2E, mz(k ):I}I---+ - q + 1Tik /2€, keZ. (3.6) 

Notice that m 2(0) covers m of(1.6): 

Mg(E)Om2(0) = moMg(E), (3.7) 

so the involution m does survive the deformation (3.2). 
I now claim that (3.6) provides symmetries not only of 

MKdV(E) but also ofMKdVr(E) for all r's as well. First, we 
define MKdVr simply as [Mg(E)]-I(MKdVr )· 

Proposition 3.8:MKdVr(E) depends on e. 
Proof By (3.5), MKdVr(E) = [M(E)] -1(KdVr(E)). But 

KdVr(E) depends upon e by Theorem 2.5(b), and 
M( - E) = M(E) by (3.4). • 

Corollary 3.9: Mg(E)O[Mg( - €)]-I yields the Backlund 
transformation for all MKdV r fields. 

Lemma 3.10: (a)(Mg[( - lY+ IE])Omj(k) = Mg(E) for 
j + k ==1 (mod 2); (b) (Mg[( - W€ ])omj(k) = moMg(E) for 
j + k =O(mod 2). 

Proof ((Mg[( - lYE ])omj(k ))(q) 
=(Mg[(-I)SE])[(-ly+lq+1Tik/2E] 
= (- l)k+ H Ish2Eq12E + (- l)'+H IEqx ' • 

Theorem 3.11: MKdVr(E) possesses symmetry (3.6). 
Proof Let qEMKdVr(E). Ifj + k =l(mod 2) then 

mj(k )(q) = ((Mg[( - lY+ I(E)])-loMg(E))(q)EMKdVr(E) by 
Proposition (3.8). Analogously forj+ k =0 (mod 2). • 

4. RELATIONS BETWEEN SYMMETRIES OF KdV AND 
MKdVCURVES 

Symmetries (1.4) and (3.6) are closely connected, as one 
would expect. 

Theorem 4.1: Fork =1(mod2),M(E)om2(k) =SOM(E). 
Proof (SOM(E))(q) = s(sh2Eq/E2 + qx) 

= - sh2Eq/E2 - qx - E- 2 

= - ch2Eq/2e - qx - E- 2/2,(M(E)Om2(k ))(q) 
= (M (E))( - q + 1Tik /2E) 
= [ch2€( - q + 1Tik /2E) - 1] /2E2 + ( - q + 1Tik /2€)x 
= ( - 1 )kch2Eq/2e - 1I2E2 - q x' • 

5. THE KdV SURFACE-FINITE CASE 

Let us see what happens when one has a "deformation 
of a deformation", i.e., a deformation depending upon two 
parameters. In this section we consider the case in which the 
deformation is finite, that is, involves only a bounded num
ber of derivatives. 
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Our system now is KdV(E,v), I 

{
PI =6px(1 +eC)-pxxx +2w2p~, llJ=EV, 

(5.1) 
C = C(€,V,p) = sh2wp/2w + (ch2wp - 1)12e, 

together with its reduction 

G(E,V):J'I--+W = C(E,llJ,p) + vpx' (5.2) 

meaning:pEKdV(E,v)=}w = G(E,V)(p) satisfies (Ll). Notice 
that G (O,v) = g(v), thus (5.2) represents a deformation of the 
reduction (1.2). 

Let us now look for symmetries of (5.1). Clearly, 
p =f(p) is again a solution of(5.1) iff 

f(p)=ap+f3, a= ± 1, f3=const, 

C(1 + eC) = C(1 + eC). (5.3) 

Therefore we get four cases: a = ± 1, C = C, or 
C = - C - E- 2. Working them out one easily gets 
symmetries 

MI(k ):pr--+p = p + 1Tik /2EV, keZ (a = 1); (5.4) 

{
M3:J'1--+P = - p + f33' sh2Evf33 ~ 2Ev/(e - v), 
ch2Evf33 = (V + e)l(V - e) (C = C), 

(5.5) 

{
M4:J'1--+P = - p + f34, sh2Evf34 ~ 2EV/(V - e), 
ch2Evf34 = (v + c)l(e - v) (C = - C _ €-2). 

(5.6) 

Notice that thef3 's in (5.5) and (5.6) are defined modulo 
i1TE- IV- 1Z, and whereas (5.4) is rational in the deformation 
parameters, as were (1.4) and (3.6), (5.5) and (5.6) are no long
er rational (or even algebraic). Notice also that for v-o, one 
branch of f34 tends to - €- 2 which results in that branch of 
(5.6) being a regular (in v) deformation of the singular (in E) 
symmetry s in (1.4). [The same applies to M3 when E-o since 
f33(E,V) = f34(V,€).] This observation reflects general relations 
between symmetries of the KdV(€,v) and KdV(E) 

Proposition5.7:(a)G(E,v)oMI(k) = G(€,v)fork =O(mod 
2); (b) G (€, - v)oMI(k) = soG (E,V) for k =1 (mod 2); (c) 
G (E, - V)oM3 = G (E,V); (d) G (E,v)oM4 = soG (E,V). 

Proof (a) and (b) (MI(k ))(p) = p + 1Tik /2EV, so 
(G (E, ± v)oMI(k ))(p) = ( - Wsh2Evp12Ev 
+ [( - Wch2€vp - 1 ]!2e ± vpx' 

(c)(G (E, - V)oM3)( p) = (G (E, - v))( - p + /33) 
= vpx + C = (G (E,V))(p) by (5.5), (d) 

(G(€,V)OM4)(P) = (G(€,v))( - P + /34) 
= - VPx + C = - VPx - C - €-2 = - (vpx + C) _ €-2 

= soG (€,v))( p) by (5.6). • 

6. THE KdV SURFACE-INFINITE CASE 

Let us consider now a situation when an undeformed 
equation itself contains an infinite number of derivatives, the 
finite depth (FD) equation6

: 

UI = 2UUx + T(Uxx)' (6.1) 

where TEQ[W,a]] is defined by 
DiJ -DiJ 

T= 0- 1 e + e _ 0-2a- 1 = 1J + OW). (6.2) 
eDiJ _ e- DiJ 

Thus for 0 = 0 we end up with the KdV equation (with ines
sential rescaling of variables). The FD equation has the 
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deformation 

Q, = Qx [2&Q - (1 - <5/e)( - 1 + exp2&Q )]1<52 + TQxx 

+ e<5Qx TQx, 
(6.3) 

and the reduction 

R (e,<5):Q~U = [2&Q - (1 - M e)( - 1 + exp2&Q )] 12<52 

- eQx + e<5TQx' 

which are reduced, for <5 = 0 to 

Q, = 2Qx(Q - CQ2) + Qxxxl3, 

R (e,O):Q~U = Q - eQx - CQ2, 

(6.4) 

(6.3/) 

(6.4/) 

which are exactly (1.1) and (1.2) (again with a rescaling). 
It is easy to find all symmetries of(6.3); as we shall see 

below, ifthere are no relations between the parameters € and 
<5, then there are no symmetries (except the identity, natural
ly). Thus one is forced to extend the notion of symmetry to 
allow parameters (on a curve or surface) to change alter 
symmetries. 

In our situation (6.3), we thus look for maps 
A :Q--Q = I(Q ) such that if Q satisfies (6.3) with parameters 
(€,<5 ) then Q satisfies (6.3) with parameters (Ei). Performing 
standard computations we obtain 

I(Q)=aQ+f3, l2=02, aEl=€<5, f3=a(a-l)/2c, 

(6.5) 

(1 - 0 1€)exp(M€) = (1 - aMe)exp(aMe). (6.6) 

Thus either a = 1, f3 = 0 (identical transformation), or a is 
regular in 0 Ie and 

a = - 1 + o (Me), (6.7) 

as guaranteed by the implicit function theorem applied to 
(6.6). In this case (6.5) yieldsf3 = e-2

[ 1 + 0 (Me)], so we get 

A:Q--Q= [-1 +0(Me)]Q+e- 2 [1 + o (Me)], 
(6.8) 

which thus is a deformation of the symmetry 
Q--Q = - Q + e-2 of(6.3/) regular in <5. Notice that 
AoA = id as well as sOs. Finally, observe that there is also a 
deformational analog of (2.6): 

R (E,l)OA = R (eOlS,oMl) (6.9) 

(recall that 8 Il = ± 1). 

7. DISCUSSION 

Curves and surfaces which deform a given integrable 
system acquire new symmetries which may depend upon 
deformation parameters in regular, singular, rational, and 
irrational manners. In addition, symmetries can be accom
panied by a reparametrization. As a rule, these symmetries 
are compatible with morphisms and deformations of mor
phisms between different systems. 

When the operator L = an + 2 + "L7=ou j ai in (2.1) has 
order >3, the situation becomes less transparent. Deforma
tions and Backlund transformations do exist,2 but not much 
is known about them. Here I mention the first nontrivial case 
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of L = if + "', P = ~ + ''', the so-called Boussinesq equa
tion. Its deformation (Chap. III, Ref. 2) has the form 

{
y, = a(yx - 20), 

<5, = a(rl3 + 2Yxxl3 - ox) - cryx + eYx(28 - Yx)' 
(7.1) 

and it is simple to verify that 

B:("r-+Y = - y + 2e- 2/3, ~ = - <5 (7.2) 

is indeed the symmetry (and involution) of (7.1) with repara
metrization c~ - c. 

At last, let me briefly comment on the ODE situation. 
Let us take as the show-room study the usual Toda lattice 
(TL) 

U, = a(v - v-I, v, = av(u+ - u), a = ± 1, (7.3) 

where equalities in (7.3) are understood as functions on Z (or 
Z/NZ) and can be read as un., = a(vn - Vn _ I)' vn" 
= aVn (un + I - Un)' Since TL (and the whole hierarchy po

sesses three Hamiltonian structures,7 it is easy to write down 
corresponding TL curves and surfaces, 

p, = a(1 + cp)(q - q-), q, = aq(p+ - pI, 

bl:u=p+€q, v=q+ep+q, 

b2:u = p + eq- , v = q + epq, 

a = ± 1 (7.4) 

(7.5) 

{
P, = a(1 + vP)(1 + eP)(Q - Q -I, 
Q, =aQ(1 +evQ)(P+ -PI, 

BI:P = P+ vQ(l + eP), q = Q + vP+Q, 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

B2:P = P + vQ -(1 + eP), q = Q + vPQ. (7.8) 

Notice the difference from the KdV case: TL(e) (7.4) is a 
bi-Hamiltonian and TL(e,v) (7.7) is a Hamiltonian system, 
whereas KdV (c) has one Hamiltonian structure and 
KdV(e, v) has none. 

Typical symmetries are: for TL(e) 

p= -p-2/e, q= -q, a= -a, (7.9) 

and for TL(e, v) 

ji = P, Q = - Q - l/ev, a = - a. (7.10) 

We see that a changes sign, i.e., we have to change t to 
- t. 
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Exact recurrence relations are derived for the coefficients of the perturbation expansion of the 
Schrodinger wavefunction for large classes of potentials. The terms of the eigenvalue expansion 
can then be expressed in terms of these coefficients which therefore allow other investigations 
such as the large-order behavior of the expansion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It was shown by Dingle l that before an asymptotic ex
pansion can be used to yield exact or almost exact results, it is 
essential to know the behavior of its late terms since this 
determines the Borel summability of the expansion. The 
derivation of this large-order behavior is not a simple task. In 
quantum mechanical problems the most straightforward 
way to derive this behavior is by finding an approximate 
solution to the recurrence relation of the coefficients of the 
perturbation expansion of the appropriate wavefunction. 
This is the procedure which has been adopted in Refs. 2-5. 
This is therefore one reason why these recurrence relations 
are of considerable interest. Another reason for studying the 
recurrence relations of perturbation coefficients is that they 
can be handled by a computer relatively easily and hence can 
be used for purely numerical calculations. 

The usual type of perturbation theory as expounded, 
e.g., in texts on quantum mechanics, does not lend itself 
readily to the derivation of the recurrence relation of its per
turbation coefficients. The reason is that this type of pertur
bation theory, generally aimed at the calculation of a second
or at most third-order contribution, does not exploit the sys
tematics inherent in a perturbation expansion as a result of 
the recurrence relation of its unperturbed contribution. It is 
only if this systematics is taken into account that a recur
rence relation of the full perturbation coefficients can be 
written down. A perturbation procedure which makes am
ple use of this systematics has been described in numerous 
publications. 2

- 5 In these publications, of course, the recur
rence relation of the perturbation coefficients (if at all men
tioned) has simply been written down as a result of consider
able familiarity with the perturbation procedure itself. Since 
the formulation of these recurrence relations is by no means 
trivial we derive them here for three cases which cover a 
large variety of problems. For each of these cases the deriva
tion of the systematic perturbation expansion is available in 
the literature2

.4.5 and thus need not be reproduced here. The 
cases we consider are (a) a generalized anharmonic potential, 
(b) a generalized Yukawa potential, and (c) a periodic poten
tial. It will be shown here that these recurrence relations are 
all of the same general type and that the resulting character
istic equation determining the eigenvalues can be expressed 

-iOn leave from Department of Applied Physics, Government Engineering 
College, Jabalpur, India. 

in terms of their solutions. Finally in Sec. 5 we make some 
concluding remarks. 

For completeness we mention that the solution of re
currence relations has recently also been investigated by oth
er authors6

•
7 in order to obtain complete solutions of the 

Schrodinger equation. These authors, however, are primar
ily concerned with power series expansions. In order to re
late these to our type of expansions discussed here it is neces
sary to sum a selected number of terms from each iteration. 

2. THE GENERALIZED ANHARMONIC POTENTIAL 

In Refs. 3 and 4 the solution l/J = r1/2¢ of the radial 
Schrodinger equation was investigated for potentials Vir) 
which can be expanded in the neighborhood of a minimum. 
In particular it was shown that if one sets r = e' 
( - 00 <Z < 00) and writes 

V(Z)=[ ~ r(E - V(r))t=e< 

= v(Zo) + f (Z - ZO)iV(i)(ZO) , 
i= 2 z1 

where Z = Zo is the position of the minimum, the Schro
dinger equation can be cast into a new form involving an 
(approximately) odd integer q and the redefined eigenvalue 
A, i.e., 

!ifl ¢ = 2A¢ _ ~ V(I/(ZO) ~ ¢. 
q .-f. V(2)(Z) "h i - 2 

1- 3 0 I. 

Here3 

h = [ - 2V(2)(Zo)]1/4, 

eu = h (Z - Zo), 

iiJ q= - 2d 2/deu2 + l/2cu2 
- q, 

and A = (lIh 2)[V(ZO) - (I + !fl - 1I2q. 

(1) 

(2) 

It was also shown in Ref. 3 that in a small domain 
around the minimum the solution ifJ can be expressed in 
~erms of parabolic cylinder functions ifJq (Z) = D(q _ 1)/2 (eu), 
I.e., 

or:> - 2; 

ifJ(Z)=ifJq(Z) + I I Pi - 2 (q,j)ifJq+j(Z), (3) 
i= 3j= 2;,2; _ 4, ... 

j#O 

where (for convenience) a factor l/h i - 2 has been absorbed 
in the coefficients Pi _ 2' The first few of these coefficients 
can be read off the expansion given in Ref. 3. Our objective 
here is to derive the recurrence relation of the coefficients Pi' 
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00 v('l(Z) 1 00 - 2i - 21 

- ,L (2){ZO) ~.~, ,L Pt_2(q,j),~" .. Si(q+j,j')tPq+j+i' 
1=3 V 0 I.h , - 3 j = 2 •• 2. _ 4.... ) - 2 •• 

HO 
where we have used the recurrence relation for parabolic cylinder functions, i.e., 

_2i 
uitPq = L S;(q,j)tPq+J' 

j= 2i.2i- 4 .... 

where the coefficients Si are easily calculated. With the definition 

i>3, - 2i<j<2i, 

. v(ll(Zo) 1 . 
[q,q+JL-2= - (2)(Z)-;j"Si(q,J), 

v 0 I. 

except for i = 3,j = 0, in which case 

V<3){ZO) 1 
[q,qL = 2Ah - V(2)(Zo) 3! S3(q,Jl, 

the relation (4) can be written 
QO - 2i 

L L jP;-2(q,j)tPq+j 
i= 3 j= 2i,2i- 4 •... 

#0 

{

oo [q,q];-2 00 1 00 -21" .. } =L hi-2 + ,L h i- 2 .L,.L Pi'-2(q,J)[q+J,qL-2 tPq 
• = 3 I = 3 • = 3 j = 2 • • 2f - 4 ... · 

+ i~3J=2i~~4 .... [q,qh;!!i-2 tPq+i + i~3 hil_l i'~3J=~~"I~: ... Pt-2(q,j)[q+j,q+j+j'L-2tPq+j+I' 

#0 #0 i+i#'O 

(4) 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(6) 

The term 2..:1tPq is contained in [q,q]llh, and the term 2..:1 ~r~/P" _ 2 (q,/ltPq+f in the last sum for i = 3,j' = O. Ifwe included 
in the last sum the term for j = 0 we would have the additional contribution 

00 1 00 - 2i 
i~3 h i- 2 /~3/~ .... P"-2(q,O)[q,q+j'L-2tPq+i· 

1#,0 

With Pr _ 2 (q,O) = or _ 2.0 this is zero. 
However, including the term for i' = 2 means including 

00 1 - 2i 
i~3 h i- 2 /~i'''. [q,q+IL-2tPq+i' 

/#,O 

which is precisely the term preceding our sum in (6). Thus, we can write 
00 - 2; r L jPi- 2 (q,J1tPq+i 

i = 3 j = 21.21 _ 4,,,, 

j#,O 

=1 
J+/'I'tP 

We now demand that I I be zero, yielding an equation from which A is to be determined-thus 

oo [Q,qL-2 00 1 00 -2t . 

0= 1~3 hi-2 + 1~3 h i - 2 r?3j=u~_4 .... P"-2(q,JHq+J,qL-2' 

Equation (8) can then be written 
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00 - 2i 

L L jPI- 2(q,j)¢Jq + j 
1 = 3 j = 21.21 _ 4 •... 

joFO 

.., 1 .., -21" -u 
= L ~.L .L. L PI"-2(q,;}[q+j,q+l11-2¢Jq +1 

1=3 h ,=2J=2, l-j=21 

1",,0 
.., 1 . .., -21" -21-21" 

= L ~.L .L. L PI"-2(q,;j[q+j,q+lL-2¢Jq +1 
1=3 h '=2J=2, /=21+21" 

/",,0 

.., 1 .., - 2(1" - 1 + 2) - 2~ + 2) 

= L ~ L L L PI"-I(q,;J(q+j,q+lL-2¢Jq+/ 
1 = 3 h' I" = I j = 2(1" - 1+ 2) / = 2(1" + 2) 

/",,0 

.., - 2~ + 2).., 1 - 2(1" - 1+ 2) 

= L L L hl-2 L PI"-,(q,;)[q+j,q+lL-2¢Jq+1 
I" = 3 / = 2(1" + 2) I = 3 j = 2(1" - 1+ 2) 

/",,0 

.., - 2~ + 2) 00 1 - 2(1" - I + 2) 

= L L L ---;:-::2 L Pt - l (q,j+l)[q+j+l,q+l);-2¢Jq +/ 
I" = 3/ = 2(t + 2) 1= 3 h j + / = 2(1" - 1+2) 

=! r.~. ! +, II Pt - l (q,j+l)[q+j+l,q+lL-2¢JQ +/ 
t=3/=UI=3 h j= +21.21-4 ... · 

/",,0 

since P1 _ 2(q, ± 2i ± 4) = O. 
The first two summations are now the same on both sides of the equation. We can therefore equate the coefficients of ¢J Q + j 

on both sides. Hence 

.., 1 -21 • • 
tPr _ 2(q,t) = L ~ L Pr _ l (q,;+t)[q+;+t,q+t);_2' 

1 = 3 h j = 21.21 - 4 ... · 

(10) 

This is the relation given in Ref. 4. There, of course, it was written down from a consideration of all possible moves from q to 
q + j in i - 2 steps. 

3. THE GENERALIZED YUKAWA POTENTIAL 

In Ref. 5 high-energy asymptotic solutions IJI were de
rived for the radial Schrodinger equation containing a gener
alized Yukawa potential of the form 

VIr) = ! M, + I ( - r)I, (11) 
;= -1 

where all MI are real. In the equation it was found conve
nient to set 

1 + n + 1 = -.J (K )12K, 

so as to incorporate the asymptotic behavior of the Coulomb 
Regge poles. Here E = k 2, K = ik, n = 0,1,2, .. · and.J is an 
expansion in descending powers of K. 

In order to cast the radial SchrOdinger equation into a 
more tractable form one sets Z = - 2Kr and 
IJI (/,k;Z) = ce - z/2 Z I + IX(/,k;Z), c being a normalization con
stant. Then the Schrodinger equation for the potential (11) 
becomes 

1 1"'· 
fP aX = 7::-(M o - .J (K))X + - .L (Z 12K )'MIX' 

2K 2K /=1 

(12) 
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and the solution X, 

.., 1 
x(a,b;Z) = f/!{a,b;Z) + L --. 

1=2 (2K)' 
(I-I) 

X L Pj (a,;1f/!{a + j,b;Z), 
j= -(i-I) 

joFO 

where 

d 2 d 
fP =Z-+(b-z)--a 

a dZ 2 dZ' 

a = 1 + 1 +.J (K )/2K = - n, 

and 

b = 21 + 2 = - 2n -.J (K)I K. 

(13) 

(14) 

The functions f/!{a,b;Z ) are truncated hypergeometric func
tions defined by g a rf(a,b;Z) = O. Hence, 

x'0) = f/!{a,b;Z )==f/!{a), 

is the zeroth-order contribution ofX. Again we observe that 
fP a f/!{a +;! = jf/!{a +;1· Inserting X (a,b;Z) into (12) we 
obtain 
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co 1 (i-I) (M f • • • 0 -.L1 ) co 1 (i - 1) .~ (2K )i L jP;(a,j)~a + j) = T/I(a) + ~ ~ ~ p.(a j·).!.Ia +j"} 
1-2 '= -(i-I) 2K.~ (2K)I. £.- l' 1"1 1 

1"0 1-2 J= -(i- II 
) J"'O 

+_1 ! M; . .t S;(a,f/,p(a+JJ+-1 ~ ~ ~ _1_ (;'-1) ; .. , ., 

2K ;= I (2K)' )= -; 2K ;~I (2K); i'~2 (2K);' j= !;. _ I) Pr(a,jll?_; S;(a + ),) l,p(a +) + f), (15) 

where we have used the relation 
)",0 

(16) 

::~~~~~llows readily from the recurrence relation for confluent hypergeometric functions [hence the coefficients Sj (a,j) are 

Defining 

[a,a)1 = Mo - L1 IK), 

and for t;;.l, 

[a,a + ft+! = M;S;(a,j) (O<0<i), 

Eq. (15) can be written 

co 1 (i- 1) 

;~2 (2K); j= ~_ /P;(a,j),p(a +}) 

)1'0 

{
I co 1 1 co 1 co 1 (i' - 1) I 

= 2K ;~o (2K); [a,a];+1 + 2K i~1 (2K); /~2 (2K);' j= ~_1iP;,(a,f)[a+f,aL+l tP(a) 

dO 
1 co 1 ; 

+ 2K i~l (2K ); j "!-_; [a,a + fL + I ,p(a + }) 
)1'0 

1 00 1 co 1 (i' - I) ; 

+ 2K ;~o (2KY i'?2 (2K{ j= !;, -1)ff:-; P..(a,J)[a + j,a +J + j'L+ 1 T/I(a + J + j'). 
)1'0 )+/1'0 

The term (Mo -..::1 )/(2K )T/I(a) is contained in the first sum for i = 0, while the term 

(a,aL f. _1_; (;il) P;(a,jl,p(a + Jj 
2K ;=2 (2K))= -(;-1) 

)",0 

(17) 

(18) 

is included in the last sum for i = 0 andj' = O. Now in the last sum on the right-hand side ofEq. (18), the conditionj:iO can be 
removed since for i' = 2,3"", the coefficients Pi' (a,O) are all zero. Similarly, including the term for i' = 1, we obtain simply 
zero. However, including the term for i' = 0 means including 

_1_ f _1_; ~ f Po(a,j)[a + j,a + f + fL+ 1 t/J(a + f + j'), 
2K ; = 0 (2K) j = I j' = _ i 

)+/"'0 

Since Pola,}) = ° except for j = 0, expression (19) is 

1 00 1 ; - L --; L (a,a + jL+ 1 T/I(a + j). 
2K ;=0 (2K) j= _, 

)"'0 

Since [a,a + Jl, = ° forj,#-O, this is the same as the term preceding the last sum in Eq. (18\. Thus we can write 
co 1 (; - 1) L --; L jP;(a,j)t/J(a +)) 

;=2 (2K) j= -(i-I) 

=\ 
1 00 1 co 1 Ii' - I) + ; 

IT/l(a)+- L --; L --i' 2: L P;,(a,))[a+j,a+J+J'L+1T/1(a+J+j'). 
2K i=O (2K) i'=0(2K) j= -li'-I)/= ~I 

)+/",0 

(19) 

(20) 

As in the first example we set \ } = 0 yielding an equation from which..::1 and hence the eigenvalues are determined. 
Thus 

co 1 co 1 '" 1 (i' - 1) . . 

0= L --; (a,aL+ 1 + L --; 2: --It L Pr(a,))[a + ],aL+ l' 
i=O (2K) ;= I (2K) ;'=2 (2K j= -(i'-I) 

(21 ) 

NO 
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Equation (20) can now be written 

"" 1 (i- I) L --; L jP;(a,j)",(a + j) 
;=2 (2K) j= _1;_1) 

NO 
1 "" 1 "" 1 I;' - I) + ; =-L --. L --., L L Pt(a,j)[a+j,a+j+/L+I",(a+j+j'). 

2K;=o (2K)' t=o(2K)' j=-It-I)/=_; 

j+/#O 

(22) 

Proceeding as in the previous case we obtain the following relation after equating the coefficients of "'(a + j) on both sides of 
the equation 

'" (i-;'-I) 

jP;(a,j) = L L P; - t (aJ + j)[a + / + j,a + jL,· (23) 
;' = 1/ + j = - I; - t - I) 

This is the recurrence relation stated in Ref. 5. There, of course, it contains a misprint in the subscript of the coefficient P 
which should read (r - i) instead of r [cf. Eq. (3.21) of Ref. 5]. 

4. THE PERIODIC POTENTIAL 

It has been shown2 that the Schrodinger equation for a 
periodic potential, i.e., the Mathieu equation, can be written 

r/J" + !A - 2h 2 cos 2x!r/J = 0 (-1T";X";1T), 

where A is real and h 2 positive. 
On setting r/J = "'(x)e2h sin x and 

A = - 2h 2 + 2hq +.a 18, whereq is (approximately) an odd 
integer (the latter equation incorporating the large-h asymp
totic behavior of A ) this equation can be rewritten as 

Icos(1T14 ± xI2)1:S l/h //2 

can be written 

where 

cosl12lq - 1)(1T14 + x12) 
"'q(x) = , 

COSll21q + 11(1T14 - x12) 

which is the solutionof !iJ q "'q = O. 

(26) 

!iJ .1. _ 1 (24 d
2 

U ).,. 
q'l'-2sh dx2 + '1" 

where !iJ q = - 2 cos x ~ - (q - sin x). 
dx 

As shown in Ref. 2, the solution", valid for 

(24) 

(25) 

Thus'" of (26) is a solution in terms of trigon ometrica I 
functions. It has been shown in Ref. 2 that the solutions valid 
in other domains have the same form as (26), with the same 
coefficients Pi' but with "'q replaced by approprite Hermite 
functions. Thus, the considerations given below apply also in 
the case of these solutions. 

We now insert '" of (26) in (24) and use the relation !iJ q "'q +4j = 4j "'H 4j' Then (see below) 
"" 1 ; 
;~I (27h ); j~ /P;(q,]I"'H4j 

NO 
1 1 00 1 ; 

= 27h !(q,q + 4)"'q+4 + (q,q)"'q + (q,q - 4)"'q_4! + 27h ;~I (27h )i j~; P;(q,j) 

NO 
X!(q + 4j,q + 4j + 4)"'q + 4j+4 + (q + 4j,q + 4J1"'q+4j + (q + 4j,q + 4j - 4)"'q+4j_4 J, 

where we have used the relation 

(24 :; + 2.d )"'q = (q,q + 4)tPq+ 4 + (q,q)tPq + (q,q - 4)tPq _ 4' 

Here 

(q,q + 4) = (q + 1)(q + 3), (q,q) = 2[(q2 + 1) +.a], (q,q - 4) = (q - l)(q - 3). 

Collecting terms in "'q on the right-hand side of (27), we obtain 
00 1 ; 

;~I (27h ); j=~/P;(q,]Jrpq+4j 
j¥O 

= 2~h {(q,q) + ;tl (27~ )i [P;(q, - l)(q - 4,q) + P;(q, + l)(q + 4,q)] }tPq + (2!h ) [(q,q + 4)tPq+4 + (q,q - 4)tPQ _4] 

+ ;~I (27h\i+ I [j=t; P;(q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j + 4)"'q+4H4 + j~; P;(q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j)tPq+4j 

j#O. - I j#O 
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+j~~i Pi(q,j)(q+4j,q+4j-4)¢q+4j~41 (28) 

j~O. + 1 

As before we now demand that I l be zero, yielding an equation from which..:1 is to be determined, i.e., 

0= (2;h) {(q,q) + it1 (27~ )i [Pi(q, - l)(q - 4,q) + Pi(q, + l)(q + 4,q)]}. (29) 

We are thus left with the following expression on the right-hand side of(28): 

1 I '" 1 [i -1 

(27h) dq,q + 4)¢q+4 + (q,q - 4)¢q~41 + j~2 (27h )i j~ ~+ 1 P,-1(q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j + 4)¢q+4j+ 4 

j'l'O. -·1 

+ j~'~'+' P, -, 10,11io + 4j,0 + 4.11",." + j~'f." P,- '(0,)110 + 4j,0 + 4j - 4)"",,1 130) 

,'l'O j~O. + 1 

Now, Pj(q,O) = o except for i = 0 in which casePo(q,O) = 1; hence the constraints ''j=/:O'' could now be omitted. Further, since 
Po(q,j) is zero except for j = 0 our expression becomes 

it1 (27~ Y [j~j~1+ 1 Pi~ dq,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j + 4)¢q +4j+ 4 + j~i~1+ 1 Pi - 1 (q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j)¢q+4j 

j~ - 1 j'l'O 

+ j=i~l+ 1 Pi - 1 (q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j - 4)¢q +4j -41 

j~ + 1 

Thus 

itl (27~ )i j ~ /Pi(q,j)¢q+ 4j 

j~O 

= f + i lPj - dq,j -l)(q + 4j - 4,q + 4j) + P'-l(q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j) + P,-l(q,j + l)(q + 4j + 4,q + 4j)j¢q+4j 
i ~ 1 (2 h) j ~ ~, 

NO 

+ f + I - P,-l (q, - i - l)(q - 4i - 4,q - 4i)¢q~4i - P i - 1 (q, - i)(q - 4i,q - 4i + 4)¢q~4i+4 
j~ 1 (2 h) 

- P j ~ 1 (q,i)(q + 4i,q + 4i)¢q + 4j - Pj _ 1 (q, - i)(q - 4i,q - 4i)¢q - 4i 

- Pi~ 1 (q,i + l)(q + 4i + 4,q + 4i)¢q+4j - P j - 1 (q,i)(q + 4i,q + 4i - 4)¢q+4i_41· (31) 

Each coefficient P, _ 1 in the second set of sums of this last expression is zero. Thus, equating coefficients of ¢ q + 4j on both sides 
of the equation we obtain 

jPj(q,j) = Pj - 1 (q,j - l)(q + 4j - 4,q + 4j) + P,-1 (q,j)(q + 4j,q + 4j) + Pj~ 1 (q,j + l)(q + 4j + 4,q + 4j). (32) 

This is the recurrence relation for the coefficients P given in Ref. 2. There, of course, it was written down from a consideration 
of all possible "moves" from i to i-I in terms of permissible steps. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the above we have demonstrated that the systematic 
asymptotic perturbation procedure developed in Refs. 2-5 
allows a straightforward derivation of the exact recurrence 
relation of the perturbation coefficients of the wavefunction. 
Without the systematics resulting from extensive use of the 
recurrence relation of the unperturbed part of the wavefunc
tion this exact relation could not be derived. 

In each of the three cases discussed above we obtained 
an equation from which the eigenvalues can be obtained. 
These equations are identical with those derived previously 
by different methods. Since these equations have been dis
cussed previously we do not elaborate on them here. Howev
er, the equations given here demonstrate their intimate con
nection with the perturbation coefficients Pi and thus with 
the solutions of the recurrence relations. The latter can now 
be treated as difference equations, and by suitable approxi
mations their behavior for large i (i.e., large order) can be 
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I 
calculated. This, in turn, permits the calculation of the large
order behavior of the eigenvalue expansion as shown in Ref. 
4. It is therefore of considerable interest to investigate the 
solutions of these recurrence relations in more detail. 
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We derive a new Gauss-Bonnet type identity in Riemann-Cartan geometry: 

..) -g €Jll'AP(RJll'AP + !CaJll'C""l') = aJl( -..) - g EJll'APCl'AP)' whereC a
Jll' is the torsion tensor. 

PACS numbers: 02.40.Ky 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We present an identity in Riemann-Cartan geometry 
which, to our knowledge does not seem to be previously 
known. The identity has some similarity to the Gauss-Bon
net type identities, but involves quantities which vanish 
when torsion is zero. With C A Jll' denoting the torsion tensor, 
the new identity is 

..) - g(eWAP + !cal'l'CaAp) = al'( -..) - g~vApCvAp), (1) 

where the totally antisymmetric tensor density ~l'Ap is de
fined according the convention 

..) _g€0123 = + 1. (2) 

The identity (1) is different from the usual Gauss-Bon
net identity in that the right-hand side of (1) involves gauge
invariant quantities. It may therefore be less interesting from 
a topological point of view. 

We first noticed the identity (1) in the context of a gener
alized Gauss-Bonnet identity for the de Sitter group. The 
identity also follows directly from the Bianchi identity with 
torsion. We present both derivations. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In a previous paper, 1 a simple Bianchi derivation of the 
Gauss-Bonnet type and Bianchi type identities is given for 
Riemann-Cartan geometry. We shall use the same method 
here to derive the identity (1), and adopt the same notations 
and conventions. 

The basic quantites are the vierbein eal' and the spin 
connection r ab

Jl . The matrices Uab satisfy the Lorentz 
algebra. 

i! [uab 'Ued ] = TJaeUbd - TJadube + TJbduae - TJbeuad , 

where 

TJ ab = (1, - 1, - 1, - 1) . 

Define R ab 1''' and Rl'v according to 

(3) 

~v = juabR abllV=rl',V - r"'Jl + i(rl',rv ] , (4) 

where 

r -I .... 'Y/ab Jl-4v ab F 1" (5) 

"Permanent address: Department of Modern Physics, University of Sci
ence and Technology of China, Hefei, Auhu i. People's Republic of China, 

Then 

RA.p =eA.ePR ab 
JlV- a b Jll' 

= gP"(rA"l'm,,, - rA. <TV,I' - rA. al'r a 
<TV 

+ r A 
al'ra 

"I' ) , (6) 

where 

rAI'V = ea A (eaJl,v + rabvebJl) ' (7) 

We can groupea
Jl and rabl' to form rABI' = - r BA

Jl 
(with A = 0,1,2,3,5): 

(8) 

Making use of the de Sitter algebra as an artifice, 

iHXAB,xCD] = TJACXBD - TJADXBc + TJBDXAC - TJBCXAD , 

with 
TJAB = (1, - 1, - 1, - 1, ± 1); 

we define Rl'v and RABJlv according to 
- -1 -AB 

RJlv - 4XAB R Jll' 
=rl"v - rv,1' + i[rl',r,,] , 

where 

W -IX 'Y/AB F Jl=4 ABF 1" 

It follows from (9) and (10) that 
RAB = r AB _ r AB 

J.1v p.,"t! V,iJ. 

+ TJ (rAC rBD _ r AC r BD ) CD I' v v 1" 

In particular, 

R- AB - R AB + (a b a b) JlV - JlV TJS5 e Jl e v - e "e I' ' 

R-a5 a CA 
JlV = e A 1'1" 

where CAI'V is the torsion tensor 

CAJlV = rAl'v - r..,,1' . 

III. PROOF OF THE IDENTITY 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

As has been derived in the previous paper,l there is the 
Gauss-Bonnet type identity 

..) - g~"ApR abl'vRabAp = 2..) - g~vAp Tr[Rl'v RA.p] 

= al' {S..) - g~vAp Rr[rvaA rp 

- - i(i)rVrA rpJ}. (16) 
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W~ derive a similar identity for R ab/l-V 

• / A'VApR- AB R-v - g c' /l-V ABAp 

_ -- vAp --
- 2y' -g€'-' Tr[R/l-v RAp] 

= a/l-[ Sy' _g€,-,vAPTr[ r<aArp - i(j)rvrArpjl 

( 17) 
because 

A - - - -
€,-,v p Tr [r /l- r v r A r p ] = O. (IS) 

Subtracting (16) from (IS), and taking into account (S), (13), 
and ( 14), we can obtain in a straightforward manner the iden
tity (l). 

IV. A DIRECT PROOF 

For Reimann-Cartan geometry, the Bianchi identity is 
ca/l-V;A + cavA;J>caA/l-;v - CP/l-vcapA 

- cpvAcap/l- - CPA/l-C
a

pv 

= R a/l-vA + R aVA/l- + R aA/l-v , (19) 

from which we obtain 

~ - g€,/l-v,{(Ca/l-V;A - CP/l-V CapA = ~ - g€,/l-VARa/l-vA ' (20) 

Using (15), we obtain from 

Ca/l-V;A = Ca/l-V;A - r
p 

aA CP/l-V - rp/l-vCapv - r
p 

V,{ Call-P (21) 

the relation 
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I - €,/l-VAC - I (C CP C V g a/l-V;,{ - V - g ~V.,{ - /l-V apv 

- ~CP aA CP/l-v ) • (22) 
Combining (20) and (22) yields 

J - g€,/l-vA (Ca/l-v", - ~CP aA. CP/l-v ) = ~ - g€,/l-VARa/l-vA' (23) 

Since ~ - g€,/l-vA is constant, we then have the identity (1): 

~ - g€,/l-vA (Ra/l-vA + ~C P aA CP/l-V 

= a,{( - ~ - g~a/l-VCa/l-v)' 

We remark that the identity (1) can be directly checked 
without using the Bianchi identity (19). 
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Theta functions, Gaussian series, and spatially periodic solutions of the 
Korteweg-cle Vries equation 
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(Received 31 July 1981; accepted for publication 4 September 1981) 

It has been shown by Novikov [Funct. Anal. Appl. 8, 236 (1974)], Dubrovin et al. [Russian 
Math. Surveys 31,59 (1976)], Lax [Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 28,141 (1975)], McKean and 
van Moerbeke [Inv. Math. 30, 217 (1975)], and others that the nonlinear evolution equations 
which admit solitary waves also have spatially periodic exact solutions ("polycnoidal waves") 
which can be expressed in terms of multidimensional Riemann theta functions. Here, it is shown 
that via Poisson summation, the Fourier series that define the theta functions can be 
transformed into an infinite series of Gaussian functions. Because the lowest terms of the 
Gaussian series generate the usual solitary waves, it is possible to intimately explore the 
relationship between solitary waves and these spatially periodic "polycnoidal" waves. Also, by 
using the Gaussian series, one can perturbatively calculate phase velocities and wave structure 
for the "polycnoidal" wave even in the strongly nonlinear regime for which the soliton (or 
multisoliton) is the lowest order approximation. It is further shown that the Fourier series and 
the complementary Gaussian series both converge so rapidly in the intermediate regime of 
moderate nonlinearity that one may loosely state that a solitary wave is almost a linear wave, and 
a linear wave almost a soliton. Thus, by using both series together, one can obtain a very 
complete description of these stable, finite amplitude, periodic solutions. For expository 
simplicity, this first discussion of the Gaussian series approach to "polycnoidal" waves will 
concentrate on the most elementary example: the ordinary "cnoidal" wave of the Korteweg-de 
Vries equation. The great virtue of the Poisson method, however, is that it extends almost 
trivially to other equations (the Nbnlinear Schrodinger equation, the Sine-Gordon equation, and 
a multitude of others) and also to periodic solutions of these equations that are describable in 
terms of higher dimensional theta functions ("polycnoidal" waves). The next to last section 
proves a number of generalizations of the theorems of Hirota [Prog. Theor. Phys. 52, 1498 
(1974)] applicable both to "cnoidal" and "polycnoidal" solutions without restriction, and 
explains how these extensions will work. 

PACS numbers: 02.60. + y 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The first exact, nonlinear, spatially periodic solutions to 
an evolution equation of the class discussed here were ob
tained by Korteweg and de Vries l 85 years ago for the equa
tion that now bears their name. They showed that their equa
tion, henceforth referred to by the abbreviation KdV, has 
steadily translating waves that can be mathematically de
scribed by the elliptic cosine function cn(x; m). Since it was 
like a function whose abbreviation is "cn," they called these 
waves "cnoidal" waves. The nonlinear, spatially periodic so
lutions discussed here are generalizations of these cnoidal 
waves that, in the absence of any generally accepted termin
ology, will be referred to as "polycnoidal" waves in the rest 
of the paper. The reason that these generalized waves are 
important is that it appears that any spatially periodic solu
tion of the KdV equation-or a number of other equations in 
the same class~an be approximated to any chosen degree 
of accuracy for any chosen finite time interval by an appro
priate "polycnoidal" wave. Thus, to understand these gener
alized cnoidal waves is also to understand the general spa
tially periodic solution to the Korteweg-de Vries and other 
evolution equations. 

to the ordinary cosine. In the limit m_l, the spatial period 
of the wave becomes infinite, the elliptic cosine becomes the 
hyperbolic secant function, and the cnoidal wave becomes 
the solitary wave discovered observationally in 18312: an iso
lated, steadily translating, finite amplitude peak of perma
nent form. Equivalently, if one rescales the variables so as to 
keep the spatial period fixed, the solitary wave or "soliton" 
corresponds to the limit of infinitely large amplitude (the 
spatial structure of the soliton tends toward that of a delta 
function) while the linear wave as usual is the limit of in fin i
tesimal amplitude. 

The elliptic cosine depends on a parameter m (the "mo
dulus"); Korteweg and de Vries showed that the limit m = 0 
corresponds to a linear wave and the elliptic cosine reduces 

"Polycnoidal" waves also tend to linear waves and soli
tons in appropriate limits, and the relationship between 
these limits and the actual polycnoidal waves of intermediate 
amplitude is one of the major themes of this paper. Before 
discussing how we propose to explore these relationships, it 
is appropriate (and necessary) to briefly review the major 
developments in the theory of the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation. 

Most work on this equation has studied its solutions 
subject to two different species of initiallboundary condi
tions: (i) the unbounded problem in which XE[ - 00, 00] and 
the initial condition is localized, i.e., is exponentially small 
everywhere outside of a finite interval, and (ii) the spatially 
periodic problem in which both the initial condition and the 
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solution for all later times are required to be periodic func
tions of x. Korteweg and de Vries were able to derive a solu
tion for the unbounded problem (the solitary wave) as a limit 
of their class of solutions for the periodic problem, but in 
later work, these two problems have represented completely 
separate lines of development. 

Little progress with either was made until 1967, when 
Gardner et al.3 showed the unbounded problem, although 
the KdV equation itself is nonlinear, could be solved exactly 
through a sequence of solving only linear equations: the so
called inverse scattering method. This procedure was to the 
study of nonlinear equations what the Rosetta Stone was to 
Egyptology, and it was subsequently extended to a large 
class of other equations, including the Nonlinear Schro
dinger equation, the sine-Gordon equation, and many oth
ers. Although for simplicity, the discussion here will concen
trate on the KdV equation, the ideas and techniques 
explained here extend to all members of this class of "exactly 
integrable" nonlinear equations. 

The inverse scattering analysis showed that the general 
solution to the KdV equation (and its fellows) consists of two 
parts: a finite number of solitary waves or "solitons," which 
are permanent, isolated, finite amplitude waves, plus "radi
ation," which is used as a catch-all term to describe the mis
cellaneous peaks and ripples that eventually disperse so that 
the solitons are the sole asymptotic solution as t-+ 00. The 
reason for the name "soliton," with its connotation of part i
clelike rather than wavelike properties, is that when solitons 
collide, they eventually emerge from collision unchanged in 
shape, size, or speed except for a phase-shift. 

Unfortunately, although inverse scattering is so useful 
for theoretical and qualitative purposes, researchers have 
found that for obtaining quantitative results and case stud
ies, the steps of the inverse scattering method are so cumber
some that it is easier to numerically integrate the KdV equa
tion directly using a conventional time-marching scheme. 
Because of this clumsiness, Hirota4

•
5 introduced an alterna

tive approach to the unbounded problem which is the direct 
ancestor of the methods to be used here. 

Hirota's technique is based on a logarithmic transfor
mation of the dependent variable to give a transformed ver
sion of the KdV equation which, to avoid confusion, will be 
referred to as the Hirota-Korteweg-de Vries equation or H
KdV for short. Hirota showed that although the H-KdV 
equation is nonlinear, it is possible to construct exact solu
tions by adding finite sums of exponentials from which the 
exact, multisoliton solutions of the KdV equation can be 
obtained through the inverse transformation. Hirota's meth
od is very simple and involves nothing more exotic than dif
ferentiation, logarithms, and exponentials, but it has the 
weakness of excluding the "radiation" part of the general 
KdV solution. However, for smooth, large-amplitude initial 
conditions, almost all of the initial energy goes into the soli
tons anyway (referred to as the principle of "soliton domi
nance" in Boyd6), so this restriction is not fatal, and Hirota's 
method is still actively used in research today (for example, 
Ma and Redekopp7) even when the exact inverse scattering 
algorithm is known for the same equation (Ma8

). 

Meanwhile, independent groups of American9 and 
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Russian lO
•
11 mathematicians have developed an analog of 

the inverse scattering methOd for obtaining a class of gener
alizations of the cnoidal waves for (ii), the spatially periodic 
problem. Unfortunately, it is again true that the formal solu
tion, which will be here called the "Hill's spectrum method," 
is as cumbersome computationally as it is powerful 
theoretically. 

However, the author and Nakamura 12 independently 
realized that there is an alternative. The transformation that 
relates the theta functions to the actual solution of the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation is exactly that made by Hir
ota-in other words, the theta functions are exact solutions 
not of the KdV equation itself but rather of Hirota's trans
formed version, the H-KdV equation. This suggests what 
Nakamura calls the "direct method": computing nonlinear 
phase speed corrections and theta function parameters via 
direct substitution of the theta series into the H-KdV equa
tion and matching of Fourier series coefficients. Thus, there 
are now two approaches-the formal exact method based on 
quantum mechanics potential theory and a more heuristic 
but vastly simpler alternative based on solving Hirota's 
transformed equations-for both the infinite and periodic 
spatial domains. 

In later work, Nakamura, Hirota, Ito, and Matsuno13
-

15 

have greatly extended this direct theta function procedure 
and their papers are highly original and a treasurehouse of 
useful information. However, they work exclusively with the 
Fourier series representation of the theta functions and omit 
all mention of what are the principal themes of this paper: 
that a direct method using the Gaussian series representa
tion is not only possible but is more useful than its Fourier 
series counterpart. 

The reason for the greater usefulness of the Gaussian 
series is that one can obtain most of the information deriv
able from the theta-Fourier series by directly attacking the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation via the singular perturbation 
technique known variously as the method of strained param
eters or the method of multiple scales. 16.17 Because the multi
ple-scales approach is conceptually useful also in under
standing precisely what a "polycnoidal" wave is, some 
multiple scales calculations for polycnoidal waves are given 
in Appendix B. 

The Gaussian series representation, however, is directly 
tied to the fact that the exact solutions of the H-KdV equa
tion are theta functions, and it gives results that cannot be 
reproduced by any conventional perturbation scheme. As a 
consequence, the rest of the paper will concentrate upon the 
Gaussian representation of the theta function, except for the 
appendices. 

Sections 2-5 describe the simplest example: the ordi
nary cnoidal wave for the Korteweg-de Vries equation. De
spite the fact that this was solved 85 years ago, the theta
Gaussian method will nonetheless yield some new results. 
Later sections of the paper and future work now in progress 
will deal with polycnoidal waves and other evolution equa
tions. But the point in beginning with this simple example is 
that the ideas explained through it are the key to everything 
else. 
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2.THE HIROTA-KORTEWEG-OE VRIES EQUATION 
AND THE THETA FUNCTION 

The Korteweg-de Vries equation itself is 

Ut + UU" + U""" = O. (2.1) 

The transformation to the H-KdV equation is made in two 
stages. First, set U = p" and then integrate (2.1) once with 
respect to x to obtain 

Pt + 1I2p; + p""" =A, (2.2) 

where A is an arbitrary constant of integration. In deriving 
the multiple soliton solutions, one can set A = 0 without loss 
of generality, but as noted by Nakamura, 12 this is absolutely 
disastrous for the polycnoidal wave. Instead, A must be com
puted as a function of the parameters in the same way as the 
nonlinear phase speed. The second step is to introduce the 
nonlinear transformation 

P = 12(lnF)". (2.3) 

Substituting (2.3) in (2.2), on finds that all third and fourth 
degree terms in Fidentically cancel to leave the H-KdV 
equation: 

F(Ft +F"""),, -F,,(Ft +F"",,) + 3(F~ -F"F"",,) =AF2. 
(2.4) 

Hirota showed that (2.4) and indeed all his transformed 
equations can be expressed more compactly by using certain 
bilinear operators, but this alternative version of (2.4) will be 
deferred until Sec. 6, where Hirota's bilinear operators will 
be useful in proving certain theorems. The solution of the 
KdV equation is 

U = 12(ln F)xx, (2.5) 

where F is a theta function. 
The argument of the theta function is 

X=x-ct+¢>, (2.6) 

where c is the phase speed and ¢> a constant phase factor. For 
higher-dimensional theta functions, we have additional ar
guments of the form Y = k 2(x - c2t) + ¢>2' 
Z = k3(x - c3t ) + ¢>3' as one would anticipate from the fact 
that the polycnoidal waves reduce to multiple solitary waves 
in the appropriate limit. Since the N-soliton solution consists 
of N distinct peaks each with its own width and phase speed, 
it follows that a function of N variables of the form of X, Y, Z, 
etc., are necessary to provide a compact description of the 
waves. By rescaling via a theorem proved in Sec. 7, one can 
always set one of the wave numbers k equal to I without loss 
of generality, and this has been done in (2.6). 

For the one-dimensional case, one can take the theta 
function to be 

04(X; q) = I + ! (- Itqn2 cos(2nX), (2.7) 
n=1 

where q is a constant known as the "nome." When working 
with theta functions, the nome is a more convenient measure 
of the "ellipticity" of the elliptic cosine than the modulus m; 
the relationship between them is given in Appendix A. How
ever, q has one thing in common with m: the limit q-+O again 
gives the linear wave while q-l gives the solitary wave. 
From the form of the Fourier series in (2.7), one can show 
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that it converges uniformly and absolutely for all q < I, but it 
is self-evident that the rate of convergence becomes poorer 
and poorer as the soliton limit is approached. Consequently, 
it is the alternative Gaussian series for the theta function that 
one must use to explore the relationship between solitons 
and cnoidal waves. 

Nonetheless, even from a perspective focused entirely 
on Fourier series, the theta series (2.7) converges much more 
rapidly than that fur u(x) itself, which is 

00 nqn-I 
U = 12(ln (4)XX = 96q L -- cos(2nX), (2.8) 

n=ll_q2n 

as obtained by differentiating the known 18 series for the loga
rithmic derivative of the theta function. The elliptic cosine, 
whose square gives u(x) (see Appendix A for details), is a 
meromorphic function, and this alone l9 is enough to prove 
that the coefficients of the Fourier series must be asymptoti
cally 0 (qn) for some constant q, Iql < 1. [This, in fact, is true 
for the hyperelliptic functions that give u(x, t) for the polyc
noidal waves as well. J The theta functions, however, whether 
in one or many dimensions, are entire functions. For 04 , we 
see that the Fourier coefficients are 0 (qn2) so that 10 terms of 
the theta Fourier series give the same accuracy as 100 terms 
of the Fourier series for cn 2

• It is precisely this very rapid 
convergence for the entire function as opposed to the mero
morphic function that led C. G. Jacobi to introduce the theta 
functions in the first place and build his entire approach to 
elliptic functions around them. It is precisely because the 
Gaussian series for the theta functions shares this same very 
rapid convergence that it will be shown to be a powerful tool 
for understanding strongly nonlinear, spatially periodic 
waves. 

Poisson summation20 of (2.7) gives the Gaussian series, 
which may be written in either of the two forms: 

04(X;q) 

_ {2s1/2exp{ - SX2hr} n~o q,(n + 1I2)2cosh[(2n + I)sX] 

- 00 ~~ 
Sl/2 L exp[ - sIX - !1T{2n + I)fhr]. 

- 00 (2.10) 

where q', the "complementary nome," and s are defined by 

S = -17'!1nq. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The relationships between q, q', ands can be expressed more 
symmetrically in the form 

q = e -frls, 

q' = e -frS. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

As q-I, q' -+0 and vice versa so that the Gaussian series 
[(2.9) or (2.10)] and the Fourier series (2.7) are indeed com
plementary, with one converging rapidly in the parameter 
range where the other converges slowly. 

The first form of the Gaussian series, (2.9), which can be 
obtained from (2.10) by multiplying out the exponents in 
(2.10), extracting the common factor of exp( - sX 2/17'), and 
combining exponentials into hyperbolic cosines, is the one 
that is most closely analogous to the Fourier series. Because 
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q' appears explicitly in (2.9), this form is the one that is useful 
for practical perturbative calculations. 

The second form, (2.10), is more useful conceptually: it 
shows that the theta function can be represented as a series of 
Gaussians of identical size and shape spaced at intervals of 1T' 
on the whole intervalXE[ - 00, 00]. For large q' (small q), the 
Gaussians overlap heavily and the shape is roughly that of an 
ordinary cosine function with symmetrical crests and 
troughs. For small q' -the near-soliton-limit-the Gaus
sians are well separated and the theta function takes the form 
of sharp, narrow peaks separated by broad, flat troughs. 

In the limit q'~, only the two Gaussians at 
X = ± 1T'/2 are significant because the contributions of all 
the other terms in the series are exponentially small on the 
intervalXE[ - 1T'/2, 1T'/2]. This suggests that-despite all ap
pearances to the contrary-this limiting solution of two 
Gaussians is somehow equivalent to the single soliton solu
tion of Hirota, which is the sum of a constant plus an expo
nential. In the next section, we shall see that this is indeed the 
case and explore how the transition from soliton to cnoidal 
wave is made. 

3. THE BI-GAUSSIAN SOLITON AND THE PROBLEM OF 
PERIODICITY 
A. The bl-Gausslan soliton 

By direct substitution, one can show 

e(X) = e-IL/2IX' cosh(sX) (3.1) 

is an exact solution of the Hirota-Korteweg-de Vries equa
tion (2.4) for arbitrary values of sand L provided that 

c = 4s2 
- 12L, (3.2) 

A = 2L (2s2 
- 3L ), (3.3) 

where c is the phase speed, A the constant of integration in 
the H-KdV equation, andX = x - ct + t/J as defined by (2.6) 
with t/J arbitrary. e (X) is21 the sum of two Gaussians with 
peaks at X = ± s/ L, so it will be referred to as the bi-Gaus
sian soliton solution. Taking the second logarithmic deriva
tive gives 

u(x,t) = - 12L + 12s2 sech2[s(x - ct)]. (3.4) 

As mentioned earlier, the theta functions of the pro
ceeding section are functions of but a single parameter-and 
so are the one-soliton solutions of the KdV equation in the 
form usually given-whereas the bi-Gaussian e (X; s, L ) con
tains two independent parameters. However, one can see 
from (3.4) that the extra parameter corresponds merely to 
the freedom (mathematically, if not physically!) to change 
mean sea level in the Korteweg-de Vries equation. In math
ematical terms, it is trivial to prove that if u(x - ct ) is any 
solution to the KdV equation, than 

u=a + u(x - (c + a)t) (3.5) 

is also a solution. Thus, cnoidal waves and the one-soliton 
solution are really two-parameter families, but one of the 
parameters, the constant a in (3.5), is trivial, and only the 
nome q is significant. However, with the bi-Gaussian, we can 
obtain the full two-parameter single-soliton family by vary
ings andL. 
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Hirota's solution is the special case L = 0 that gives 

e = cosh(sX). (3.6) 

This gives the usual soliton with zero mean sea level, but it is 
not quite in standard form itself. However, one can show22 

that any solution of the H-KdV equation is still a solution if 
mUltiplied by an arbitrary constant times an exponential 
whose argument is linear inX. Multiplying (3.6) by 2 exp(sX) 
gives 

F = 1 + exp(2sX), (3.7) 

which is the form in which Hirota's I-soliton solution is usu
ally given. . 

Unfortunately, to extend this bi-Gaussian function into 
the infinite series for the cnoidal wave, we must take a nonze
ro value of L. This in tum means accepting the annoying 
complication of a shift in mean sea level via the term - 12L 
in (3.4) and an identical shift also in the phase speed (3.2). To 
have generalized Hirota's one-parameter solution (3.7) to a 
two-parameter one is not in itself a very useful accomplish
ment. However, it is the bi-Gaussian-not (3.7)-that gener
ates the cnoidal wave, so one must understand the shifts 
introduced by L to make correct comparisons between exact 
and approximate cnoidal wave solutions as shall be done in 
Sec. 5. 

B. Periodicity 

If one approached the problem of computing approxi
mate periodic solutions to the KdV equation with no knowl
edge of theta functions-but a knowledge of solitons-one 
heuristic approach would be to approximate the cnoidal 
wave by an infinite series of evenly spaced hyperbolic secant 
functions, i.e., 

u(x, t)= 12s2 ! sech2(s(X - n1T')). (3.8) 
n = - OQ 

When s is large, the soliton peaks are narrow and well-sepa
rated with little overlap, so (3.8), with c given by the usual 
soliton formula (3.2), is indeed a consistent first approxima
tion to the cnoidal wave with an error which decreases ex
ponentially fast as s increases. 

The only problem is that there is no particularly good 
way to calculate higher-order corrections-to explore pre
cisely how the periodicity has altered the cnoidal wave from 
the soliton. One could substitute (3.8) into the Korteweg-de 
V ries equation, but the inhomogeneous terms even at lowest 
order would involve fourth powers of reciprocal hyperbolic 
functions, and inverting the linear part of the Korteweg-de 
Vries equation requires inverting a partial differential opera
tor. Furthermore, the error in neglecting higher values of n 
in the series (3.8) is an exponential function of s, but algebraic 
powers of s would also appear. In short, perturbative theory 
using (3.8) as the lowest approximation would be a horrible 
mess, requiring great analytical ingenuity to obtain even the 
first and second corrections. Furthermore, the shape of u as 
a function of X, as well as the nonlinear phase speed c, would 
both have to be corrected order-by-order. 

If we apply this same heuristic philosophy to the 
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UNBOUNDED 
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Bi-Gaussian for H- KdV 
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8 -Gaussian Series for H-KdV 

ilu: 12 (log 81 xx 

MM 
Cnoidal Wave for K- dV 

FIG. I. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the bi-Gaus
sian and theta functions solutions to the H-KdV equation. The left side 
shows the situation when the domain is unbounded: the solution to the H
KdV equation has just two peaks on all of Xe[ - Q(), Q()], and the second 
logarithmic derivative of this gives a single peak which is the usual solitary 
wave. When bi-Gaussian pattern is repeated with even spacing over all X, it 
generates the Gaussian series of the theta function. This, as shown on the 
right, is a periodic solution of the H-KdV equation and its second logarith
mic derivative gives the usual cnoidal wave. 

H- KdV equation, using the bi-Gaussian soliton (3.1) with 

L = (2/1r)s, (3.9) 

so that the peaks of the Gaussians are 17' units apart, we obvi
ously obtain an infinite series of evenly spaced Gaussians as 
indicated schematically in Fig. 1. But we have already seen 
in the previous section that such a series of Gaussians is an 
exact representation of the theta function. Consequently, by 
taking the single soliton solution and repeating it with even 
spacing over the whole spatial domain, we obtain the exact 
solution for the spatially periodic problem-but only when 
we work through the H-KdV equation, Hirota's trans
formed equation, rather than through the KdV equation it
self. The series of hyperbolic secant functions in (3.8) is only 
approximate. 

The same strategy works equally well to generate peri
odic extensions of the multiple soliton solutions. The double 
soliton, for example, is given by the sum of four evenly 
spaced Gaussians forming a square in the XY plane where 
X = x - Cit + tPl' Y = k2(x - C2t) + tP2' and where each 
Gaussian is now an exponential whose argument is a second
degree polynomial in both X and Y. Repeating this basic 
four-Gaussian unit over the whole XY plane with even spac
ing gives the Gaussian series for the two-dimensional theta 
function, and the second logarithmic derivative of this gives 
the double cnoidal wave solution to the KdV equation. 

Because only the nonlinear phase speed (or speeds) need 
be corrected, it is trivial in principle (although the algebra 
can become tedious) to calculate the cnoidal and polycnoidal 
waves to any order. For the cnoidal wave, for example, one 
obtains at each order two linear equations in two unknowns 
which can be solved to obtain c and A to that order, with the 
expansion proceeding in powers of the complementary nome 
q': in Sec. 4, we shall show how one can obtain the full infinite 
series for c almost trivially. 
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Before we do this, however, one final point must be 
made; Hirota's single soliton solution for the H-KdV equa
tion, (3.7), is spatially unbounded even though, thanks to the 
magic of the logarithmic derivative, it gives the usual sech2 

solution when the transformation back to the KdV equation 
is made. Consequently, it is not possible to add evenly spaced 
Hirota functions of the form of (3.7) to obtain any sort of 
meaningful series. It was therefore absolutely necessary to 
generalize Hirota's solution to the bi-Gaussian so as to ob
tain a form for the single soliton which would be spatially 
bounded and localized for the Hirota-Korteweg-de Vries 
equation, too. Only then would it be possible to repeat the 
single-soliton solution over the whole domain with even 
spacing to obtain a solution that is manifestly periodic and 
solves the H-KdV equation exactly. 

It is the bi-Gaussian, and not the simple exponential 
solution of Hirota, that is the proper generator of the cnoidal 
wave. 

4. THE RESIDUAL EQUATIONS AND THE EXACT 
SOLUTION FOR THE CNOIDAL WAVE 

A. The residual equations 
The first step in obtaining the full series solution is to 

rewrite the Gaussian series (2.9) as 

(4.1) 

[half integers] 

where the hyperbolic cosines have been broken up into pairs 
of exponentials and where, in order to eliminate factors of !, 
the sum is taken over all the "half integers" { ... , -~, -~,!, 
!, ~, ~, ... j. Substituting this into the H-KdV equation gives 
the residual 

p==se - 2sX'I1T i i qtn' + n"~ (n - n', c, A )e2(n + n')sX. (4.2) 
-00-00 

[half integers] 

We must solve for c and A such that p=O. 
One might expect that, since the H-KdV equation (2.4) 

involves differentiations of up to fourth order with respect to 
x and first order with respect to time, the Gaussian in (4.1) 
would cause ~ (n - n'; c, A ) to be a polynomial offourth de
gree in x and first degree in t. In fact, as shall be proven in 
Sec. 6, because of cancellations ~ is independent of both x and 
t, just as if we had substituted the Fourier series for () 4 into 
the H-KdV equation instead. 

The second important property oft-also noted by Na
kamura for its Fourier series equivalent-is that it is a func
tion only of the difference (n - n'), and not of nand n' sepa
rately. This property, again proved in Sec. 6, is true for all of 
Hirota's transformed nonlinear evolution equations, and is 
sufficient-without specification of the precise form of 
t (n - n'; c, A )-to prove that the residual is the sum of two 
theta functions. Consequently, the exact definition of twill 
be deliberately postponed to the next subsection. 

Keeping these two properties oft in mind, the next step 
is to definej = n + n' and collect terms in exp(2jsX) to obtain 

p = se - 2sX'I1T i Rj e2jsX, 

j= - 00 

[integers] 
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where 

q,n' + u- n)';(2n - j; c, A). (4.4) 
n = - 00 

[half integers) 

The residualp vanishes if and only ifall theRj = 0, wherejis 
any integer, so we seem to have rather more equations (an 
infinite number!) than we have unknowns (2, c and A ). How
ever, it is easy to prove that all even Rj are multiples of Ro 
and all the odd R j are multiples of R I • 

For brevity, we shall deal only with the even Rj • From 
(4.4) 

q,n'+ln-2JI';(2[n -J]). 
"= - 00 

[half integers] 

Defining 

N==n -J 

gives 

I q'IN+J)'+IN-J)';(2N) 
n = - co 

[half integers) 

2J' =q 
n = - 00 

[half integers] 

= q,2J' Ro for all integers J. 

Similarly, one can show 

R '2J'+2JR 2J+I=q I' 

By using (4.1) and the equivalent series for 03(X; q) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

[=04(X + 1/"/2; q)], which is identical in form with (4.1) ex
cept that the sum is taken over all integers instead of half 
integers, one can rewrite (4.2) as 

p = [R003(2X; q'2) + R 104(2X; q,2)]se - SX';'T. (4.11) 

Thus, the solution of the cnoidal wave has been reduced to 
solving two equations in two unknowns 

Ro(c,A) = 0, 

RI(c,A) =0. 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

For the Korteweg-de Vries equations, these coupled equa
tions are linear; for the Boussinesq equation of Nakamura, 12 

these equations are quadratic in c, but can still be solved 
explicitly. 

B. Theta matrix doubling 

One important aspect of(4.11) that is independent of the 
nonlinear evolution equation is that all the quantities in
volved-Ro, R I , the theta functions, c, and A-are functions 
of q'2 rather than q'. In particular, the series that define Ro 
and R I' are series in q,2n

2

, and thus converge much more 
rapidly than even the fast-converging series for the theta 
functions themselves, whose coefficients are qtn'. This same 
phenomenon holds for the polycnoidal waves, too, where it 
will be called "theta matrix doubling" for notational reasons 
explained in Sec. 7. It is this very rapid convergence that 
makes perturbative calculations for two- and three-dimen
sional theta functions feasible. 
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c. The exact solution for the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation 

For the Korteweg-de Vries equation, one can show by 
direct substitution of(4.1) into the H-KdV equation (3.4) or 
by using general theorems of Hirota's bilinear operations 
proved in Sec. 6 that 

;(n-n';c,A) 

_ {48S2 
2A 4SC} 16s4( ')4 - -- - +- + n-n 

~ 1/" 

4c 2( ')2 96s
3 

( ')2 - sn-n ---n-n, 
1/" 

which depends on nand n' via 

.:1 = (n - n'f , 

and (4.12) and (4.13) become the matrix equation 

ViiI 
l121 

where 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

[half integers] 
(4.19) 

and where the elements of the second row (corresponding to 
R t ) are, after multiplication by q,1/2, identical with those of 
the first row except that (i) the sums are taken over the inte
gers instead of the half integers and (ii) the terms n = 0 are 
taken with a factor of! as in (4.15). A more compact descrip
tion can be obtained by defining 

H(q')== f 1/2 
,2n2 

_ - 1/" 0 (0' 1/2) 
q - [lnq]1/2 4 ,q , (4.20) 

n = - ao 

[half integers] 

(4.21) 

[integers] 

where the right-hand sides of(4.20) and (4.21) follow by eval
uating (4.1) and the corresponding series for 03 at X = 0 and 
then using the usual relationship between q and q', (2.11). 
The fact that q appears as ql/2 is a consequence ofthe fact 
that the series defining H (q') and I (q') are theta-function se
ries in q,2 rather than q' itself as explained in the previous 
subsection. Letting a subscripted q' denote differentiation 
with respect to q', we have 

All = (4s/1/")H - 8s2q'Hq., (4.22) 

A12 = -2H, (4.23) 
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ill = 1fu2(~ - l~q' H q, + 4~q'[q'Hq' ]q.). (4.24) 

4s 8 2 ' 2s A21 = -- I - s q I q, - --, (4.25) 
'IT 'IT 

A22 = - 2I + 1, (4.26) 

n 16s2( 3 12sq' I 4 2 '['1]) 24s2 
H2 = r 1- ---:;;- q' + S q q q' q' - 7' 

(4.27) 
where sand q' are related via q' = exp( - 'ITs). 

One finally obtains 

c = (il1A22 - il~d (4.28) 
A l1A22 -AI~21 

and a similar expression for A, which is not of physical 
interest. 

5. COMPARISON OF THE EXACT AND APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS 

The two series representations of the theta function are 
complementary with the Fourier series converging more 
rapidly for small q and the Gaussian series more rapidly for 
small q'. The worst possible case is when 

q=q', (5.1) 

because then both converge equally well or badly. Conse
quently, we can limit our attention to this single, "worst 
case" value of q' which is 

q' = e- fT = 0.0432. (5.2) 

The astonishingly small value of q' makes one feel like 
cheering. As noted earlier, the theta series converge much 
faster than an ordinary geometric series because the terms 
are proportional to q' n' rather than qln, but q' is so small that 
even the lowest-order approximation is very accurate. The 
approximate solution to 0 (q'2) is 

u = - 24s/'IT + 12 sech2(sX)[ 1 - 8q,2 cosh2(sX) 
+ 16q'2 cosh4(sX)] + o (q,4), (5.3) 

c = - 24s/'IT + 4s2 _ 96s2q,2, 

where q' = exp( - 'ITs) with 

(5.4) 

s = 1 at q = q' = 0.0432. (5.5) 

The corresponding exact solution in terms of elliptic func
tion is (at s = 1) 

u = - 3.81973 + 8.359l8cn2(1.1804X; m = !), (5.6) 

c = - 3.81973, (5.7) 

where m is the modulus. 23 Although we have been mostly 
concerned with the Gaussian series, the Fourier series ap
proximations are still sufficiently interesting to be included 
in our comparisons and are 

u==.96q cos(2X) + 192q2 cos(4X) + o (q3), (5.8) 

(5.9) 

where the first follows from (2.8) and the second is derived in 
AppendixA. 

The lowest-order and second-lowest-order approxima
tions to u(x, t ) are compared in Figs. 2 and 3. The agreement 
between the exact and approximate graphs is remarkable; 
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FIG. 2. A comparison of the lowest Fourier approximation (dotted lhie, a 
simple cosine function) and the lowest Gaussian series-<ierived approxima
tion (dashed line, a constant plus the hyperbolic secant squared) with the 
exact cnoidal wave for q = q' = 0.0432. 

the lowest-order approximations would be acceptable for 
most purposes and the second-order approximations are al
most indistinguishable from the exact solution. 

Similar remarks apply to phase speeds. The lowest-or
der approximations and their errors are 

C~~ussian = - 24/'IT + 4 = - 3.639, 

Absolute error = 0.181, 

Relative error = 4.7%; 

C~~urier = - 4, 

Absolute error == - 0.180, 

Relative error = - 4.7%; 

the second-order approximations are 

5 
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-7/"/2 

C~~ussian = - 3.81871, 

Absolute error = 0.00102, 

Relative error = 0.027%; 

--

-7/"/4 o 7/"14 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

7/"12 

FIG. 3. A comparison of the second Gaussian approximation (5.3) with the 
exact cnoidal wave for the "worst case" q = q' = 0.0432. The second Four
ier approximation is indistinguishable from the exact solution to within the 
thickness of the curve. 
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C~~urier = - 3.8207, 

Absolute error = - 0.00100, 

Relative error = - 0.026%. 

(5.13) 

It is amusing that even in this weakly nonlinear re
gime-note that C~~urier is accurate to better than 5%-the 
solitary wave formula (representing the strongly nonlinear 
regime) is just as accurate. Thus, the two regimes strongly 
overlap. It is in this sense that one can say that the solitary 
wave is "almost a linear wave": it yields an excellent ap
proximation even when q is small enough so that the lowest
order Fourier approximation-a simple cosine function
also gives an accurate approximation. In the same sense in 
reverse, one can say that the linear wave is "almost a soliton" 
in that it gives an accurate approximation when the nonlin
earity is so strong the wave shape and speed are also accu
rately given by those ofthe solitary wave. 

This strong overlapping of the linear and solitary wave 
regimes has two important implications. First, it suggests 
that perturbation theory will yield useful, understandable 
results for the "polycnoidal" wave also. Obviously, if one 
needed to carry the expansion to high order in N different 
parameters, perturbation theory would be pointless, and one 
would learn as much~r as little-with much less work by 
staring at films of numerical integrations of the KdV equa
tions. The accuracy and overlap of the expansions for the 
ordinary cnoidal wave suggest that this will not be the case; 
suggest instead that the lowest- or second-lowest-order per
turbation theory will be more than adequate. 

The other implication is conceptual. The phrase "soli
tary wave" has the obvious connotation of a single, isolated 
wave peak. What has been shown here, however, is that a 
wave that to the eye looks like an ordinary linear cosine func
tion-and as Fig. 2 shows, is well approximated by a cosine 
function-may nevertheless be accurately modeled by a soli
tary wave. The isolation of a wave or a wave peak from its 
fellows is not an essential ingredient either in the balance 
between nonlinearity and dispersion, which allows the soli
tary wave and cnoidal wave to exist as stable, permanent 
forms, or in the mathematical approximation of the wave by 
the characteristic sech2 shape and speed of the soliton. Thus, 
the intuitive equivalence of "solitary" with "isolated" has 
been shown here to obscure the fact that such an isolated 
peak and a not-very-steep cnoidal wave are essentially the 
same thing. 

6. HIROTA'S BILINEAR OPERATORS AND SOME 
THEOREMS ABOUT THEM 

Hirota4 showed that his transformed nonlinear evolu
tion equations could always be expressed in terms of the 
bilinear operators defined by 

D~D';'(P.G) 

==[(~ _ ~)n(!... _ ~)mp(X' t)G(x', t')] , 
ax ax' at at ' x = x 

t'=t 

(6.1) 
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where the notation indicates that x' and t ' are to be replaced 
by x and t after the differentiations have been performed. 
The Hirota-Korteweg-de Vries equation, for example, is 

(D! + DxDt )(P,P) = 2Ap 2 [H-KdV], (6.2) 

which is completely equivalent to (2.4). 
Hirota proved a great many theorems and corollaries 

about the action of these bilinear operators on exponentials 
with linear arguments. In particular 

D ~D ';'(e(kx + w' I.e(k 'x + w't I) 

= (k - k 'nw - wTe(k+k'Ix+(w+ w'lt. (6.3) 

Notice that the result depends only on the difference be
tween k and k ' and between wand w'. When a theta function 
Fourier series such as 

(6.4) 
n = - 00 

[integel1l] 

is substituted into (6.2), the result is to generate a doubly 
infinite series of cross terms of the form of (6.3) so that the 
residual is 

P = f f qn' + n"t(n - n'; c, A )e21T11n + n')X, (6.5) 
n = - 00 n' = - 00 

with X = kx + wt, which is identical24 in form to (4.2) except 
that it is a Fourier series instead of a Gaussian series. Hiro
ta's theorem (6.3) gives (w = - kc) 

tIn - n'c, A) = (21Tik )4(n - n')4 

+ (21Tik )(21Tiw)(n - n'f - 2A, (6.6) 

which is a function only of the difference n - n'. As shown in 
Sec. 4, this property, that t (or t) is a function only of n - n', 
is suffiCient to prove that the vanishing of two (possibly non
linear) equations in c and A is sufficient to give p (or Pl==O. 
Nakamura has shown that this generalizes to higher-dimen
sional theta functions, too--an N-dimensional Fourier series 
yields 2N nonlinear equations in the phase speeds, A and the 
parameters of the theta function series that are sufficient to 
determine the whole solution. Furthermore, because the fact 
that t is a function only of the difference n - n' is a direct 
consequence of the fact that the bilinear operators yield re
sults that depend only on (k - k ') and (w - w') as shown in 
(6.3), it follows that the theta function solutions to all of 
Hirota's transformed equations expressed in terms of D x and 
D, must also be reducible to 2N nonlinear algebraic equations 
in the parameters. 

Our goal in this section is to prove a generalization of 
(6.3) which is applicable to Gaussian series. We shall find 
that, just as for Fourier series, the action of Dt and Dx on a 
pair of Gaussians depends only on the difference in their 
arguments. This in tum immediately implies that when an 
N-dimensional Gaussian theta function is substituted into 
any of Hirota's equations, the problem again reduces to 2N 
nonlinear algebraic equations. 

Before stating and proving the central result, it is im
portant to note one powerful simplication: all terms in a giv
en theta-Gaussian series have identical second degree argu
ments in the exponentials, and thus differ only in the terms in 
the exponentials which are linear in x and t. This is because 
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all the terms in the theta series are Gaussians of identical 
shape, differing only in the location of the peak. Consequent
ly, one can always factor out the common second-degree 
exponential as was done explicitly for the one-dimensional 
theta function in (2.9). The same will be done in the results 
below. 

Theorem: Let D x' D t be the usual Hirota bilinear opera
tors defined by (6.1) above, and let 

then 

F=exp[ - (a/2)x2 -(3xt - (y/2)t2]exp(kx + wt), 
(6.7) 

G~exp[ - (a/2)x2 -(3xt - (y/2)t2]exp(k'x + w't); 
(6.8) 

(i) 

Dn(F.G) = a nl2 H [k - k ']FG 
x n 2a l / 2 ' 

(6.9) 

where Hn (y) is the usual Hermite polynomial. D 7(F·G ) is 
given by (6.9) also with a replaced by y and (k - k') by 
(w-w'). 

(ii) 

exp[c5Dx ](F.G) = exp[ - ac5 2 + 15 (k - k ')]FG. (6.10) 

(iii) Defining 

Q ';~D ~D ';'(F·G ), (6.11) 

Q '; is determined by the recursion 

Q';+ 1= _ 2n(3Q';_1 + (w - w')Q'; - 2ymQ';- t, (6.12) 

where the starting values are 

Q n- 1=0 for all n, (6.13) 

Q~ = a n12Hn [~:I~'] [as given by (i)]. (6.14) 

Proof The demonstration of (i) is inductive. We use Q '; 
as defined in (6.11) except that we do not set x' = x, t ' = t 
until after obtaining the general recursion. We also tempo
rarily drop the superscript, which is understood to be O. 

Define 

Qo=FG. (6.15) 

By explicit differentiation 

QI = Dx(F·G) = [ - a(x - x') -(3(t - t'l 

+(k-k')]FG (6.16) 

To proceed to the next order, we can use the Leibnitz prod
uct-of-a-derivative rule after replacing FG by Qo to obtain 

Q2 = D~(F.G) 

= [ - a(x -x') -(3(t - t'l + (k - k ')]Dx(Qo) (6.17) 

+ QoDx [ - a(x -x') -(3(t - t') + (k - k'll 

= [ - a(x -x') -(3(t - t') + (k - k ')]QI - 2aQo. 
(6.18) 

Let us now suppose that the recursion relation 

Qn + 1 = [ - a(x - x') - (3 (t - t ') 

+(k-k')]Qn -2naQn_1 (6.19) 

holds for a given n; we have already shown that it is true for 
n = 1. To demonstrate that it must also hold with n_n + 1, 
again apply Dx to (6.19) and invoke the Leibnitz rule to 
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obtain 

Qn+2 = QnDx[ -a(x-x')-(3(t-t')+(k-k ')] 

+ [-a(x-x')-(3(t-t')+(k-k')]DxQn 

- inaDxQn _I (6.20) 

- 2aQn + [ - a(x - x') - (3 (t - t ') 

+ (k - k ')]Qn + I - 2naQn' (6.21) 

which is identical with (6.19) except for the replacement ofn 
by n + 1. Therefore, by induction, the recursion (6.19) must 
hold for all n. Setting x = x' and t = t I simplifies it to 

Qn + I = (k - k ')Qn - 2naQn _ I' (6.22) 

The Hermite polynomials Hn (y) satisfy the recursion 
relation 

Hn+ 1 = 2yHn - 2nHn_ l • 

It is trivial to show that 

(6.23) 

Qn = a n12Hn [k~I~'] (6.24) 

satisfies (6.22) and the starting values (6.15) and (6.16) by 
directly substituting (6.24) into (6.22) and then employing 
the Hermite recursion (6.23) with the starting values Ho = 1 
and HI = 2y. 

Part (ii) is derived by interpreting the exponential of an 
operator as the power series 

00 c5nD n 
exp[c5Dx ]= L. __ x, (6.25) 

n=O n! 

applying (i) term by term, and then equating the result to the 
generating function of the Hermite polynomials 

e- t '+2ty= f t: Hn(y), 
n=O n. 

(6.26) 

with t = c5a l
/
2 andy = (k - k ')f2a 1

/
2

• 

An alternative proof can be obtained by using Hirota's 
result4 that exp(c5D x) (F·G) = F (x + c5)G (x - 15) for any F, G, 
and specializing it to the case when F and G are both 
Gaussians. 

Part (iii) is proved by induction and use of the Liebnitz 
rule exactly as for (i) with the addition of the identity of dHn / 
dy = 2nHn _ I , so details will be omitted. A simple, closed 
form solution for (6.12) has not been found; however, since 
Hirota's various evolution equations involve only first or 
second mixed derivatives, such a general solution is not real
ly needed for the theory of polycnoidal waves. 

7. MULTIDIMENSIONAL THETA FUNCTIONS 

The general Riemann theta function of "reduced half 
integer characteristic" and dimension N is defined by 

B [:' ](15, T) 

= L. exp{lri[.i .f Tij(n i +~) 
n .=IJ=I 2 

T is the N X N symmetric square matrix, called the "theta 
matrix," with positive definite imaginary part whose ele-
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ments are written T ij' ~ is the N-dimensional vector of depen
dent variables; in applications to polycnoidal waves 

U
') (k'(X-Cl

t
) +tPl ) 

~ = ~2 = k2(x - ~2t) + tP2 , . . . . 
N kN(x - cNt) + tPN 

(7.2) 

where the k; are wave numbers, the C; phase speeds, and the 
tP; are constant phase factors. The quantity [:. ] consists of 
two N-dimensional row vectors written one above the other, 
where each element is either 1 or 0 and is known as the 
"characteristic" of the theta function, 

EN) . 
Ei E;' 

(7.3) 

Since there are a total of 2N matrix elements in the charac
teristic, each of which can independently take 2 values, there 
are a total of 4N linearly independent theta functions with 
reduced half-integer characteristics. Note that it is conven
tional to define the multidimensional theta function so that it 
is periodic with period 2 versus the period of 1T that is con
ventional for the one-dimensional Jacobian theta functions 
83 and 84 , 

Fortunately, it is always sufficient to take e [~ ](~; T) as 
the solution of any of Hirota's differential equations, where ° 
is the N-dimensional vector whose elements are O. Hirota 
and Ito l5 have shown that when the Fourier series of e [~ ] 
(~, T) is substituted into one of the evolution equations, the 
result is a residual of the form 

I I I [e] P = L L'" L R (e)8 ° (2~, 2T). 
£,=0£2=0 EN=O 

(7.4) 

There are a total of 2N reduced half-integer theta functions 
with E'==O, and thus there are 2N terms in (7.4) and 2N nonlin
ear equations 

R (EI' E2, ... , EN) = 0, E; = 0 or 1 (7.5) 

that must be solved to obtain the N phase speeds C N' the 
constant of integration A in the H-KdV equation, and the 
N (N - 1)/2 off-diagonal theta elements. (Recall T ij = 1);.) 
For N>3, this gives more equations than unknowns; Hirota 
and Ito'5 have shown numerically that for N = 3, one of the 
eight equations (7.5) is redundant, and that one must solve 
seven equations in seven unknowns. Presumably something 
similar happens for large N although an analytical proof is 
lacking. 

The diagonal elements playa role analogous to that of 
the nome for ordinary elliptic functions. In one dimension 

q = e1r;T", (7.6) 

where Til is positive imaginary. In more dimensions, one 
can define "nomes" via 

- 1r;TJJ '-1 N qj - e ,J - , ... , (7.7) 
and obtain perturbative solutions in the form of an N-dimen
sional power series in the qj' 

The "theta constants" are defined by 

(7.8) 
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Hirota and Ito, 15 without calling attention to the fact, show 
that the residual equations (7.5) can be expressed entirely in 
terms of theta functions of the wave numbers k l, ... , kN 
[when the Hirota equation involves exp(8D x)] and the theta 
constants 8 [~ ](2T) and their derivatives with respect to the 
diagonal matrix elements. This is analogous to Sec. 4 where 
the solution for the cnoidal was expressed in terms of the 
functions H (q') and I (q')-which effectively are theta con
stants-and their first two derivatives with respect to q'. In 
general, if the highest power of D ~D ';' is m + n = J, the 
residuals R (e) will involve differentiations with respect to Tjj 

of up to order J /2; note that only even values of (m + n) 
occur in Hirota's equations. 

The significance of this (besides the fact that it provides 
a simple and compact description of the residuals) is that it 
implies that one can apply Poisson summation directly to the 
residuals R (e) to transform them into nonlinear equations in 
the complementary nomes q' I' q' 2' etc. 

The only flaw with this is that "theta-matrix doubling" 
occurs; the theta constants will appear in the residual equa
tions R (e) have double the theta matrix of the theta function 
that solves the H-KdV equation. In terms of the nomes, this 
means that the perturbation series for C t, ... , C N and so on are 
functions of the squares of q I' q2' ... , q N rather than the nomes 
themselves. This implies very rapid convergence, of course, 
and is the reason that the first and second approximations to 
C in the one-dimensional case were seen in Sec. 5 to give such 
remarkable accuracy. 

However, the Poisson summation for the theta function 
is given by 

[0] ~/2 [0] 
8 ° (~,T)= IdetTI '/2 8 ° (T-I~,T-I), (7.9) 

which shows that doubling the theta matrix halves that of 
the Poisson sum. In other words, by applying Poisson sum
mation directly to the residual equations R (e), we pay for the 
rapidly-converging series in q2 by obtaining slowly-conver
gent series in (q')1/2 upon Poisson summation. Equations 
(4.20) and (4.21) show that exactly the same happens in re
verse when we attempt to write theta constant series in q' 
directly in terms of those in q. 

Thus, the best approach is to substitute separately the 
Fourier series and the Gaussian series into the H-KdV equa
tions and its fellows, to obtain a series for C in q2 from the 
Fourier series and another in q,2 from the Gaussian series. 

When performing this direct substitution for the Gaus
sian series, it is convenient to use the freedom to shift the 
phase factors in tl' t2' ... , tN to replace 8 [~](~, T) by 
8 [~](~, T) = 8 [~ ](~ + !, T) because this has the simpler 
Poisson sum 

8 [~](~, T) = Ide~;~t/2 
X ~ exp{ - 11' ;tl jtl (t; + n;)(tj + nj)Sij}, 

(7.10) 

where the sum is taken over all possible half integers ! - 00, 

... , -~, -~, -~, H,~, ... ,00 I in each of the Nsum variables 
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nt, ... , nN , and where 

S=Im(T- t ). (7.11) 

In one dimension, () [~ ](~, T) = (}4(X; q), which was what we 
used in Secs. 2-S. 

Again, however, the substitution of the series reduces 
the problem-after using the theorems of Sec. 6---to solving 
2N nonlinear equations in N 2/2 + N 12 + 1 unknowns, im
plying some redundancy in the residual equations, just as 
when the theta Fourier series was used. Again, these equa
tions can be solved perturbatively in the N complementary 
nome variables defined by 

(7.12) 

The lowest 2N termsin (7.10), thosewithnj = ± l!2forallj, 
generate the N-soliton solution of the KdV equation just as 
the bi-Gaussian (N = 1) was shown to generate the single 
soliton in Sec. 3. For N = 2, we have a "tetra-Gaussian" 
whose four peaks form a rectangle in the tt-t2 plane; for 
N = 3, an "octo-Gaussian" whose eight centers form the 
comers of a cube in t c-t 2--t 3 space. And so it goes. 

We close with two elementary theorems which simplify 
the calculations and have already been used above. 

Theorem: 
(i) If U(tJ> t2' ... , tN) is a solution ofthe KdV equation 

where t j = kj(x - c/) + ¢>j as in (7.2), then 

V(x, t) =p + U(tt, t2' ... , tN) (7.13) 

is also a solution of the KdV equation provided 

~(kj' ¢>j' cj ) = tj(kj , ¢>j' cj + p) (7.14) 

for allj where p is an arbitrary constant. 
(ii) If u(x, t) is a solution of the KdV equation, then 

v(x, t )==..-l 2u(Ax, A 3t ) (7.1S) 

is also a solution. 
The proofs are elementary and are not given here. The 

first theorem allows one to choose "mean sea level," i.e., 
S~~/2 u(x, t) dx, to be whatever one wishes. Note that the 
theta-function solution normally picks its own "mean sea 
level," which is generally different from zero. 

The second theorem allows us to take the periodicity 
interval to be 1Tor 2 or whatever is convenient. It also permits 
us to set one of the wave numbers k t = I without loss of 
generality. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

The theory of polycnoidal waves for the Korteweg-de 
Vries and other evolution equations is built upon four funda
mental ideas. The first was the recognition by Lax and Novi
kov that the KdV equation had a class of generalized cnoidal 
wave solutions, here dubbed polycnoidal waves, that could 
be used to approximate an arbitrary, spatially-periodic ini
tial condition and that could be formally calculated from the 
spectrum of Hill's equation. The second was the indepen
dent discovery by Akira Nakamura and the author that Hir
ota's "direct method" was just as useful for polycnoidal 
waves as for the multiple-soliton solutions of which they are 
generalizations. Nakamura, Hirota, and Ito subsequently re
fined the "direct method" using Fourier series to a high art. 

The third is the discovery, first presented here, that the 
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direct method can also be applied using the alternative Gaus
sian series for the theta functions to make it possible to ex
plore strongly nonlinear polycnoidal waves and their rela
tionship with multiple solitary waves. 

The fourth, also presented here for the firs~ time, is that 
by using these two different series-the theta Fourier expan
sion and the theta Gaussian expansion-in a complementary 
way, the former for small amplitUde and the latter for large 
amplitude, one can obtain rapidly convergent perturbation 
series-a couple of terms are enough-to approximate the 
polycnoidal waves over the whole range of parameter space. 

There are some additional complications, such as the 
way soliton phase shifts enter the formalism, which arise for 
polycnoidal waves of dimension N>2. Since this present 
work is already lengthy, the actual polycnoidal wave calcu
lations will be described in a later work. Here, however, the 
full mathematical machinery to perform these calculations 
has been presented with a very thorough discussion of the 
ordinary cnoidal wave to illustrate both how to use the for
malism and also why perturbation theory should be useful 
even for the more complicated cases. As we saw in Sec. S,just 
two terms of the perturbation series in q (derived from the 
theta Fourier series) and two terms of the series in q' (derived 
from the theta Gaussian series) were sufficient to give the 
cnoidal wave phase speed C to within a relative error of 
0.027% for all possible values of q and q'. 

The path for future research is to simply follow up this 
initial success by explicit calculations for N>2, concentrat
ing particularly on the Gaussian series approach that is the 
central theme of this work. For the Fourier series results of 
Nakamura and Hirota can be obtained another way as ex
plained in Appendix B-an even more direct method than 
Hirota's. However, at present there seems to be no alterna
tive to the theta Gaussian series for exploring strongly non
linear polycnoidal waves and their close relationship with 
multiple solitons. 
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APPENDIX A: THE EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE 
CNOIOAL WAVE 

By using identities 17.2.13 and 17.2.11 of the NBS 
Handbook,23 one can show that 

12[1n (}4lxx = 8 + Ecn2(2K(m)X 11T; m), (AI) 

where K (m) is the complete elliptic integral with m related to 
qby 

q = e - 1TKlt - m)IKlm) (A2) 

and with the phase speed C given by (X = x - ct ) 

c = 8 + [(2m - 1)13m]E, (A3) 

with 

8 = [- 48K(m)/r] [(m - I)K(m) + E(m)), (A4) 

E =- 48mK2(m)lr. (AS) 

The phase speed is obtained by substituting the right-hand 
side of (A 1) directly into the KdV equation and using elliptic 
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function identities.B For small q, one has the 
approximations 

m = 16q(1 - 8q + 44<l), 

K(m(q)):::::(1T/2)(1 + 4q + 4q2), 

E(m(q)):::::(1T/2)(1 - 4q + 2Oq2). 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

Substituting these small q approximations into (A4) and (AS) 
gives the approximation for c given by (S. 9). The correspond
ing approximation for large q is derived directly by solving 
the residual equations in Sec. 4, and then Taylor-expanding 
(4.28), which is actually a rational function of q'. 

When carrying out the analysis in terms of theta func
tions, it is convenient to take q or q' as the perturbation pa
rameter. In analyzing observations or laboratory experi
ments, one would probably take E as the fundamental 
quantity since this is what is most easily measured. (It is the 
difference between the peak and the trough.) In applying 
multiple-scales perturbation theory to the KdV equation as 
in Appendix B, one would normally fix the Fourier coeffi
cient of cos(2nx) (the linear wave) at a certain value a and use 
that as the perturbation parameter. 

Fortunately, it is easy to relate these different measures 
of the nonlinearity of the wave to each other by using the 
Fourier series for u(x, t) = 12(ln (4)xx given earlier: 

00 nqn - I 

u(x, t) = 96q L -- cos(2nx). (A9) 
n~ll_q2n 

The coefficient of cos(2x) is 

a = 96q/(1 _ q2), (AlO) 

which is trivially solved to give q as a function of a. Since 
E = u(O, 0) - u(1T/2, 0), we can evaluate (A9) at these values 
of x and subtract to obtain 

E = 192 ~ (2n + 1)q2n 
qn~o 1 _ q2(2n + II' 

(All) 

which can be easily reverted term-by-term to give a series 
expansion for q(E). 

APPENDIX B: THE METHOD OF MULTIPLE SCALES 
AND POLYCNOIDAL WAVES 

In the near linear regime, one can bypass the use of the 
Fourier series for the theta functions by using a much more 
general technique I6

•
17 known variously as the "method of 

strained parameters" or "method of multiple scales," which 
can be applied directly to Korteweg-de Vries equation. The 
amplitude of the lowest harmonic, a, is assumed to be a small 
parameter. It is further assumed that (i) the wave is steadily 
translating at a phase speed c and (ii) that u(x - ct) can be 
expanded as a power series in a. One can then substitute the 
power series into the differential equation, match powers of a 
and solve the perturbation equations order-by-order. How
ever, there is one modest complication: the phase speed c is 
usually altered by the nonlinearity, so it is necessary to as
sume c can also be expanded in a power series in a. The 
technique is very similar to the usual Rayleigh-Schrodinger 
perturbation theory of quantum mechanics with c playing 
the role of the eigenvalue. A full description with many, 
many examples and problems is given in the texts by Nay
feh l6 and Bender and Orszag. 17 Jt is not exactly a new idea; 
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Stokes applied it to water waves in 1847. 
Because this algorithm is so straightforward, it is not 

only easy to do by hand but also simple to program for a 
computer. Using the algebraic manipulation language RE

DUCE 2, which can explicitly multiply and differentiate 
Fourier series and manipulate trigonometric identities, a 
short program was written by the author to calculate single 
and double cnoidal waves. For the expenditure of $1.S0 
(about 8 sec of CPU time on the University of Michigan 
Amdahl), the following was obtained to fifth order for the 
single cnoidal wave (X = x - ct ): 

c = - 4 + a2/96 + a4/884 736, (B1) 

u(x, t) = a cos(2X) + (a2/48 - a4/221 184) cos(4X) 

+ (a 3/30n - as/9 437184) cos(6x) 

+ (a4/221 184) cos(8X) 

+ (SaS /84934 6S6) cos(lOX). (B2) 

By Taylor-expanding the relationship between a and 
the elliptic function nome q, which was shown in Appendix 
A to be 

a = 96q/(1 - q2) = 96q(1 + q2 + q4 + ... ), (B3) 

one can recast the expansion in powers of q and thus dupli
cate the results of the "direct Fourier series" method ofNa
kamura, Hirota, and others: 

c = - 4 + 96q2 + 288q4 + ... , (B4) 

u(x, t) = 96q [( 1 + q2 + q4) cos(2x) 

+ 2q cos(4x) + 3q2 cos(6x) 
+ 4q3 cos(8x) + Sq4 cos(lOx)]. (BS) 

In the body of this paper, only terms through q2 were kept 
because these give more than enough accuracy; the expan
sions have been carried to higher order here simply to make 
the point that it is easy to calculate Fourier series via the 
method of multiple scales and that a theta function approach 
is not really needed except in the opposite near-soliton re
gime of strong nonlinearity. 

In a similar way, one can calculate double cnoidal 
waves by starting with the lowest order approximation 

u(x, t) :::::a(cos(2X) + b cos(MY)), (B6) 

where again a is a small parameter and b is 0 (1), with 

X = x - Cit + <PI' 
Y = X - C2t + <P2' 

(B7) 

(B8) 

M may take on any constant value; however, unless M /2 is a 
rational number, the wave will be "almost periodic" in x in 
the formal mathematical sense of the word as opposed to 
truly periodic. But Novikov lO and Dubrovin et al. II have 
emphasized that the polycnoidal wave may indeed be almost 
periodic in space. 

The most reasonable value of M, however, is M = 4 so 
that the second component is the second harmonic of the 
first. Unless the initial condition is rather peculiar, the sec
ond harmonic is usually the largest Fourier component after 
the fundamental. Consequently, in applying the double cnoi
dal wave to model events in a laboratory tank or the real 
world, M = 4 is the case in which one would be chiefly inter-
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ested. For simplicity, the results below are therefore con
fined to this case. The computer program, however, can 
solve the double cnoidal wave with M as a purely symbolic 
parameter with no numerical value specified. 

One obtains 

(B9) 

C2 = - 16 + a2b 21384, (BIO) 

u(x, t) = a[cos(lX) + b cos(4Y)] 

+ a2 [(1/48) cos(4X) + (b 21192) cos(8Y) 

+ (b 148) cos(lX + 4Y) - (b 148) cos(lX - 4Y)] 

+ a3 [(1/3072) cos(6X) + (b 3/49152) cos(12Y) 

+ (b 12592) cos(4X + 4Y) 
+ (25b 21165888) cos(lX + BY) 

- (b 2/2048) cos(lX - BY)]. 
(BII) 

This run also cost a mere $1.50. It is trivial to generalize 
the algorithm to triple and higher cnoidal waves; in point of 
fact, the same program with changes in only two statements 
was used to compute both the single and double cnoidal 
wave results given above. 

The message is clear. The theta Fourier series is not 
essential in understanding spatially periodic solutions of the 
KdV and other evolution equations; it is the theta Gaussian 
series that contains treasure. 
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Nambu invented a mechanics for strings by replacing the fundamental I-form pjdq i - H dt of 
Hamiltonian mechanics by a certain 2-form. We study the mechanics corresponding to a more 
general 2-form applicable to weighted strings. Our equations of motion are fully deterministic, 
unlike those of Nambu, which need a supplementary condition. We set up a Hamilton-Jacobi 
formalism closely paralleling ordinary mechanics. 

PACS numbers: 03.40. - t 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Classical Hamiltonian mechanics can be said to be 
based on the differential I-form I Pidqi - H dt. Here qi 
(i = 1,2, ... ,n) are the generalized coordinates of a dynamical 
systein, Pi the conjugate momenta, t is the time, and H (q, p) 
the Hamiltonian function. Nambu2 recently suggested the 
use of a 2-form as the starting point, with the single indepen
dent variable t replaced by two independent variables 0' and 
r. He was interested in the dynamics of strings, where one 
needs two parameters to describe the sheet traced out in spa
cetime by a moving string. For constructing a 2-form he took 
the wedge products dqi 1\ dqi and dO' 1\ dr. Introducing "mo
menta" 1T ij = - 1Tji [only n(n - 1)/2 are independent] and a 
Hamiltonian function H (q,1T), he wrote down the 2-form 
!1T ijdqi 1\ dqi - H dO' 1\ dr and used it to derive equations of 
motion. He also suggested that the analog of the Hamilton
Jacobi equation 

dS = Pidqi - H dt 

should be 
2 I dSm 1\ dT m = !1T ijdqi 1\ dqi - H dO'I\ dr, 

m= 1 

(1) 

(2) 

where the manifold considered is, of course, the extended 
configuration space (coordinates: qi,O',r) rather than the ex
tended phase space (ccordinates: qi,1Tij,O',r). 

While Nambu's mechanics may be appropriate for 
some string systems, its governance of time evolution is not 
quite as in ordinary Hamiltonian mechanics. In ordinary 
mechanics, the equations of motion are sufficient for the pur
pose of determining the second- and higher-order time de
rivatives of the coordinates qi if the initial values of qi and 
their first-order time derivatives are given. In Nambu's me
chanics, however, the equations of motion have to be supple
mented by a relation connecting the time r with the coordi
nates qi before this can be done. 3 

In this paper, we study the mechanics generated by a 
differential 2-form which includes terms of the type dO'I\ dqi 
and dqi 1\ dr in addition to those considered by Nambu. This 
2-form, besides being very general, merits consideration for a 
practical reason too: it is expected to be relevant for weighted 
strings, according to N ambu himself.2 Furthermore, the re
sulting equations of motion are fully deterministic, i.e., do 
not share with Nambu's equations of motion the peculiarity 
referred to above. 

After discussing the equations of motion and the initial
value problem in Sec. 2, we take on the Hamilton-Jacobi 
(HJ) equation in Sec. 3. A special aim of this paper is to 
establish an HJ formalism parallel to the one of ordinary 
mechanics. Unlike Eq. (2), our HJ system involves only one 
unknown function(al). We show that our systems of equa
tions is satisfied by the action functional and explain how a 
complete solution can be used to integrate the equations of 
motion by a transformation to constant coordinates and 
momenta. 

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FROM 2-FORMS 

In Hamiltonian mechanics, the I-form 

(;)1 = Pidqi - H dt, (3) 

defined on the extended phase space (coordinates: qi, Pi,t), 
gives rise to the 2-form 

I . aH· aH 
d(;) = dp. 1\ dq' - - dq' 1\ dt - - dp. 1\ dt (4) 

, ~i a~' 

by exterior differentiation. If qi = qi(t), Pi = Pi(t) are to be 
the equations describing a possible evolution curve of the 
system, one requires that the vector 

dqi a dpi a a 
X=--+--+ 

dt aqi dt api at 

satisfy, at each point (q,p,t) on the curve, the equation 

for an arbitrary vector Yat that point. This immediately 
leads to Hamilton's equations 

(5) 

dqi = aH, d Pi = _ aH (7) 
dt api dt aqi 

We wish to give an analogous derivation of the equa
tions of motion for strings. As announced in Sec. 1, we shall 
start from a 2-form containing terms of the kind dO'I\ dqi, 
dqi 1\ dr, dqi 1\ dqi, and dO' 1\ dr. We introduce three sets of 
"momenta" P;.¢Jp 1Tij (antisymmetric in i andj as in Ref. 2) 
and a Hamiltonian function H (q, p,f/J,1T). In the extended 
phase space with local coordinates qi,Pi,<Pi,1Tij (independent 
ones only), 0', and r, our 2-form is 

(;)2 = PidO' 1\ dqi + f/Jidqi 1\ dr + ~1T ijdqi 1\ dqi - HdO' 1\ dr. 

(8) 
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This gives rise to the 3-form4 

doi = d Pi /\du/\dqi + d¢i /\dqi /\dr + ~d1Tij /\dqi /\dq 
aH . aH 

- -. dq'/\du/\dr - -dpi /\du/\dr 
aq' api 
aH aH 

- -d¢i /\du/\dr- !-d1Tij /\ du/\ dr. (9) 
a¢i a1Tij 

If qi = qi(u.r). Pi = Pi(u,r). ¢i = ¢i(u,r). and 1Tij = 1Tij(u,r) 
are to be the equations describing a possible evolution sur
face of the string, we require that the vectors 

x= aqi ~ + api ~ + a¢i ~ 
au aqi au a Pi au a¢i 

1 a1Tij a a 
+ ----- + a~' 

2 au a1Tij v 

(10) 

(11) 

satisfy at each point (q. P.¢,1T,u,r) of the surface, the equation 

dW2(X.Y.Z) = O. (12) 

for an arbitrary vector Z at that point. The immediate conse
quence is the set of equations 

aqi aq aqi aq aH 
au a;: - a;: au = a1T ij • 

(13) 

aqi aH 

au - a¢/ 
(14) 

aqi aH 
-=--. 
ar api 

(15) 

a1Tij aq a1Tij aq a Pi a¢i -- - ---- + - + - = 
au ar ar au ar au 

(16) 

Equations (13)-(16) will determine the dynamics of the 
string. However, not all of them can be regarded as equations 
of motion. Thus. aqi I au and aqil ar being determined by (14) 
and (15). (13) becomes a constraint: 

aH aH aH aH aH 
(17) --- - ---- = --. 

a¢i a Pj a Pi a¢j a1Tij 

We can imagine these equations to be solved for 1T ij in terms 
of q. P. and ¢. Now suppose that the values of q. P. and ¢ at 
u = U o and r = ro are known. Do the Eqs. (14)-(16) deter
mine the values for other u and r? Clearly not. for the u and r 
derivatives of P and ¢ cannot all be determined from (16). 
More initial data are needed. If the coordinates and mo
menta are known for all values of u at r = ro (say), the equa
tions can predict the behavior for all r. Obviously, u and r 
may be interchanged here, and may even be replaced by any 
pair of independent functions of themselves; however, we 
shall choose to think of r as the time and u as a parameter 
labelling different points of the string. so that initial data 
consist of values for all u at fixed r. Note that because oft 14) 
it is not permissible to specify values of q, P. and ¢ for all u 
arbitrarily. These equations can in fact be solved for ¢i in 
terms of q. P. and aql au. so that it is sufficient to specify the 
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initial values of q andp. Therefore we are to regard (14) as 
well as (17) as constraint equations. with the help of which 1T 
and ¢ are to be eliminated from (15) and (16). While (15) 
determines aqil ar. the system of Eqs. (16) will. in general. 
determine ap/ ar. These are genuine equations of motion. 

What happens if we consider 2-forms less general than 
(8)? Nambu2 left out the du/\ dqi and dqi /\ dr terms and con
sequently obtained Eqs. (13) and (16) only. the latter of 
course without the p and ¢ contributions. One would think 
that from n out ofthe n(n - 1)/2 Eqs. (13). the n quantities 
aqi I ar could be determined. the rest being used to constrain 
n(n - 1)/2 - n ofthe 1T ij; the r derivatives of the remaining 
1T ij could then be found from (16). Unfortunately. this cannot 
be done. If in Eq. (13) we replace aqi/ ar by aqi/ au. we see 
that the left-hand side vanishes. so that there cannot be a 
unique solution for aqi/ar. A detailed study of (13) and (16) 
shows that they do not determine all aqilar and a1Tijlar in 
terms of q. 1T. and their u-derivatives. or alternatively. all 
a2qi/a~ in terms of q. aqlar. and their u-derivatives. It is 
necessary to introduce a relation involving the qi and r to 
supplement the equations of motion. 

If we were to start from a 2-form containing only the 
du/\ dqi term in addition to the piece involving the Hamil
tonian. we would be led to Eqs. (15) and (16). the latter with
out its ¢ and 1T terms. But these are just Hamilton's equations 
of motion. with the Hamiltonian density rather than the Ha
miltonian functional on the right-hand side. Thus. this is the 
simplest-almost trivial-generalization from the I-form to 
a 2-form. It teaches us that the coefficient of the du/\ dqi 
term is to be regarded as the "ordinary" momentum. This. of 
course. is in line with the general situation where we got 
equations of motion for qi and Pi' while the other "momenta" 
¢i and 1Tij were determined in terms of these by our con
straint equations. No wonder that by leaving out this vital 
term Nambu obtained an unusual kind of mechanics. Of 
course. one can take the dqi /\ dr term instead of the du/\ dqi 
one-then one would again obtain Hamilton's equations. 
but with u rather than r as the evolution parameter. and ¢i 
rather than Pi as the momenta. If in addition to one of these 
we wish to include the dqi /\ dq term. Eqs. (13) would again 
be treated as constraint equations and solved for 1Tij' Lastly. 
if we were to take both the du/\ dqi and the dqi /\ dr terms but 
leave out dqi /\ dq. Eqs. (14) would be constraint equations to 
be solved for ¢i' 

3. HAMIL TON-JACOBI FORMALISM 

We shall now formulate a variational principle for our 
equations. This will help us in setting up the HJ formalism. 
Let there be some functions qi(u.r). Pi (u.r). ¢i(u.r). and 
1Tij(u.r) satisfying Eqs. (13)-(16). i.e .• representing a possible 
evolution of the string. We restrict our attention to any re
gion D of the u-r plane. Ifwe give small variations Dqi. D Pi' 
D¢i' and D1Tij to the functions qi.pi' ¢i' and 1Tij. how does the 
action 

II ( aqi aq aqi aqi ) s= du/\dr 1T .. -- +"'.- + p.--H 
IJ au ar .", au ' ar 

D 

(18) 
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change? We find 

where we have used Eqs. (13 )-( 16) and Stokes' theorem: aD is 
the boundary of D. The final result (19) can be taken as our 
variational principle. While we have derived it from the 
equations of constraint and of motion, clearly we can reverse 
our route and derive these equations from the statement that 
(19) holds for arbitrary variations oqi, 0 Pi! O¢i! and O'TTij' A 
simpler statement of the variational principle is that S is sta
tionary with respect to variations oqi, 0 Pi' O¢i' and O'TTij that 
are arbitrary except for the restriction that oqi vanishes on 
the boundary aD of the region of integration. 

In ordinary mechanics, I the HJ equation is derived as a 
property of the action integral regarded as a function of the 
initial and final times and configurations. In the present case, 
specifying the string configuration means giving qi as a func
tion of 0' at some time T. SO we shall have a functional S ( To, T d 
[qo,ql]' depending on two times To and TI and on the corre
sponding configurations q~ (0') and q; (0'). This is just the inte
gral defined in Eq. (18), the region D of integration being the 
portion of the U-T plane lying between T = To and T = T I; the 
functionsqi(u,T),pi(u,T), ¢i(U,T), and 'TTij(U,T) used in the inte
gration are those solutions of Eqs. (13)-(16) that satisfy the 
conditions qi(U,To) = q~(u) and qi(U,Td = qil (0') for all u. Of 
course the normal way of specifying initial data would be to 
give the values of qi(U,To) andpi(u,To) for all u. In the given 
situation, we may imagine ourselves trying different values 
of Pi (U,To) and adjusting them till the resulting values of 
qi(u,Td match the preassigned functions q; (0'). For small 
ITI - Tol,Pi(U,To) may be expected to be fixed uniquely by 
this procedure. 

qi. 
I' 

From (19), we see directly how S changes with q~ and 

O~~U) = ('TTij ~~ - Pi)r=ro' 

O:.~U) =(Pi -'TTij ~~)r=r,' 

(20) 

(21) 

provided the variation at the extremities of the string can be 
ignored.s To see howSchangesifTI is altered tOTI + OTI, we 
regard the integral as being made up of two parts--one from 
To to TI, the other from TI to TI + OTI. Noting that at TI, qi 
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changes by - (aqi/aT)OTI' we can evaluate the contribution 
of the first part by using (19); the second part can be evaluat
ed directly from the definition (18). We get 

oS = - J dU( 'TTij ~~ - Pi)( - ~~ dT I) 

J (
aqi aq aqi aqi ) + dUOT I 'TT .. -- +"'.- + p.--H 

lj au aT 'f't au t aT 

= OT I J dU(¢i ~~ - H). (22) 

so 

as = Jd~¢. aqi -H) 
aT] V\ ' au r=r,' 

(23) 

and similarly 

au = fdU(H -¢i a
qi

) . 
aTo au T=r" 

(24) 

Equation (23) is essentially the HJ equation. It closely 
resembles the usual 

as at = -H(q,P)p=aslaq' (25) 

The analog of the instruction to substitute as / aq for P is our 
Eq. (21). Of course, we have some 0' integrations because we 
are considering a continuum system and there are some con
tributions from the spurious momenta ¢i and'TTij' 

To fortify our claim that (23) is the appropriate general
ization of the usual HJ equation, we shall show that it can be 
used to effect a change of variables that takes us to constant 
coordinates. First let us pose the HJ problem properly. We 
have derived the HJ equation as a property of the action 
functional S (To,Td [qo,ql]. Now we shall consider an un
known functional T(T)[q] constrained to satisfy the equation 

aT = f dU(¢i aqi - H), 
aT au 

(26) 

where ¢,'TT on the right-hand side are understood to be ex
pressed in terms of q, P by the constraint Eq. (14) and (17), 
and P itself is eliminated through 
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aqi 8T 
Pi - 1Tij au = 8qi(U)' (27) 

Since the left-hand side of (27) involves Pi not only explicitly 
but also implicitly through 1T ij' this elimination cannot be 
carried out explicitly. 

As in the ordinary Jacobi method of integrating the 
equations of motion, suppose that we have found a complete 
solution6 for T, i.e. one which is a functional of n arbitrary 
functions. We write this as T(r)[q,q'], q,i(U) being the new 
functions. We reintroduce the momentap through (27). 
Since 1T is understood to be expressed in terms of q, p, the left
hand side of this equation is a functional of q, p while the 
right-hand side is a (r-dependent) functional of q,q'. We may 
suppose these equations to be solved for q' as r-dependent 
functionals of q, p. We also introduce functions p; by 

p; = - 8T /8q,i(U), (2S) 

where the right-hand side is again to be thought of as a r
dependent functional of q, p. We claim that the functions 
q'i(U),p;(u), which give an alternative description of the state 
of the string, are constant coordinates, i.e., the explicit and 
implicit r dependences of these functionals of q, p cancel 
each other. To prove this, we make use of the variational 
principle. Take any possible evolution of the string as repre
se~ted by functions qi(u,r), Pi (u,r), rPi(u,r), and 1Tij(u,r) satis
fymg Eqs. (13)-(16), and use these functions to express q;,p; 
as functions of u,r. Consider the action S corresponding to 
the region D between the lines r = r. and r = r 2 [see (IS)]. 
Note that 

II a, " 
S - du /\dr p; :r' 

D 

= du/\dr-.-- + dr-II 8T aqi f'" aT 

8q'(u) ar '" ar 
D 

+ ff du/\dT~ aq,j 
D 8q"(u) ar 

(29) 

so that a variation ofthe functions qi(u,r), Pi (u,r) will pro
duce a change 

If a, 'i 

8S-8 du/\drp; a~ = [8T];: 

D 
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But we know from (19) that the first term on the right-hand 
side is equal to 8S, contributions from the extremities of the 
string being ignored once again.5 So the remaining terms 
must be equal, i.e., 

= ff du/\dr :T (p;8q'i), (31) 

D 

i.e., 

II ( a, 'i a ~) 
du/\dr 8p; :r -8q,j; =0. (32) 

D 

Since p; and q,j can be varied independently of each other 
(though not of q, pI, we conclude that 

aq,i ap; 
ar = 0, ar = 0. (33) 

Thus we have obtained constant r-dependent functionals of 
q, p. If q, P are expressed in terms of q', p', and r, the general 
motion ofthe string is obtained. Our HJ equation can thus be 
used exactly as in ordinary mechanics. Note that in the 
transformed coordinates, we have only q' and p': there is no rP 
or 1T to complicate the situation. 

Note added in proof We wish to point out that 

~. aqi 
Pi - 1T ij-a is the ith canonical momentum and H - "".-

u ~~ 
the Hamiltonian density, so that our HJ system is nothing 
but the field-theory version of (25). 

'v. I. Arnold, Mathematical Methods a/Classical Mechanics (Springer, 
New York, 1978). 

2y' Nambu, Phys. Lett. B 92,327 (1980). 
'This peculiarity, of course, is not to be regarded as a defect of Nambu's 
mechanics. In fact it is quite a standard feature of string dynamics: cf. C. 
Rebbi, Phys. Rep. C 12, I (1974). The treatment of time as something 
"external"-the way it is done in Newtonian mechanics-is not very suit
able for relativistic theories. However, our interest is not so much in string 
systems as in possible generalizations of Hamiltonian mechanics. 

'In order to make the summation convention apply to terms containing 1Tij 

and related quantities, we formally define operations like a I a1Tjj for all 
values i andjby antisymmetry. Strictly speaking, only n(n - 1)12 of these 
make sense, for there are only so many independent 1Tij" 

sThe extremities of the string do not contribute if they are fixed, so that 
fJqi = O. If the string is closed, then again there is no contribution because 
the two extremities cancel each other (one might also say that there is no 
extremity). In the case of an infinite string, too, the "ends" may presumably 
be ignored. 

6Note that this need not be the most general solution. 
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The sine-Gordon and the integrated modified Korteweg-de Vries equations are shown to 
conserve the same infinite set of charges. The charges are determined by a recursion relation. As 
a consequence, the solutions of all the equations generated by the charges have in common all 
time-independent properties. 

PACS numbers: 03.40. - t, 03.65.Fd 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper it is shown that the sine-Gordon and one 
form of integrated modified Korteweg-de Vries (IMKdV) 
equations conserve the same set of charges. I The set is gener
ated by a recursion relation involving powers of an operator 
.5t'. With the relation, it is easily verified that the set is in 
involution. The charges will also be referred to as Hamilto
nians, since each one determines an evolution equation. The 
IMKdV Hamiltonian and the higher order Hamiltonians 
usually associated with that equation come from the positive 
powers of .5t'. The inverse powers of .5t' yield the sine-Gor
don Hamiltonian and the higher order Hamiltonians de
scribed as the dual sequence in Ref. 2. By using the recursion 
relation, Lax3 pairs are easily constructed for the entire set of 
Hamiltonian equations. The identical linear scattering prob
lem is associated with each equation. Thus, the solutions of 
these equations have in common all time-invariant 
properties. 

The recursion relation is derived in Sec. II. Several low
order charges are explicitly constructed, and an algorithm is 
given for evaluating the inverse powers of .5t', in Sec. III. The 
Lax pairs are derived in Sec. IV. Throughout the paper the 
analogous results for sinh-Gordon and the other form of the 
IMKdV equations are indicated. 

II. RECURSION RELATION 

The sine-Gordon equation in light cone coordinates, 
UXt = sin u, the sinh-Gordon equation, Uxt = sinh u, and 
the two forms of the IMKdV equation U t 

= + uxxx ( ± )u!/2, can be written in Hamiltonian form 

U t = !u,Hj, 

where the Lie bracket is 

!F,GJ =f+oo dx~L~. 
- 00 8u(x) 8u(x) 

The symplectic operator is defined by 

L</J =Jx- I </J = - </J dy - </J dy . 1 (Ix 1+ 00

) 

2 - 00 x 

Thus, with the bilinear form 

(F, G)== f: 00 FG dx, 

the bracket can be written 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

!F, G I = (~~ ,L::). (5) 

The appropriate Hamiltonians are 

sine-Gordon: f: 00 (1 - cos u) dx, 

sinh-Gordon: f: 00 (1 - cosh u) dx, (6) 

( ± )IMKdV: f: 00 (u;J2( + )u;/8) dx. 

Notice that a pure imaginary solution of the sine-Gordon 
equation gives a pure real solution of the sinh-Gordon equa
tion and vice versa. Also, real (imaginary) solutions of 
+ IMKdVyie1d imaginary (real) solutions of - IMKdV.1t 

is the sine-Gordon and + IMKdV equations and the sinh
Gordon and - IMKdV equations that conserve the same 
set of charges. The results will be derived for the sine-Gor
don, + IMKdV set. Since the results do not depend on reali
ty conditions they are also valid for the sinh-Gordon, 
- IMKdV set of charges. 

It is clear from the form of bracket (2) that the quantity 
P = S'" 00 ( - u;/2) dx generates translations and is the con
served momentum for these dynamical systems. From dual 
Hamiltonian work,4 one suspects that it is possible to con
struct a symplectic operator M such that the above dynami
cal equations are given by another Lie bracket and different 
but related Hamiltonians. 

For example, the momentum P is the + IMKdV Ha
miltonian if 

8P Ux 3 8HIMKdV 

(a) M 8u = Muxx = + uxxx + 2 = L 8u (7) 

(b) the bracket {F, G lM=(F, MB) (8) 

is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity. These con
ditions are met by 

(9) 

With this bracket, the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian generates 
translations. Since 

8H. G 8P 
M - =M(sinu)=ux =L-. 

8u 8u 
(10) 

It will be clear which charge then generates the sine-Gordon 
evolution, once the recursion relation is established. 
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The second symplectic operator for the sinh-Gordon, 
- IMKdV case is 

Mt/> = axt/> - uxax -l(UX¢). (11) 

By introducing the following highly suggestive notation 

H._ G HI-I), P==Hlo), H -IMKdv==HII) (12) 

and 

8HI±nl QI±nl, 

8u 
Eqs. (7) and (10) are 

MQIOI =LQ(l), 

MQI-I) = LQIOI. 

(13) 

(14) 

.Y L - 1M emerges as the lifting operator for the gradients 
of the conserved charges. The H ± nl determined by 

.Y ± nQ (0) = Q I ± nl (15) 

are conserved by the sine-Gordon and ( + )IMKdV equa
tions. In fact, the HI ± nl are in involution.5 

This is readily shown since the operators Land Mare 
antisymmetric. Let m, n be positive or negative integers such 
that m > n. Then, 

IHlml, Hlnl) = (Qlml, LQlnl) 

= _ (LQlml, Qlnl) 

= _ (MQlm -1), Qln) 

= (Qlm-II,MQlnl) 

= (Qlm -II, LQln + II) 

= IHlm-II,Hln+I I}. 

Repeating these steps r times yields 

IHlml,Hlnl} = IHIm-rl,Hln+rl}. 

(16) 

(17) 

Assuming m > n, there are two alternatives: r can be picked 
such that m = n + 2r and 

IHlml, Hlnl} = IH,n +rl,Hln+rl} = 0 

or m = n + 2r - 1 and 

IHlml,Hlnl) = IHln+r-I,Hln+rl ) 

= (Qln+r-II,MQln+r-l l) 

= _ (MQln+r-lI, Qln+r-II) 

= _ (LQln+rl, Qln+r-II) 

(18) 

= IHIn + r l, Hln H- II) = O. (19) 

For m < n, one obtains the same results, using the antisym
metry of the bracket. 

Thus for all m, n 

(20) 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF CHARGES 

The construction of the positive H Inl's is straightfor
ward. For example, 

Q(l) = .YQIOI = a; Q 101 + ax(uxax-l(u"QIO))) 

=a,,(uxxx + U;3). (21) 
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Therefore, . 2 4 

HI1I =fOO (uxx -~) dx, 
- "" 2 8 

(23) 

foo (-uxx; u~ 5 2 2) H (2 ) = - - + - Uxuxx dx. 
_ "" 2 16 4 

(24) 

The construction of the negative charges is more diffi
cult since it involves inverting .Y. However, they can be 
determined by an alternative method that exploits the sym
metry in the variables x and t, of the sine-Gordon equation. 
This elucidates the relation of the positive charges to the 
negative ones. 

For each sine-Gordon conservation law 

atio + axil = 0 (25) 

there is a corresponding law 

atil' + axi(/ = 0, (26) 

where the prime denotes interchanging the x and t deriva
tives and then eliminating the t derivatives using the equa
tion of motion. For example, the sine-Gordon energy density 
is the charge density corresponding to the momentum flux 
density and vice versa. 

at(1 - cos u) = sin u Ut = UxtUt = + ax (u;/2). (27) 

at( - u;/2) = - u"uxt = - Ux sin U = ax (cos u - 1). 
(28) 

As a second example, consider the ( + )IMKdV energy 
density 

. ux ; u! 
10=-- --. 

. 2 8 
(29) 

Then, 

(30) 

= ax(U; 2 cos u). (31) 

Thus, the corresponding charge density is 

(a -I sin U)2 ., " 11 = - ":""::=---2-"":- cos u. (32) 

Therefore the charge is 

f"" [ W,,- I sin U)2] 
H'= dx -cosu----

- 00 2 
(33) 

and the gradient of the charge is 

. [ax- l sinu]2 . 
+ sm u + cos uax- l(COS uax- 1 sm u). 

2 
Q'= 

(34) 

Through successive integration by parts and careful evalua
tion of the limits one findsMQ ' = LQ 1-11. Thus, Q 1-2) = Q', 
HI-2) = H'. HI-2) is the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian whenM 
defines the Lie bracket. 

Clearly, the set of charges corresponding to those deter
mined by positive powers of.Y is not some new set, but those 
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generated by the inverse powers of !I'. The symmetry in x 
and t yields an algorithm for evaluating !I' - n. On inter
changing x and t and using Ut = ax-I sin u, the flux densi
ties of the charges obtained from the positive powers of !I' 
become the charge densities determined by the negative 
powers of !I'. For example, H (- 3) is constructed from H (2) in 
this way 

a ( - ux;x u~ + 5 2 2) - - -u U 
t 2 16 4 x xx 

3 4 uxx 2 . 
[( 

2 ) ] = ax 8' Ux - -2- cos u + uxxux S10 u , 

from which it follows that 

(35) 

H I - 31 = f: 00 dx [ - sin u{ax- I [cos uax- Isin u ] (ax- I sin un + cos u 13/8(ax- Isin U)4 - 1I2(ax- I [cos uax- Isin u J)2 J] (36) 

and 

QI-31= -sinu! -3/8(a x-
Isinu)4+ 1I2(ax-l[cosuax-Isinu])2 

+ ax- Isin u{ ax- I [cos ua; I [cos uax- Isin 14]] + ax- I [sin u(a; Isin 14)2] II 
+ cos u !312ax- I [cos u(ax- Isin un - ax- I [cos 14 I a; I [sin u(ax- Isin 14)2] 

+ ax- I [cos uax- I [cos uax- Isin 14]] J ] - (ax- Isin u)2ax- I [cos uax- Isin u] 

+ 2ax- I [sin u(ax- Isin u)ax- I [cos uax- Isin u]] J. (37) 

Again, one can verify that LQ 1-21 = MQ 1-31. Naturally, 
these charges can also be constructed using Backlund trans
formations, as shown in the Appendix. 

IV. LAX PAIRS 

The information needed to construct solutions to a non
linear evolution equation is contained in two associated lin
ear problems, the so-called Lax pair. With the recursion rela
tion (15) it is easy to construct a Lax pair for each equation, 

(38) 

Recall that a Lax pair is an eigenvalue equation and a 
time-dependent equation whose compatibility condition (as
suming the time independence of the eigenvalues) is that the 
nonlinear equation be satisfied. If the Lax pair is 

).,I/!=:Yl/!, 

atl/!=BIII11/!, 

then the compatibility condition is 

at:Y = IBln), _2"1, 
where the bracket is the commutator. 

To construct (39a), introduce the function 

+ IX: Q(II) 

I/!= I-, 
11= -IX; All 

where)" is a constant. Equation (15) can be written 

_YQIIII = QIII+ II. 

(39a) 

(39b) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

Multiplying both sides of (42) by)., -II and then summing 
gives the eigenvalue equation 

The operator :y in (39a) is !/ for all the equations (38). 
Thus, one-half of the Lax pair is constructed. 

(43) 

Since only the time dependent part of the pair differs for 
each equation, all time independent properties are shared by 
the solutions. 
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The time dependent problem (39b) is the linearized evo
lution equation. Write the evolution equation as 

ut = K [u), (44) 

where K is some functional. Then, linearized K is defined by 

K' [;::lu) =lim K [14 +.::1u) - K [14] 
.--_0 ( 

The linear equation, 

at.::1u =K'[.::1u) 

is satisfied by 

..:lu = !u,GI, 
where G is some conserved functional. 6 For 

.::1u = {u,H(nIJ =LQ(n), 

Eq. (46) becomes 

atLQllII = K '[LQlnl). 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Multiplying both sides of this by)" - n and summing gives 

atl/!=L -IK'[LI/!]. (50) 

Thus, B 1111 can be constructed for every evolution equation. 
As an example, the linear operator for the first sine

Gordon Hamiltonian is 

B I-III/! = cos ua
x
- II/!. 

One can easily verify that 

at = [B I
-

II,!/] 

implies U X1 = sin u. 

(51) 

(52) 

Note that the pair constructed here is not in the stan
dard form, which is 

(53a) 

(53b) 
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with 
i cos U B = C = i sin u. (54) r= -q=uJ2, A =~' 4; 

The operators (.!£', B (- I)) are equivalent to the standard ones 
~s, BS) for 

(55) 

Analogous results hold for the sinh-Gordon, 
( - )IMKdV hierarchy of equations with the appropriate 
definition (11) of y'. For sinh-Gordon, 
B (-- III/;. = cosh uax- II/;. The standard form of the Lax pair is 
given by (44a) and (44b) with 

Ux A i cosh u _ B = C = i sinh u (56) 
r=q=T' = 4; , 4; 
This is equivalent to (.!£', B(-I)) if 

,.1.= _4;2, I/; = (vi +v~). (57) 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

It is remarkable that equations of the higher order sine 
(sinh)-Gordon Hamiltonians form part of the hierar-
chy + ( - )IMKdV equations. Because there is a recursion 
relation that determines these charges, the identical linear 
eigenvalue problem is associated with all the equations gen
erated by them. The consequences are that for these 
equations 

1. The time-independent half of the Backlund transfor-
mations is the same. 

2. The Marchenko equations are the same. 
3. The nonlinear superposition laws are the same. 
4. Given a solution to one of the equations, for example, 

an n solition, one obtains a corresponding solution to 
any of the other equations by appropriately modify
ing the time dependence. 
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APPENDIX 

The conserved densities can also be constructed from 
the sine-Gordon Backlund transformation 
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1I2(u - v)x = y sin 1I2(u + v), 

1I2(u + v), = (y)-·sin 1I2(u - v). 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

One uses the symmetry in the variables. This expres
sion, on interchanging x and t, is again a sine-Gordon Back
lund transformation. The charge densities calculated from 
(AI) and (A2) are those generated by the negative powers of 
.!£'; on interchanging the variables, the transformation 
yields the charges generated by the positive powers. 

The charge and current densities are determined as fol
lows: multiplying the first half of the transformation by 
1I2(u + v), and the second halfby 1I2(u - v)x and subtract
ing yields 

y(u + v),sin 1I2(u + v) - (u - v)xsin 1I2(u - v) = 0, (A3) 

which implies 

- y[cos 1I2(u + v)], + [cos 1I2(u - v)]x = O. (A4) 

Consider y as a small parameter and expand u near y = 0, 

u = Uo + yu. + YU 2 + ... . (A5) 

Substituting this into (A4) gives a conservation law for each 
order in y. As illustration, to second order in y, (A4) is 

(1 - cos v), + 1I2(v/)x = O. (A6) 

The odd powers in y yield terms which are merely total time 
derivatives of the previous terms. 

The U j for i> 0 are found as functions of Uo from the 
expansion of (A2). UO = v comes from the Oth order of (A4). 
For example, 

u. = 2uo, = 2v" 

U2 = 2v,,, 

u, = 2v ll , + v//3, etc. 

(A7) 

The higher order charge densities derived in this way 
differ from those given in the text by terms which are total 
time derivatives. 

'The various original derivations of the modified KdV and the sine-Gordon 
charges are in: A. C. Scott, P. Y. P. Chu, and D. W. Mclaughlin, Proceed
ings of the IEEE 61, 1443 (19731; M. J. Ablowitz, D. J. Kaup, A. C. Newell, 
and H. Segur, StUd. Appl. Math. 53, 249 (19741; M. D. Krusdal and D. 
Wiley, Am. Math. Soc. Summer Seminar on Nonlinear Wave Motion, edit
ed by A. C. Newell (Am. Math. Soc., Providence, R. I., 19721. 

2B. Yoon, Phys. Rev. D 13, 3440 (19761. 
3p. D. Lax, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 21, 647-690 (19681. 
4p. Magri, J. Math. Phys. 19,1156 (19781. 
~With either bracket (21 or (81 the HI ± "I, n = 0, I, 2, ... form an abelian Lie 
algebra. 

6K. M. Case, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 351 (19781. 
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One-dimensional electromagnetic and elastic inverse problems are formulated for media with 
discontinuous material properties. In addition, an impedence mismatch between source and 
medium is allowed. The measured data for either problem is shown to generate a reflection 
kernel which is used in the solution of the inverse problem. The solution algorithm itself is a time 
domain technique which is a special case of previously obtained results for absorbing media. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Dz, 03.50.De 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of reconstructing the material properties 
of a medium from data collected outside of the medium is of 
central importance in disciplines ranging from medicine and 
engineering sciences to the geosciences. For example, scat
tered electromagnetic waves can be used to reconstruct the 
permittivity and conductivity profiles of a one-dimensional 
medium, while stress impulse response data can determine 
the characteristic impedence of an elastic medium. A short
coming of many of the techniques developed for such inverse 
problems is that it is assumed the properties of the medium 
do not suffer jump discontinuities. Such an assumption is 
frequently ill founded and, indeed, can complicate the data 
required in a reconstruction algorithm as a comparison of 
the result of Krueger 1,2 and Weston3 shows. 

In previous work, ',2 hereafter referred to as I, II, an 
inverse problem was studied for a one-dimensional absorb
ing medium with discontinuous material properties. The 
motivation for that work was the electromagnetic inverse 
problem mentioned above. The scatterer was assumed to be 
of finite depth so that transmitted as well as reflected waves 
could be used in the inversion process. A time domain ap
proach to the problem generated a Gel'fand-Levitan type of 
integral equation whose kernel and forcing term are con
structed from the transmission and reflection data. The solu
tion of that integral equation is used to generate the permit
tivity and conductivity profiles of the scattering medium. It 
was also shown how the results specialize for the case of 
piecewise constant profiles. 

The purpose of this paper is to: 
1. show how the results of! and II simplify in the nonab

sorptive case; 
2. show how the nonabsorptive version of I and II can 

be used in an inverse problem for elastic media, 
namely, determining the characteristic impedence of 
the medium. 

Three important properties of these results are: 
1. Discontinuities in the material properties of the me

dium are allowed. This also implies that there can be 
an impedence mismatch between source and 
medium. 

a1pennanent address: Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Universi
ty of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588. 

2. For the non absorptive case, reflection data alone suf
fices to reconstruct the properties of the scatterer. 
Hence, a semi-infinite model of the medium may be 
used. 

3. For the case in which there are no discontinuities, the 
results of this paper reduce to the Marchenko 
approach. 

In Sec. 2 the formulation of the electromagnetic inverse 
problem is reviewed and specialized to the case of a nonab
sorbing medium. Section 3 formulates the inverse problem 
for a one-dimensional elastic medium. Section 4 provides a 
solution technique for these inverse problems for a single 
layer medium. The data required for this solution technique 
is discussed in Sec. 5. Section 6 presents a solution algorithm 
for a multilayered medium, and examples are given in Sec. 7. 
These results are summarized and discussed in Sec. 8. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
INVERSE PROBLEM 

The equation modeling one-dimensional electromag
netic wave propagation in a nonmagnetic, nonabsorbing me
dium is 

Ezz -l"o€(z)E" = 0, - 00 < z < 00, (2.1) 

where E (z,t) is the electric field, €(z) is the permittivity, and 
1"0 is the (constant) permeability. Assume that €(z) = €o for 
z < 0 and that for z > 0, €(z) and its first two derivatives are 
piecewise continuous; i.e., €(z) is a C 2 function for z> 0 ex
cept for a finite number of jump discontinuities atzo, ZI,Z2"'" 
where 0 = zo<z, <Z2 < .... In particular, a medium of finite 
depth can be considered by making €(z) constant for z>zn 
for some n. 

Assume that E (z,t )==0 for z > 0, t < 0 and that an inci
dent field Ei(Z - ct) (where c = l/(,uo€0)1/2) propagating 
along the negative z axis is incident normally on the medium 
at time t = O. Thus E i(Z - ct )=0 if z - ct> ° and the initial 
data for Eq. (2.1) is 

E(z,t) = Ei(Z - ct), - 00 <z< 00, t<O. (2.2) 

Let E r denote the corresponding reflected wave; i.e., 

E (z,t ) = E r(z + ct ), z < 0, t> 0, 

where E r(z + ct) = 0 if z + ct < O. Finally, continuity ofthe 
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electric and magnetic fields implies that 

E(Zi - ,t) = E(Zi + ,t) 

and 

Ez(Zi - ,t) = Ez(Zi + ,t) 

for i = 0,1,2, .... 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

The inverse problem for Eq. (2.1) can be stated as fol
lows: Given the incident wave E i(t ) for t < ° and the corre
sponding reflected wave E r(t ) for t> 0, determine the per
mittivity E(Z) of the medium. (Figure 1 illustrates the 
situation.) Before proceeding to the solution of this inverse 
problem, Eq. (2.1) will be rewritten in terms of a travel time 
coordinate x, where 

(2.4) 

Xi = X(Zi)' i = 0,1,2,· .. 

and 

u(X,t) = E (z,t ). 

Then the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.3) takes the form 

Uxx - utt + A (x)u x = 0, - 00 <x < 00, (2.5) 

u(x,t) = ui(x - t), - 00 <x< 00, t<O, (2.6) 

u(x; - ,t) = U(Xi + ,t), (2.7a) 

[E(Z; - )j1/2ux (X i - ,t) = [E(Zi + )]1/2Ux (Xi + ,t), 
(2.7b) 

where 

and 

A (x) = - ~ [E(Z)llo] 1/2, X=/=Xi 
dz 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

In the transformed problem, the reflected wave ur is given by 

ur(t) = E r(et ). (2.10) 

Notice that the curved characteristics of Eq. (2.1) become 
straight lines for Eq. (2.5) because of the transformation (2.4). 
This is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The inverse problem for Eq. (2.5) is to determine A (x) 
from the data ui(t), ur(t). In particular, it will be shown in 

~--~------~--__ z 

FIG. 1. The given data are used toreconstruct€ [inEq. (2.1)] orpc [from Eq. 
(3.1)] in the region z > O. The characteristic curves of (2.1) and (3.1) separate 
the quiescent and active regions. 
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FIG. 2. The given data are used to reconstruct A (x) [in Eq. (2.5)] in the 
region x > O. The characteristic line x = t separates the quiescent and active 
regions for problem (2.5H2.1O). 

Sees. 4 and 6 that if ui( - t) and ur(t) are given for ° < t < t", 
for some t "" then A (x) can be determined for ° < x < t", /2 
and E(Z) can be determined in some finite interval ° < Z < z'" . 

3. FORMULATION OF THE ELASTIC INVERSE 
PROBLEM 

The equation modeling one-dimensional wave propaga
tion in an isotropic inhomogeneous elastic medium is 

!pe2U.)z =pUtt , z>O, t>O, (3.1) 

where U (z,t ) is the elastic displacement, p(z) is the density of 
the medium, and e(z) is the wave speed. Thus 

pe2 = Il 

or 

pe2 =,.1, + 21l, 

depending on whether U denotes transverse or longitudinal 
displacement, respectively. The Lame parameters Il and A 
are considered to be functions of z. The functions p and e are 
assumed to be C 2 for z > ° except for jump discontinuities at 
Zl' Z2' Z3'"'' where ° <ZI <Z2 < .... 

Assume that initially there is no disturbance in the me
dium and that beginning at t = 0, a prescribed stress is im
posed along the boundary Z = 0. The source of this stress 
may be modeled by an elastic wave equation in the region 
Z < 0, !pe2 Uz)z = pUtt, where now p and e are assumed con
stant and known. Thus, the initial-boundary conditions for 
Eq. (3.1) are 

U (z,O) = U, (z,O) = 0, z> ° (3.2) 

and 

(3.3) 

whereF(t) is the prescribed stress and !pe2)lz = 0 _ is the mo
dulus of elasticity of the source. Notice that the boundary 
condition (3.3) allows for an impedence mismatch along 
z = 0. Also, continuity of displacement and stress is imposed 
at the interfaces 0= ZO, ZI' Z2'''' so that 

U(Zi - ,t) = U(Zi + ,t) (3.4a) 

and 
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fori = 0, 1,2,···. Finally, let G (t ) denote the resulting velocity 
atz = 0, 

U,(O,t) = G (t). (3.5) 

Thus, for example, ifF (t ) = 8(t ), where 8 is the Dirac delta, 
then G (t ) is the impulse response velocity field of the medi
um. [Notice that continuity of U across z = 0 implies that a 
one-sided limit is not needed in (3.5).] 

The inverse problem for Eq. (3.1) can be stated as fol
lows: Given the functions F (t ) and G (t ) for t> 0, determine 
the impedence pc of the medium for z > O. (Figure 1 again 
illustrates the situation.) In order to cast this problem in a 
more familiar setting, a travel time coordinate x is 
introduced: 

x = x(z) = f [cIs)] -I ds, (3.6) 

Xj = x(Zj), i = 0,1,2,.·· 

and 

U(x,t) = U(z,t). 

Thus, the initial-boundary value problem (3.1)-(3.4) takes 
the form 

Uxx - Utt +A (x)ux = 0, x>O, 

u(x,O) = u,(x,O) = 0, x>O, 

(pc)lx=o_ ux(O - ,t) = F(t), t>O, 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

U(xj - ,t ) = U(Xj + ,t ), (3. lOa) 

(pc)lz=z,- ux(Xj - ,t) = (pc)lz=z,+ Ux(Xj + ,t), (3. lOb) 

where 

d d 
A (x) = -In(pc) = c -In(pc), x =lx j . (3.11) 

dx dz 

In the transformed problem, the velocity data is unchanged, 

u,(O - ,t) = G(t). (3.12) 

The inverse problem for Eq. (3.7) is to determine A (x) 
from thedataF(t), G (t ).ltwill be shown in Secs. 4 and 6 that 
ifF(t )andG(t ) are given forO < t <tm forsometm, thenA (x) 
can be determined for 0 < x < t m /2 and pc can be determined 
as a function of travel time for 0 <x < tm /2. 

4. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN A SINGLE 
LAYER 

Although the differential equations (2.5) and (3.7) are 
similar, the nature of the measured data, E i and E r vs F and 
G, is different. For the moment, this difference will be sup
pressed by assuming that a reflection kernel R (t ) can be con
structed from either set of data. In this section it is shown 
how the function R (t ) can be used to reconstruct the coeffi
cient A (x) of (2.5) or (3.7) for 0 < x < X I. [Section 5 addresses 
the problem of constructing R (t ).] 

To streamline the notation in what follows, rewrite the 
jump conditions (2.7b) and (3. lOb) as 

ci- ux(xi - ,t) = c/ Ux(Xi + ,t) 

for i = 0, 1,2, ... , where 

c/ = [€(Zl ± )]t/2 
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in the electromagnetic case and 

in the elastic case. In this new notation the constant Co in I is 
given by 

(4.1) 

To specialize the results of I to nonabsorptive media, 
note that the functions B (x) and C (x) in I are identically zero 
for the problems considered in Sees. 2 and 3 ofthis paper. 
This implies that the function G (x) in I satisfies G (x)=I. 
Also, the functions N ± (x,y,O) can be shown to satisfy the 
some characteristic initial value problem, 

[ a2 a2 ] 
ax2 - ay2 +D(x) N± =0, O<x<xt, -x<y<x, 

(4.2) 

N ± (x,x,O) = ![(co + l)fD(S) ds -A (0)], (4.3a) 

N±(X,-X,O)=![ -(co-l)fD(S)dS-A(O)], (4.3b) 

where A (0) =A (0 +) and 

D(x) = - H(2A '(x) +A 2(X)). 

It follows by uniqueness that N + = N _, so set 

N (x,y) = N ± (x,y,O). 

Also, identify R +(t) in I with the function R (t) discussed 
above. 

With these simplifications, Lemma 5 ofl yields an inte
gral equation for N, 

N(x,y) = (co + I)R (x + y) -foN(x, - y) 

-f: / (y + sIN (x,s) ds, (4.4) 

wherefo = (co - 1)/(co + l)andO<x <Xt, -x<y<x. The 
solution N of (4.4) is related to A (x) through Eq. (4.3a), 

2N(x,x) = -A (0) - i(co + 1)[2{A (x) -A (O)} 

+ fA 2(S) ds) (4.5) 

or 

d 8 -N(x,x) = - (co + 1){2A '(x) +A 2(X)). 
dx 

(4.6) 

This, A (x) can be found by solving the Ricatti equation (4.6) 
for A with initial data 

A (0) = - 2N (0,0). 

As is discussed elsewhere,4 the nonlinear Volterra equation 
(4.5) generally yields more accurate numerical solutions than 
(4.6). 

As it stands, Eq. (4.4) is amenable to numerical solution. 
However, to cast the equation in a more familiar form, re
place y with - yin (4.4) and substitute the resulting expres
sion for N (x, - y) into (4.4) to obtain 

(co + 1)( I - f~)N (x,y) = (co + I)S (x,y) - fX N (x,s)S (s,y) ds, 
-iYi 

(4.7) 
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where 0 <x <XI' - X <y <X and S(x,y) = (co + l)R (x + y) 
- (co - l)R (x - y), withR (s) = Oifs <0. Equation (4.7) can 

also be written 

(co + 1)(1 - f~)N(x,y) = (co + l)S(x,y) 

- f:xN(x,y)S(S,y) ds. (4.8) 

Notice that if Co = 1, as in the case studied by Gopinath 
and Sondhi5

•
6 and Burridge,7 then Eq. (4.4) reduces to 

N(x,y) = 2R (x + y) - f:/ (y + s)N(x,s) ds. (4.9) 

With the substitution K (x,y) = - !N(x,y), Eq. (4.9) is seen 
to be the usual Marchenko equation.8 

Once A (x) has been determined for 0 <x <XI' the per
mittivity €(z) in Eq. (2.1) can be determined via the formulas 

z= [cofexp{ - LA(S)dS}dt );koUo] 1/2, (4.10) 

{ 

(X(Z) } 

Co [€(z)l€o] 1/2 = exp Jo A (s) ds . (4.11) 

For the elastic case, the impedence pc associated with Eq. 
(3.1) can be determined as a funci ton of travel time, 

pclx =co+exp{fA(S)dS}. (4.12) 

If p(z) is a known constant Po, then c can be determined as a 
function of z via the formulas 

z = [Co+ fexp{fA (s) dS} dt ];po, 

Poc(z) = co+ exp{f(Z)A (s) dS}. 

Notice also that from Eqs. (3.11) and (4.6) it follows that 

2 ~N(x,x) = - (co + l)1pcl x )-1/2 d
2

2 
{oCl x )1/2, 

dx dx 
(4.13) 

with 

(4.14) 

and 

d 
dx pclx=o+ = - 2N(0,Opclx=0+ . (4.15) 

When Co = 1, this is again the usual Marchenko result for 
elastic media. 

5. CONSTRUCTION OF R(t) 

The function R (t ) used in Eq. (4.4) is the kernel of the 
reflection operator introduced in I, Eq. (4.12). This implies 
that the data ui(t ), ur(t) for the electromagnetic problem is 
related to R (t ) through the equation 

ur(t) =/ou i
( - t) + LR (s)ui(s - t) ds, O<t<2xI. 

(5.1) 

Thus, R (t) is the solution of a Volterra equation of the first 
kind. If u i does not contain a delta function singularity, then 
(5.1) can be solved for R (t ) by converting to a Volterra equa-
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tion of the second kind as shown in I, Sec. 2. The function 
R (t) can then be constructed uniquely.9 

As an alternative construction method, Eq. (5.1) can be 
easily shown to be valid in the case when ui contains jump 
discontinuities or delta function singularities. Thus, for ex
ample, if 

(5.2) 

then 

ur(t) = frfi(t) + R (t). (5.3) 

SinceR (t) is a C 2 function for 0..;; t..;; 2x I' Eq. (5.3) yields both 
R (t ) andlo (and therefore co). 

In order to construct R (t) for the elastic problem, the 
data F (t ), G (t ) must be rewritten in terms of right and left 
moving waves so that Eq. (5.1) can be used. For the sake of 
comparison, consider how data at x = 0 in the electromag
netic case can be resolved into right and left moving waves. 
For x < 0, the solution of Eq. (2.5) is 

u(x,t) = ui(x - t) + ur(x + t) 

and so at x = 0 - , 

ux(O - ,t) = ui)( - t) + url(t), 

u,(O,t) = - ui/( - t) + ur/(t). 

Therefore, 

. ll' u'(-t)= -- [ux(O-,s)-u,(O,s)]ds 
2 0 

and 

Il' ur(t) = - [ux(O - ,s) + u,(O,s)] ds. 
2 0 

Now for the elastic case it follows from (3.9) and (3.12) that 

i Il'[1 ] u ( - t) = - - -=- F (s) - G (s) ds, 
2 0 Co 

(5.4a) 

ur(t) =1. (' [~F(S) + G (S)] ds. 
2 Jo Co 

(5.4b) 

Substituting Eq. (5.4) into (5.1) again gives a Volterra equa
tion of the first kind for R (t ), 

L [c~ (1 + Io)F (s) + (1 - fo)G (S)] ds 

= - LR (s{L-S[ c~ F(y) - G(Y)]dY)dS, 0<f<2x1• 

(5.5) 

If impulse response data is used, then 

F(t)=8(t). 

In this case, letting t-o in Eq. (5.5) yields 

. l' 1 11m G(s)ds=--
,--<>+ 0 co+ 

so 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where Ge(t) is C 2 forO..;;t..;;2x I. Substituting (5.6) and (5.7) 
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into Eq. (5.5) and differentiating gives a Volterra equation of 
the second kind, 

(1 - !o)Gc(t) = - (co+ ++ ~o- \D (t) + f'R (s) 
Co Co r~ Jo 

XGc(t-s)ds, O<t<2x 1 (5.8) 

from which R (t) can be constructed uniquely9 since Gc 
is C 2

• 

6. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM IN A 
MULTILAYERED MEDIUM 

If the coefficient A (x) ofEqs. (2.5) or (3.7) is discontinu
ous at x = XI' X2,'" this will, in the case of noiseless data, be 
apparent from the reflected wave ur(t ) or the response func
tion G (t ). For example, if the incident wave is given by 

ui(t) = 8(t ), 

then the reflected wave ur(t) will contain 8-function singu
larities at t = 2x I' t = 2x2 , .... Of course, there will also be 
singularities at t = 4x l , t = 2x2 + 2x 1, etc., due to multiple 
reflections. The form of the reflection operator given in II, 
Eq. (3.11), shows that these reflections can be sorted out so 
that it can be determined whether a singularity in ur(t ) is due 
to a multiple reflection or is the first reflection off of an inter
face, even if a first reflection and multiple reflection arrive 
simultaneously. 

The problem of reconstructing A (x) for x > x I can be 
approached in two ways. The first technique is to use A (x) for 
x <XI and thedataui(t), ur(t )orF(t), G (t )toconstructasetof 
data (u x and u,) at x = x I - . The method of Sec. 4 is then 
used to reconstruct A (x) for XI <x <x2• This process is con
tinued, proceeding through the medium one layer at a time. 
The key points of this approach are now outlined. 

To construct a set of data at x = x I in the electromag
netic case, Theorem 1 of I can be used. When specialized to 
the nonabsorptive case, that result states that for 0 < x < X I 

and any t, the solution u ofEq. (2.5) is given by 

u(x,t) = !eXP{ -+ fA (S)dS}{(Co + 1) 

X [ui(x - t) + ur(x + t)] 
- (co - 1j[ui

( -x - t) + uri -x + t)] 

- f:}utv - t) + ur{y + t)]N(x,y)dy}. 

(6.1) 

The function N(x,y) in Eq. (6.1) is the solution ofEq. 
(4.4) and so all terms on the right-hand side of (6.1) are 
known. Thus, u(x,t ) is obtained by simple quadrature and, 
in particular, ux(x i - ,t )andu,(xI,t )arealsoreadilycomput
ed. Figure 3 illustrates this situation by showing the domain 
of dependence of u(x I - ,t). To obtain a similar set of data 
along x = x I in the elastic case, it suffices to substitute Eq. 
(5.4) into Eq. (6.1). 

In order to obtain a general result, assume now that 
data has been generated along the interface x = x k; i.e., as
sume ux(xk - ,t) and u,(xk,t) are known. The process for 
obtaining A (x) for Xk <x <Xk + I is (see Fig. 4): 
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FIG. 3. Data along x = 0 and the solution N of Eq. (4.4) or (4.9) are used to 
compute u at P" where P, = (x, - ,t). The data consists of the function 
ui

( - t), u'(t) for t in the indicated interval, where P2 and PJ have coordinates 
(O,to + x,), (O,to - x,), respectively. 

1. Define 

. 1 it' +Xk 

uk( - t') = - - [Ux(Xk -,s) - u,(xk,s)] ds, 
2 Xk 

2. Set 

and 

!k = (ck - l)/(c k + 1) 

and use Eq. (5.1) in the form 

(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

for t' >0. 

u~(t')=!kU~(-t')+ L'Rk(S)UUs-t')dS (6.3) 

to obtain Rdt '),0 < t' < 2(Xk + I - x k ). 

3. Solve the integral equation 

Nk(x',y) = (ck + l)Rdx' + y) -!kNk(X', - y) 

- f'/k{Y + s)Ndx',s) ds (6.4) 

~--,--_k_n own 

FIG, 4, This illustrates the first reconstruction process given in Sec. 6, The 
data ux , u, are given along x = X k - which allows a reflection kemelR k to 
be constructed for the layer Xk < X < X k + I' Equation (6.4) is then used to 

determine N k , which in tum yields A (x) for X k <x <Xk + I' 
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forNk(x',y),O<x'«xk+1 -Xk), -x'<y<x'. 

4. Solve for Adx') via the analog ofEqs. (4.5) or (4.6). 
For example, from (4.5), 

2Nk(x',x') = -AdO) - ;\{ck + 1)[2{Ak(x') -Ak(O)} 

+ r'A its) ds]. 

5. Obtain Uk(X',t') via the formula 

Uk (x',t ') = !exP{ - f'AdS)dS} 

X{(Ck + 1)[u~(x' - t') + Uk(X' + t')] 
- (Ck - 1)[uU -x' - t') + Uk( -x' + t')] 

- f:';(,[ui(y - t') + u'(y + t')]Nk(x',y)dy}. 

6. Translate back to (x,t) coordinates via 

X=Xk +x', 

t=Xk + t', 
obtaining 

and 

A (x) =A (Xk +x') =Ak(x'), O<x' «Xk+ 1 -xk) 

u(x,t) = U(Xk + X',xk + t') = Uk (x',t '), 

o <x' «xk+ I - Xk), t' >0. 

Thus, u x and U t can be determined along x = x k + I - • 

Now steps 1-6 can be repeated to obtain A (x) for 

Xk+1 <X<Xk+2' 

In determiningRdt') as given in Eq. (6.3), the methods 
of Sec, 5 can be used to convert (6.3) toa Volterra equation of 
the second kind, although some care must be exercised in 
doing so. For example, assume ui(t) or F(t) is given by Eqs. 
(5.2) or (5.6), Then u~ ( - t') will contain 8-function singular
itiesatt' = Oand also at points such ast ' = 2x I' t' = 4x l , etc. 
[Examples of this are given by Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14).] These 
latter singularities are due to multiple reflections in the me
dium and their presence must be taken into account in per
forming the intergration in Eq. (6.3). 

The alternate technique for reconstructing A (x) is a 
straightforward specialization of the results of II, Lemma 3, 
to the case of a nonabsorptive medium (see Fig. 5). In con-

~--' __ ..... ___ .. x 
x, .•• Xm 

FIG. 5. The second reconstruction method of Sec. 6, which is a specializa
tion of the results of II, uses a reflection kernel Ii for the entire region 
0< x < X m. The data ui

( - t), u'(t) is given for 0 < t < tm = 2xm. 
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trast to the approach described above, data is not generated 
at theinterfacesxl,xz, .... Rather, the data atx = 0 generates 
a function, denoted here by R (t), via a generalization ofEq. 
(5.1). That generalization is found in II, Eq. (3.11). The func
tion R (t ) is the reflection kernel for the composite medium, 
not just for a single layer as R (t) or Rdt) are. This kernel is 
used to form an integral equation which is a generalization of 
Eq. (4.4), namely II, Lemma 3. This more general integral 
equation contains terms of the form N (x, - y + k), where k 
is a known constant and N (x,y) = 0 for /yl > x. The solution 
of the integral equation is then used to reconstruct A (x) via 
II, Eq. (2.8). 

This alternate technique has two advantages over the 
first technique. 

1. It is not necessary to construct the data ux,u t along 
the interfaces XI' X 2' .... 

2. In some cases it will be easier to construct R (t) than 
Rk (t). For example, if ui(t) = 8(t), then in construct

ing R (t) via II, Eq. (3.11), all multiple internal reflec
tions have already been put in "by hand" throught 
the use of the shift operators introduced in that pa
per. Thus, the integral used in finding R (t) is consid
erably simplified. 

7. EXAMPLES 

Example 1. The purpose of this first example is to dem
onstrate the inversion procedure for a single-layer elastic in
verse problem with impedence mismatch between source 
and medium. Also, a technique for reducing Eq. (4.4) to the 
form ofEq. (4.9) will be shown. 

Using the notation of Sec. 3, assume that 

pclo_ = 3 

and 

F(t) =8(t), 0<t<2 (7.1) 

and that the resulting velocity is found to be 

G(t) = - !C(t) + 1e- t, O<t <2. (7.2) 

The inversion procedure is as follows: 
1. Comparing Eqs. (5.7) and (7.2), it follows that 

co+ = 2 (7.3) 

and therefore Co = ~. 

2. Equation (5.8) can be written as 

~Ge(t) = - ~R (t) + LR (s)Ge (t - s) ds, (7.4) 

with 

Gc(t) = 1e - t. 

Upon differentiating (7.4) and using (7.4) to replace the inte
gral, it follows that 

R (t) = ke- O.4t 

for some constant k. Substituting (7.5) into (7.4) yields 
k = - 0.48. 

(7.5) 

3. Substitute (7.5) into Eq. (4.4) and differentiate with 
respect to y. Using (4.4) to remove the integral term yieldS 

5Ny(x,y) = Ny (x, - y) + 2N(x, - y) - 2N(x,y). (7.6) 
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Set 

N(x,y) = Ne(y) + No(y), 

where (suppressing the x dependence) 

Ne(y) = HN(x,y) + N(x, - y)], 

No(y) = HN(x,y) - N(x, - y)). 

Substituting (7.7) into Eq. (7.6) and rearranging yields 

3N;(y) + 2No(y) = - 2N~(y). 

(7.7a) 

(7.7b) 

(7.8) 

Since the left- and right-hand sides ofEq. (7.8) are odd and 
even functions, respectively, it follows that both sides equal 
zero. Thus, 

and 

Ne(y)=c 

for some constant c. Substituting N (x,y) = c into (4.4) yields 
c = - 1, so 

with 

N(x,y)= -1. 

4. Equation (4.6) now implies that 

2A '(x) +A 2(X) = 0 

A(0)=2. 

Thus, 

A (x) = 2/(x + 1). 

5. From Eq. (4.12) it follows thatpcl x = 2(x + 1)2, 
o < X < 1. This completes the solution. (See Fig. 6.) 

It is possible to use an equation of the form of(4.9) 
instead ofEq. (4.4) even if Co =1= 1. This is done by constructing 
a set of data along x = 0 + and thereafter assuming Co = 1. 

To construct data along x = 0 + , note that 

ux(O + ,t) = F(t )/co+. 

Now construct new "incident" and "reflected" fields ac
cording to 

.. 
u 
C .. 
." .. 
Q, 

E 

3 

1 i' - ui( - t) = - [ux(O + ,s) - u,(O,s)] ds, 
2 0 

1 i' ur(t)=_ [ux(O+ ,s) + u,(O,s)] ds 
2 0 

Travel Time 

FIG. 6. Reconstructed impedence profile as a function oftravel time for the 
impulse response given by Eq. (7.2). 
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or 

- ui( _ t) =1. f' [_l_F(S) - G (S)] ds, 
2 Jo co+ 

ur(t) = 1. f' [ _1_ F(s) + G (S)] ds. 
2 Jo co+ 

Substituting (7.9) into Eq. (5.1) with Co = 1 yields 

(7.9a) 

(7.9b) 

L [c~ F(s) + G(S)] ds = - LR (s{L-S[ c~ F(y) 

- G(y)] dY) ds. (7.10) 

Using (7.1)-(7.3) in (7.10), differentiating twice, and solving 
for R (t) as before yields 

R(t)=!e-'12. 

With this choice of R (t), Eq. (4.9) can be solved in the same 
manner as Eq. (4.4), again yielding N (x,y)== - 1. The re
mainder of the solution proceeds as before. For this example, 
the solution technique based on Eq. (4.9) turns out to be no 
easier than that based on Eq. (4.4). 

Clearly a similar technique can be used in the electro
magnetic case to reduce Eq. (4.4) to Eq. (4.9). 

Example 2. This example demonstrates the technique 
outlined in Sec. 6 for stepping through a multilayered medi
um. An electromagnetic inverse problem is considered witli 
units chosen such that c = 1/(€oUO)1/2 = 1. Then, in the no
tation of Sec. 2, 

ui(t) = E i(t ), 

ur(t) = E r(t ). 

Assume that the incident field is 

ui( - t) = 8(t), t < 14 

and the resulting reflected field is 

ur(t) = l:an 8(n - t), t < 14, 

where the summation is over n = 0,6,8,10,12 and 
ao = - 0.5, a6 = 0.15, as = - 0.36, a 10 = - 0.036, 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

a 12 = 0.0114. The presence of the term t5 (6 - t) in (7.12) im
plies that a discontinuity in permittivity occurs at 
x = Xl = 3. Therefore, Eq. (5.1) takes the form 

ao8(-t)=Ia8(-t)+ LR(S)8(S-t)dS, t<6 

and solo = - 0.5, R (t )=0, and Co = l' It follows that 
N(x,y)=O and A (x)=O for 0 <x < 3. Then from Eq. (4.10), 

z=x/3, 0<x<3 

and from (4.11), 

€(z) = 9€o, 0 <z < 1. 

Now Eq. (6.1) yields (for x < 3) 

u(x,t) = H - 3aot5(x - t) + 2l:an 8(n - x - t) 

+ l:a n t5(n + x - t )], 

where the summation is over n = 6,8,10,12. Equation (6.2) 
then gives 

u; ( - t ') = H - 3aa8( - t ') + a68(6 - t ')], t' < 8 
(7.13) 
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and 

u~ (t') = p:an c5(n - 6 - t '), t' < 8 

summing over n = 6,8,10,12. The singularity in u~ (t') at 
t' = 2 implies that X 2 = XI + 1 = 4. Equation (6.3) yields 

i a6c5( - t') = - i lao8( - t') - ao f'R I(S)c5(S - t') ds, 

t' <2. 

Therefore'!l = 0.2, R I(t ')==0, CI = 1.5, and 

E(Z) = E{ZI - )lc/ = 4Eo, 1 <z < 1.5. 

Now for 3 < X < 4 it follows that 

u(x,t) = fi[ ¥c5(x - t) + 5a6c5(6 + X - t) 

- a6c5(12 - x - t) 

+ IOUln c5(n - x - t) 

- 2l'.an c5(n - 6 + x - t)], 

summing over n = 8,10,12. Then 

u~ ( - t ') = fi[ ¥ c5( - t ') - 2agc5(2 - t ') - 20 108(4 - t ')] , 

t' <6 (7.14) 

and 

u~(t') = fi[lOl'.a n c5(n - 8 - t') - a6c5(4 - t')], 

t' <6 

summing over n = 8,10,12. In this case the singularity in 
u~ (t ') at t' = 2,4 will be shown to be due to multiple reftec
tions. To see this, note that Eq. (6.3) takes the form 

u~(t') =!;u~( - t') + f'R2(S)U~(S - t') ds 

and is satisfied identically for t ' < 6 if!; = - 0.5 and 
R 2(t ')==0. Therefore, C2 =! and E{z) = E(Z2 - )lc~ = 36Eo, 
i < Z < 2. The reconstructed profile is shown in Fig. 7. Since 
the reftected field was given only for t < 14, nothing can be 
said about the profile for z>2. 

If the alternate solution technique of Sec. 6 had been 
pursued, then the fact that Co = C2 =!, CI = 1.5, XI = 3, 
X2 = 4, R (t )==0 would follow easily from the form of the 
reftection operation given in II, Eq. (3.11); i.e., the results 
obtained above are immediately obvious by merely inspect
ing the coefficients ao, a6 , ag, a 10' a 12' The details are not 

>... 
tI 
> > 
... ... 
II ... 

'i E 
/I: .. 

tI 
II. 

• 

9 

1.S 2 

Depth 

FIG. 7. Reconstructed permittivity profile as a function of depth for the 
incident and reflected fields given by Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12). 
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pursued here because it would necessitate introducing a con
siderable amount of new notation. 

8. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

An algorithm for nonabsorbing electromagnetic and 
elastic inverse problems has been developed. In contrast to 
other approaches, the solution technique in this paper can be 
applied to media with discontinuous material properties. 
This also allows for an impedence mismatch between source 
and medium. 

For a single layer medium with impedence mismatch at 
the source, the solution of the inverse problem is obtained by 
solving the integral equation (4.4) for N(x,y). If there is no 
mismatch, then (4.4) reduces to the Marchenko equation 
(4.9). The function R (t) in these equations is the reftection 
kernel obtained from the measured data. It is also shown via 
Example 1 of Sec. 7 that by altering the data, an equation of 
the form (4.9) can be used even when there is an impedence 
mismatch. However, in this case the function R (t ) is no long
er the reftection kernel for the medium. 

For a multilayered medium, two solution techniques 
are given. The first approach reconstructs the medium in the 
first layer and then uses the solution N (x,y) of(4.4) or (4.9) to 
construct a new set of data at the interface between the first 
and second layers. Then the second layer is reconstructed, 
and the process continues. The technique is demonstrated in 
Example 2 of Sec. 7. The alternate technique for a multi
layered medium does not reconstruct data at interfaces. It is 
a specialization of the results of II to a nonabsorbing medi
um, just as the approach in Sec. 4 is a specialization of the 
results in I. All of this work is carried out in the time domain. 

Time-domain techniques for inverse problems have 
been examined carefully by Burridge.7 In that paper, the 
classical results of Gel'fand-Levitan lO and Marchenkog are 
shown to have a relatively simple derivation when cast in the 
time domain. Burridge also claims that the results of Gopin
ath and Sondhi5

•
6 are applicable to the elastic inverse prob

lem for the case in which the impedence has jump discontin
uities. Although Gopinath and Sondhi do not seem to have 
realized this when first developing their approach, it appears 
that the results of their experiment on a discontinuous vocal 
tract6 could have been sharpened if the presence of addition
al c5-function singUlarities had been detected. Recent time 
domain work by Symes 11 shows the well-posed nature of the 
elastic inverse problem for the case of continuous (actually 
HI) impedence. 

Inverse problems in the frequency domain have re
ceived more attention than those in the time domain. Among 
authors who have considered continuous (as opposed to dis
cretized) inverse problems, Moses and deRidderl2 and Kay 
and Moses 13 adapted the Gel'fand-Levitan technique to the 
electromagnetic case, and Ware and Akil4 did the same for 
elastic media. In each case the appropriate model equation, 
(2.1) or (3.1), was mapped into a Schrooinger equation by 
transformation of dependent and independent variables. 
These transformations disallow jump discontinuities in the 
material properties. This has also been pointed out by Berry
man and Greene, 15 who go on to develop a discretized ap-
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proach to the inverse problem for elastic media with discon
tinuities. The frequency domain technique of Razavy16 does 
appear to be capable of handling discontinuous coefficients. 
Although it seems the technique is not immediately applica
ble to elastic media [because the term Ex 1/1x is eliminated 
from his Eq. (1)], the model equation used is well suited to the 
electromagnetic case. 
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Feynman path integral and Poisson processes with piecewise classical paths 
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We prove the existence of a Feynman integral formula for gentle perturbations of the harmonic 
oscillator. This result is extended to a Bose relativistic theory. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Db, 03.65.Fd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, hereafter quoted as II (see also Ref. 
2), we have shown that it is possible to write a Feynman 
formula for the evolution in time of a quantum state for a 
large class of evolution operators. The general result can be 
applied to many quantum systems and in particular to some 
gentle perturbations of Hamiltonians of systems with n de
grees of freedom whose spectrum is purely discrete. As a 
special case it is possible to apply this result to some pertur
bations of the harmonic oscillator. Unfortunately, then, the 
role of the classical trajectories is not as clear as previously. 

For this reason in this paper we derive another expres
sion for the Feynman path integral which is more adapted to 
the harmonic oscillator case. This problem has been already 
considered in the framework of Fresnel integrals.3 However, 
our present treatment is quite different in spirit since it is 
based on the notion of Poisson measures whose role has been 
already emphasized in Ref. 4. 

The "free evolutions" we consider are actually the qua
sifree evolutions we considered in Ref. 5, more precisely, 
quantum systems whose classical phase spaces have a group 
structure and which are quantized according to the Weyl 
procedure. In that case anyone-parameter group of auto
morphisms of the phase space group gives rise to a one-pa
rameter group of automorphisms of the quantum algebra 
naturally associated. 

We perturb these free evolutions by an interaction 
which is of the type described in L Then we can define gener
alized Poisson processes whose paths are the classical paths 
except for a finite number of jumps. These Poisson processes 
allow to write the time evolution with respect to the per
turbed evolution of the state vector, as an integral on a natu
ral measure space of a function of the process. The function 
of the process is the natural analog of the classical free action 
of the problem. This is essentially the content of Sec. 2. 

In Sec. 3 we specialize in the case where the classical 
phase space is R2n

, and to those potentials which are multi
plicative in the "x" representation. The free evolutions that 
we consider are given by a one-parameter subgroup of the 
metaplectic group, and we give the relevant formulas for its 
typical one-parameter subgroups. 

"Centrede Physique Theorique. CNRS Marseille. and Facultedes Sciences 
de Luminy. 

blMathematiske Institute. Universiteit i Oslo. and Centre de Physique 
Th6orique. CNRS Marseille. 

cJCentre de Physique Th6orique. CNRS Marseille. 
d'Centre de Physique Theorique. CNRS Marseille, and Universite de 

Provence. 

In Sec. 4 we extend the previous results to an infinite 
number of degrees of freedom. These results naturally apply 
to some important model offield theory like the sine-Gor
don model, but we postpone to a forthcoming paper a discus
sion on this point. 

2. GENERAL CASE 
Let us consider an abelian locally compact group G and 

~ a continuous multiplier on G, namely a continuous func
tion from G X G to the torus, such that 

~1g1,g2)~lglg2,g3) = '1g1,g:zg3)~1g2,g3) 
(2.1) 

In the following, to simplify the formulas, we shall assume 
that ~ (g,g- I) = 1. A Weyl system on G, with respect to this 
multiplier, is a mapping of G into the unitary group of a C·-

algebra L1IG,;) such that 

(i) Wg Wg' = ~ (g,g') Wgg. , 

(ii)W: = Wg _ 1 • (2.2) 

(iii)A (G,~) = ttlAi Wg,; A.iEC,giEG } 

is uniformly dense in L1 (G,;) . 

A (G,~) is unique up to isomorphisms if and only if ~ is 
nondegenerate in the sense that 

G; = {gEG;b;(g,g') = 1 'v'g'EG} = {e}, (2.3) 

where b;; is the antisymmetric bicharacter on G associated 
with ~, namely 

(2.4) 

(see, e.g., Ref. 6). 
Let t-.a t be a one-parameter group of automorphisms 

of G such that 

~(al(g),a,(g')=~(g,g') 'r/g,g'EG. (2.5) 

We can define a family of *-automorphisms of A (G,~) 
according to 

a,(Wg)=A(t,g)Wa , J(g! 'r/gEG, (2.6) 

where A, is an application from R X G to the torus. In many 
cases A is 1, and in the following we shall mostly consider this 
case. But for the sake of completeness we can give an exam
ple where A is nontrivial and nevertheless (2.6) defines a 
group of *-automorphisms. Let Gbe]R2 with the usual mul
tiplier (in what follows fz = 1) 

; ((q,p),(q',p')) = exp{(i/2)(pq' - p'q)]; (2.7) 
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we can take 
at(q,p) = (q + pt,p) (2.8) 

and 
A. (t,(q,p)) = exp[ia(pt 2/2 - qt )] (2.9) 

for any real a. 
It is obvious that the necessary and sufficient conditions 

for (2.6) to define a one-parameter group of *-automor-

phisms of .J (G,t) are 

A. (t + t' ,g) = A. (t,gjA. (t' ,a _ t (g)), (2.10) 

A. (t,gg') = A. (t,gjA. (t,g'), 

A. (O,g) = A. (t,e) = 1. 

Let us consider a representation of .J (G,t) where a 
one-parameter group of *-automorphisms at is unitarily 
implemented by a (continuous) unitary group 
~ t = exp( - iHot}· Let us consider a "potential" V which is 
of the type 

V= Ldll(g)Wg, (2.11) 

wherell is a bounded measure on G. One can write the opera
tor exp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)] as a convergent Dyson's 
expansion 

exp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)]1/I 

= 2J-W{Tdtn ('ndtn_I··.rr'dtl 
n;,O Jo Jo Jo 

xL ... Ldll(gn) ... dll(gdirnHoWgne - itnHo ... ei"HoWg, e - i,, 1l01/l 

(2.12) 

or, using the fact that exp(itHo) implements a" 

exp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)]1/I 

= I( - W (dtn ('ndtn -I'" f"dt l 
n;,O Jo Jo Jo 

X ( .. J dll(gn ) ... dll(g d Wa ,(gnl'" Wa 1/1 JG JG n ,,(g,) • 
(2.13) 

Notice that even if ~, is not continuous (i.e., if Ho does not 
exist), the right-hand side of (2.13) defines a solution of the 
equation 

i!!..... 1/I(t ) = ~ ,- I V~ t 1/I(t ), 
dt 

1/1(0)=1/1, 

(2.14) 

which is precisely the equation we want to analyze in the 
following. 

Using the Weyl relation (2.2) and the fact that t is a, 
invariant, we can rewrite the expression (2.13) 

exp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)]1/I 

= I( - it (~tn ('ndtn - I'" ("dt l 
n>O Jo Jo Jo 

X L·J/Il(gn) ... dll(gl) 

XIT t(a'i ,_,)gn)···a" ,-,,(g,)gi-l'gi-=-\) 
i= 1 

X Wa ,,,Ignl ... a ,,(g,) 1/1. (2.15) 

Finally let us rewrite the matrix elements of (2.15) between 
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states of the form 1/1 = Wg lP, gEG where lP is the cyclic vector 
of the representation. 
(WglP /exp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)] WglP) 

= I(-it(dtn ('ndtn_I .. .r"dtl 
n>O Jo Jo Jo 

X L .. J/Il(g n ) ... dll(g I) 
n 

X II t (a'i ,-tJgn) .. ·a'i.' -t,(gi)gi- I,gi-=-\ ) 
i= 1 

Xb; (a _ ,Jgn )· .. a _', (g ,),g)(lP I Wa _ ."Ig')"'a .,(g,)lP). 
(2.16) 

It is that last expression that we want to analyze in terms of 
Poisson processes. First we shall describe a realization of the 
underlying measure space f1 (see, e.g., Refs. 1,2,4, and also 7, 
8.) 

Let f1 be the measure space 

(2.17) 

where f1n is the set 

f1n = {7J = (n,ti,gi);O < t, < t2• .. < tn < T;giEG}. (2.18) 

Let Y be the smallest a-Borel algebra on f1 which contains 
the open sets 

t?\nJ,IIYiil = {(n,t;.gi);tiEai,giEaJ;), (2.19) 

where the aJ i are Borel subsets of G and the a i are measur
able ordered subsets in [O,T] in the sense that 

(2.20) 

There exists on f1 a unique bounded measure PI' associated 
with a bounded measure Il on G such that 

PI' (t?\nJ.lI'~il) = IT lailll(aJ i ), (2.21) 
;=1 

where lai I is the Lebesgue measure of ai. Pp. is the Poisson 
measure induced by Il. 

It is natural to consider a Poisson process G T based on 
[O,T] with values in G: 

e, 

a
T

_ ,jgn- I), 

aT-t,(gi- 1) ... a
T

_ ,,,(gn- I), 

aT _', (gl- 1) .. ·a
T 

_ ,jgn- I), 

TE]tn _ I ,fn ], 

TE]t;_I,ti ],' 

(2.22) 

This process has "classical paths" except for a finite number 
of jumps. We also define the increment of the process over 
the jump 

.JGT(n,fi,gi) = lim Gr _. G T-+I 
•. 

• ~o 

Evidently 

.JG,,(n,tk,gk) = g,

Otherwise 

.JGr(n,tk ,gd = e. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

For this process we can note that there is a natural decreas
ing adapted family Y" tE[O, T], of Borel a-algebras, namely, 
for each t the smallest Borel a-algebras containing the open 
subsets 
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(n) tJ (n) tJ 1 11 119 .1 = U U Ib,lIa,I.G ... GI·-1fI,I. 
'at ., k;;.O b,e (0.'1 

(2.25) a:(q,p) = (q + pt,p), 

a;(q,p) = (cos(wt )q 
Moreover, the functionals 

1JefJ -+Z (G -I,&G )(1J) 
+ (l/w)sin(wt)p, - w sin(wt)q + cos(wt )PI, 

(3.4) 

n 

= rr~ (G,,(1J)-I'&G,,(1J)), (2.26) a~(q,p) = (cosh(wt )q 
i=1 + (l/w)sinh(wt )p,w sinh(wt)q + coshh (wt)p) 

for w a real number. Correspondingly, it is convenient to 1JefJ -+(<P I WGo- ,CI> )(1J) 

= (cI> I WGo- '('I) <P), (2.27) define the three processes: 

and 

1JefJ -+Bg(Go)(1J) 
= b~Ig,G 0- 1(1J)) (2.28) 

are bounded measurable functionals as well as the functional 

1Jef1-+( - ;)No(Tj), 

where NT is the usual Poisson process 

1JefJ-N,(1J)EZ, 

where 
n 

N,(n,ti,gi) = L8+(ti - t). 
i=1 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

8 + is the step function. 
Ifwe gather all these results, we can rewrite the matrix 

elements (2.16) 

(Wg<P lexp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)] Wg<P) 

= i P(d1J){( - i)No ZIG -1,&G)Bg(Go)(<P I WGo-,<p)n1J)' 

n (2.32) 

The case where A is nontrivial can be handled quite easily. 
The next section is devoted to more specific examples. 

3. MULTIPLICATIVE POTENTIALS IN QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 

In this section we specialize ourselves to quantum me
chanics with one degree offreedom, so that G = R2 with the 
multiplier ~ defined in (2.7). Consequenlty, Wg = Wqp ' 
(q,p)ER2

, and 

Wqp =exp[i(qP-pQ)), (3.1) 

where P and Q are the usual momentum and position 
operators. 

We restrict ourselves to potentials which are multipli
cative in the "x" representation, viz., of the form 

(3.2) 

In that case the Poisson measure is supported by the set of 
elements 1JE IJ of the form 

1J = (n,tO(O,Pi I)· (3.3) 

Hence we can restrict ourselves to a new measure space we 
still denote by fl, constructed on R in the same way as 
previously. 

On R2 there are basically three nontrivial kinds of auto
morphisms which are of the following types: 
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Q :(n,topi) = i Pj(tj - t )8+(tj - t), 
j=1 

n p. 
Q;(n,ti,Pi) = L ..Lsin[w(tj -t)]8+(tj -t), 

j= I W 

n p. 
Q ~(n,toPi) = L ..L sinh [w(tj - t )]8 + (tj - t) 

j= I w 

(3.5) 

with continuous paths. Except for a finite number of times, 
the trajectories are the trajectories of the free motion. 

These processes are the projections of the process de
fined in (2.22): 

(Q • ,P I ),(n,tO(O,Pi)) 

=Cttj(tj -t)8+(tj -t)'jt'pj8+(tj -t)) 
(Q 2,p 2),(n,ti ,(0,Pi)) 

= ( i Pj sin[w(tj - t)]8+(tj - t), 
j= I w 

jttjcos[w(tj - t)]8+(tj - t)). (3.6) 

(Q 3,P 3), (n,ti ,(O,Pi)) 

= Ctl ~ sinh[w(tj - t)]8+(tj - t), 

jttjCOSh[W(tj - t)]8+(tj - t)). 
In terms of these processes one can rewrite the function 

Z (G - 1,& G ), and, moreover, taking into account that ~ is 
an antisymmetric bicharacter, one has 

Z((Q ',PI)-I,..d (Q I,p 1))(n,ti,(O,p;)) 

= exp[!ir.~ trPs(tr - ts) 1 
r>s 

which for convenience we denote by 

exp(~iiT Q ~Q ~d1' }n,ti,Pi)' 

Z ((Q2,P 2)-I,& (Q2,P 2) (n,tO(O,pi)) 

= expeir.~ I ~ sin[w(tr - t.)]PrP.) 

r>. 
which again for notational convenience we rewrite 

exp[~; iT Q ~( :;2 + (2)Q ~d1' l(n,topi ). 

Finally 
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Z ((Q 3,p 3)-I,.:i (Q 3,p 3» (n,tO(O,Pi)) 

= exp {!ir.~ I ~ sinh[w(tr - ts)}PrPs} (3.9) 

r>s 
which we denote by 

exp[!i iT Q;( :2 -W2)Q ;d1' l(n,toPi)' 

It is probably more suggestive to rewrite the processes as 

(3.10) 

and 

(3.11) 
r,s= I 

It is quite obvious to calculate the functions Br; in our cases 

Br;((q,p),(Q I,p l)o)(n,ti,(O,Pi)) 

= eXP[i(rt/rPrP - rtIPrq)), 

Br;((q,p),(Q 2p 2)o)(n,tO(0,Pi)) 

= expktJ: sin(wtrlP - PrCOS(wtr)q]} , (3.14) 

Br;(q,p),(Q 3 P 3)o)(n,ti,(0,Pi)) 

= expktJ : sinh(wtrlP - PrCOSh(Wtr)q]}. 

We can rewrite these functions altogether under the form 

Br;((q,p),(QjQj)o)(n,to(O,p;)) = exp [i(PQ 6 - qQ Jl ](n,ti,p;). 
(3.15) 

Consequently, if we gather these results, we have 

(Wqp <1> lexp(iTHo)exp[ - iT(Ho + V)] Wqp <1» 

= In p (d1J) [e - irrNoI2eiSJ.Q Ie - ipQ., + iqQ" 

X (<1>W _ Q.,. _ <2..1 <1» ](1J). (3.16) 

It is interesting to notice that in the example which has been 
given where A, is nontrivial one can incorporate it in So: 

S ~(Q I) = So(Q I) + a iT Q ~d1', 
at least formally, which is to be interpreted as 2 

, I ~ ) ~ Pr t r 
So(Q )(n,ti,p;) = £.. PrPs(tr - ts + ar~1-2-

',$ = 1 

r>s 

4. BOSE QUANTUM FIELD 

In the general case of a neutral scalar Bose field we 
recall elementary facts concerning Klein-Gordon equation 
in order to make contact between the usual formalism and 
the one we shall need later. 

Let us consider the Klein-Gordon equation 
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( a2 sa2 f 
-2 -.r -2 +m2 (x,t) =0. at 1= 1 aXi 

It is equivalent to the system 

a 
- q; (x,t) = 1T(X,t ), at 

~x,t ) = (.t a
2

2 - m 2 
\" (x,t ), at i= 1 ax; i 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

which can be rewritten through Fourier transformation: 

l(k) = _1_ r f(x)eikxdx, 
(21T)'/2 JR' 

a - -
- q; (k,t ) = 1T(k,t ), at 
a -
- ii(k,t ) = - w(k )2q; (k,t ), at 

(4.3) 

where w(k) = (k 2 + m2)1/2, but in general we can consider 
even functions of k, strictly positive and indefinitly differen
tiable. Let h be the set of infinitely differentiable functions 
from RS to C, with rapid decrease at infinity and satisfying 

f(k) = f( - k) . (4.4) 

It is a real vector space. Moreover, JY = h Ell h is a symplec
tic space with respect to the following symplectic form a (i.e., 
real bilinear, antisymmetric, nondegenerated form): 

a((f ,g),(f' ,g')) 

= Ldk [ f'(k )g(k) - f(k) g'(k) ]. 

We can rewrite the Klein-Gordon equation on JY: 

a at (f,g) = K (f ,g), 

where K is the real linear operator: 

KIf,g) = (f',g'), 

f'(k) = g(k ), g'(k) = - w(k )2f(k ). 

K has the following "polar decomposition": 

K=Jil=ilJ, 

where il (f,g) = (f',g'), 

f'(k) = w(k )f(k), g'(k) = w(k )g(k) 

and 

J(f,g) = (f',g'), 

f'(k) = w(k )-Ig(k), g'(k) = - w(k If(k). 

J is a complex structure on JY, viz. , 

J2= -1 

and 

a((f ,g),J (f,g)) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

= i.dk[W(k)lf(kW+W(k)-1Ig(kW1>0. (4.12) 

Moreover, 

a(J (f ,g),J (f' ,g')) = a((f ,g),(f' ,g'l). (4.13) 

K leaves JY invariant and one can exponentiate K to find in 
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7t'" the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 

exp(KT)(/,g) = (/T,gT)' 

IT(k) = cos [w(k )T]/(k) + w(k)-Isin[w(k )T]g(k), (4.14) 

gT(k) = - w(k )sin[w(k)T] I(k) + cos [w(k )T ]g(k); 

exp(KT) leaves u invariant. 
J as a complex structure defines a bijection F J of 7t'" 

onto a complex pre-Hilbert space FA7t"') with scalar product 

(FJ (J,g) IFAJ' ,g') 
= u((f,g),J(f',g')) + iu((f,g),(f',g')); (4.15) 

moreover, 
FJ.J=iFJ, 

u((J,g),(f',g')) = Im(FJ(J,g)IFAJ',g')· 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

Consequently, if we consider F J(7t"') completion of F J(7t"') 

with respect to this scalar product, F J(7t"') is the space of 
pairs of classes off unctions (f,g):RS~C2 such that 

(i) I(k) = I( - k) , 

(ii) g(k) = g( - k) , (4.18) 

(iii) 1,dk [w(k )1/(k W + w(k )-llg(k W] < 00. 

According to (4.17), u can be extended to that space into a 
real bilinear nondegenerate antisymmetric form which we 

denote by the same symbol. A Weyl system F J (7t"') , taken as 

a real symplectic space 7t'" with respect to u, in a mapping 
(I ,g)~ WJg into the unitary group of an Hilbert space such 
that 

Wk = W(-f,-g), (4.19) 

Wfg Wf'g' = exp£!iu((f,g),(f',g'))] Wf+f'.g+g'· (4.20) 

If both A.~ WAf,o and IL~ Wo.Jlg are continuous, then 

Wfg = exp[i(H(f) - 4> (g))], (4.21) 

where the self-adjoint operators H (f) and 4> (g) satisfy 

[4> (g),H(f)] ~il, g(k )/(k )dk. (4.22) 

Let L1 (Jr',u) be the C *-algebra generated by the Weyl oper
ators. This algebra has a lot of states, and we shall be interest
ed mainly by the quasifree states which are those states w 
which satisfy (see Ref. 9 and the references therein): 

w(Wfg ) = exp[ - !s((f,g),(f,g))), (4.23) 

where s is a real, bilinear, symmetric, positive form and 
satisfies 

1u((J,g),(J',g'))1 2 <s((J,g),(J,g))s((f',g'),(J',g')) 

J' ,g' E 7t"'. (4.24) 

In fact, we are interested by the states which are invariant 
both by translations and by the evolution, where translation 

is defined as the group of *-automorphisms of L1 (df"',u) , 
which satisfies 

'Ta(Wfg ) = Wf •. ga , aERs
, (4.25) 

where 
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Ia(k) = eika I(k) (4.26) 

and the evolution is given by 

a~(Wfl) = W(fg)_,' (4.27) 

where (/g)~(lg)t is the extension of exp(Kt) to Jr'. 
For quasifree states which are invariant both w.r.t transla
tions and at we have the following theorem (cf. Ref. 3, Theo
rem 8.1) 

Theorem(4.28): Any quasifree state of L1 (7t"',u) which is 
invariant w.r.t translation and at is given by a real bilinear 

positive form on 7t'" such that 

s((fg),(/g)) = u((fg),D (f,g)), 

where 

D: 7t'" ~ 7t"', D (f g) = (f' g') 

with 

J'(k) = a(k )/(k) + b (k)g(k), 

g'(k ) = - w(k )2b (k )/(k ) + a(k )g(k ). 

a and wb are LaO functions satisfying 

and 

a(k) = - a(k) = -at - k), 

b (k ) = b (k) = b ( - k ), 

w(k)b (k) - ia(k );;>1, w(k)b (k );;>1. 

(4.28) 

For the sake of completeness we sketch the proof which is 
slightly different from the one in Ref. 3: 

Let Vbe the operator from FA7t"') to L 2(R
S,dk) 

V(I,g) = w(k )1/2 I(k) - iw(k )-1/2g(k). (4.29) 

It satisfies 

(4.30) 

and 

(4.31) 

Hence FA7t"') is isomorphic to L 2(RS,dk ). Any symmetric, 

bilinear, J-invariant form on 7t'" is transported into a Her
mitian form on L 2(RS,dk), and, since it is everywhere 
defined, 

s((/,g),(f,g)) = (VFJ(f,g)IAVFJ(f,g)), (1,g)E df"',(4.32) 

where A is a bounded operator greater than 1. 
Translation invariance implies that there exists an L 

function A (k ) such that'0 aO 

(Af)(k) = A (k )f(k), feL2(R
S,dk), 

which, moreover, is greater or equal to 1. 
On the other hand, one can explicitly invert V, viz., 

V-I(f) = FJ(f'g'), feL2(R
S,dk), (4.33) 

where 

J'(k) = ~W(k)-1/2[r(k) + f( - k) ], 

g'(k) = Fw(k )IIV(k) - f( - k) ]. 
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Hence V-IAVdefined from rJ(tW) to rJ(tW) is given in 
matrix form 

V-IAV= I~ ~I, (4.35) 

where 

a(k) = 8(k) = UA (k) +A (- k)], 

w(k V3(k) = - w(k )-Ir(k) = - !i[A (k) - A ( - k)]. 

Finally, if we recall that 

(r,(/,g)lrA/,g) = a{(f,g),J(f,g)), (4.36) 

one has 

D =Jr J-IV-IAVrJ 

= I: !I, (4.37) 

with 

a(k) = d (k ) = !i[A (k ) - A ( - k I], 

w(k)b(k) = -Ul(k)-IC(k) = UA (k) +A (- k)]. 

Hence the necessary conditions 

a(k) = - a(k) = - a( - k ), 

b (k ) = b (k) = b ( - k ), 

UI(k)b (k) - ia(k» 1 or UI(k)b (k »~. 

Conversely, to any pair of L"" functions a and b satisfying 
the previous conditions there corresponds an invariant qua-

sifree state of Li (K,O'). 
A particulary important example is the Fock state 

which corresponds to 

b (k) = w(k )-1, a(k) = 0, (4.38) 

for which 

UlF(Wjg)=exp{ - !fdk[UI(k)lf(k W 

+ UI(k )-llg(k Wl } . (4.39) 

It should be stressed that the previous theorem depends 

strongly on the choice of K to construct the Weyl algebra. 
For instance, the following quasifree state, 

UlI'(Wjg) = exp{ - ! s((f,g),(f,g)) 

- f djL(k )[UI(k)1 f(k W + w(k )-llg(k W 1 }, 
(4.40) 

(f,g)eK, wherejL is a positive bounded measure, is both 
translation invariant and invariant with respect to the evolu-

tion. These states have at least an extension to Li (K,O' ) 

since ( LiK,O') is a subalgebra of Li (K,O'). Some of them at 
least are not factorial since if jL is a Dirac measure on k = 0 
we have explicitly 

exp[ - ! s((f,g),(f,g)) - A ~(UI(O)I flOW + UI(O)-llg(OW)] 

= dr - - e - r'/2A."Ulor( Wjg ), i ""i2

'" dO r 
o 0 21T ..1.0 

(4.41) 
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where 

UlOr(Wjg ) = expf - ls((/,g),(/,g)) 

+ ir( UI(O)I 12(f /0) + /(0) )cosO 

+ UI(O) -1/2 [g(O) + g(O)] sinO I . 

In (4.40) one can, for instance, even choosejL as an unbound
ed positive measure and takes 0 for the state and for those 
wl/2for UI- 1/2g, which are notjL-square integrable. 

Now let us come back to our problem, which is to treat 
perturbations of the free evolution given by potentials of the 
form 

(4.42) 

We can apply the machinery of the previous section, at least 

if the underlying group K is endowed with the discrete 
topology. This is not a too serious restriction since some 
physically relevant interaction, viz., the exponential interac
tion with cutoffs, falls in this class. Instead we can take as 
basic group Y(R3

) $ Y(R3
) and use the fact that it is a nucle

ar space. We write a Feynman formula for the matrix ele
ments of the perturbations of the free evolution with the state 
t/J corresponding to a quasifree state as we have previously 
described, 

(t/Jle;H"Te - ;T(H" + V)t/J) 

= Lp(d17){e - ;".N(O)12 

X exp[ - (i12) iT dt i dx X (x,t ){o + m 2}X (X,t)] }(17) 

(4.43) 

for a suitable process X we shall describe later, and a suitable 
definition of the measurable functional 

17-exP[ - (i12)iTdtf dx X(x,t){O + m2 }X(X,t)](17)' 

The process we shall describe depends explicitly on the state 
we choose. But first of all let us introduce a process which 
will always occur. 

Let (n,Y,p) be the measure space defined as previously 
except that now G =h and P is the Poisson measure con
structed from th'e bounded measure jL associated with the 
potential (4.42) 

Let us consider the following process: 

XR(k,t)(n,t;/;) = iLiR(k,t; -tV;(k), (4.44) 
i= t 

where 

LiR(k,t) = 1 sin[(k 2 + m 2
)
I12t ]O+(t). 

(k 2 + m 2)1/2 

Inx space 

X R (x,t )(n,t; /; ) 

= -1-fdk e;kxXR(k,t)(n,t;/;) 
(21T)'12 

= ;tJ dyLiR(x - y,t; - tV;(y). 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 
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In order to show (4.43), one has to note that 

a((o,gr)" _ ,,.(o,gs)) 

J dk -
= (k 2 + m2 )1/2 sin[(k 2 + m 2

)1/2(tr - t.) ]gr(k) g.(k); 

(4.47) 

hence 

= IJdk gr(k)..1 R(k,tr -ts)gs(k). 
r.s 

(4.48) 

The process X R (x,t ) verifies an inhomogeneous Klein-Gor
don equation, namely, 

n 

{o + m 2}XR(x,t)(1]) = Lgi(X)8(t - tj)' (4.49) 
i=1 

where 1] = (n,ti,gi)E fJ. More generally, for a quasifree state 
as described in Theorem (4.28), given by the two L 00 func
tions a, wb, we can consider an adapted process: 

Let us consider the function..1 a.b(k,t) (cf. Ref. 3): 

..1 ab (k,t) 

= b (k )cos[w(k)1 J - _1_ a(k )sin[w(k)t ] 
w(k) 

- -,-' sin [w(k )It I]' (4.50) 
w(k) 

and the corresponding process 
n 

Xab(X,1 )(1/) = I..1 ab*gi(X,t - I;). (4.51) 
;=1 

This process satisfies an equation similar to that of X R 

namely 
n 

{o + m2}xab(x,I)(1]) = - 2iI gi(X)8(t - ti)' (4.52) 
i=1 

Let lP be the cyclic vector corresponding to the quasifree 
state through the GNS construction. One can compute ex
plicitly the functional 

1]E fJ-+( Wfollo lP I W _ XRi"O). - X"hO) Wfollo lP )(1]) 

corresponding to a dense set of vectors in the representation 
space JY corresponding to the state we have considered: 

(WJ.,g" <P I W _ X"hO). - X"hO) Wfollo lP )(1/) 

= exp( - ! t:J dk {b (k )cos[w(k )(ti - tj)] 

+ ark) sin[w(k)(ti -Ij)]} gi(k)gAk)) 
w(k) 

xexp{ i-t: J fo(k ) cos [w(k )tj ]gj(k) 

-- sin [w(k )1. ] } 
+ go(k) w(k) J gj(k) . (4.53) 

We can gather this formula with formula (4.48) and rewrite: 

Z(X) ("'folio lP I W -XRi .. O). -XRI"O) "'folio f./J )(1]) 

= exp[ - ~ .fr f dk..1 ab.(k,li - tj) gi(k )gj(k)] 

Xexp[iq«(fo,go),(XR (-,O).X'RhO)))], (4.54) 

which we rewrite 
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Z (X)( WJ.,g" lP I W _ x;,.,O), _ XRhO) WJ.,g" lP )(1/) 

= exp [ -! ii dlf dx xab(x,t){O + m 2}xab(x,t)] 

xexp{ -tjdX[fo(X)XR(X,O)- gO(x) XR (X,ol1} (1/). 

(4.55) 

Consequently, we can state the following proposition: 
Proposition (4.56): Let wab be a quasifree state of 

..1 (df',q) which is translation invariant and invariant with 
respect to the free evolution. Let Ho be the Hamiltonian in 
the corresponding representation. Let Vbe a perturbation 
given by a bounded measure V = f dp(g) WOg. Let lP ab be the 

cyclic vector corresponding to wab, andfo,goE JY; then 

(WJ.,g" lP ab lexp(iTHo)ex~[ - iT(Ho + V)] Wfollo lP ab) 

= In p(d1/{eXp( -aii dt J dxx ab(x,t){o+m2}xab(x,t) 

Xexp[ - !i1rN(O)j exp{tj dx[ go(x) XR(x,O) 

- fo(x)XR(x,ol1})(1/), (4.56) 

where X ab and X R are the processes which have been pre
viously defined. 

This proposition naturally applies to the sine-Gordon 
model with ultraviolet cutoffs and more generally to expo
nential interactions, but we shall discuss those models in 
more detail along the previous lines in another paper. 
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Hydrogenic wave functions in the spherical and parabolic bases are shown to correspond, 
respectively, to a restricted set of wave functions of a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator and its 
coupled pair of two-dimensional oscillators. This correspondence provides the theoretical basis 
for algebraic calculations of Coulomb matrix elements in the oscillator representation. 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Ge 

,. INTRODUCTION 

The connection between the hydrogen atom and the 
harmonic oscillator has been investigated by many authors. 
Schrodingerl showed by his method of double factorization 
that radial eigenfunctions of a four-dimensional oscillator 
are "closely connected, in some cases identical, with the ra
dial eigenfunctions of the Kepler motion" in coordinate 
space. Using group theoretical methods, Chacon, Levi, and 
Moshinsky2 identified the radial eigenstates of the "pseudo
Coulomb" problem3 with the radial eigenstates of the four
dimensional oscillator. Cizek and Paldus4 introduced a 
transformation relating the radial Schrodinger equations of 
the two systems. More recently, Barut, Schneider, and Wil
sons connected the Kepler motion in three dimensions with 
oscillatory motion in four dimensions by the Kustaan
heimo-Stiefel transformation. Utilizing explicitly two sets of 
polar coordinates in perpendicular spaces, Chen6 showed 
the correspondence between the two systems and expanded 
the total hydrogenic wave functions as a linear combination 
offour-dimensional oscillator wave functions in Hermite 
polynomials. On the other hand, Englefield7 and others8 re
lated, by comparison, the two separated equations for the 
hydrogen atom in three-dimensional parabolic coordinates 
with the equation of a two-dimensional oscillator and thus 
the atom is tacitly taken to be equivalent to a pair of uncou
pled two-dimensional oscillators. 

In this paper, we reexamine the correspondence be
tween the two systems, hydrogen atom and the four-dimen
sionaloscillator. In so doing, we extend Schrodinger's origi
nal conclusion on radial eigenfunctions and supplement 
Chen's earlier work by explicitly identifying the quantum 
numbers of the corresponding states. We will also take a 
closer look at the separation of the hydrogenic equation in 
parabolic coordinates with regard to its invertibility. This 
subtle point has never been thoroughly examined.9 Because 
of its elusiveness, it has been inadvertently overlooked or, 
perhaps, ignored. In Sec. 2, we examine the correspondence. 
In Sec. 3, we investigate the separation procedure. After hav
ing established the theoretical foundation we discuss, in Sec. 
4, the algebraic calculation of Coulomb matrix elements in 
the oscillator representation. Many of the mathematical ex
pressions in the paper are familiar to the readers. They are 
needed because of the subtlety of the point at hand. Its expo
sition calls for a detailed comparison of the relevant math
ematical expressions. 

2. THE CORRESPONDENCE 

The dynamical group of the hydrogen atom 10 is the con
formal group SO(4,2). It contains SO(4) and SO(2, 1) as sub
groups. The dynamical group of a four-dimensional har
monic oscillator I I is the symplectic group Sp(8). It contains 
the direct product Sp(2) X SO(4) as a subgroup. The groups 
SO(2, 1) and Sp(2) are isomorphic. Therefore, the two systems 
have in common the same underlying symmetry. It is natural 
to expect that their correspondence can be established in a 
four-dimensional coordinate space. Fockl2 showed that the 
bound-state wave functions of the hydrogen atom in mo
mentum space are related to the angular part of the four
dimensional spherical harmonics. The trick used was a ste
reographic projection of the momentum space onto a unit 
sphere in four-dimensional Euclidean space. We will show 
that the position-space wave functions of the atom in the 
spherical and parabolic bases are related to the wave func
tions of a four-dimensional oscillator and its coupled pair of 
two-dimensional oscillators, respectively. The trick now, as 
we shall see, is a superposition of two phase angles of the pair 
of two-dimensional oscillators to form the single azimuthal 
angle of the three-dimensional atom. 

We begin with the Schrodinger equation, in atomic 
units, of a four-dimensional oscillator with frequency (;), 

(1 ) 

Letting 

Yi = ((;)) 1/2so (2) 

we can rewrite Eq. (1) as 
1 4 (a2 2) -- I -2 -Yi t/J=Nt/J. 
2 i=1 aYi 

(3) 

Now we introduce the following coordinates, which consist 
of two sets of polar coordinates in perpendicular spaces, 

YI = Y cos a cos/3, 

Y2 = Y cos a sin /3, 

Y3 = Y sin a cos y, 

Y 4 = Y sin a sin y. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

(4d) 

The Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation relating these co
ordinates to the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates is 
shown in the Appendix. In these coordinates, Eq. (3) takes 
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(5) 

Equation (5) is invariant under rotations in four dimensions. 
The six generators for the SO(4) group are13

: 

K = --.!..i(~+~) 
z 2 ap ar' (6) 

K ± =! exp [ ± i(/J + r)] 

(
I a. a. a ) x 1 -+ltana--lcota- , aa ap ar (7) 

N = -~i(~-~) 
z 2 ap ar' (S) 

N ± =! exp [ ± i(/J - r)] 

(± a. a . a) x -+ltana-+ lcota- . aa ap ar (9) 

The significance of these operators are further discussed in 
the Appendix. The Casimir operator of the group 4K2 in Eq. 
(5) is given by 

2 a2 2 a2 2 a2 
4K2 = 4N = - -- - sec a -- - csc a -aa2 ap2 ay2 

+ (tan a - cot a)~. (10) aa 
Its eigenvalue is denoted by k (k + 2). The solutions ofEq. (5) 
have the form 

tPNkm,m, =RNdl)Ykm,m,(aPr), (11) 

where 

RNk(y2) = constX exp( - y?)ykL ~)(Nl_ k) -I (y2), 

Ykm,m, (aPr) 

(12) 

= dl:,m,(2a) exp [iml(P+r)] exp [im2(/J-r)] (13) 

are the radial and angular parts of the wave function given, 
respectively, in terms of the Laguerre functions and the 
three-dimensional reduced rotation matrices. 

To establish the correspondence between the hydrogen 
atom and the oscillator, we set6 

(t) = ( - SE) 1/2 = 2/n, 
N{t) = 4,y2 = wr, 2a = e, andp + r = rp (or P - r = rp as 
discussed in the Appendix). It then follows that N = 2n and 
4K2 = 4L2, i.e., k = 2/ since k (k + 2) = 4/ (I + 1). We also 
note 

( 
41T )1/2 

d~o(e) exp (imrp) = -- Ylm(e,rp). 
21 + 1 

(14) 

Therefore, the four-dimensional oscillator states specified by 
the quantum numbers IN = 2n, k = 2/, ml = m,m2 = 0) 
correspond to hydrogenic states Inlm). Thus we have ex
tended Schrodinger's result on radial eigenfunctions by 
completely identifying the corresponding states of the two 
systems. 

The generators of the group Sp(2) - SO(2, 1) are given by 

TI =~(_~_~+ 4K2 _y2), 
4 ay2 yay y2 (15) 
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T2 = -2..i(Y~+2), (16) 
2 ay 

T3 = -.!.. ( - ~ - ~ + 4K
z 

+ yZ) = VI. (17) 
4 ay2 yay y2 

They satisfy the commutation relations 

[TI,Tz1 = - iT3' [T3,TI1 = iT2' [T2,T31 = iTI' (IS) 

The radial wave functions of the two systems satisfy the 
following: 

T3Rab = bRab , (19) 

T ± Rab = [(b ± a)(b + a ± l)J1f2Rab ± \> (20) 

where 

T ± = TI + iTz (21) 

and the indices are given by a = !(k + 2), b = !N, and 
a = / + 1, b = n, respectively, for the oscillator and the 
atom. The respective normalized radial wave functions are 

R = w[ 2(!N -!k - 1)!]1/2 
Nk (w + ~k)! 

Xexp ( - !,v2)ykL ~:~ k) _ I (y2), (22) 

R = ~ [ (n - / - I)! ]112 ( _ 1n) IL 2/+ I ,,,) 
n 2 ( I )1 exp '" P n - I - I 'I-' , 

n n + . 
(23) 

wherel = ws2 andp = 2r/n. The volume elements for the 
normalization integrals are, respectively, dr = s3ds and 
dV = rdr. An exact correspondence requires renormalizing 
RNk by using dr' = sSds instead of dr. Consequently, we 
have 

Rnl = (!w/n) I f2RNk = RNkln. (24) 

This relationship makes possible the algebraic calculation of 
the mean values of r" in the oscillator representation in Sec. 
4. 

3. THE SEPARATION PROCEDURE 

By letting 

( 

(t) )112 
f.l = 2 u =ycosa, 

( 
W )112 

v= 2 v=ysma, 

we can separate Eq. (3) or (5) into the following pair of 
equations: 

_-.!..(~+~~+~~-f.l2) =N.tP., 
2 apz p ap p2 ap z 

-- -+--+----v =N21/J2 1 (aZ 
1 a 1 a2 ) 

2 av v av v 2ay2 , 

(25a) 

(2Sb) 

(26) 

(27) 

where NI + Nz = N. The total wave function of the system, 
tPN,N,m,m" is given by the product tP.tPz' We are interested in 
solutions for whichP + r = rp, NI + Nz = 2n, m I = m, and 
m1 = O. These are the solutions that give rise to the hydro
genic wave functions in the parabolic basis. Let us denote 
these solutions tPN,N,mo by ININ2m;w). They are given by 
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IN,N2m;w) = R (P2)R (v) exp [im(p + y)] 

= ~ [ (!N, - !m - !)!(!N2 - !m - !)! ] 112 

41T (!N, + !m - !)!(!N2 + !m - !)! 

Xexp [im(p + y)](PV)mexp( _ f-L2; V) 
XLW(N, _ m _ 1)(p2)L WIN, _ m _ I)(V), (28) 

We now decompose each of the operators in Eq. (19) into two 
pieces. T: and n. one acting on R (p2) and the other on 
R (v). Then we have 

T{Rab = bRab • (29) 

Tj±Rab = [(b±a)(b +a± 1)]'/2Rab±" (30) 

where a = !1m + 1) and b = !Nj'} = 1.2. The volume ele
ment used for the normalization is dr = 4uvdudvd/3dy with 
the range of /3 and y being 0 to 21r. The volume element used 
in normalizing hydrogenic states in the parabolic basis. giv
en by 

[ 
n In I ]112 In l n2m ) = 4 I' 2' exp[!(s + 7])ln] 

n 1T{nl + m)!(n2 + m)! 
X exp (imrp )(S7]ln2tL :. (S In)L ;:: (1]ln). (31) 

isdV =!(S + 1])dsd1]drp. As before. we need to renormalize 
ININ2m;w) with respect to the volume element dr' = (u2 

+ v2)uvdudvd/3dy. As a result. we have 

In l n2m) = (: )1/2SC~) ININ2m;w) 

(32) 

since w = 21 n for the hydrogen atom. The scaling operator is 
given by 

S (A. ) = - iT2ln A.. (33) 

The two sets of quantum numbers are related as follows: 
n l = !(N, - m - 1). n2 = !(N2 - m - 1). We will use Eq. 
(32) to calculate a transition matrix in Sec. 4. 

Now we come to the subtle point regarding the inverti
bility of our separation procedure which reflects the under
lying symmetry of the problem and the noninvertibility of 
the separation procedure using parabolic coordinates. It is 
clear that each of the two equations (26) and (27). complete 
with its own angular dependence. represents a bonafide two
dimensional system. namely. a two-dimensional oscillator. 
The corresponding equations in parabolic coordinates. how
ever. do not have the proper angular dependence. The sepa
rated equations given in the literature are of the form 14 

(34) 

(35) 

where ZI and Z2 are the separation constants and the prod
uctR (S)R (1]) gives the "radial" part ofEq. (31). It is well 
known that Eqs. (34) and (35) obtain after the angular depen
dent term in the unseparated equation is replaced by - m2 

upon operating on the angular dependent part of the wave 
function. If the angular dependence is given back to the sepa
rated equations by writing a 21 arp2 instead of - m2• it will 
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give rise to a wrong angular part in the total wave function, 
namely, exp(2imrp) instead of exp(imrp). Therefore. the sepa
ration procedure using parabolic coordinates is not inverti
ble. It is three dimensional. Furthermore, since /3 + y = rp, 
the phase angles are coupled and the hydrogen atom corre
sponds to a pair of coupled two-dimensional oscillators. 

4. MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The correspondence established in previous sections al
lows the 15 generators ofSO(4.2) to admit the following real
ization in the oscillator representation: 15 

L 23 = - !(A_B~ +A ~ B+ -A ~ B_ -A+B~). 

L31 = F(A_B~ -A ~ B+ -A ~ B_ +A+B~). 

LI2 = !(A ~A+ -A ~A_ +B~ B+ -B~ B_), 

LI4 = !(A ~ B+ +A_B~ +A ~ B_ +A+B~). 

L24 = !i(A ~ B + - A _B ~ - A ~ B _ + A +B ~ ). 

L34 = !(A ~ A + + A ~ A _ - B *+ B + - B ~ B -l. 
L I5 =!(A ~ B~ +A_B_ +A+B+ +A ~ B~), 

L 25 = - !i(A ~ B ~ + A _B _ - A +B + - A ~ B ~ ), 

L35 = !(A ~ A ~ +A+A_ -B~ B~ -B+B_). 

L45 = - !irA ~ A ~ - A +A _ + B ~ B ~ - B +B _). 

LI6 = !i(A ~ B~ -A+B+ -A_B_ +A ~ B~), 

L 26 = !(A ~ B ~ + A +B + - A _B _ - A ~ B ~ ), 

L36 = !i(A *+ A ~ - A +A _ - B ~ B ~ + B +B _). 

L46 =!(A ~A ~ +A+A_ + B*+ B~ +B+B_), 

L56 = !(A *+ A + + A ~ A _ + B ~ B + + B ~ B _ + 2), 

where 

A ± = (a l + ia2)/2112, A ~ = (a l+ ± iat )/21/2. 

B± = (a3=F ia4)/2I12, B~ = (a 3+ ±ia4+)l21/2 

are the shift operators and 

a i = (alaYi + y;)I2112, a,+ = (- alaYi + y;)I21/2 

are the boson operators satisfying the commutation relations 

with all other commutators vanishing. The generators T
" T2, T3 given in Sec. 2 are. in SO(4,2) notation, L46, L45• L56• 

respectively. 
To calculate the mean value of "'. we note that 

(36) 

Then. in view ofEq. (24) and the normalization, we can write 

(n/ l"'ln/) = nP-'(Nk I(T3 - T1Y'+ liNk). (37) 

Using Eq. (37). we have calculated the mean values for 
p = - 1,1.2,3.4,5. The calculation is facilitated by the fact 
that only diagonal terms in (T3 - TI Y' + 1 contribute. With 
the use of commutation relations given in Eq. (18) and below 

[T +.T _] = - 2T3• [T +.T _] = ± T ± ' (38) 
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and by denoting P = T+T_ + T3 and Q = T+T_, we have 

(T) - TI)2 = T~ +!P + nondiagonal terms (nd.), 

(T3 - TI)3 = T~ + !T + ( ~) PT3 + (nd.), 

(T3 - TI)4 = n + 2T2 + (~) P + (~) PT3 
+ (i) Q2 + (nd.), 

(T) - Td5 = n + 5 n + ( ~) T3 + ( li) PT3 + ( 1j-) pn 

+ 5PT~ + (¥) Q2T3 + nd., 

(T3 - TI)6 = T~ + 10T1 + (¥) T~ + (J,f)p + 5PT3 

+(~)pn +(~)pn + (.if) PT1 

+ ( ~) Q 2 + ( ~) PQ 2 + ( i) Qn 

+ ( ~) Q 2n + nd. 

Using the above in Eq. (37) in conjunction with Eqs. (19) and 
(20), we have reproduced the explicit results obtained by the 
method of direct integration 16 up to P = 4. For p = 5, we 
obtain 

r = ( W) n6 + ( ~) n4 + ( lP) n2 

- (3ft) n4/(/ + 1) - (W) n2/(/ + 1) 

+ (Jf)n2[2(/+ W-U)/3(/+ W 
+0)/2(1+ Jf-(J,f)/(/+ 1). 

In comparing the results for different powers ofp, we note a 
pattern common to all, namely, only even powers of n 
contribute. 

We now deal with matrix elements with n=!=n'. As a 
specific example, we take the transition matrix element 
(n'l'm'lzlnlm). All other matrix elements can be similarly 
dealt with. To evaluate this matrix element in the oscillator 
representation, we utilize Eq. (32) by first making the 
expansion 

Inlm) = L A ~I;:" In ln2m), 
n Jn2 

(39) 

whereA ~I::: are the coefficients derived by Tarter. I? Thus we 
have 

(40) 

It should be noted that the quantum numbers are related by 
n = nl + n2 + m + 1. The left-hand side ofEq. (40) can be 
reduced to a radial integral in accordance with the selection 
rules.:1m = 0,.:11 = ± 1. Denote the matrix element on the 
right-hand side by M. Then we have from Eq. (32) 

M=~(NiN;m;l1)ls*(~) U

4
_V

4 
s(~)1 

nn' n'(1) 8 n(1) 

XNIN2m;(1)). (41) 

Noting that in terms of the SO(4,2) generators 
!(u 2 + v2) = (L46 + L 56)II1), !(u2 - v2) = (L34 + L35 )111), 
S*(A) = S(1/A ),andS(1/A )(L46 +L56) (L34 +L35) =A -2 

X (L46 + LS6)(L34 + L 3S ) S (1/ A ), we can write 
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M = :' (NiN;m 1 (L46 + LS6)(L34 + L 3S )S(:')ININ2m) 

= :' N~;' (NiN;ml(L46+LS6)(L34+L3S)!Ni'N;m) 

X(Ni'N;mls(:)ININ2m), (42) 

where the parameter (1) has been omitted. This result has 
been obtained by Englefieldl8 in parabolic coordinates mak
ing use of assumptions based upon physical insight. We have 
now provided a rigorous theoretical basis for its validity in 
the framework of a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
which has the same underlying symmetry as the hydrogen 
atom. The matrix elements in Eq. (42) can be evaluated alge
braically. Putting Eq. (42) back into Eq. (40), we obtain the 
desired result, namely, an expression for the radial integral 
on the left-hand side in terms of matrix elements in the oscil
lator representation. 

APPENDIX 

The mapping from a three-dimensional space with Car
tesian coordinates x I' x 2 , X3 to a four-dimensional space with 
coordinates SI' S2' S3' S4 is bijective. It is tantamount to mak
ing a Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformationS 

C) ( 
-S4 SI -'X,) X2 = S4 S3 S2 SI S2 

X3 SI S2 -S3 -S4 S3 

o 2 -Sl -S4 S3 4 

~{) (AI) 

where A is the transformation matrix, If we designate the 
momenta conjugate to Sj as qj' then we have 

(~~)=~A(:)I . P3 r q3 
o q 

(A2) 

The transformation is contingent upon the relationships 
S2 = r,2a = e, and{3 + r = q;, where r,e,q; are spherical co
ordinates. For this choice of phase relationship, we require 
m l = m, m2 = O. Using the following 

a (a sina a) sin{3 a 
aS

I 
=cos{3 cos a as --s- aa - scosa a{3' (A3) 

-=s1O{3 cosa----- +---, a . ( a sin a a) cos {3 a 
~ & S ~ s~aM 

(A4) 

a (. a cosa a) sinr a -=cosy s1Oa-+--- ------
aS3 as s aa s sin a ay' 

(AS) 

a . ~. a cosa a) cos y a -=s1o s1Oa-+--- +---
aS4 as S aa S sin a ay' 

(A6) 

we can show that the last component of Eq. (A2), 

S2ql - SIq2 - S4q3 + S3Q4 
= - j(ala{3 - alay) = 2Nz = 0, (A7) 
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is consistent with our choice of m 1 and m 2• On the other 
hand, using Eqs. (A3)-(A6), we can show that Kz = L 12, 

K ± = L23 ± iL31 • Ifwe choose the other phase relationship, 
namely /3 - y = rp, then the sign of S4 in the transformation 
matrix A must be reversed and the roles of N z and K z are 
interchanged. 19 In other words, Nz and N ± will then be
come the angular momentum operators instead. Since 
y- - y means S4- - S4' by changing the sign ofs4 (orY4) in 
the generators, we obtain an alternative representation of the 
dynamical group. 

Equations (A3)-(A6) can be used to show the equiv
alence between the generators in the oscillator representa
tion and those obtained by Barut and Bornzin.20 For 
example, 

WI = LI6 = - !i( - slalas3 - S3alaSl 

+ S2alaS4 + S4alaS2) 
= i( - sin 0 cos rpralar - cos rp cos oa lao 

+ sin rplsin ea larp) 
= - iralax I = rpl' 

This shows that the extra factors e ± i<p are not needed as in 
Appendix E of Ref. 7. 
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equations so that tp = tp" ± tp". 

lOSee, for example, B. G. Wybourne, Classical Groups/or Physicists (Wiley, 
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"In squared parabolic coordinates u2 = S, v2 = 11, the separated equations 
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- ~)U--2]/(U2) = 2ZJ(u2).Thean
gular dependence is also missing. 
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Simple multiple explode-decay mode solutions of a two-dimensional 
nonlinear SchrOdinger equation 
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Multiple similarity type explode-decay mode solutions of a two-dimensional (=20) nonlinear 
Schrodinger (=NLS) equation have been obtained by the bilinear method. From the three 
examples of the 20-KdV equation, ordinary cubic 20-NLS equation, and the present 20-NLS 
equation, the expectation is presented such that "any 20 nonlinear evolution equation which has 
multiple soliton solutions simultaneously has simple self-similar-type multiple explode-decay 
mode solutions so far as the equation has self-similar symmetry." 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Ge 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that one of the typical nonlinear evolution 
equations, the 2-dimensional (=20) KdV equation, has not 
only well-known multiple soliton solutions but also self
similar-type simple multiple explode-decay mode solu
tions l

-
5 which we call in this paper ripplons for brevity. The 

equation is written as 

(u, + 6uux + uxxx)x + 3a2uyy = O. (1.1) 

Throughout this paper we use the following notations. Sub
scripts x, y, t represent partial differentiation, a, /3, /3', 8 
represent arbitrary real constants, and * represents complex 
conjugate. These ripplon solutions are interesting since they 
have precisely the same nonlinear superposition property as 
solitons.4,5 

Recently, by generalizing the similarity type plane wave 
solution derived by Redekopp, a similar type (ripplon) solu
tion has been found for a 20 cubic nonlinear Schrodinger 
(_NLS) equation,6 

iU t + /3u xx + /3 'Uyy + 8u*uu = O. (1.2) 

However, in this case just as multiple soliton solutions exist 
essentially only in the 10 direction, multiple ripplon solu
tions also exist essentially only in the 10 direction. 

As the third example of multiple ripplon solutions, we 
report here the ones in another 20-NLS equation,7-9 written 
as 

iu, - /3u xx + /3 'Uyy + 8u*uu - 2wu = 0, (1.3a) 

/3wxx + (3 'Wyy - /38(u*u)xx = O. (1.3b) 

This equation is known to fit into inverse scattering trans
form formalism, 10 thus to have multiple soliton solutions 
which are nonlinear superpositions of 10-like solitons in 20 
arbitrary propagating directions. 11,12 Then in contrast to the 
rather limited superposition properties ofEq. (1.2), we can 
expect the existence of the multiple ripplon solutions of simi
lar 20 character to Eqs. (1.3a) and (1.3b). As will be shown in 
this paper, this turns out to be the case. 

Having concrete examples of these three equations, we 
are naturally led to the following empirical proposition: Any 
two (space) dimensional nonlinear evolution equation which 
has multiple soliton solutions has, simultaneously, the multi
ple simple self-similar-type explode-decay mode (ripplon) so
lutions so far as the equation has self-similar symmetry. 

Now returning to Eqs. (1.3a) and (1.3b), we present explicit 
multiple ripplon solutions in the following sections. 

2. BILINEAR FORM AND 1-RIPPLON SOLUTIONS 

For our analysis, we use the technique ofthe Hirota 
bilinear method. 13,14 We consider the dependent variable 
transform 12 

u = g/ f, w = (2/3lnf)xx (f = f*), , 
Inserting this into Eqs. (1.3a) and (1.3b) we have 

(iD, + (-/3)D/ +/3'D/)g'f= 0, 

IfJDx 2 + /3 'Dy 2)f- f - 8g*g = O. 

(2.1)" 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

Here bilinear differential operators are defined for arbitrary 
functions a(x,y, t) and b (x,y, t) as13

•
14 

Dx IDy mD, na(x,y,t ).b (x,y,t) 
=(ax -ax.)l(ay -ay.na , _a,.)n 

Xa(x,y,t)b (x',y',t ')Ix' ~ x.y· ~y." ~ ,. (2.3) 

Quite similarly to the recent result6 of the cubic 20-NLS 
Equation (1.2), we can directly check that the following 1-
ripplon solution satisfies Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b): 

g = (1/t leo"~ f = 1 + eO,+ 0,° + T ilo, (2.4) 

i(x+x;)2 iLY+y;)2 

B;= 4( -/3)t + 4/3't + Vi> 

-TO [(ix;)+(iX;)*Y [(iy;) + (iy;)*]2 
e "= 2{38 + 2/3'8 ' (2.5) 

where x; ,y;, v;, are arbitrary complex constants. In the origi
nal variable u the solution is written as 

u= [ 
f 

exp[-(1/2)1";;0] h 1 [2i(X;-X;*Jx+iX;2- iX;*2 
------------~sec --

2t 2t 4( -/3) 
2iLY; - y; *lY + iy; 2 - iy; °2 ] 

+ 4{3' +(v;+V;*+1"iiO )t 

[
. (x +x;f + (x +x;*f 

Xexp l--------~--~-
8( -/3)t 

+ i (y + yy + LY + Yi*f 

8/3't 
+ v; - v;*] 

2 . (2.6) 
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We note that except for the change of sign {3++( - {3), this 
form is quite similar to the 1-ripplon solution of the ordinary 
20 cubic nonlinear Schrooinger equation (1.2), and has simi
lar characteristics as follows: The solution is essentially one
dimensionally localized. It grows its amplitude and narrows 
its width in time ( - 00 < t < 0) and then decays its amplitude 
and broadens its width in time (0 < t < 00). At t = 0, the 
solution explodes to infinity as a 10 Oirac ~ function. From 
this characteristic, the present ripplon solution may be con
sidered as a kind of essentially 10 version of instant on solu
tion. The propagating velocity is constant during the whole 
process. 

3. N-RIPPLON SOLUTIONS 

We note that in Eq. (2.4), apart from the additional fac
tor lit ing, the 1-ripplon solution is formally quite similar to 
the I-soliton solution written as 

g = e'7t, j= 1 + exp(71; + 71;* + Tjj.) • 

7l;=k;x + I;y + wJ. iw; + (-{3)k/ + {3'I/ = O. 

exp( - Tjj.)= ~ (k; + k;*)2 + ~' (I; + I;*f. (3.1) 

This formal similarity between 1-ripplon and I-soliton solu
tions leads us to the natural expectation that N-ripplon solu
tions may exist and have the form analogous to the N-soliton 
solutions. Thus in direct analogy to the N-soliton case, we 
have the assumed form of N-ripplon solutions as 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

where 8;(1<i<N) is the same as that given in Eq. (2.5) and 

ni =0 or 1(1<i<2N). 8N+i = (8i )*, 

(. ')2 (. ')2 
Tij _ IX; -IXj zy; -IYj • eTN+1,N+) == (eT,)l*. 

e = 2{3~ + 2{3 , ~ 
e - Ti,N+) ~ e - 'TN+j,i === e - T;J-

[(ixi) + (ixj)*Y [(iy;) + (iYj)*Y 
= 2{38 + 2{3'8 

(l<i.j<N). (3.3) 

and the summation symboll:~mlo,. implies that in the total 
2 2N sums over n l = 0.1 .... ,n2N = 0.1, only those sums satis
fying the condition 

(n. + n2 + ... + nN) - (n N+. + nN+2 + ... + n2N ) = m 
(3.4) 

should be taken. As the simplest such important example of 
mUltiple ripplons. we write explicit forms ofjandg for the 2 
ripplon (N = 2) case 

g = (lit) [exp(8t1 + exp(82) + exp(81 + 82 + 8r + 1'121·) 

exp(8. + 82 + 8! + 1'122.)]' 

j= 1 + exp(8. + 8r + 1' ••• ) + exp(81 + 8! + 1'12.) 

+ exp(82 + 8r + 1'2 •• ) + exp(82 + 8! + 1'22·) 

+ exp(81 + 82 + 8 r + 8! + 1'121.2.)' 
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1'121.=1'12 + 1'\1. + 1'21.' 1'122.=1'12 + 1'12. + 1'22-

1'121.2.=1'12 + 1'\1. + 1'12. + 1'21. + 1'22. + 1'1.2.' 

The symmetrized form of this g and j may be obtained in a 
manner similar to the case of the ID-NLS equation given in 
Appendix B of Ref. 13. From here to the end ofthis section 
we give the proofthat Eqs. (3.2a) and (3.2b) satisfy bilinear 
equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) and therefore actually are the so
lutions of the 2D-NLS Equation (1.3). The readers who are 
interested only in basic physical aspects can go directly to the 
next section. 

For the purpose of the proof. we recall that in the case of 
the usual solitons the bilinear method utilizes the simple re
lation between the arbitrary bilinear operator F (D x • D y. D, ) 
and simple exponential functions 

F(Dx.Dy.D,)exp(kx + ly + wt )·exp(k'x + l'y + w't) 

= F(k - k ',l-l'.w - w')exp(kx + ly + wt) 

xexp(k'x + l'y + w't). (3.5) 

In other words, simple exponential functions are eigenfunc
tions of the bilinear differential operators. In the present 
case, we must seek the corresponding relation for exp (8;). By 
the direct calculation we obtain the following relations: 

1 2N 2N 

(iD, + ( - {3)Dx 2 + {3'Dy 2) - exp( L n i 8;).exp( L n;8i) 
t ;=. i= I 

= { - 1 2[ f (n; - n;)(ixi)2 
4( -{3)t i=. 

N 

- L(nN+ i -nN+;)(ix;)*2 
;=1 

N N ] -(L(n; -n;)(ix;)+L(nN+j -nN+j)(ix j)*)2 
;= I r= 1 

+ [terms with interchange of } 
( - {3}--+{3' ,x-yo xj-y;. xr-yr J 

1 [ 2N ] X -exp L(n; +n;)8; • 
t i=. 

(3.6) 

2N 2n 

IJ3Dx 2 +{3'D/)exp(L n;8;).exp(L n;'8;) 
;= I ;=1 

= {~ [ f (n; - n;')(ixj) 
4{3t ;=. 

+ ;tl(nN+i - n~+j)(iX;)*]2 

+ 4{31, 2 [ f (n; - n;')(iy;) 
t ;= I 

+ ;t.(nN+i - n~+j)(iy;)* ]2} 
xexpL~.(n; + n;')8j ], 

(3.7) 

where n;.n;.n;'(1 <i<2N) take the values 0 or 1 and satisfy 
the conditions. 

N N 

L(n; - nN+;) = 1. L (n; - nN+d =0. 
;=1 i= 1 

N 

L (n;' - n~+j) = O. (3.8) 
;= 1 

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) show that the functions exp (8j ) 

again have the nice property of being eigenfunctions of the 
bilinear differential operators. We note that the one small 
complication is that the eigenvalues now contain an addi-
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tional time-dependent factor t -l everywhere. 
Now we insert the assumed N-ripplon solution, Eqs. 

(3.2a) and (3.2b), into the bilinear equations (2.2a) and (2.2b). 
From the above eigenfunction properties, after operations of 
bilinear differentiations, the results should again be the sum 
of products of exp (O;)'s with proper change of their coeffi
cients. Now we will see those coefficients in detail. In the 

resultant two equations, let the coefficient of 

exp{(OI + ... + Otl + 2(01+ I + ... + Ol+m) 

+ (ON + I + ... + ON+") 

+2(ON+I'+1 + ••• +ON+I'+m,)J 

bedenotedasDI(/,I')andDz(/,I'),respectively. Using the rela-
tions (3.6) and (3.7), we see that 

DI(/,I') ex: L (+ II{ I 2 [± 0';(ixi)2 - f UN + ;(ix;)·2 - (± O';(iXi) +f UN + i(ix;).)2] 
(7 = 0,1 4( - f3 )t i = I i = I i = I , = I 

+ [same term with ( - f3 ) replaced by f3 ',x i by Yi' and xrby yr J } 
1 0'.0'. 

X -exp( L -' _J Tij)' 
t i<j 2 

l<iJ<1 
N<.iJ<.N+I' 

xexp( L 
i<j 

0'.0'. (21 8 
-' _J Tij) - L 2'exp( 

2 (7=0,1 t 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
i<i 

1 <.iJ<1 
N<';J<.N+I' 

1 <.iJ<1 
N<.iJ<.N+I' 

where O'i = + 1 or - 1 (i = I, ... ,I,N + 1, ... ,N + I') and 
symboIl:(7=o,1 Iml implies that in the total 21 + I' sums over 
iTl = ± 1; 0'2 = ± I;··., only those sums satisfying the 
condition 

1 I' 

2: iTi - 2: UN + i = m 
i=1 ;= I 

(3.11) 

should be taken. 
In Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), inserting the expression for 

exp(1'ij) given by Eq. (3.3) and then rewriting the notations 
by replacing 

ix· 
--'-b A (2{38)1/2 y X;, 

ilJ. ", b A 

(2{3'8)1/2 Y Y,., 

we have 

(l) n A, ,.. 2 n A A 2 ~"A 2 
DI(/,I') ex: L {- L O'iX; + (L O'iX;) + ~ O'iY; 

07=0,1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
n - (2: UiYi)2Jb (X,y,u)==DI(n), 

;= I 

- L 1212b (X"y,U)=D2(n), 
07=0,1 

b (A A A)= lIn {( A _ A )2 + U;. _ A.)Z}II + 07,0')12 X,y,O' - Xi XJ \1', YJ ' 

;<J= I 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

where I + I' = nand l:(7 = 0,1 Iml implies that in the total 2" 
sums over ul = ± I, ... ,un = ± I, only those sums 
satisfying the condition 
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(3.14) 

should be taken. 
Thus, expressions (2.7a) and (2.Th) are exact solutions pro
vided that the following identities hold: 

DI(n) = 0, for odd n 

D2(n) = 0, for even n. (3.15) 

The quantities Di(n)(i = 1,2) have the following properties: 

(i) D;(n) is the polynomial of XI ",xn YI .. ojn, 

(ii) Di(n) is the invariant under the interchange of 

(Xi..Y; )~X}"yj)' 

(iii)D;(nlxl =XZ'YI =Yz)ex:D;(n - 2Ix3'''Xn'Y3'''Yn)' 

The identities DI(I) = 0 and Dz(O) = D 2(2) = 0 can be 
checked directly. Now we assume that the identities hold for 
n - 2. Then from (ii) and (iii), D;(n) must contain factors 
{ (x I - xz)Z or (j I - YZ)2 or (X I - x2)(Y I - Y2) J as shown in the 
Appendix. From (ii), contribution of these factors from each 
pair iJ (l<iJ<N) leads to the inequality 

[order of D;(n)]>2n C2 = n2 - n. 

On the other hand, Eqs. (3.13) show that the 

[order of DI(n)] <2 n + lIzCZ + 2 n _ lIzCZ + 2 

= (n -If + 2 
2 ' 

(3.16) 

[order of D2(n)] <larger of (2 n/2 C2 + 2 nl2 C2 + 2) 

and (2 + n/2 + I Cz + 2 n/2 _ I Cz) 
= ~n2 - n + 2. (3.17) 

FromEqs. (3.16)and(3.17)weseethatDI (n) = Oforn>3and 
Dz(n) = 0 for n>4 and the identities (3.15) are proved. Thus 
we have proved by the standard application of the bilinear 
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method that the 2D-NLS Equation (1.3) has simple multiple 
ripplon solutions given by Eqs. (2.1), (3.2a), and (3.2b). 

4. PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLE RIPPLON SOLUTIONS 

Since formally the N-ripplon solution is quite similar to 
the usual N-soliton solution, one can easily expect that quite 
parallel arguments to the usual N-soliton case hold every
where. One physically interesting point is whether the phase 
shift occurring in the collision of two ripplons is time-depen
dent or not. Since all the factors exp ('T ij) which are related to 
the phase shift are also time-independent in the present rip
pIon case, we see that the ripplon phase shift is time
independent. 
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APPENDIX 

We have the following properties (1)-(111) for arbitrary 
finite-order polynomials. 
(I) Any finite-order polynomial P (x " x 2 ) can be decomposed 
as 
PIx"~ x2) = (x, + x 2)A (x" x2) 

(AI) 

whereA (x" x2),B (x" X2) are again finite polynomials and Co 
is constant with respect to x, and x 2• 

Proof Clearly we can decompose PIx"~ x2) as 
PIx"~ x2) = x,A(x" x 2) + x2B(x" x 2) + co' where 
A(x" x2),B(x,,x2) are finite polynomials. Then we have 
PIx"~ x 2) = !Ix, + x 2)(A + B) + !(x, - x 2)(A - B) + co, 
which is equivalent to (A 1). 
(II) Denote an arbitrary finite polynomial of order at most n 
as Pn • Pn (X,,x2'Y"Y2) can be written as the sum 

Pn (X"X2,Y"Y2) 

ij.k.1 
i+j+ k+ I<n 

where Cijkl are constants with respect to X,,x2,y,,y2' 
Proof We use mathematical induction. For n = 1, we 

see (A2) holds as 

C,x, + C~2 + ClY, + C4Y2 + Co 

= !(c, + C2)(X, + x 2) + !(c, - C2)(X, - X2) 

+ !(c3 + c4 )lY, + Y2) + !(c3 - c4 )lY, - Y2) + Co, 

where c
O
,,,,,C4 are all constants. Next assume that it holds for 

Pn • By applying (I) twice, we have 
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Pn +, (X,,x2,y,,y2) = (x, + x2)A (X,,x2'Y"Y2) 

+ (x, - x2)B (X,,x2'Y"Y2) + ClY,,y2) 
= (x, + x2)A (X,,x2,y,,y2) 

+ (x, - x2)B (X,,x2'Y"Y2) 

+ lY, + Y2)D lY"Y2) 
+ lY, - Y2)E (y,,y2) + co, 

where by construction A, B, D, E are polynomials of order at 
most n and Co is constant with respect to x ,,x2,y,,y2' From 
our assumptions, A, B, D, E are sums of (A2) type; therefore 
Pn + ,(X,,x2,y,,y2) is again a sum of(A2) type with n replaced 
by n + 1. Therefore (A2) holds for all positive integers n. 
(III) Suppose the polynomial Pn (X,,x2,Y,,Y2) satisfies the 
conditions 

Pn (X,,x2,y"Y2)lx, = x,.y, =y, =0, 

Pn (X,,x2,y,,y2)=Pn (x2,x"Y2,yd, 

(A3) 

(A4) 

where the symbol == represents "identically equal to." Then 

Pn (x"X2,y,,y2) = (x, -X2)2A 

+ (x, - x2)(Y, - Y2)B + lY, - Y2)2C, 
(A5) 

where A, B, C are appropriate finite polynomials. 
Proof We consider the expansion (A2) for 

Pn (X,,x2,y,,y2) proved in (II). Then from condition (A3), 
Cijkl = 0 forj = 0, 1= O. From conditions (A4), Cijkl = 0 for 
j + I = odd. Therefore in the expansion (A2), the non vanish
ing terms are at mostj + I = 2,4,6,.··. Namely, 

Pn (X,,x2,y,,Y2) = a,(x, - X2)2 + a2(x, - X2)'lY, - Y2)' 

+ a3lY, - Y2)2 

+ b,(x, - X2)4 + b2(x, - X2)3lY,.- Y2)' 

+ b3(y, - Y2)2lY, - Y2)2 + "', 
where a" a2, ... b" b2 ... , are constants, Thus we have (A5). 
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In the set of complete chains of partitions of N objects, let chains that are related through a 
permutation of the objects be termed equivalent. The number of equivalence classes Il N is shown 
to equal the Euler number IEN- II if Nis odd, and 2N(2N - l)IBN liN, where BN is a Bernoulli 
number, if Nis even. The number of elements in each class is also found. In the Yakubovskii-type 
formulation of the N-body problem in quantum mechanics, Il N is the basic number of coupled 
equations when all particles are identical. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk, 02.10. + w 

In current formulations of the quantum mechanical N
body (scattering) problem, the concept of a partition of N 
particles into k groups bk is frequently used. A sequence of 
succesive partitions such that b2 -:Jb3 -:J···-:JbN _ I -:JbN is 
called a complete (or maximal) chain. In the most detailed 
formulation, that ofYakubovskii, I such chains appear as the 
index set for the quantities of interest, like transitiol) opera
tors or wavefunction components. 2 

It is known that the total number of chains is 
N !(N - 1 )!/2N - I, and this is also the number of coupled 
equations in the Yakubovskii-type formulation, for distin
guishable particles. 3 For identical particles, chains that can 
be transformed into each other through a permutation of the 
particles are equivalent, and the number of coupled equa
tions reduces to the number Il N of equivalence classes.4 As is 
easily verified, 113 = 1 and 114 = 2. A general expression for 
IlN has not been obtained (see Ref. 3), and we therefore pro
ceed to derive such an expression. 

In a k-particle chain, k - 1 splittings are involved. 
Therefore, in order to produce an N-particle chain starting 
with the partition (l, ... ,k)(k + 1, ... ,N) an additional N - 2 
splittings are required, k - 1 of which are splittings of the set 
(1, ... ,k). These last splittings can be carried out anywhere 
along the N-particle chain, and therefore in (Z' ~ f) different 
ways. Each choice corresponds to a different class of N-par
ticle chains, and the total number of classes is therefore 
(N)3;1l1 =1l2 = 1) 

1 N-I (N - 2) 
IlN=T};1 k-l IlkIlN-k' (1) 

The factor ~ takes care of the fact that (1, ... ,k) (k + 1, ... ,N) 
and(I, ... ,N - k )(N - k + 1, ... ,N)generatethesameclasses. 
In order to relate Il N to familiar combinatoric numbers, 
consider 

g(s) 2: Il NSN - I/(N - I)!. (2) 
N~ I 

Using (1) (for N;;d), and interchanging the order of summa
tion, we find 

g(s) = III + 112 - ~sll ~ 
1 0000 

+- 2: 2: IlkIlN_k SN - I/((N-I) 
2k~IN~k+1 

X(k - 1)!(N - k - I)!). (3) 

"'Work supported by the Swedish Natural Science Research Council. 

Replacing N by i = N - k, and using III = 112 = 1, it is seen 
that 

~ g(s) = ~(1 + g2(S)). (4) 
ds 

This equation has the solution [recall that g(O) = 1] 

g(s) = tan (s/2 + 1T/4) = tan s + l/cos s. (5) 

The power expansions of these functions are well known,5 

and we conclude that 

1l2k + I = IE2k I, 
1l2k = 22k (22k - 1) IB2k 1/(2k ), (6) 

where E2k and B2k are Euler and Bernoulli numbers, respec
tively. The values for Il N found here are larger than previous
ly thought. 3.4.6 The first few are given in Table I. 

As an illustration to our result, we list an element from 
each of the five classes in the case N = 5: 

(1234) (5) (1234) (5) 

(123) (4) (5) (12) (34) (5) 

(12) (3) (4) (5) (12) (3) (4) (5) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(123)(45) 

(123) (4) (5) 

(12) (3) (4) (5) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(123) (45) 

(12) (3) (45) 

(12) (3) (4) (5) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(123) (45) 

(12) (3) (45) 

(1) (2) (3) (45) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
None ofthese chains can be obtained from another through a 
permutation. 

It is also of interest to know the number of elements in 
the equivalence classes. Suppose that in a particular chain 
only one pair is broken, like in the first of the shown N = 5 
chains. Permutations of the numbers in the pair leaves this 
chain invariant, but all other permutations generate a new 
chain belonging to the same class. The number of elements in 
the class is therefore N !/2. In other chains, pairs may be 
broken at two instances, like in all the other N = 5 cases. A 

TABLE I. Number of coupled Yakubovskii-type equations for N identical 
particles. 

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2 5 16 61 272 1385 
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permutation of the numbers of either pair leaves the chain 
invariant, and the number of chains in each class is therefore 
N !/22 (at this point we can verify that our total number of 5-
body chains is 5!/2 + 4 X 5!/22 = 180, i.e., in accordance 
with the formula of Ref. 3). 

In the general case, let,u~l be the number of N-body 
classes in which M pairs are broken in each chain, 
,uN = "i,M,u~l, M<N /2. Equation (1) generalizes to 

,uIMl _ 1 N~! (N - 2) ~ ,ulliulM -Ii 
N - - ~ k ~ krN - k , 

2 k =1 -1;=0 

where ,u~l = 0, M> N /2. Obviously, ,u~Ol = 1, ,ukol = 0, 
,uk!l = 1. Let 

,uN(t) = ! ,u~t;, 
;=0 

( I') 

(7) 

Then (2) can be defined and (3) is again valid with,uN under
stood as a function of t; in particular,,u I = 1 and,u2 = t. 
Equation (4) takes the generalized form 

~ g(s) = !(2t - 1 + g2(s)) (4') 
ds 

with the solution 

g(s) = (2t - 1)1/2tan((2t - 1) 1/2S/2 

+ arctan(2t - 1)-1/2). (5') 

From the power series expansion of this expression (there is 
no singularity at t = !), 

g(s)=! ! ,u~lltM~/N!, (2') 
N=O M=O 

the numbers,u~l are obtained. 
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As an illustration, consider the N = 6 case. From (5') we 
findthat,u~l=O,,u~l= 1,,u~l= 11,and,u~l=4. There are 
therefore one class with 6!/2 elements, 11 classes with 6!/22 
elements, and four classes with 6!/23 elements. Adding up 
we find 2700 6-body chains, as expected. 

In conclusion we have studied the set of complete 
chains of partitions of N objects, and in particular the equiv
alence classes generated by permutations. The number,u N of 
such classes has been determined, as well as the number of 
elements in a given class, N !/2M, where M is an easily found 
positive integer characteristic for the class. We have also 
determined the number ,u~l of classes having the same num
ber of elements (same M). Combining these results with a 
formula from Ref. 3, the total number of complete chains is 

~ ,u~l N! =N!(N _ 1)!/2N-l. (8) 
f:t 2M 

This expression is a useful check on the calculation of the 
numbers ,u~l. 

These combinatoric results are relevant for the formu
lation of the Yakubovskii-type N-body (quantum mechani
cal scattering) theory in the case of identical particles. 

'0. A. Yakubovskii, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 5, 937 (1967). 
2B. R. Karlsson and E. M. Zeiger, Phys. Rev. D 9,1761 (1974); 10,1291 
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3Gy. Bencze, Phys. Lett. B 72,155 (1977). 
4Gy. Bencze and E. F. Redish, J. Math. Phys. 19, 1909 (1978). 
3M. Abramowitz and I. Stegun (eds.), Handbook o/Mathematical Functions 
(National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC, 1964), p. 75. 
"L. P. Kok, Nuc!. Phys. A 353, 171c (1981). 
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Using a recently developed global isometry method for treating accelerating observers, the 
induced tangent space transformation on flat Lorentzian R 4 is mapped homomorphically onto a 
time-dependent D (1/2.0) EB D (0.1/2) representation ofSL (2,C). The Dirac equation is shown to take 
on pseudoterms via this mapping. Eliminating the pseudoterms by identifying an affine 
connection, an exact analytic expression for the covariant derivative is found for general cases of 
arbitrary C 2 timelike observers. The transformation properties of the connection are shown to 
satisfy the conditions imposed by a general tetrad formalism. The specific case of the rotating 
observer is considered wherein the exact expression for the boosted Dirac equation is found. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. - q 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, 1-3 several exact treatments of accelerating ob
servers in Lorentzian R 4 based on presymmetry4 arguments 
have been published. Extensions of the above work are also 
available5.6 treating the accelerating observer on an arbitrary 
space-time manifold. 

An alternative7
•
8 approach appeared recently utilizing 

global causality arguments along with Galilean and special 
relativistic limits to obtain a specific global isometric map
ping on flat R 4 which induces a tangent space mapping con
sisting of time-dependent Lorentz boosts. Elimination of 
pseudoterms from particle and Maxwell equations allowed 
an affine connection to be identified for arbitrary C 2 timelike 
observers. 

The standard 1-+2 homomorphism of the full Lorentz 
group LF onto SL(2,C) is used in this paper to consider the 
case of the Dirac equation relative to an accelerating observ
er in flat R 4. Straightforward manipulation of the derivative 
pseudoterm in the boosted Dirac equation leads to an exact 
expression for the affine connection which defines covariant 
differentiation. The connection obtained satisfies the general 
transformation conditions implied by the tetrad formalism 
of general relativity.9 

The specific case of the rotating observer is considered 
where the Dirac equation relative to that noninertial observ
er is shown to take on acceleration and Thomas precession 
terms through the connection. 

II. THE TANGENT SPACE HOMOMORPHISM 

In Ref. 8. it was shown that a global isometry for R 4 

could be found, parametrized by arbitrary interframe time
like velocity functions, which induced tangent-space maps 
consisting of time-dependent boosts. The Dirac equation for 
the field 1/1:R 4-+C 2 EB C 2 canbewrittenin the covariant form 
(with bispinor source term R ) as 

- iyl-'al-' 1/1 + (mclli)1/1 = R (2.1) 

relative to all inertial frames. The yl-' matrices being invar
iant, it is obvious that any tangent space mapping of al-' must 

be accompanied by an appropriate mapping L D on C 2 EB C 2 

in order to preserve the form of Eq. (2.1). This, of course, is 
the usual SL(2,C) direct-sum representation 

LD =D(1/2.0)EBD(0.1/2). (2.2) 

The rigorous extension of Lorentz transformations to 
time-dependent boosts from Ref. 8 implies a mapping of the 
4-gradient, a ~ = A -Ia I-' ((3(t ))aa' and suggests the exten
sion of L D ofEq. (2.2) via the use of the variable rapidity, (3(t ), 
of the accelerating observer. It is also useful to extend the 
observer's trajectory, X(T), to a congruence of curves on R 4 

by simply translating the curve orthogonal to the time axis, 
thereby filling R 4 and defining a timelike C I vector field of 
tangents on R 4. 

With metric 'TJ = (+ - - -), we use the D (1/2.0) re
presentation of the Lorentz boost, 10 

D (l/2.0)((3(t)) = cosh(a/2) + sinh(aI2)(a.fi), (2.3) 

where cosh a = r(t ), sinh a = - /3 (t )r(t ), fi = a(t )//3 (t ), 
and a represents the Pauli matrices. Here, 
r(t) = (1 - /3 2(t ))-1/2, as usual. The use oftime dependent 
(3(t ) does not alter the invariance properties of the Dirac ma
trices, i.e., 

yl-"=Al-'vLDyVLD-I=yl-'. (2.4) 

Consequently, writing the "boosted" Dirac field as 
1/1' = L D 1/1, etc., the left side of the Dirac equation becomes 
- iyl-"a ~(LD1/1) + (mclli)(LD1/1). Using Eq. (2.4) we may ex

press this as 

L D( - iyl-'al-' 1/1 + (mc/Ii)1/1) - iyl-"(a ~LD)1/1 
= LDR - iyl-"(a~LD)1/1. (2.5) 

Writing 1/1 = LD -11/1' and using a ~(LDLD -I) = 0 we 
may rewrite Eq. (2.5) in the covariant form 

- iyl-"V~ 1/1' + (mclli)1/1' = R " (2.6) 

whereV~ =a~ +r~(x')and 

r ~ (x') = LD(a ~LD -I) (2.7) 
is the acceleration connection for C 2 EB C 2 induced by the 
accelerating observer. Obviously, for inertial frames, for 
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which P = const, r,.. is zero as expected. It is to be noted that 
the above connection has one upper and one lower spinor 
index suppressed and that it is similar in form to the connec
tion for the tangent space itself. 8 

III. TRANSFORMATION OF r,.. 
Successive induced tangent space mappings easily de

fine the transformation properties of the above connection. 
Let 0 be an inertial frame, let 0 ' be noninertial relative to 0 
with rapidity P(t ) and let 0 1/ be noninertial relative to 0 ' with 
rapidity l3'(t '). Composing the two spinor space mappings 
LD(P(t)) and L D{I3'(t ')), the connection for 0 1/ is 

r: = (LD(t')LD(t))a:(LD(t')LD(t))-I. (3.1) 

Using a: = A - \ (t ')a ~ we obtain, from Eq. (3.1), 

r: =LD(t')a:LD -I(t') 

+A -\(t')(LD(t')r~LD -I(t')), (3.2) 

wherer~ =LD(t)a~LD -I(t) is the connection of 0'. This 
result is consistent with the general requirements for a con
nection II and is also consistent with the tetrad formalism 9 on 
an arbitrary space-time manifold. Here the tetrad is {) a {J' for 
fiat R 4, and it does not enter the connection since it is 
constant. 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

An application of the above formalism is to express the 
Dirac equation relative to a rotating observer where a 
Thomas precession would be expected. 

For simplicity we take P(t) to lie in the x-y plane and let 
d{3/dt = O. Then reversing the P(t) factor in Eq. (2.3) we ob
tain the representation D (0.1/2) (P(t)) and forming LD 
= D(1/2,O) eD(O,1/2) we obtain connections using Eq. (2.7) in 

the form 

r' =L A -10 (t)(~L -I) (4.1) 
,.. D ,.. act D • 

Choosing a fairly common representation l2 for the 
Dirac y matrices, the Dirac equation relative to the rotating 
observer is, after lengthy calculation, 
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,[.p( a -is) (VI I d P)].,/ mc .,/ -/ r ---- '(J)T +y. r + -- 'f' +-'f' 
act' 2c 2c dr It 

=R', (4.2) 

where (J)T = ( - (y - l)/{32) (PXd Pldt) is the Thomas 
precession angular velocity, S is the spin operator whose z 
component is given by Sz = 0"12 = - i/2[yl,y2], t/!' = LDt/!, 
andd pldr = yd Pldt.ltisseeninEq. (4.2)thattheaccelera
tion connection merely adds a spin interaction term and a 
radial centrifugal acceleration term relative to the rotating 
reference frame. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A straightforward extension of the Dirac equation to 
accelerating frames of reference in fiat R 4 was accomplished 
via a mapping of time-dependent tangent space boosts onto a 
time-dependentD (1/2.0) e D (0,1/2) representation ofSL(2,C). 
A closed form expression for the connection coefficients r,.. 
can be found by simple manipulation from Eq. (2.7). The 
acceleration-covariant Dirac equation [Eq. (2.6)] is com
pletely equivalent to a tetrad formulation on fiat R 4, where 
the tetrad may be taken to be the identity. 
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The stationary metrics in fiat spacetime are derived using a recent classification of the timelike 
Killing vector field trajectories. The metrics fall into six classes. A "simple" coordinate system 
from each class is selected as representative. Three of these systems are rectangular Minkowski 
coordinates, pseudocylindrical ("accelerating") coordinates, and rotating coordinates. The 
remaining three appear to be new coordinate types which will be useful in exploring coordinate
dependent effects in quantum field theory. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recentlyl the stationary motions in fiat spacetime have 
been described and classified. These motions may be defined 
in at least two ways: (i) They are the world lines whose curva
ture invariants-curvature (K), torsion (7), and hypertorsion 
(v)-are constant. Physically these invariants are the proper 
acceleration and angular velocity of the world line. Conse
quently, points on the world line are not distinguishable by 
local measurements. (ii) They are the integral curves, or tra
jectories, of the timelike Killing vector fields in fiat 
spacetime. 

The stationary motions fall into six classes according to 
the invariants. For a given choice of invariants, the world 
line is fixed up to an inhomogeneous Lorentz transforma
tion. The classes are listed below with an expression for the 
tangent vectors in a convenient frame and a description in 
that frame. A frame-independent pictorial description of 
these motions is not possible, suggesting that they are best 
described locally by the frame-independent invariants. We 
denote proper time along a world line by s and use units 
where the speed of light equals 1 exclusively. 

Class A: 
K = 7 = V = 0, Xll = (1,0,0,0). 

This class contains inertial world lines. 
Class B: 

7 = v = 0, xl' = (coshKs, sinhKs, 0, 0). 

This class consists of world lines along which the proper 
acceleration remains constant and equal to K. The world 
lines are hyperbolic in this system. 

Class C: 

( 1) 

(2) 

IKI < 171, v = 0, p2 = r - K2, (3) 

xl' = p-I(7, - Ksinps, KCOSPS, 0). 

In this frame the spatial projection of these world lines is a 
circle with a radius K/p2. The angular velocity is a constant 
p2h. 

Class D: 

IKI = 171, v = 0, xl' = (1 + ~K2S2,KS,~K2S2,0). (4) 

The spatial projection is a semicubical parabola containing a 
cusp where the direction of motion is reversed. The cusp has 
no intrinsic distinction on the world line. 

Class E: 

IKI>171, v=O, a2=K2 -r, (5) 

xl' = a- I(Kcoshas, Ksinhas, 7, 0). 

The spatial projection of this motion is a catenary. A charged 
particle injected into a constant electric field follows a world 
line of this class if its initial velocity is perpendicular to the 
field. This is therefore the relativistic generalization of pro
jectile motion. In the nonrelativistic (s.(a- I, S.(K- I) limit 
classes B, D, and Emerge. 

Class F: 

v=lO, 

'1' ( .:::1 hR .:::1 . hR - K7·oR K7 sR) X = -cos IS,-Sln IS,--SI 2S,-CO 2S , 
R R .:::1R .:::1R 

R 4 = (K2 + r + v2f - 4~r, 

.:::1 2 = !(R 2 + ~ + r + v2
), 

R ~ = !(R 2 + K2 - r _ v2 ), 

R ~ = !(R 2 - K2 + r + v2). (6) 

In this frame, this motion may be viewed as a rotating world
line uniformly accelerated normal to its plane of rotation. 
The radial distance from the x axis is maintained at a con
stant Kr/ .:::1RR2. 

There are stationary coordinate systems adapted to 
each of these world lines because they are timelike Killing 
vector field trajectories. (By stationary we mean the metric is 
time-independent. This is to be distinguished from static 
which is a more specific term.) In these systems the lines of 
constant spatial coordinates, iftimelike, are stationary world 
lines. The time coordinate is proportional to proper time. 
Each section of this paper is devoted to finding and describ
ing the stationary coordinate systems adapted to a class of 
stationary motions. First, the Killing vector field associated 
with the class is constructed. This field and the requirement 
of stationarity determine the metric depending on four arbi
trary functions of the spatial coordinates and an arbitrary 
constant. The arbitrary terms represent freedom to choose 
the spatial coordinates, the constant time hypersurfac~s, and 
the time scale. 

In addition to the general stationary coordinate system 
associated with each stationary motion, a particular system 
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which we feel is the most natural for each set of motions is 
exhibited. No attempt will be made to precisely define the 
criteria for "naturality"; our considerations are as follows. 
First, we seek the system with the maximum number of cy
clic (not appearing in the metric) coordinates. Such a crite
rion distinguishes rectangular from spherical coordinates. 
Additionally, the dependence of the metric on noncyclic co
ordinates is minimized. For our purposes,2 separability of 
the wave equation is another desideratum. Finally, the co
ordinate system associated with a more complex stationary 
motion should have as a limiting case that of a less complex 
motion. 

The stationary coordinate systems find use in the study 
of the coordinate dependence of quantum field theory. They 
are particularly suited for this purpose because the metric is 
time-independent, allowing a globally conserved energy to 
be defined on constant time hypersurfaces. We discuss the 
quantization of the scalar field in the stationary coordinate 
systems in another paper.2 Two of the coordinate systems 
developed here have an event horizon and a distinct station
ary limit surface making them analogs of the rotating black 
hole metrics. Certain properties of these metrics might be 
elucidated by pursuing this analogy. 

II. MINKOWSKI COORDINATES 

The simplest of the stationary coordinate systems is the 
usual rectangular Minkowski coordinates. This system is de
fined by 

Rectangular Minkowski coordinates: 

X
O = t, Xl = X, x 2 = y, x3 = z, 

ds2 = dt 2 _ dx2 _ dy2 - dz2O='T/l-'ydxl-'dxY
• 

These are not the only coordinates adapted to inertial world 
lines in the sense described in the Introduction. Any coordi
nate system in three-dimensional Euclidean space may be 
extended into a Minkowski-type system by the addition of an 
orthogonal time coordinate. In all these systems, the inertial 
world lines (I) are maintained at one spatial point, and prop
er time on these world lines is proportional to the temporal 
coordinate. The general stationary coordinate system adapt
ed to the inertial world lines is developed by the method 
which follows. 

The Killing vector field 

sl-'(x) = (1,0,0,0) (7) 

is tangent to all the world lines (1). All coordinate systems 
(XO ,Xl ,r-, x3

) are sough t in which this Killing vector field takes 
the form 

t I-'(X) = X - I (1,0,0,0), (8) 

where X is constant. In these systems the tangent vector to 
the inertial world lines necessarily has only a time compo
nent, and therefore the world lines are at rest. 

The transformation between the Killing vector field (8) 
in barred coordinates and the field (7) in rectangular Min
kowski coordinates is 

(9) 
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This is a set of differential equations for the Minkowski co
ordinates in terms of the barred coordinates 

-I( at ax ay az) 
(1,0,0,0) = X axo' axo' axo' axo . 

These equations have as solutions the transformations 

xl-' = xXOI5b + A I-'(X1,r,X3
), 

(10) 

(ll) 

where the A I-' are arbitrary functions of the spatial coordi
nates. The ease with which Eqs. (10) are solved may be traced 
to the lack of x dependence in t y. 

Equation (11) generates coordinate systems adapted to 
the Killing vector field (7). The metric in these coordinates is 

ds2 
= X2(dXO)2 + 2XA o'l-'dXOdF + 'T/apA a'I-'A ~ ydFdXV. (12) 

Derivatives are with respect to the barred coordinates. The 
coordinate systems defined by (12) are the most general set of 
stationary coordinate systems associated with world lines of 
class A. 

Among the class A stationary coordinate systems there 
are two which we wish to single out. The first is simply rec
tangular Minkowski coordinates. These are recovered from 
(12) by setting X = 1 and A I-' = xl 8f +.r8t + x38). We 
consider these coordinates to be the most natural for a class 
A observer. The other system is cylindrical Minkowski cOr 
ordinates defined by (12) with X = I and 
A I-' = xlcosx-2o ~ + xlsin.i2o ~ + x30 ~. Thus we have 

Cylindrical Minkowski coordinates: 

XO = t, Xl = r, x2 = ifJ, x3 = z, 
r = (x2 + y2)I!2, ifJ = tan-Ity/x), 

ds2 = dt 2 - dr _ rdifJ 2 _ dz2. 

In this and later coordinate descriptions new coordinates are 
defined when they appear. The definition is held to through
out the paper. 

Rectangular and cylindrical Minkowski coordinates, as 
well as all Minkowski-type coordinates, are static. Static me
trics, in addition to being time-independent, have no space
Itime mixing components, that is, gOI = g02 = g03 = O. In 
static coordinate systems the vector a I axo is orthogonal to 
the hypersurfaces XO = const. The general stationary metric 
(12) associated with inertial motion is, however, not static. 
The nonstatic coordinate systems differ from Minkowski
type coordinates by having curved hypersurfaces of constant 
time. 

In the remaining sections, we follow the methods of this 
section to generate the stationary coordinate systems adapt
ed to each of the stationary motions. 

III. PSEUDOCYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

The Killing vector field 

gl-'(x) = (KX,Kt,O,O) (13) 

has as trajectories the world lines defined by (2). The coordi
nate systems associated with this field are given by the differ
ential equations 

-I( at ax ay az) (14) 
(KX,Kt,O,O) = X axo' axo' axo' axo . 
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The solutions of(14) are 

xl' = A v[(~c% + c5~8t)coshKXXJ 
+ (~8t + c5~c%)sinhKxXJ + (c5~8; + c5~c5Jt)], (15) 

where the A v are four arbitrary functions of the spatial 
variables. 

is 
The metric in the coordinate systems generated by (15) 

ds2 = K2X2A aA {3(c5~c51- ~~)(dXJ)2 + 2KXA aA {3,1' 

X(c5~~ - ~c51)dXJdF + 1Ja{3A a,I'A (3,vdFdX". 
(16) 

This metric represents the most general stationary coordi
nate system adapted to uniformly accelerated world lines. 

If X = K-
1 and A v = x1c5r + ~c5i + x3c5~, a familiar 

coordinate system is recovered. 

Pseudocylindrical coordinates: 
:':0 -I 1;- ~ -3 
X =r, x =!>' X =y, X =z, 

ds2 = s2dr - dS 2 - dy2 - dr, 

r = tanh-I(t Ix), S = (t 2 _ X2)1/2. 

In this system the metric is static and there are three cyclic 
coordinates. This system has been discussed in detail by 
Rindler3 and has been used extensively because of its similar
ity to Kruskal4 coordinates. It has been called accelerating, 
hyperbolic, Fermi, and Rindler coordinates by various au
thors. The name "accelerating coordinates" does not com
municate the static nature of the metric, while "hyperbolic 
coordinates" does not suggest space/time mixing and is sub
ject to confusion with three-dimensional Euclidean systems. 
We therefore propose the name "pseudocylindrical coordi
nates" because it better describes the inherent geometrical 
properties of the system. These coordinates are the natural 
generalization of cylindrical coordinates to a space with in
definite metric. Thus a cylinder in Euclidean space becomes 
a pseudocylinder in pseudo-Euclidean space. This name is 
subject to some confusion because an acceleration is some
times called a pseudorotation. If it is recalled that coordinate 
systems are generally named after coordinate surfaces, not 
coordinate lines, this confusion will be minimized. 

Some aspects of the pseudocylindrical coordinate sys
tem are displayed in Fig. 1. As they are expressed above, 
pseudocylindrical coordinates cover only one-quarter of 
spacetime (region I in the figure); however, slight changes in 
the definitions of rand S yield suitable coordinates for the 
remaining regions. For example, S might be defined as 
- (t 2 - X 2)1/2 in region III while r is defined as in region I. 

The resulting metric is stationary only in regions I and III, 
where it is also static. 

Taking region I to be the physical region, one finds that 
the surface r = - 00, S = ° is a past event horizon and the 
surfaces r = 00, S = ° is a future event horizon. In general 
the term event horizon is accurately applied only with refer
ence to one world line.5 That is, it is the boundary of space
time regions which are in some manner causally disconnect
ed from the world line. In special cases, the timelike 
coordinate lines in one region have, when viewed as world 
lines, identical event horizons. When this occurs, one may 
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horizon 

t=O 

x 

FIG. I. Pseudocylindrical coordinate surfaces displayed in rectangular 
Minkowski coordinates. Spacetime is divided into four regions (I, II, III, IV) 
by the event horizons T = 00, s = 0 and T = - 00, s = O. An object on a 
S = constant line has proper acceleration S - I. Proper time on this world 
line iss = ST. 

speak of the event horizon as associated with the coordinate 
system because a spatial region is causally disconnected at all 
times in the same manner as the world lines. Such an event 
horizon is indicated whenever there is a null surface which is 
also a coordinate surface, and is obviously coordinate-de
pendent. A notable example of this type of event horizon is 
found in Schwarzschild coordinates,4 The event horizons of 
pseudocylindrical coordinates, and the other systems in this 
paper are also of this type. In the general system, event hori
zons associated with individual coordinate lines are differ
ent, and the coordinate system cannot be said to have an 
event horizon. Several of the fiat, conformally static systems 
of Brown, Ottewill, and Siklos6 are pretty examples of this. 
Each coordinate line is hyperbolic (uniformly accelerated); 
yet there is no coordinate event horizon. 

IV. ROTATING COORDINATES 

World lines of class C are trajectories of the Killing 
vector field 

sl'(x) = (r/p, -py,px,O). (17) 

Coordinate systems associated with this field are found to be 
given by the transformations 

xl' = A v[(~c% + c5~c5Jt) + (c5~8t + c5~8;)cospxXJ 
+ (c5~8; - c5~8t)sinpXXJ] + x(r/pjXOc%, (18) 

and the metric is 

ds2 = [x2r/p2 - X2p2A aA {3(c5~c51 + c5,!c5~ ](dXJ)2 

+ 2X [(r/p)A a,l'~ -pA aA {3,I'(c5~c5~ - c5'!c51)]dXJdF 

+ 1Ja{3A a.I'A (3,vdFdX". (19) 

There are no static forms of the metric (19) because 
there is no surface everywhere orthogonal to the Killing vec-
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FIG. 2. Rotating coordinate surfaces displayed in rectangular Minkowski 
coordinates. Constant t surfaces are planes and constant r surfaces are cir
cular cylin~ers identical to surfaces in cylindrical Minkowski coordinates. 
Constant rP surfaces are "twisted" versions of constant rP surfaces resem
bling a spiral staircase or Archimedean screw. 

tor field (17). Letting X = ph and 
A I-' = xlcosx-2c5J{ + xlsinx-2~ + x38 't gives the usual rotat
ing coordinate system.7 

Rotating coordinates: 

j(J = t, Xl = r, x2 = i, x3 = z, 

ds2 = dt 2 - dr - r(di + ndt)2 - dz2, 

i =¢J -nt. 

This coordinate system depends on one free parameter 
n = p2 h which must be constant. Because of this param
eter, any rotating coordinate system is adapted only to one 
subclass of the world lines in class C. This is to be distin
guished from pseudocylindrical coordinates where no free 
parameters occur, and all world lines of class B appear as 
coordinate lines. 

The coordinate surfaces of rotating coordinates are 
shown in Fig. 2. Surfaces of constant rand t are identical to 
coordinate surfaces in cylindrical Minkowski coordinates. 
The difference between the systems lies in the arrangement 
of the coordinate lines on the cylindrical surfaces. Lines of 
constant i are displaced relative to lines of constant ¢J at a 
constant rate n (relative to coordinate time for both sys
tems), thus forming helices rather than vertical straight lines. 
As a result of this displacement, surfaces of constant i are 
right conoids resembling the screw of Archimedes. The 
name "rotating coordinates" is well established. A sugges
tion of motion is desirable because the coordinates are not 
static, that is, motion along constant t hypersurfaces is im
plies because the Killing vectors are not orthogonal to it. 

A particle at rest in rotating coordinates moves along a 
helical world line with angular velocity n and radius r as 
viewed from Minkowski coordinates (see Fig. 3). The parti
cle has proper acceleration K = n 2r/( 1 - n 2r) and angular 
velocity r = n I( 1 - n 2r ). The Killing vector field (17) be
comes null on the surface r = lin. Beyond this stationary 
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limit 

.l2r=1 

FIG. 3. The environment of a helical world line as it appears in rectangular 
Minkowski coordinates. An observer on the world line has a velocity of 
one-half the speed of light in this frame of reference. The stationary limit 
surface separates the timelike region of the Killing vector field from the 
spacelike part. All objects outside the stationary limit will appear to be 
"dragged" around clockwise relative to the world line. 

limit all Killing vector trajectories are spacelike, thus no ob
ject can be at rest relative to the rotating coordinates. The 
explanation for this is that no object can move faster than the 
speed of light. The region is similar to the ergosphere sur
rounding a rotating black hole, although no energy can be 
extracted from it. There is no event horizon in rotating 
coordinates. 

v. NULL PARABOLIC COORDINATES 

The Killing vector field 

sl-'(x) = (1 + KX,Kt - Ky,KX,O) (20) 

has the world lines of class D as trajectories. This form of the 
Killing vector cannot be significantly simplified by transfor
mation to another Lorentz frame; that is, it cannot be repre
sented as a linear combination of commuting boost, rotation, 
and translation Killing vectors as with the other motions. 8 

Because of the complexity of the Killing vector field a co
ordinate system based on cylinders or pseudocylinders is not 
possible. 

Transformations derived from the Killing vector field 
(20) are 

xl-' = tK2X3(j(J)3(~ +~) + !KX2c5J{(j(J)2 + Xj(J~ 
+ A v{~X2(j(J)2(~~ + ~~) 
+ KXj(J(~c5J{ + 8~~ + 8~~) 
+ (8~c5J{ + 8~~ - ~~ + 8~~ + 8~8't)}, (21) 

and the metrics associated with these transformations are 

ds2 = X2(1 + 2KA a8~ - ~A aA P~~)(dj(J)2 + 2XA a'1-'8~ 

Xdj(JdF + [1Ja/3 + (8~ - ~)(8~ -~) 
- ~~]A a,I-'A P,vdFdXV. (22) 

Some general features of the coordinate systems can be 
found. First, from the transformation (21) one finds 

Xj(J + A O(xl,r ,x3) = t - y. (23) 
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Stationary 
limit 

FIG. 4. The environment ofaclass D world line in rectangular Minkowski 
coordinates. The world line is defined by K = 7' and has as its spatial projec
tion the semicubical parabola shown. An observer on the world line would 
measure constant proper acceleration equal to constant proper angular ve
locity. The world line is causally connected with all points in spacetime; 
therefore, there is no event horizon in a class D coordinate system. Howev
er, there is a stationary limit surface (parabolic cylinder in this framel, and a 
corresponding region where no world lines are at rest. The parabolic cylin
der has a null axis which remains null in different Lorentz frames. 

Thus, to set A 0 equal to zero necessitates XO becoming a null 
coordinate. Second, the parameter K must appear in the met
ric. Third, there is no event horizon in this coordinate sys
tem. This is easily verified by showing there are past- and 
future-directed null geodesics between each point in space
time and some point on the world line whose tangent vector 
is (4). Finally, there is a stationary limit where (20) becomes 
null. The surface is a parabolic cylinder (with a null axis) 
defined by 

1 + 2Kx - ,r(t - y)2 = O. (24) 

This surface and a representative world line are shown in 
Fig. 4. 

A coordinate system with a particularly simple metric 
is derived from (22) if X = 1 and 

A I' = (Xl - 1I2K)8t + r8';, + x38';,. 

Null parabolic coordinates: 

ds2 = 2Kxl(dXOf + 2drdXO - (dXI)2 _ (dX3)2, 

X
o = y(XO)3 + (KXI + ~~ + r, 

x I = ~K(XOf + (Xl - ~), 

x2 = iK2(XO)3 + (KXI - ~~ + r, 
x 3 =x3

. 

(25) 

The metric has three cyclic coordinates, and the wave equa
tion is separable. This appears to be the most "natural" of the 
class 0 coordinate systems. 
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VI. PSEUDOROTATING COORDINATES 

The class E motions are trajectories of the Killing vec
tor field 

tl'(x) = (O'x,O't,1"/O',O). (26) 

The transformations to stationary coordinate systems are 
therefore 

xl' = A V! (~«% + o~8t)coshO'XXO + (~8t + o~«%)sinhuxXO 

+ (o~OIt + o~&;)} + X ~X08';" (27) 
0' 

and the metrics are 

ds2 = [u2X2A aA P(o~o1- ~~) - x2r/u2](dXOf 

+ 2 [x(1"/O'jA a,I'0~ - UXA aA P'I'(~o1- o~~)]dXOdF 

+ 1fapA a,I'A P,vdFdXV. (28) 

Metrics associated with class E motions, like those asso
ciated with class C motions, are never static because there 
are no surfaces everywhere orthogonal to the vector field 
(26). The choice X = 1/0' and A I' = xl8t + r8';, + r&; 
leads to the metric for 

Pseudorotating coordinates: 

XO = 1", Xl = t, r = ji, x3 = z, 

ds2 = t 2dr - dt 2 - (dji + lid1")2 - dz2, 

ji= Y - li1". 

This system depends on the parameter li = 1"/ u2 and has as 
coordinate lines only a subclass of world lines in class E. 

Coordinate surfaces in the pseudorotating system are 
shown in Fig. 5. Surfaces of constant t and 1" are identical to 
surfaces in pseudocylindrical coordinates. Because lines of 
constant ji move at a uniform rate li (relative to coordinate 

x 

FIG. 5. Pseudorotating coordinate surfaces displayed in rectangular Min
kowski coordinates. Constant 7' surfaces are planes, and constant 5 surfaces 
are hyperbolic cylinders just as in pseudocylindrical coordinates. The con
stant y surface is a "twisted"version of the constant y plane. Note that the 
y = const surface and the 7' = const surface intersect in a y = const plane 
and that this plane depends on both y and 7' (y = Y + n7'l. Note also that 
surfaces of constant yand 7' are not orthogonal. 
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FIG. 6. Environment of a class E world line in rectangular Minkowski 
coordinates. A world line with K = 2r is shown, its spatial projection being a 
catenary in this frame. An observer on this world line measures constant 
proper acceleration equal to twice his proper angular velocity. The event 
horizon at 5 = 0 divides spacetime just as in pseudocylindrical coordinates. 
A stationary limit surface separates timelike from spacelike Killing vectors. 
In the region between the event horizon and the stationary limit no object 
can be at rest relative to pseudorotating coordinates. 

time T) relative to lines of constanty, the surfaces of constant 
yare twisted in a manner analogous to the twisting of 
jj = const surfaces in rotating coordinates. These surfaces 
are once again right conoids and, as required in a nonstatic 
system, are not orthogonal to surfaces of constant T. We 
choose the name "pseudorotating" for this coordinate sys
tem because it resembles rotating coordinates without hav
ing any periodic motion and because this suggests its relation 
to pseudocylindrical coordinates. 

The environment of a particle at rest in pseudorotating 
coordinates is displayed in Fig. 6. Event horizons divide the 
manifold into four regions exactly as in pseudocylindrical 
coordinates. In addition to the event horizons there is a sta
tionary limit surface at S = jj, where the Killing vector field 
(26) becomes null. Between the stationary limit and the event 
horizon is a region where all timelike world lines move rela
tive to pseudorotating coordinates. This region is strongly 
suggestive of the ergosphere of a rotating black hole. 

Pseudorotating coordinate lines are world lines of class 
E with proper acceleration K = S I(s 2 - jj2) and angular ve
locity T = ii I(s 2 - jj2). These world lines are physical only 
when S 2 > jj2. 

Class E world lines should not be confused with the 
Lorentz transforms of class B world lines. The constant y 
surface is a function of T, not t, and is therefore not a plane 
but a curved surface. Also, the spatial projection of a Lorentz 
transformed hyperbolic world line is necessarily a hyperbo
la, not a catenary as in Fig. 6. The y component of velocity 
relative to the Minkowski coordinates of this figure de
creases with time [dyldt = jj I(s 2 + t 2)112]. 

A possible alternative to the pseudorotating coordinate 
system is arrived at by setting X = (TIT and 
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A I-' = ,ilsinhXZ8 b + ,ilcoshXZ8 r + r 8';. The metric for 
this system is 

ds2 = - (dXO)2 - (d,ilf + (,i1)2(dP + jj -ldXO)2 

- (d,i3f (29) 

Comparison of this metric with that of rotating coordinates 
explicitly shows the similarities between them. In spite of 
this, we prefer pseudorotating coordinates because they be
come pseudocylindrical coordinates in the limit ii-o. 

VII. ROTATING PSEUDOCYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

Motions of class F are the most general stationary 
world lines in the sense that all three curvature invariants are 
nonzero, and they cannot be described in a spacetime of less 
than four dimensions. These world lines are trajectories of 
the Killing vector field 

Sl-'(x) = (R IX,R It, - R~,RzY). (30) 

Coordinate transformations derived from the field are 

xl-' = A V[(~8b + 8~8))coshRlXK> + (~8) + 8~8b) 
X sinhRIXXO + (8~82 + 8~&;)cosR2XXO 
+ (8~&; - 8~82)sinR2XXO], (31) 

and the metrics are 

ds2 = (R i + R i)X21]apA aA P(dK»2 

- 2X(A aA P'I-' -APA a'I-')(RI~81 +R28~8~)dXOdF 

(32) 

A particular coordinate system in this class of metrics is 
found by letting X = 1 I R I and 
A v = ,i18¥ + Pcos.i38; + ,i2sin.i38 ~ . 

Rotating pseudocylindrical coordinates: 

K> = T, ,il = S, ,i2 = r, ,i3 = jJ, 

ds2 = s 2dr - ds 2 - dr - r(djJ + fidTf, 

r = (y2 + Z2) 1/2, jJ = tan -I(zly) - fiT. 

Some remarks concerning coordinate definitions are in or
der. The definition of r differs slightly from earlier usage, but 
it is essentially the same coordinate. This minor change 
might be avoided by requiring (contrary to convention) that 
all accelerations be in the z direction and all rotations be 
around the z axis. The similarity of the definition of jj and jJ is 
only formal because the rotations are measured relative to 
different coordinate times. The parameter fi = R21RI sin
gles out one subclass of the world lines of class F. 

"Rotating pseudocylindrical coordinates" is an appro
priate name for this system because it is a pseudocylindrical 
coordinate system with an essentially independent rotation 
tacked on. A rotation of the Minkowski (y,z) plane relative to 
the Minkowski (t,x) plane does not upset coordinate rela
tions in the (t,x) plane where the pseudocylindrical coordi
nates are defined. Surfaces of constant Sand T are exactly the 
same as the corresponding surfaces in pseudocylindrical and 
pseudorotating coordinates. Surfaces of constant rand jJ ap
pear the same as constant rand jj surfaces in rotating coordi
nates (Fig. 2) if the Minkowski t axis is replaced with a Taxis. 
Relative to the Minkowski t axis the pitch of the screw in
creases rapidly with increasing t. 
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FIG. 7. The environment of a rotating and accelerating (class F) world line 
in rectangular Minkowski coordinates. The event horizon at S = 0 is exact
ly as in pseudocylindrical and pseudorotating coordinates. The stationary 
limit is an elliptical cone when the z axis is suppressed, but a more arbitrary 
slice z = const X y yields an elliptic hyperboloid. A world line moving at 
close to the speed of light is shown. Its rotation appears as an oscillation 
along the y axis; its acceleration appears as the hyperbolic form in the (x,t) 
plane. The oscillation is redshifted at large proper times. 

The environment of a static observer in rotating pseu
docylindrical coordinates is shown in Fig. 7 with one dimen
sion suppressed. Event horizons occur exactly as in pseudo
cylindrical and pseudorotating coordinates. The Killing 
vector field (30) becomes null on the surface 5 2 = jj 2r which 
can be various elliptic hyperboloids, depending on the exact 
choice of r/J in the projection. In Fig. 7 the z axis is suppressed 
(r/J = 0) and the stationary limit appears as an elliptic cone. 
There are no static world lines outside this cone. 

A representative stationary world line is also shown in 
Fig. 7. The world line has proper acceleration 
K = (52 + jj 4r)1/2/(52 - jj2r) and angular velocity 
(r + V 2)1/2 = jj (52 + r)1/2/(s2 - jj2r ).Asexpected,these 
diverge on the stationary limit surface. When s>r and jj < 1, 
we recover the uniformly accelerated observer. The appar
ent change in the frequency of oscillation in Fig. 7 is simply a 
redshift effect occurring because the velocity approaches the 
speed of light as proper time s ...... 00 • 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have taken a complete set of timelike 
Killing vector fields in flat space and derived all stationary 
coordinate systems adapted to them. The fields are complete 
in the following sense: There is a threefold infinity of trajec
tories of Killing vector fields defined by K, T, and v and listed 
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explicitly in Eqs. (1)-(6). Any timelike stationary world line 
is the Lorentz transform of one of these trajectories. For each 
of the trajectories, a Killing vector field coincident with its 
tangent vector is found. The resulting set of fields is therefore 
representative of all timelike Killing vector fields because 
any other can be generated from these by a Lorentz transfor
mation. The metrics eventually derived from these Killing 
vector fields are the most general set of stationary metrics in 
flat space because they are unaffected by transformations of 
the fields. 

A more elegant set of Killing vector fields from which 
the stationary coordinate systems might be derived is 

5"(X) = (I + KX, Kt - TY, TX - vz, vy). (33) 

Any timelike Killing vector field may be put in this form by a 
Lorentz transformation to the frame in which the world line 
is at rest when at the origin of coordinates. This representa
tion is not as convenient for calculation as the representa
tions we have chosen. 

In general, each stationary metric is fixed only up to 
four arbitrary functions of the spatial coordinates and a con
stant. The constant is a scale factor on the time coordinate, 
and the arbitrary functions represent the freedom to vary 
spatial coordinates and constant time hypersurfaces without 
undoing the stationarity of the metric. We have singled out a 
particular case of each type of stationary metric for use in 
later work according to criteria listed in the Introduction. In 
all cases a satisfactory system for these purposes has been 
found. 
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We give an example of a causally well-behaved, singular space-time for which all singular
boundary constructions which fall in a certain wide class-a class which includes both the g_ 
boundary and b-boundary-yield pathological topological properties. Specifically, for such a 
construction as applied to this example, a singular boundary point fails to be T1-related to an 
event of the original space-time. This example suggests that there may not exist any useful, 
generally applicable notion of the singular boundary of a space-time. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for many years that large classes of 
solutions of Einstein's equation must be singular. However, 
it has proven difficult to formulate a precise description of 
this singular behavior, since space-times in the framework 
of general relativity do not include "singular events" at 
which a local analysis of structure can be carried out. This 
circumstance has led to the search for a construction which 
determines, for any singular space-time, some additional 
singular points attached to that space-time. In particular, a 
useful algorithm has been sought which assigns, to each 
space-time (M,gab)' a topological space if with"'!... as an 
open, dense topological subspace. The points of M - Mare 
to be interpreted as the "singular points" of (M ,gab)' while 
the topology of if would describe "how close" regular 
space-time events are to singular points. 

At least two such constructions for singular boundaries 
have been proposed: those for the g-boundary' and the b
boundary.2 In the g-boundary construction, the singular 
points are introduced as ideal endpoints of incomplete geo
desics, while the topology arises from the behavior of these 
geodesics under small variations of their initial conditions. 
In the b-boundary construction, the singular points are ideal 
endpoints of those curves incomplete with respect to a suit
able generalization of affine parameter, while the topology 
arises from a certain "distance," also defined in terms of this 
parameter. 

It is known that the b-boundary construction gives un
physical results even for common solutions of Einstein's 
equation. In particular, for the extended Schwarzchild solu
tion the b-boundary contains a singular point every neigh
borhood of which includes the entire space-time!3 Thus, ac
cording to this construction, every event of the space-time
even those in the asymptotic region-is "arbitrarily close" to 
the singularity. On the other hand, no example has yet been 
given for which the g-boundary seems unphysical. Non
Hausdorff topology from the g-boundary construction
and also the b-boundary -is known to occur in space-times, 
such as Taub-NUT, having an incomplete timelike geodesic 
which continually reenters every small neighborhood of 
some point of M. However, such a topology seems, physical
ly, to be the "right answer" in such causally pathological 
space-times, and so they do not provide evidence against 
these constructions. 

Our main purpose is to give an example of a space-time 
for which the g-boundary construction-as well as any con
struction sufficiently similar to it, including the b-bound
ary-yields an if which appears unphysical. Consider any 
construction of singular points which shares with the g
boundary the following two properties: (i) Every incomplete 
geodesic in the original space-time (M,gab) terminates at a 
singular point of M. (ii) The resulting space if is geodesically 
continuous, in a sense made precise below. We show that 
such a construction must, when applied to our example, 
yield the following non-T, behavior: There is a singular 
point s and a regular space-time event r such that every 
neighborhood of s includes r. In fact, properties significantly 
weaker than (i) and (ii) suffice. Indeed, as we shall see, unphy
sical topology results from constructions which merely satis
fy these two conditions when applied to all flat space-times. 

Geodesic continuity is defined as follows. Recall that 
the exponential mapping exp takes point p of M together 
with tangent vector 5 a at p to that point of M-if it exists
obtained by traversing unit affine length (as determined by 
5 a) along the geodesic with initial conditions (P,5 G). Thus, 
exp is a continuous (in fact, COO) mapping from an open sub
set (1 of the tangent bundle of M onto M. This (1 consists of 
(P,5 U) for which the corresponding maxim~ly extended geo
desic has affine length exceeding one. Let(1 be the subset 
which includes in addition those with affine length exactly 
one. For a construction of singular points satisfying property 

(i) above, we can extend exp: (1 _M to a mapping exp:"& 

_if as follows: For (P,5 alE&' - (), let exp (P,5 d) be the 
singular point of if representing the endpoint of the incom
plete geodesic determined by (P,5 a). A construction will be 
said to be geodesica/ly continuous if this extended exponen-

tial mapping exp is also continuous. Thus, condition (ii) 
requires that, for any sequence (Pi,5~) in "& which converges 

in & to (P,5 alin '&, exp (Pi,5~) converges in AI to 

exp (P,5 a). In fact, we shall need this condition only in the 
case with all the 5 a,s time1ike and the sequence (Pi,5 n in (1 
itself. 
2. THE EXAMPLE 

We first briefly review the g-boundary and b-boundary 
constructions and their relevant properties. Let (M ,gab) b~ 
space-time. Each produces from this a topological space M. 

Theg-boundary' construction proceeds as follows. Let 
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M denote the disjoint union of M and the set of all incom
plete geodesics of unit affine length. Define a mapping 

/xp: & -M in the manner described above for exp. Let the 
topology of Mbe th~!inest for which ~p is continuous, i.e., 
let the open sets of M be those whose inverse images under 
e~ are open in &. Next define an eq~ivalence relation, -, 
on M as follows: Write x - y, for x,yeM, if the neighborhoods 
of x and y, intersected with M, are identical. Then the g 
completion of (M,gab) is if = M / -, i.e., the set of equiv
alence classes under -, with the topology induced by that of 

M. It is manifest from the construction that exp:& -M is 
continuous. Thus, the g-completion satisfies our two condi
tions above. 

The b-boundary construction proceeds as follows. 2 De
note by B the bundle of orthonormal frames of M, i.e., the 
ten-dimensional manifold consisting of pairs (P,F) where F is 
an orthonormal tetrad at p. Introduce on B the following 
metric tensor field: The squared distance between infinitesi
mally nearby points (P,F) and (P',F') of B is the sum of the 
squares of the components, with respect to F, of the connect
ing vector between p and p', plus the sum of the squares of the 
F-colllJ?onents of the respective differences of the vectors in 
F and F I, whereF I is the result of parallel transport ofF' from 
p' top along the connecting vector. This metric tensor is posi
tive-definite, and so B becomes a metric space. The Lorentz 
group L acts on B, by acting on the frame Fkeeping the base 
point fixed (and so B / L = M). One checks that this action of 
L takes Cauchy sequences in B to Cauchy sequences, and so 
extends to an action on Ii, the completion of B as a metric 
space. The b completion of M is if = jj / L, i.e., the set of L
orbits in jj with the topology induced from that of jj 

This b-completion also satisfies our two conditions. To 
verify (i), let Y be any geodesic in M of finite affine length. 
Then the result of parallel transport of a frame F along Y is a 
curve in B which has finite length there.l'hus, this horizon
talIift of y terminates at some point of B, whence y termi
nates at the corresponding point of if. For condition (ii), let 
(Pi'S f) converge to (p,S a) in &. Choose a frame Fat P and 
frames Fi at the Pi' such that the Fi converge to F. Parallel 
transport each of these frames along its geodesic, to obtain, 
as above, points Xi and x of jj But, by smoothness of the 
exponential map, we have that, for any K < I, the points 
exp (pi,Ksf) of M converge to exp(p,Ksa), as do the corre
sponding frames parallel-transported to these points. Choos
ing K near one, it follows that the Xi converge to x in jj So, 
projecting to M, we see that geodesic continuity holds. 

We turn now to our example of a causally well-behaved 
space-time for which every M satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) 
above must have a regular space-time event included in ev
ery neighborhood of a singular point. The idea is to intro
duce a singularity whose character is such that geodesics 
passing very near it suffer a large "blueshift" and thereby 
end up far from the singularity. 

The example will make use of the observation that any 
timelike curve can, via a conformal factor, be made a 
geodesic. 

Lemma: Let (M ,gab) be a strongly causal space-time, y 
a timelike curve in this space-time, and U an open neighbor-
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hood of the portion of r on which its acceleration is nonzero. 
Then there exists a smooth positive function n with n = 1 
on y and n = 1 outside U, such that r is a geodesic with 
respect to the metric n 2 gab' _ 

Proof Forr' the unit tangent to ringab' and Va and Va 
the derivative operations of gab and n 2gab , respectively, we 
have 

r"'V m 7" = r"'V m 7" + n -I~mv m n + w -1r'r"'V m n. 
Since r"'V m 7" is orthogonal to 7", we can consistently set 
n = 1 and Van = - gab r"'V m --I on y, thereby making y a 
geodesic in the metric n 2gab . Strong causality prevents the 
possible occurrence of any global problems in the definition 
of n, as could arise if r continually returned arbitrarily close 
to some space-time point. 

Our example is the following. In two-dimensional Min
kowski space-time (N = R 2,7Jab)' let sEN and let r lie on a 
future-directed null geodesic from s. Let y be a future-direct
ed timelike geodesic of unit length which begins at point P 
with unit tangent 5 a, and terminates at s. Let Yi be a se
quence of smooth timelike curves from P to r as shown in Fig. 
1. Each is a geodesic from p to a point near s, there has a 
smooth rapid bend, and then continues as a geodesic to point 
r. Let the Uj be small nonoverlapping world tubes, each sur
rounding that portion of its Yi at which the bend occurs. By 
the Lemma, choose positive conformal factor n with n = 1 
on each Yi and n = 1 outside the Ujt and which makes each 
Yi a timelike geodesic. Choose n smooth everywhere except 
s (where it cannot be chosen smooth, since the Ui neighbor
hoods accumulate there). Our four-dimensional example is 

p 

FIG.!. Minkowski two-space, N = R 2,7Ja.' The timelike curves ri ap
proach the broken geodesic consisting of r and the null segment from s to r. 
Removing point s and applying an appropriate conformal factor equal to 
one outside of the U,. there results a space-time for which a large class of 
constructions of a singular boundary yields a pathological topology. 
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the cross product of(N - s,n 217ab ) and the fiat spacelike 
plane. 

Denote by t ~ the tangent to ri at p, normalized so that' 
lies at unit affine length from p along r/. Since n = 1 on riO 
the length of ri in this space-time is identical to its length in 
(N,17ab)' But in the Minkowski space-time these lengths of 
the ri approach the length of r as i_ 00 • So, we have t ~-s a 

at p. Furthermore, exp (p,t~) = ,for all i. Thus, for any geo
desically continuous M, the constant sequence 1'1 must con
verge to the singular point s associated with the incomplete 
geodesic r. In other words, every neighborhood of the singu
lar point s contains the regular space-time event ,. That is, M 
fails to be TI • 

In fact, this example can be modified to be flat every
where. First choose each world tube Ui to be sufficiently 
narrow that any null geodesic beginning at any point of ri at 
which its acceleration was nonzero meets the boundary of Ui 

on one of its timelike sides, rather than on one of its spacelike 
ends. Next, remove from the space-time the timelike sides of 
the Ui • Then n can be chosen, consistent with our earlier 
conditions, such that In n satisfies the 17-wave equation ev
erywhere. This follows from the fact that each ri is, with the 
roles of space and time reversed for N, a spacelike surface 
with U/ in its domain of dependence, while the value of non 
ri (one) together with the value of its normal derivative (that 
required by the Lemma) is Cauchy data for the wave equa
tion. The resulting solution will be discontinuous across the 
sides of the Ui , which is the reason these were removed. 
However, since the Ui are sufficiently narrow the solution 
will have n = 1 on the ends, and so will join smoothly with 
n = 1 outside the Ui • This modification indeed yields a flat 

s 

r 

p 

'" remove sides 
of Uj 

FIG. 2. The space-time of Fig. 1, but with a specific choice of conformal 
factor, and with the timelike sides of the world tubes U, removed. There 
results a flat example having the same features as that of Fig. 1. 
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p 

FIG. 3. T.Qat portion of Fig. 2 consisting of the lower half-plane together 
with the U" embedded as the region shown of flat Minkowski two-space. 
Thus, Fig. 2 is an extension of the space-time shown here. Any construction 
of a singular boundary for which the " converge to s in every extension of 
Fig. 3 must yield a pathological topology. 

space-time, since the wave equation on In n ensures in two 
dimensions the vanishing of the scalar curvature, and hence 
the flatness, of n 217 ab . 

One may better visualize the structure of this flat exam
ple as follows. CllOose points 'iO converging to " on the ri' 
Let, for each i, Ui be an extension of the world tube U. into 

A I 

the future along ri' to include 'j but not ,. The Ui are to 
become narrower into the future such that again they do not 
overlap, as in Fig. 2. The region of this e~ample consisting of 
the lower half-plane together with the Ui is of course a flat, 
two-dimensional space-time. Furthermore, it is one which 
can be represented as a region of the Minkowski two-plane. 
There results Fig. 3, in which the 'i "appear to converge" to 
the singular point s. So, Fig. 3 is a region of two-dimensional 
Minkowski space-time, while Fig. 2 is an extension of it. 
Thus, we may draw the following further conclusion: Any 
construction of singular points which, applied to Fig. 3, re
sults in the space-time points '/ converging to the singular 
point s, the terminus of the incomplete geodesic r-and 
which maintains this property in any extension-must 
manifest non-Hausdorff behavior. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The examples above show that the requirement that 
geodesic continuity hold-or even that a slightly weaker ver
sion of it hold just for flat examples-results in a completed 
space M such that some interior point of the original space
time M lies "arbitrarily close" to the singUlarity. While the 
examples are somewhat artificial, it does seem plausible that 
any construction of singular points which yields such un
physical behavior in these examples will not be generally 
applicable and useful in an analysis of the structure of singu
lar space-times. 

One might hope to find some new construction which 
avoids the condition of geodesic continuity. A natural candi-
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date would be to take the if which results from applying the 
g-boundary or b-boundary construction, and then include as 
additional open sets in if all complements of compact sets in 
M. This step would automatically eliminate the possibility of 
an interior space-time point lying in every neighborhood of a 
singular point. But we may modify our example by removing 
r, thus making it a new singular point. Then the singular 
points sand r will be non-T\ related, which also seems un
physical, though perhaps to a lesser extent. A similar candi
date would be to apply the g-boundary or b-boundary con
struction to every space-time which arises from the given 
one by removing from it a compact set. Then combine in 
some way the resulting singular boundaries to obtain if, re
taining in if only those singular points which persist, in an 
appropriate sense, for all choices of the compact set. But we 
may also modify our example by removing the null line seg
ment from s to r. There would presumably again result sin
gular points sand r, neither identified nor T\-related. Thus, 
for both of these candidates, further steps to modify the to
pology would seem to be appropriate. 

Thus, while it seems possible that one could invent 
mathematically some construction of a singular boundary 
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not subject to obvious physical objections, it is by no means 
clear that there exists any construction which is both natural 
and useful in physical problems. The purpose of such a con
struction, after all, is merely to clarify the discussion of var
ious physical issues involving singular space-times: General 
relativity as it stands is fully viable with no precise notion of 
"singular points." Perhaps the localization of singular be
havior will go the way of "simultaneity" and "gravitational 
force." 
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The equation xl'-vR I'-).a{3 + xl'-).R I'-va{3 = 0, where xl'-V and R I'-va{3 are the components of an 
arbitrary symmetric tensor and of the Riemann tensor formed from the metric tensor gl'-v' is 
trivially satisfied by xl'-V = ifJgl'-v. Nontrivial solutions are important in various areas of general 
relativity such as in the study of curvature collineations, and also in the study of algebraic 
methods given by Hlavaty and Ihrig for the determination of gl'-v' from a given set of R I'-va{3. We 
have found all R I'-va{3 for which there exist nontrivial solutions of the above equation, and we have 
given the form of the xl'-V in each case. Various examples of space-times for explicit nontrivial 
solutions are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 04.20.Me, 02.40.Ky 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The equation 

gl'-v R I'-).a{3 +gl'-).Rl'va{3 =0, (1.1) 

where the gl'-v are the components of a metric tensor g in 
some local coordinate system and the R I'-va{3 are the compo
nents of the Riemann tensor R formed from the gl'-v' is of 
course an identity. It states that the Rl'-va{3 are skew-symmet
ric in the first two indices. 

The equation 

xl'-vRI'-).a{3 +xl'-).Rl'-va{3 =0 (1.2) 

then has a solution xl'-V = XVI'- given by 

xl'-V = ifJgl'-v (ifJ a scalar). (1.3) 

This is the general solution for most sets of R I'-va{3 which are 
formed from a given set of g!<v. However, there exist some 
metrics for which (1.3) is not the general solution of(1.2). In 
this paper those sets of R I'-va{3 are found which are the com
ponents of the Riemann tensor R for some space-time with 
metric g and for which the general solution of (1.2) is not 
simply (1.3). 

Equation (1.2) arises in general ralativity in different 
ways. The motivation for our study of (1.2) here is discussed 
briefly in Secs. 2 and 3 (a fuller discussion is presented else
where; see Halford, McIntosh, and van Leeuwen, I and 
McIntosh2

). In Sec. 4 we describe the problem in detail and 
in Sec. 5 we outline the formalism which is used to solve our 
problem. Section 6 together with an Appendix contains the 
set of solutions, while Sec. 7 analyzes some examples from 
this list of solutions. Finally, in Sec. 8, we discuss briefly 
some matters which will be given further investigation. 

2. CURVATURE COLLINEATIONS 

One place where (1.2) arises is in the study of curvature 
collineations. A curvature collineation (CC) was defined by 
Katzin, Levine, and Davis3 to be a vector field S for which 

!f' ~ R !< va{3 = O. (2.1) 

If the Lie derivative of (1.1) is taken along S, then (2.1) en
sures that xl'-v satisfies (1.2), where 

!f' ~gl'-v = 2SIJL;v) = x!<v· (2.2) 

Thus equation (1.2) is a necessary, but not sufficient condi
tion for S to be a CC of g. Collinson4 used this fact to help 
show that the Weyl tensor of a vacuum space-time metric 
must be of Petro v type N for the space-time to admit a non
trivial Cc. (A nontrivial CC is one which does not degenerate 
to a conformal motion or a homothetic motion or a Killing 
motion-see Fig. 1 of the paper by Katzin and Levine.5

) 

Collinson4 also showed that for a type N vacuum metric the 
solution of (1.2) is 

xl'-v = t/Jgl'-v + all'-iv, (2.3) 

where a is an arbitrary scalar and I is the repeated principal 
null vector of the Weyl tensor such that 

ll'-R I'-va{3 = O. (2.4) 

Aichelburg6 and Halford, McIntosh, and van Leeuwen I 
have further examined some type N vacuum metrics which 
admit nontrivial CC's. Tariq and Tupper7 showed that the 
only source-free Einstein-Maxwell space-times which ad
mit nontrivial CC's have a Petrov type N or 0 Weyl tensor 
and a null electromagnetic field. Katzin, Levine, and Davis3 

proved that every CC in an Einstein space (RI'-v = ~Rgl'-v =1= 0) 
is a Killing motion (isometry), i.e., Einstein spaces do not 
admit nontrivial CC's. 

These results suggest that CC's are usually conformal 
motions (including the more degenerate subcases), i.e., CC's 
are usually trivial. But what does "usually" mean? Since for 
a CC xl'-V from (2.2) must satisfy (1.2), only those space-times 
for which (1.2) has a solution more general than (1.3) can 
possibly admit nontrivial CC's. It is shown here that those 
cases are rare, and this result is discussed more fully by one 
of us elsewhere.2 
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3. THE ALGEBRAIC EQUATION 

Equation (1.2) is very interesting when looked at simply 
as an algebraic relationship. If the R'" vaf3 are the given com
ponents of the Riemann tensor R for some metric tensor 
with components g,..v at a certain point in t~e manifold, then 
by using purely algebraic methods HlavatyS-1O and Ihrig I I 
were able to show that the solution of equation (1.2) at that 
point is of the form 

x,..v = ,pgl'v (,p a scalar) (3.1) 

except where, in Ihrig's language, R is not total at that point. 
(The Riemann tensor R is said to be total at a point if the 
dimension of the space ofbivectors which span the curvature 
2-form is equal to the dimension of the Lorentz group at that 
point.) When R is total at a point, Ihrig's method, which uses 
only algebra, enables one to construct the components gpv at 
that point from the given R ,.. va/3 up to a conformal factor. 
His method can be extended to determine those metrics 
whose Riemann tensor is not total; this will be discussed 
elsewhere in relation to the holonomy group of the space
time manifold. Hlavaty used the connection between the ho
lonomy group and the integrability conditions of g"'~A = 0 in 
his treatment of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). 

4. THE PROBLEM 

The problem then is how to find all sets of R ,.. va/3 
formed from some space-time metric g,..v for which 

x,L"R ,.. Aa/3 + X,..A R ,.. "a/3 = 0 (x,.." = xv,..), (4.1) 

does not have just the trivial solution x,.." = ,pg,..v' and to 
determine the forms of x,..v in those cases. This problem is 
equivalent to the following: Given all possible/orms o/x/-L" , 
which ones have sets 0/ R'" va/3 associated with them such that 
(4.1) is satisfied and/or which the x,.." are not just trivial solu
tions? From this point of view x is an arbitrary symmetric 
second order tensor in space-time, and so can be classified in 
some standard way as can every such tensor. There are sever
al classification schemes available. We shall use the one de
veloped by Plebanski. 12 The formalism employed in this pa
per is the null tetrad formalism of Newman and Penrose 
(NP).'3 The detailed classification of a tensor such as x in NP 
language according to Plebanski's scheme is given by McIn
tosh, Foyster, and Lun, 14 and is used here. 

Equation (4.1) can be written in the tetrad formalism 
with basis I-forms ()O, described in the next section, as 

X ab(9ae + xac(9ab = 0, (4.2) 

where the curvature 2-forms (9 a b are defined in terms of the 
tetrad components R a bed of the Riemann tensor by 

(9 a b = !R \cd() c 1\ () d. (4.3) 

All small Roman indices take values 1,2, 3,4. The procedure 
is to take a particular Plebanski class for x, write xab in a 
canonical form for that class, and find the nonzero compo
nents e a b (and hence R a bed) for that x ab • The various Ple
banski classes will be examined one by one in this way. The 
nonzero components R a bed for each class will be given in 
terms of the NP tetrad components '/IA (A = 1,2,3,4), <l>AR 
(A,B = 0,1,2), andA. The '/IA and <l>AD are respectively the 
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components of the Weyl tensor and the trace-free Ricci ten
sor, while A = R /24 where R is the scalar curvature. 

5. FORMALISM AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

The space-time manifold is spanned by four null vec
tors I, n, m, and iii, where 1 and n are real and m is complex. 
We take a set of basis I-forms oa to be 

o I = n, () 2 = I, () 3 = _ iii, () 4 = if3 = _ m. 

(5.1) 

The metric is then 

(5.2) 

A basis for a space of complex self-dual 2-forms is given by 

ZI=()II\03, Z2=OII\02_()3I\04 , 
Z3=()4I\02. (5.3) 

It then follows from Newman and Penrose13 and from Deb
ever, McLenaghan, and Tariq 15 that the e a b defined by (4.3) 
are given by 

(941 = (923 = '/IoZ 1+ '/lIZ 2 + ('/12 + 2A )Z3 
-I -2 -3 

+ <l>ooZ + <l>OIZ + <l>02Z , (5.4a) 

e 22 = - e 'I = ('/I, + <1>0 tlZ I + ('/12 - A + <I> 'I)Z 2 
3 - -I + ('/13 + <l>21)Z + ('/II + <l>1O)Z 

- -2 - -3 
+('/I2 -A+<I>II)Z +(1/13 + <l>dZ , 

e 4
4 = - e 3

3 = (1/11 - <l>OI)Z 1+ ('/12 - A - <l>11)Z2 

+ (1/13 - <l>2tlZ 3 
- (WI - <l>lO)ZI 

(5.4b) 

- -2 - -
- (1/12 -A - <l>11)Z - (1/13 - <l>dZ 3,(5.4c) 

(914 = e\ = - ('/12 + 2A )Z 1_ 1/13Z
2 

- 1/14Z3 

- <1>2$1 - <l>2,Z2 - <l>nZ3. (5.4d) 

The other nonzero e a b can be found by taking the complex 
conjugates of(5.4a) and (5.4d). 

The tetrad components of x are as follows: 

XII =x,..)/-LI V
, xl3=x,.."I"'m", 

X 1234==X12 + X 34 = x/-Lv UI'nv + m"'m"), (5.5) 

together with corresponding expressions for X 14' X Z2' X23' X 24' 

X 33' and X 44. The term x 12 - X 34 given by 

2(X12 - X 34) = x,.."gI'v==.x (5.6) 

does not appear in Eqs. (4.2) when written out explicitly since 
g,..v trivially satisfies the identity (1.1). Equations (4.2) are 
then 54 real equations for the nine unknowns in X ab , i.e., six 
equations from the coefficients of Z i, Zi (i = 1,2,3) for each 
pair (b,c), with (b,c) = (1,2) being equivalent to (b,c) = (3,4). 
These equations are written out in the Appendix as 27 com
plex equations. 

6. SOLUTIONS FOR X 

The canonical forms of the Xab for the various Plebanski 
classes can now be taken one by one and inserted into the 27 
Eqs. (AI)-(A6) of the Appendix. For each class the possible 
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nonzero 1[/14.' <P AB' and A together with any relationship be
tween them are readily obtained and are listed in Table l. 

For a second-order symmetric tensor S a fourth-order 
tensor 9 can be constructed from quadratic products of the 
trace-free tensor X formed from S. Let 

X!-'V =S!-'v -lg!-,vS, (6.1) 

where S = S!-'vFt'v. Then form the trace-free 9 with 
components 

=afJ - Xla XfJ) + 81a X XfJ)" 
;:r r17 - Ir a) Ir 17)" 

1 ~ la <'B) X X!-,V (6.2) -tp Iru 17)!-'V • 

Such a tensor was used by Plebanski 12 in his classification of 
the Ricci tensor. Now 9 has the same symmetries as the 
Weyl tensor, and therefore the same Petrov classification 
scheme can be applied to it. It is discussed by McIntosh, 
Foyster, and Lun 14 and is there called the Plebanski tensor. 
By choosing S in (6.1) to be (a) the tensor x!-'v, (b) the Ricci 
tensor R!-'v' we can form via (6.2) two Plebanski tensors in 
terms of (a) the Xab' (b) the <P AB respectively. 

Let rr denote the Weyl tensor formed from the nonze
ro 1[/14. • Let 9 x and 9 <I> denote the Plebanski tensors formed 
from the Xab and from the <P AB respectively. Table I lists 
each of the Petrov types of rr, 9 x' and 9 <I> for each Ple
banski class; it is clear that there is a close link between them. 
The dimension of the space ofbivectors which span the cur
vature 2-forms e a b is also given in Table I for each Ple
banski class of the 9 x' Subscases are possible when some of 
the 1[/14.' <P AB, and A listed are zero, but the maximum dimen
sion is given. 

TABLE I. Solutions for x according to Plebaiiski class. 

Petrov 
Plebaiiski class type 

The following results emerge from Table I: 
(i) There are no nonftat space-times with nontrivial so

lutions Xab of (4.2) with 9 x of Petrov type I, II, or III. 
(ii) The only space-times with nontrivial solutions xab 

of (4.2) with 9 x of Petrov type D have both 9 <I> and rr of 
Petrov type D. 

(iii) The only space-times with nontrivial solutions xab 

of(4.2) with 9 x of Petro v type N have rr and 9 <I> of Petr 0 v 
type Nand 0 respectively. 

(iv) The space-times with nontrivial solutions Xab of 
(4.2) with rr of Petro v type I or II have 9 <I> of the same 
Petrov type. In these cases 9 x is of Petrov type O. 

(v) In all the cases (iiHiv) where the Petrov types of at 
least two of rr, 9 x' and 9 <I> are the same and are algebra
ically special, the repeated principal null directions of these 
Weyl and/or Plebanski.tensors align. 

(vi)The maximum dimension of the space ofbivectors 
which span the curvature 2-forms e a b in anyone Plebanski 
class is three. This can be seen by taking the nonzero 1[/14., 

<1> AB' and A and the relationships between them in each class 
and constructing the e a b from (5.4). For instance, w~en x is 
in the class [3T -S]2 and e a b are spanned by Z 1 + Z 1, 

Z2 + 2 2, and Z3 + 23. 
The last point is perhaps the most interesting and leads 

to the theorem of McIntosh2 that nontrivial CC's can only 
occur in space-times whose curvature 2-forms are spanned 
by at most three linearly independent bivectors. It was 
known from the work of Ihrigl' that the maximum dimen
sion of this bivector space was five if the space-time was such 

Dimension 
bivector 
space 

Petrov 
type 

Petrov 
type 

ofx of &x Nonzeroxob Nonzero I[/A ,(/>1I6 .A for e O

b ofr of&", 

[T -S ,-S2-S31. I XII = X 22'X 1234,X33 = X 441 

[2T-S,-S2h D X1234,X33 = X 44 

[T-2S,-S213 D X1234,Xll = Xn 

[2T-2S12 D X 1234 

[n-S12 0 X33 =X44 = - X 1234 

[orx,,=x22 = - X 123.1 

[T-3S1 2 0 Xli = Xn = X1234 

[4T1, 0 

[Z-Z-S'-S11. XII = - X 22 ,x1234,X33 = X 441 

[Z-Z-2Sh D X" X 22'X 1234 

[2N-S,-S11. II X22~ 1234,X33 = X 44 

[2N-2S ],1,'1 D X22,X1234 

[3N-S1, N X 22,X]3 = X 44 = X 1234 

[4N11 0 X22 

[3N-Sl. III X33 = X 44 = - X 1234' 

X 2,=F - X2. 

[4NJ, N X l3 = -X24 
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1[/2 = - 2A, (/>" = - 3A 

1[/2 = - 2A, (/>11 = 3A I 

1[/2 = - 2A, (/>" 2 

1[/0 = (/>00,1/1. = (/>22,I[/.l. + 2A = (/>02 ==-(/>20' 3 
1/12 = (/>" + A,I[/, = 1[/, = (/>0,,1[/, = 1[/3 = (/>2J 

1[/0 = iii. = (/>02,(/>00 = (/>22 = 1/12 + 2A, 3 
I[/,=A-(/>",I/I,= -iii,= -(/>0'=(/>'2 

any 

2A, (/>" - 3A 

1[/2 = - 2A,(/>" = 3A 

1/1. = (/>22 

1[/.,1/13 - (/>2,,1/12 - - 2A'(/>1l = 3A'(/>22 

6 

3 

0 

D 

D 

D 

o 
D 

o 
D 

N 

II 

0 

D 

D 

D 

o 
D 

o 
D 

o 
II 

o 0 
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that (4.1) has a nontrivial solution for x. However, the calcu
lation of all possible sets of e a band xab for (4.2), equivalent
ly (4.1), which have nontrivial solutions has reduced this 
maximum dimension to three. There is no reason, other than 
this computational one, yet known why this should be so. 

Other interesting points include the lack of nontrivial 
solutions for x when the Petrov type of 'Jr, f!jJ x' and f!jJ <p 

simultaneously is I or II or III, and the alignment of the 
repeated principal null directions of these tensors causing 
the groupings D-D-D or N-N-O to appear. It is not yet fully 
known why this occurs-again these results just appear out 
of the calculations which led to Table I. 

The type of alignment of repeated null directions men
tioned in the last paragraph occurs elsewhere in general rela
tivity in a completely different circumstance. MacCallum 16 
discusses locally isotropic space-times with non-null homo
geneous hypersurfaces. In all the space-times which arise in 
this work the Petrov types of the Weyl tensor 'Jr and the 
Plebanski tensor f!jJ <p are the same, and also the repeated 
principal null directions of these tensors align. (There is a 
brief comment on this in the paper by McIntosh, Foyster, 
and Lun l4; it will be discussed more fully elsewhere.) 

7. EXAMPLES 

No attempt is made here to determine all those space
times whose tetrad components of their Riemann tensors are 
listed in Table I. However, it is interesting to look at some 
space-times with sets of R I'vaf3 such that (1.2) has nontrivial 
solutions for xl'v' These are as follows: 

(i) Vacuum metrics. As mentioned in Sec. 2 Collinson4 

showed that the only vacuum space-times with nontrivial 
solutions to (1.2) are Petrov type N ones with the xl'V given 
by (2.3) and (2.4). This result follows immediately from Table 
I. The Plebanski class of the trace-free x is [4Nh and the 
nonzero tetrad component is X 22• This is readily shown to be 
equivalentto (2.3). In the case of the well-known plane-front
ed waves of this type Katzin, Levine, and Davis l7 and Ai
chelburg6 showed that for the nonrotating or pp-wave me
trics there always exists a vector field ~ which satisfied (2.1) 
and (2.2) and hence is a CC of these metrics. Halford, McIn
tosh, and van Leeuwen I extended this result to the rotating 
case given by Kundt l8 and gave the explicit form oftheCC in 
this case. 

(ii) Einstein-Maxwell solutions. Table I agrees with 
Tariq and Tupper's resule and nontrivial CC's, equivalent 
here to nontrivial solutions of (1.2), can be found for source
free Einstein-Maxwell space-times only when the Maxwell 
field is null and the Weyl tensor is Petrov type N or O. In 
tetrad form these are the cases with <P22 # 0, 1/14 # 0 or 
<P22 #0, 1/14 = 0 respectively. Both cases admit X 22 only. 
There is an extra case with 1/14 = <P22 in which x could be in 
the Plebanski class [3N-S]3 or [4N]3' There is a mistake in 
Tariq and Tupper's papee in that their equations under the 
heading of null electromagnetic fields do not agree with 
equations (AI-A6) in the Appendix of our present paper. 
However, their result is unaffected by the correction of the 
appropriate equations. 

(iii) Conformally fiat space-times. If all the I/IA are zero 
and the space-time is conformally fiat, then (1.2) can have 
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various types of solution with the nonzero <P AB and A satis
fying one of the cases 
(a) <PI I arbitrary, 

(c) <PII = ± 3A, 

(b) <P22 arbitrary, 
(7.1) 

(d) <PII = A, <Poo = <P22 = ± 2A. 
Katzin, Levine, and Davis 19 discussed CC's in conformally 
fiat space-times and showed that 

xl'V = ¢gl'Y + pRI'Y' (7.2) 

where p is an arbitrary scalar and RI'Y satisfies several side 
conditions. Now the conditions (7.1) are each equivalent to 
(7.2), and the side conditions on the Rl'v arise when (2.1) and 
(2.2) are to be satisfied as well for a CC to occur. 

(iv) Einstein space-times. These are characterized by 
Rl'v = 6AgI'Y' A #0. In tetrad form this is equivalent to 
<PAB = 0, A #0 for allA, B. Table I shows clearly that there 
are no nontrivial solutions x of (1.2) in this case, i.e., nontri
vial CC's do not exist in Einstein space-times. This confirms 
the results of Katzin, Levine, and Davis3 and of Tariq and 
Tupper. 7 

(v) Godel metric. The G6del20 cosmological metric is 

ds2 = (dt + eaxdy)2 - dX2 - dz2 - !e2aXdy2, (7.3) 

where a is a constant. A null tetrad can be found such that 
the nonzero NP components of the Riemann tensor are 

1/10 = 1/14 = 31/12 = <Poo = <P22 = 2<P11 = - 6A = a2/4. 

Thus 1/12 + 2A = o and 1/12 = <PII + A. In thiscasexisin the 
Plebanski class [3T-Sb 

(vi) Metrics of Bertotti-Robinson type. Consider the 
metric 

ds2 = 2f2dudv - 2g2dtdt, 

where 

(7.4) 

f = (at + at + d)B (u,v), g = (au + bv + cIA (tot), 
(7.5) 

with a, b, c arbitrary real constants, a an arbitrary complex 
constant, andA, B arbitrary functions of their respective 
arguments. Ifin (7.5) 

a = a = b = 0, c = d = I, 

A =(1 +Kltt)-I, B=(1 +K2uv)-t, (7.6) 

then the metric becomes one discussed by Plebanski21 [his 
equations (4.14) and (4.16)]. There exists a tetrad for which 

1/12 = - 2A, 2<P11 = KI + K2 = 1&'2 + gp, 
6A =K I -K2=A., (7.7) 

where I&' and fjJ represent the electromagnetic field and A. is 
the cosmological constant. Two particular cases of (7.6) and 
(7.7) are noteworthy. The conformally fiat vacuum Einstein
Maxwell space-time found by Bertotti22 and Robinson23 is 
characterized by 

1/12=A=0, <PII=KI (K I =K2) (7.8) 

(See also Tariq and Tupper24). Two Petrov type D Einstein 
space-times are characterized by 

1/12 + 2A = 0, <PII = 0, A = KI/3, (K2 = - KI)' 
(7.9) 

The solutions (7.6) are V2 X V2 space-times, each V2 having 
constant positive curvature KI or K2 respectively; the Ein-
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stein space-times (7.9) have been discussed by Petrov25 [his 
Eqs. (14.7) and (14.8)], and (7.8) and (7.9) by Tariq and Tup
per7 (their Sec. 5). Since (7.7) holds, from Table I all these 
metrics admit a solution x of equation (1.2) of the type [2T-
2S]2' 

Other special cases of interest occur for (7.4) and (7.5) when 

(a)/ = 1 (i.e.,a = 0, d = B = 1) (7. lOa) 

or 

(b)g = 1 (i.e.,a = b = 0, c =A = 1). 

There exists a tetrad such that in these cases 

(a) 'fI2 = - 211, 

<P" = 311 = ~~2[abA 2 - (logA ).~;], 

(b) 'fI2 = - 211, 

<P,,= -311 

= U- 2 [aaB 2 - (10gB ).uv ]. 

(7.IOb) 

(7.11a) 

(7.llb) 

For 11 #0 the metrics in these two cases obviously have Weyl 
tensors of Petrov type D. These metrics then have 

'fI2 = 211 = 0, <P" = ± 311. 

These possibilities occur a number of times in Table I where 
it is seen that x can be of type [2T-S ,-S2]3 or [3T-SL for 
<P" = - 311, and of type [T-2S,-S2]3' [3T-S]2' [T-3Sb[Z-Z-
2Sh, [2N-2S](2.,)' or [4N]2 for <P" = 311. Also, x could beof 
type [2T-2S]2 or [4T], in either case. 

(vii) Space-times admitting a certain type a/vector field. 
Mcintosh and van Leeuwen26 examine space-times admit
ting a vector field v which is such that 

v"R ''va/3 = 0. (7.12) 

Every space-time of this kind automatically has nontrivial 
solutions x of (1.2) of the form 

(7.13) 

If the space-time is empty, then v must be the vector I tan
gent to the fourfold repeated principal null direction of the 
Weyl tensor of the metric, as Collinson4 proved. For other 
space-times McIntosh and van Leeuwen show that if v is 
null, timelike or space1ike, then x is in the Plebanski class 
[4N]2' [T-3Sb or [3S-Tb respectively. 

8. FURTHER COMMENTS 

We have seen that if the components of the Riemann 
tensor of some space-time are known in some coordinate 
system, then (1.2) almost always determines the metric ten
sor components gl''' up to a conformal factor. The cases 
where this does not happen are those space-times which 
have a Riemann tensor which has tetrad components that 
satisfy the conditions of one of the cases in Table I (except of 
course when x is in the Plebanski class [4T]" (i.e., xab = O!). 

Ihrig's procedure, " which determines the g"l' up to a 
conformal factor from a given set of R I'va/3' can be applied in 
slightly modified form to generate, for example, the pp-wave 
metric. Relative to a coordinate system 
(xO,X ' ,X

2
,X

3
) = (u,v,~,t), let it be given that 

, ,-
R 202 = !F.~~, R 303 = ~F.;; .. (8.1) 
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together with other nonzero R "va/3 obtained from these by 
using the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. Here F (u,~ ) is 
an arbitrary complex function of its arguments. Then using 
the procedure referred to one obtains 

g{K) = G (u,v,~l), go, = ¢i, g2} = - ¢i, (8.2) 

which gives 

d 2 -A.d 2 + d 2_ d "d v s - 'I' S pp-waves a u - xI'\' X x, 

where 

ds2pp_waves = [F(u,~) + F(u,t)]du 2 + 2dudv 

- 2d~d( 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

is the pp-wave metric, a and ¢i are arbitrary functions of the 
four coordinates, and G = a + ¢i (F + F). This agrees entire
ly with (2.3), where the gl'l' are the pp-wave metric tensor 
components in the given coordinate system. The generation 
of (8.2) from (8. 1) and similar cases is discussed more full y by 
McIntosh and Halford.27 

The link between the Weyl tensor and the Plebanski 
tensor in the examples discussed by MacCallum 16 (see Sec. 
6), which all admit an isotropy group, may suggest that the 
space-times giving nontrivial solutions x to equations (1.2) 
have a large amount of symmetry such as an isotropy group. 
This is true for some of the examples presented here such as 
the Godel metric and the metric (7.9) of Bertotti-Robinson 
type with cosmological constant, but is not true in general. 
For instance, the pp-wave metric (8.4) and the metric (7.4), 
(7.5) with/= 1, abc#O, and A an arbitrary function of its 
arguments, admit only one isometry (Killing vector field) 
each, in general. 

APPENDIX 

The curvature 2-forms e a b have been defined in Eq. 
(4.3) and the trace-free xab have been given in (5.5) (note that 
X1234==X12 + X 34). Equations 

(4.2) 

are displayed below as 27 independent complex equations, 
grouped according to the values of the index pair (b,c): 

(b,c) = (1,1): 

x l1 ('fI2 + <P11 - A) - X13<P1O - X I4 'f1, = 0, (Ala) 

xlI('fI, + <Po,) - X'3<POO - X'4'f10 = 0, (Alb) 

x l1 ('fI3 + <P2tl- X 13<P20 - X'4('fI2 + 2A ) = 0. (Alc) 

(b,c) = (2,2): 

xn!'fI2 + <P1l - A) - X 23 'f13 - X 244>12 = 0, (A2a) 

xn!'fI, + <POI) - X 23('fI2 + 2A ) - x244>02 = 0, (A2b) 

X 22( 'fI3 + 4>2tl - X 23 'fI4 - X 244>22 = 0. (A2c) 

(b,c) = (1,2)[or (3,4)]: 

x13'f13 + X'44>12 - X234>1O - X 24 'f1, = 0, (A3a) 

x 13( 'fI2 + 2A ) + X '44>02 - X234>OO - X 24 'flo = 0, (A3b) 

X13'f14 + X'44>22 - X 234>2o - X 24('fI2 + 2A ) = 0. (A3c) 
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(b,c) = (1,3): 

XII 1/13 - X 12344>01 + 2xJ34>1I - X331/11 = 0, (A4a) 

x lI4>i2 - XI234IPI + 2xJ3(IP2 - A) - X334>JO = 0, (A4b) 

X II 4>02 - XI234IPO + 2xJ3IPI - X334>OO = 0, (A4c) 

X II (1/12 + 2A ) - XJ234IPOO + 2x134>JO - X331/10 = 0, 
(A4d) 

XII 1/14 - X 12344>02 + 2x134>J2 - X 33(1/12 + 2A ) = 0, 
(A4e) 

X II 4>22 - X1234(IP2 + 2A ) + 2x13IP3 - X 334>20 = 0. 
(A4t) 

(b,c) = (2,3): 

X 224>01 - X 1234 1/13 + 2x23( 1/12 - A ) - X334>21 = 0, (ASa) 

X 22 IPI - X J2344>12 + 2x234>11 - X33IP3 = 0, (ASb) 

X22 IPO - X J2344>02 + 2x234>01 - X33(IP2 + 2A ) = 0, 
(ASc) 

X 224>02 - X 1234 1/14 + 2x231/13 - X334>22 = 0, (ASd) 

X224>OO - X 1234(1/12 + 2A ) + 2x23 1/11 - X 334>20 = 0, 
(ASe) 

X 22(IP2 + 2A ) -X I2344>22 + 2x234>21 - X33IP4 = 0. 
(ASt) 

(b,c) = (3,3): 

441 

X \3 1/13 - x23 4>01 + X 33( - 1/12 + 4>11 + A ) = 0, (A6a) 

X\34>12 - X 23 IPI + X33(IP2 - 4>11 - A) = 0, (A6b) 

X 134>02 - X 23 IPo + X 33( IPI - 4>otl = 0, (A6c) 

X13(1/12 + 2A ) - X234>OO + X 33( - 1/11 + 4>10) = 0, (A6d) 

X\31/14 - x 234>02 + X 33( - 1/13 + 4>d = 0, 

X \34>22 - X 23( IP2 + 2A ) + X 33( IP3 - 4>2tl = 0. 
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~uanti~ation of spinor fields. II. Meaning of "bosonization" in 1 + 1 and 1 + 3 
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We demonstrate that th~ correspo?dence principle allowing us to relate the classical (c number) 
and quantum levelsofspmor~elds.m 1 + 1 and 1 + 3 dimensions, involves free Bose systems with 
un?,ounde~ fr~~ belo~,Ham~lto~lans. The necessary condition for the quantum spinor fields to 
be b?somzed on the physical ~pace is that for the related free Bose systems, only the non
negative part of the spectrum persists, due to constraints. Compared with the bosonization 
formulas~ the number of independent Bose degrees of freedom necessary for a consistent 
formulation of the correspondence principle is doubled. 

PACS numbers: 11.1O.Ef 

1. MOTIVATION 

The "classical versus quantum" problem is far from 
clear for the Dirac system, both on the level of quantum field 
theory and relativistic quantum mechanics. In quantum me
chanics the Dirac equation is believed not to admit a satisfac
tory classical analog, allowing at the same time an interpre
tation as a classical field equation for the spinor system. 

It seems that here, not the relativistic form of the prob
lem, but the spin, involves the most serious difficulties. First, 
spin itself is derivable from the pure Galilean background. 1 

Second, it is known that the spin gives nonzero modifications 
to particle trajectories in the macroscopic (12-0) limit, in the 
large-distance scale. 2 Notice also that in Q.E.D. 12 enters all 
quantities through e2/k so that a simple 12-0 rule is inappli
cable and should be combined rather with the nonrelativistic 
limit C---+ 00 •

3 

Basic investigations of classical analogs of the Dirac 
equation resulted in constructing suitable relativistic theor
ies of spinning particles followed by their quantization.4

-
14 

All these attempts are based on the hope that the Dirac sys
tem can be completely understood (and described) in terms of 
the conventional canonical variables. 

The less conventional way, though relatively simple 
and elegant, is to use not the usual phase space but rather a 
"superspace" which, in addition to the canonical variables, 
involves the supplementary anticommuting (Grassmann) 
variables, these last giving rise to spin after quantization. 
The appearance of pseudo mechanics 15.16 provides one with 
a simple way to handle the relativistic quantum mechanics of 
the Dirac particle. Nevertheless, as pointed out in Ref. 16, 
the Grassmann variant of the classical mechanics cannot be 
applied to the real world and acquires a physical meaning 
after quantization only. 

Despite its (physically) phantom nature, the generaliza
tion of the superspace concept to the continuous (field the
ory) level became very popular in high-energy physics, due 

aJPermanent address. 

to. its calculational simplicity. If became even more popular 
With the advent of graded Lie algebras and supersymmetries, 
though these last do not need the introduction of anticom
muting c numbers into the basic formalism 17.18 Likewise, in 
quantum mechanics, the two basic trends are met in the 
quantum field theory of the Dirac particle: the canonical one 
preferring to look for any (more or less "classical") c number 
level, and the Grassmann one, for which the anticommuting 
function ring is used to construct a pre-quantum level for the 
quantum field. 

Though the Grassmannian way is dominant in the 
physical literature, there are nevertheless quite serious inves
tigations of the c number origin of the quantum Dirac field, 
which date back to Klauder's paper. 19 Its idea was developed 
in Ref. 20, which is referred to as Paper I of the present 
series. Another investigation of the non-Grassmann pre
quantum level for spin 1/2 and Fermi lattices, together with 
the path integration formulas for propagators, was given in 
Refs. 21-23. Recall that path integrals for spinning particles 
were considered in Ref. 12 and quite recently in Refs. 24-27, 
and 28. In Ref. 25, in connection with the semiclassical 
quantization procedure for the continuous ferromagnetic 
system, the notion of a true (non-Grassmann) physical path 
was necessary. Then a Bose quantization of the system, un
der suitable constraints, was shown to conform with the 
well-known Bethe's solutions. 

The present paper follows essentially the non-Grass
mann approach, extending the earlier results of Ref. 20. Our 
opinion is (see, e.g., Refs. 20, 27, 29-31) that any pseudoclas
sica I theory described in terms of the Grassmann variables 
hides (or even stronger: lacks) its true physical content, and 
can in principle be reformulated as a conventional (not pseu
do) theory of some singular canonical system. Let us now 
recapitulate the basic result of Ref. 20 (i.e., I of the present 
series) concerning the quantization of the "classical" Dirac 

field. Suppose we are given free Dirac spinor fields ¢,(x),¢(x), 

xEM 4 and let Y be the set of all functionals C :3 n (¢,~ ¢) 
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c c 

= ~n m (Wnm ,lriir). . c 

There exists in ,,/ a subset .'7 (a prequantum level) of 

functionals fl which is closed under the left multiplication 
operation (*) of Ref. 20, 

c c c c c 

,Y 3fl ,fl 2~{} d*){} 2 = {} '2EY , (1.1) 

and for which the quantization prescription 
ccc eBB eBB 

fl(¢,¢) = (al:{) (¢,¢):Ia)-:fl (¢,¢): (1.2) 

allows us to identify all elements of the Fermi field algebra 
according to 

cBl!. _ cC£.. 

IF:/1 (¢,¢):IF = :/1 (¢,¢): __ /1 (¢,¢). (1.3) 

Equation (1.3) is an identity in the quantum domain generat
ed by the free quantum Dirac field ¢(x),¢(x). The system of 

c 

units is fz = c = 1 and cY stands for a prequantum rather 

than classical level. 
In the above laJ denotes a coherent state for the subsid

B B 
iary CCR algebra involved in ¢,¢, these last being obtained 

c c 

from ¢,¢ through replacing the classical Fourier amplitudes 

• a[= (p),a k± (p), k = 1,2 by the Bose generators a[= (p),ak± (p) 

(the number of internal degrees offreedom is preserved while 
going from bosons to fermions in this construction!). 

Because the fields ¢,¢ are by definition relativistic 
Dirac operators, the emergence of the relativistic looking 

B B 

objects ¢,¢ needs some explanation in light of the spin-statis-

tics theorem: they cannot be the Wightman fields. On the 
other hand, the Fermi quantization (1.3), at first sight, seems 
to have nothing in common with any canonical quantization 
procedure, despite its involving bosons (for these last a ca
nonical procedure in principle can be expected to exist). 

The basic purpose of the present paper is to clarify the 
formal arguments of Ref. 20, by taking into account the re
sults of Refs. 27, 29-31 and then going into the physics in
volved to explain the canonical quantization aspects which 
are inherent in (1.3), though not explicit in the formalism of 
Ref. 20. The concept of the Bose background for the quan
tum Dirac field ("bosonization", see, e.g., Ref. 29) becomes 
crucial at this point. The basic idea in the course of the paper 
is the naive version of the correspondence principle,20 for 
quantum Bose systems. Take an operator expression in 
terms of the generators of the CCR algebra, make the so
called Bose transformation of them (translations by c-num
ber functions), and then calculate a Fock vacuum expecta
tion value of the result in the tree approximation [i.e., make a 
normal ordering before calculating (01,10)]. The system of 
units is fz = c = 1. 

Let us emphasize that the classical spinor fields 
c c 

¢,¢,(l.I)-(1.3) due to the IF(·)lF sandwiching depend linear-

lyon the classical amplitudes a k± (p),a[= (p), k = 1,2. In what 
follows we shall admit a nonlinear dependence, which will 
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simplify the arguments. 
In Sec. 2 we demonstrate that the bosonization of the 

(massless) Thirring model necessitates a positivity of energy 
condition for the (1 + 1 dimensional) Maxwell field in
volved. In Sec. 3, we show that if the massive Thirring model 
in the charge ° sector of the physical space is to be bosonized, 
then a positivity of energy condition necessarily occurs for 
the involved free massive neutral vector field in 1 + 1 dimen
sions. In Sec. 4 we prove the existence of the Maxwell-field 
(single potential in the Coulomb gauge) reformulation of the 
free quantum Dirac field, and the related algebra of observa
bles. It appears as a consequence of the positivity of energy 
condition imposed on the two-'J>Otential Maxwell field 
Hamiltonian. 

A common feature of all these cases is that a correspon
dence principle needs the number of Bose degrees offreedom 
to be doubled compared with the bosonization formulas. 
The underlying free field Hamiltonians have the form 

H=H(<!»-H(</>'), (1.4) 

where </>,</> . are two independent free scalar (massless or mas
sive, respectively) fields for the Thirring model, while the 
two independent Coulomb-gauge Maxwell fields are for the 
Dirac field. 

In Sec. 5, we recover the two-potential Maxwell field 
content of the relativistic quantum mechanics of the Dirac 
electron. In contrast to q.f.t., a single potential formulation, 
seems not to be adequate here, which is inconsistent with the 
the Lorentz covariance properties of Dirac spinors. 

2. THE MASSLESS THIRRING MODEL 

A. The massless self-interacting spinor field theory in 
1 + 1 dimensional space-time 

!f = i¢JI/J + (g/2):j,.,. jIl:, jIl = iirt'I/J, 
(2.1) 

goo = - gil = I, ;P = (~ ~), y' = ( _ ~ ~), 
is known not to possess the spinor asymptotic fields. On the 
other hand, if one is to follow the general principles of quan
tum field theory, one expects that all Heisenberg operators 
should be expressed in terms of some (free) asymptotic fields. 

A discussion of this problem was given in Refs. 32-35, a 
non-Wightman neutral massless scalar field </> (x): 

O¢ (x) = 0, </> +(x)iO) = 0, 
(2.2) 

[ao</> (x°,x'), </>(xO,y')L = -i8(x'-y') 

was shown to represent the Thirring spinors in the form 

¢(x) = :exp[ia</> (x) - ibfi (x)J:u. (2.3) 

a,bER,ab = 1r, U being a two-component constant, the nor
mal ordering involving an order ! I> - ,¢ - ,¢ + ,I> + I of the 
positive and negative frequency parts of</> (x) and of the relat
ed (conjugate) field 4) (x) 

01> (x) = 0, a,.,. I> (x) + E,.,.vavl> (x) = 0, 
(2.4) 
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The generator Pp. of space-time translations reads33 

Po = H(c/J) = H(r$) = ~J dx·:[(aoc/J f + (a.c/J f], 

p. = J dx·:(aoc/J)(a.c/J): 

and induces 

[c/J ±(x),Pp.l_ =iap.c/J ±(x), 

[r$ ±(x),Pp.]_ =iap.~ ±(x), 

[¢(x),Pp. ] _ = iap. ¢(x). 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The canonical anticommutation relations for ¢(x),¢(x) hold 
weakly on the vacuum and one-particle sectors of the (Bose 
field c/J ) state space, belonging to an indefinite metric carrier 
space. 

B. Suppose we are to deal with a classical "photon" 
field A in 1 + 1 dimensions: 

0Ap. = 0, ap.A p. = O. 

A corresponding Hamiltonian, 

H = 1(ay Ap.)(ay A p.) 

(2.7) 

= H [(aoAof + (a.Ao)2] - [(aoA.)2 + (a.A.fJ J, (2.8) 

is obviously gauge invariant, hence allowing us to apply the 
Faddeev-Popov's path-integration arguments to this abe
lian gauge system.36 Within the Hamiltonian formalism, the 
Lorentz condition ap.A I' = aoAo - a.A. appears as a con
straint, which should still be accompanied by the supple
mentary "gauge fixing" condition, so that a canonical pair 
corresponding to one of the two allowed degrees 
lTTp., Ap. ll' = D •• can be completely eliminated from the 
formalism. 

If we choose the supplementary condition in the form 

~p.vFP.y = O=}aoA. = a.Ao, (2.9) 

then, together with the Lorentz one, it leads to 

(2.10) 

which is a classical version of the definition (2.4) of the conju
gate field, provided we identify Ao = c/J, A. = r$. Notice that 
(2.10) implies 

H = H (c/J ) - H (ii) = 0-:::::?H (c/J ) = H (~ ). (2.11) 

With no recourse to the explicit Hamiltonian formalism, if 
we adopt the field (2.7) as a classical relative of the asymptot
ic one for the Thirring model, we can make the canonical 
quantization step by using a generating functional for the 
Thirring model Green's functions (the antisymmetry ques
tion is here left aside, see however Refs. 20 and 29) 

W(71,ij) = J dl1-(A ) 

X eXPi{ J d 2X [ - ! Fp.JP.V] + ij¢ + 7l¢}c5(ap. A P.), 

(2.12) 
where 7l,ij are the (commuting ring!) spinor sources, and the 
classical (e-number) expression for ¢ reads 
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¢(A,x) = ¢(x) = exp(iaAo(x) - ibr A .(x)]u, ab = 17". 

(2.13) 

Notice at this point that a formal integration with respect to 
A I' provided we denote 

AI(x)= IX", dtasAI(tj, 

replaces A I(X) in (2.12) by 

A .(x)_ r dt a(y4o(t) 

thus giving (put Ao = c/J ) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

t,b(x) = ¢(c/J,x) = eXP(iac/J (x) - iby~ f~ = dt ~ (S)], 

. (2.16) 
which agrees with Mandelstam's formula, see Refs. 24, 29, 
and 35, if one replaces (2.16) by the normal ordered-operator 
expression. 

3. MASSIVE THIRRING MODEL 

A. Suppose we deal with a quantum massive Thirring 
model in the charge 0 sector3?: 

H = J dx [ - i(¢fax ¢I - ¢Tax ¢2) + rno(t,bf¢z + ¢T¢I) 

+ 2got,bNTt,bzt,b\], (3.1) 

where 

[¢i(x),t,bi( y)] + = 0ijo(x - y), 

[I/',(x),¢j(Y)]+ = O. 
(3.2) 

As the analysis of the diagonalization problem for H 37 

shows, the irreducibility domains for the CAR algebra (3.2) 
can be looked for within the general (continuous direct prod
uct) Hilbert space oW' = II x ® (h )x containing the Fock state 
10) together with a corresponding Fock irreducibility sector 
oW'(IO))C£' 

(3.3) 

The most general form of the eigenstate of H with a finite 
number of quasi particles reads 

[a ..... ,a n ) = f dx •.. J dxnX(x ..... ,xn) ,tIl ¢*(x"ai)[O), 

X(xI, ... ,xn ) = exp(irno ~x, Sinha,)) 

i= 1 

X IT [1 +iA(ai,aj)~(xi -xj )J,(3.4) 
I" i</s,n 

A (a"aj ) = - ~ go tanh~(ai - a j ), 

tP(x,a) = tP.(x) exp(aI2) + t,b2(X) exp( - aI2), 

where a can take either the value a = f3 or a = iTT - f3 with 
tanh/3 = k IE ( f3being the rapidity of a particle with momen
tum k and energy E). Here 

and rno cosh (iTT - f3) = - rno cosh{3. As a consequence, the 
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spectrum of H on this set of eigenstates is unbounded from 
below, and thus interpreted as "unphysical." 

The physical part of the spectrum can however be re
covered within K, provided that we abandon the Fock sec
tor for! 1/1 ,I/Ij J j = 1,2 and use a procedure of "filling the Dirac 
sea" under the periodic boundary conditions for eigenstates. 
The energy of a state must then be measured relative to the 
ground state within the appropriate physical sector 
K phys C K. Irrespective of the change of the sector from 
K( 10)) to K phys ' all observables of the system can be viewed 
as bounded (in K(IO)) or K phys ' respectively) functions of 

the fundamental fields I/I~(x), I/Ij(x), i = 1,2, where creation 
and annihilation operators occur due to 

bj(k) = f (2~/2 exp( - ikx) I/Ij(x). (3.6) 

Notice that in the absence of the self-coupling (go = 0), after 
a canonical transformation 

BI(k) = cosO(k)bl(k) + sinO(k)b2(k), 

B2(k) = - sinO (k )bl(k) + cosO (k )b2(k), 

tan20(k) = molk, 

(3.7) 

(3.1) converts into 

Ho = f dk (k 2 + m~)1/2(B r(k )BI(k) - B T(k )B2(k)), 

(3.8) 

where under B j (k liO) = ° 'If i,k the spectrum of Ho is obvious
ly nonpositive in KilO)). 

B. Let us introduce a neutral massive vector field UJ.I. (x) 
in 1 + 1 dimensions (which is not a Proca one, unless one 
imposes the subsidiary condition): 

(0 + m~)UI"(x) = 0. (3.9) 

Its Hamiltonian is 

H = !la"UJ.l.avuJ.I. + m~UI"UJ.l.1 
= ! [(a" UO)2 + m~ Uo ] -! [lay UI )2 + m~ UI ] 

= f dk(k 2 + m~)1/2[a~(k )ao(k) - ar(k )al(k I], 

(3.10) 

where 

[aj(k ),aj(p)]_ = t5 jj t5(k - pI, 

[aj(k ),aj(p)}_ = 0, 

'aj(k )10) = 0, 'Vi,k, i = 0,1, 

(3.11) 

thus constituting a Fock representation of the CCR algebra. 
By virtue of Ref. 38, we can identify the Fock vacuum 10) 
with that of the free Thirring model, as in Refs. 20 and 38, 
the Fermi generators B ~(k), Bj(k) can be completely given 
in terms of the Bose generators a~(k), aj(k) (3.11). The coin
cidence of the number (two) of internal degrees offreedom is 
crucial in this construction of the CAR within the CCR alge
bra. Then IFHIF = Ho, where IF is the Fermi operator 
unit, His (3.10), while Ho is (3.8), see Refs. 20 and 29. 
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This means that all functions f1 (1/1*,1/1) can be rewritten 
asfunctionsf1 (1/1*,1/1) = F(B *,B) = G (a*,a). Hence all Fermi 
field observables can be given as observables of the system of 
two independent neutral scalar fields with the same mass m. 

Let us emphasize that the spectrum of H, (3.10) analo
gously to that of Ho (3.8), is unbounded from below within 
the Fock space. However, for the Proca field a subsidiary 
condition 

(3.12) 

would remove this unboundedness difficulty, as in Refs. 32 
and 33; then 

UI" = - m~€J.I."a"u, 

U: = e"vaJ.l. U,,' (3.13) 

(0 + m~)U= 0, 

which proves that a system! (0 + m~) UI" = ° = a I" UI" J is 
equivalent to a neutral massive scalar field. The restriction 
aJ.l. UJ.I. = ° makes the spectrum of H positive definite, at the 
same time reducing a two-component system to a single-
component one. 

C. Let us here comment that the very same positivity 
requirement for H, (3.1) makes the massive Thirring model 
equivalent to the quantum sine-Gordon system (within suit
able limitations on the coupling constants values). 

As found in Refs. 31 and 39, both classical and quantum 
sine-Gordon fields (including solitons) do exhibit a neutral 
massive free-field structure, hence the field U can be quite 
naturally embedded in the sine-Gordon framework. We con
jecture that a positivity condition for UJ.I. induces a positivity 
condition for (3.1). 

D. On the other hand, by using a boson transformation 
concept39 (generalized coherent states come into account 
here), Thirring model observables 

f1 (1/1*,1/1) = G (a*,a), 

if Bose transformed, 

G (a* ,a)~G (a* + a,a + a), 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

give rise in the tree approximation to the following (Fock) 
vacuum expectation values: 

(OIG(a* + a,a + a)IO)~(OI:G(a* + a,a + a):IO) = G(a,a), 

(3.16) 
c 

(OI:I/I(a* + a,a + a):IO) = I/I(a,a). 

By exploiting this procedure, the quantum Thirring model 
Hamiltonian goes over to the classical Thirring model Ha-

c c 

miltonian of exactly the same form, with 1/1 = I/I(a,a). In the 

above, :.: denotes a normal ordering with respect to Bose 
variables. 

The classical Thirring model is known4o to be a com
pletely integrable system, whose classical spectrum reads 
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N 

+ L (A~ +M~)I/2, (3.17) 
,,=1 

where momenta of mass mo particles with densitiesPI' P2 are 
given by pis) = (mo/2)(s-2 + S2). The remaining (discrete) 
part of the spectrum is due to solitons. 

Hence the two neutral scalar fields are necessarily pre
sent on the classical Thirring level: the procedure (3.14)
(3.16) does require the two scalar fields to define G (a,a) while 
for the sine-Gordon system, the same procedure39 would re
cover a single neutral field structure (which is consistent 
with the classical spectral solution of Ref. 41). 

E. Our conclusion is that the two, entirely different clas
sical, completely integrable models, i.e., the massive Thir
ring and sine-Gordon systems, both exhibit the neutral free 
field structure, whose respective quantum images can coin
cide (Coleman's equivalence) provided a positivity condition 
for U,. induces a positivity condition on (3.1). 

This removes the redundant degree offreedom from the 
theory, thus replacing a two-component Bose-field formula
tion, which is characteristic for the Thirring model, by a 
single scalar-field formulation, corresponding to the sine
Gordon system. Warning: In contrast to the massless Thir
ring model, the underlying massive free scalars are not as
ymptotic fields at all. Nevertheless, all quantum and classi
cal observables of the Thirring and sine-Gordon systems can 
be completely expressed in terms of them. For a review of 
analogous (quasiparticle) structures, see, e.g., Ref. 29. 

4. ELECTROMAGNETIC (FREE FIELD) STRUCTURE OF 
THE QUANTIZED DIRAC FIELD 

A. Previous 1 + 1 dimensional considerations can be 
summarized in the shorthand notions of the "free massless 
neutral field structure of the Thirring model" and the "free 
massive neutral field structure of the massive (and the relat
ed sine-Gordon) model." 

Needless to say, in both massive and massless 
Schwinger models (quantum electrodynamics in 1 + 1 di
mensions) no free fermions might occur in the asymptotic 
particle spectrum. 

For the massless model, if it is provided with a subsid
iary condition (to guarantee positivity of the spectrum on the 
physical subspace of the general indefinite metric Hilbert 
space) the only field of importance remains the free Proca 
field U,. (x) (and hence a massive scalar U). 32,42 In the case of 
the massive model the spectrum consists of the neutral mas
sive bosons identified with those of the massive sine-Gordon 
system (no definite free field structure of it is known to me, 
but it would surely be a scalar Bose one). 
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B. Our wisdom about quantum electrodynamics in. 
1 + 3 dimensions and hence the quantized Dirac and elec
tromagnetic fields, follows from Refs. 43 and 44. 

We shall work with the so-called scattering representa
tions of the electromagnetic (free, asymptotic, in-out) field 
algebra; they have an energy momentum operator satisfying 
the relativistic spectrum conditions and can be defined in the 
charged sectors of the physical Q,E.D. Hilbert space. With 
an appropriate definition of the charge operator Q in JV phys 

following from OA,. (x) =},. (x) with},. (x) interpreted as an 
electric current, one can prove that a Hilbert space 
JVin C dY' phys is in the domain of Q and QdY'in = O. Then 
one44 proves that no asymptotic (free) charged field tPin can 
exist in dY'phys' which is local with respect to F;". A scatter
ing representation algebra we denote 17'( d). 

An energy operator P
Il 

of 17'( .cf) can be decomposed 
intoPIl = PIl as + PI' ch wherePIl as is associated with 17'( d)" 
and hence describes the energy momentum of the asymptot
ic electromagnetic field configuration. P

Il 
ch is associated 

with 17'( .cf)' and thus describes charges and fields without 
electromagnetic interactions.44 Here an important relation 
holds true: 

Sp PI' ch r;;,SpPI• as = V +, (4.1) 

so that the spectrum of charges, in principle, can be com
pletely recovered within the spectrum of the asymptotic 
electromagnetic field configuration. Compare here, e.g., also 
Refs. 29-31, where quite analogous conclusions were drawn 
in our studies of the Bose-Fermi "metamorphosis." 

Moreover, the charged (infra) states do necessarily gen
erate non-Fock irreducibility sectors of the asymptotic field 
algebra; this conforms well with the traditional infinite di
rect product constructions, where the Hilbert space 
dY' = IIx ® (h)x carries a reducible representation of the field 
algebra d, and one must specify the generating vector to 
select a definite irreducibility sector for d and thus to speci
fy 17'(d). One should also know that only the radiation field 
associated with the charge 0 sector of dY'phys is Lorentz 
covariant. 

For the physics, the following is essential. 44 The prob
ability distributions of the momenta of the asymptotic 
charged infra particles in a scattering state can, in principle, 
be determined by measurements of the asymptotic electro
magnetic field alone. This suggests that even though the 
charges in Q.E.D. are not confined (in contrast to 1 + 1 di
mensional theories) the whole Dirac theory should admit a 
reconstruction in terms of the asymptotic free electromag
netic fields. 

C. In Ref. 20, we constructed elements of the Dirac field 
algebra in terms of free Fermi fields. The correspondence 
principle leading to a non-Grassmann (commuting ring of 
spinors) Dirac level, involved there a CCR algebra, with the 
same num1:>er of internal degrees of freedom, as here of the 
CAR, namely, 
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! a~ ,a" lOll i = 1,2,3,4 -I b ~,bi' 10) I i = I.2.3,4, 

[ai(p),at(kj] _ = oijo(k - pi, 

[bi(p),bt(k)L = Oijo(k - pI, 

[a;(p),aj(kIL = 0, [bi(p),bj(klL = 0, 

ar(k)IO) = b r(k)IO), 

ai(k)IO) = bi(k)IO) = O,'v',i,k, (4,2) 

see Ref. 38. It was the main cause of problems with a physical 
interpretation of the underlying bosonization in 1 + 3 
dimensions. 

D. However, the lesson of 1 + 1 dimensional models 
suggests that this seemingly unphysical Bose background of 
the quantum Dirac system should be converted into a phys
ical one if suitable domain constraints would enter. We claim 
that this role is played again by the positivity-of-energy 
condition. 

A classical Maxwell field can be described in terms of 
the two independent four potentials,45,4o M ,N so that 

I' II. 

ayF1", =jl" av~,,' =0, 

F;", = M"" - N"v = a"Mv - avM" - €"vapiPNP, 

F"v = N,ly + M"v = a"Nv - a"N" + €"vapirMP, 
and the gauge freedom is significantly enlarged 

M"-M,, +al'A (x), N"_N,, +a"X(x), 

M,,-M~ +M", N,,-N~ +N", 

a"M? - ayM~ - €"vapirN°P = O. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Consequently, by a proper choice of gauge (N~ = - N" 
plus the Lorentz or Coulomb one), we can remove the redun
dant degrees of freedom, thus reducing the problem to a 
single potential one, This is the case for sourceless and elec
tric examples. In the presence of magnetic sources the sec
ond potential cannot be eliminated. 

Obviously, due to the gauge freedom, the Lorentz con
dition can be imposed on both potentials: a"M" 
= 0 = a" N" and the second kind of gauge freedom still al

lows us to make an appropriate (like, e.g., the Coulomb one) 
gauge choice for the system. 

The Lagrangian for the two-potential system (4.3) can 
be introduced according to convention 

!f' = -1 F"yFI-'V 

= -lMI-'"M"v + !N"yN"V + iJI'(€"vpaaPM (7N V) 

= !f'M - !f' N + iJI'(€""paaPM (7N V). (4.5) 

The constraints 

(4.6) 

reduce both potentials to the radiation gauge. In the'pres
ence of one more constraint 

(4.7) 

the Lagrangian .!f can be replaced by .!f = .!f M - .!f N' 

which is quite analogous to the Lagrangians (2.8) and (3.7) of 
the previous sections. Then the constraint 

(4.8) 

allows a complete elimination of one of the two potentials, 
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leaving us in (4.5) with a single potential in the radiation 
gauge; notice that both (4.7) and (4.8) are consistent with the 
demand N" = 0 'v'j..L, and because the gauge freedom is re
moved from the system, we conclude that.!f = .!f M - !f' N 

if supplied with six constraints (4,6)-(4.8) becomes a single 
potential system in the radiation gauge. In the path integral 
framework this observation can be compactly written as 
follows36

: 

J exp( is (A II II o(al-' A ")o(ao A (J)ll dAI-' (x) 
~ jJ. 

with 

= f f expi is [M,N] I 1] 8(a"M") 

X 8(aoM O)8(a"N ")8(aoN°) 

x8 (MI'N")8(iJI'€l'vpairM"N V) 

X II dMI'(x) II dNv(x), 

" 

S [M,N) = f d 4x (2'(M) - 2'(N)), 

S [A] = f d 4x 2'(A). 

(4.9) 

E. Let us emphasize that the constraints (4.7) and (4.8) 
play the same role as the constraints (2.10) and (3.12) in cases 
of the massless and massive Thirring models, respectively; 
they transform an involved quantum Bose system with a 
non positive spectrum into a manifestly positive one, but at 
the price of diminishing the number of ( Bose) degrees offree
dom. Without the "mixing" conditions (4.7) and (4.8) we deal 
with a doubled Maxwell field in the radiation gauge, whose 
quantized Hamiltonian can be equivalently written as 

H=H(M)-H(N) 

= I d 3
k Ikl "tl [a~(k,A )aM(k,A) 

- a~(k,A )aN(k,A ) 1, 

where 

H(N) = ~ f d 3x:N2 + (VXN)2: 

= f d 3
k Iki "tl a~(k,A )aN(k,A), 

[aN(k,A ),a~(k',A 'J]- = 8,(,!,8 (k - k'), 

[aN(k,A ),aN(k',A ')]_ = 0, 

[a~(k,A ),a~(k',A ')]_ = 0, 

aN(k,A )10) = aM(k,A )10) = 0, 

aN(k,A) = i f d 3X exp(ikx)aoE(k). ) 

XA(x)l[2ikl(21T)3] 112, 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

with {E(k,A ),k/lkll" = 1,2 forming a basis system in E 3. 

Quantally, the constraints (4.7) and (4.8) become the domin-
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ant ones within an infinite (continuous) direct product space 
carrying a reducible representation of the CCR algebra 
(4.11). The metric in J¥' is indefinite.44 

We identify the quartet of Bose generators 

aM (k,l) = al(k), aM (k,2) = a2(k), 

aN (k,l) = a3(k), aN (k,2) = a4(k), 

[ak(p),ar(q)]_ = Dk;D(p - q), 

[adp),a;(q)]_ = 0, 

adp)IO) = 0 'v'p, k = 1,2,3,4, 

(4.12) 

with the one, (4.2) , used in the Bose construction of Fermi 
generators for the quantum Dirac field3K.20 in 1 + 3 
dimensions. 

The previous analysis shows that the Dirac operators 
t/J = t/J(a* ,a), ¢ = ¢(a* ,a) which are thus completely given in 
the two-potential Maxwell framework, after imposing the 
quantum images of constraints (4.7) and (4.8) become equiv
alent to the corresponding single-potential operators t/J(A ), 
¢(A ) with AI-' in the radiation gauge. It conforms well with 
Luther's observation,47 that a two-component Bose system 
(field) should suffice to generate a free Dirac field in 1 + 3 
dimensions (both in the massive and massless cases). 

F. To construct a classical (e-number) analog of the 
quantum Dirac field, see, e.g., Ref. 20, one has to work in the 
two-potential Maxwell framework, so that the convention
al,4K Hamiltonian density, 

H=t/J*(+aV+/3m)t/J, t/J=t/J(a*,a), (4.13) 

after making the boson transformation39
: a*~* + r, 

a~ + Y and then taking the Fock vacuum expectation val
ue in the tree approximation (with respect to the Bose de
grees), leads to 

c c 

(OI:H(a* + r,a + Y):B 10) = H(r,Y) = t/J*(aV + /3m)t/J, 

(4.14) 
c 

where t/J is a classical (e-number) Dirac field, :':B designating 

a normal ordering of Bose creation and annihilation opera

tors I ar(k),a;(k) J; = 1.2.3.4' Here 
c 

tf(r,y) = (Ol:t/J(a* + r,a + yJ:sIO), (4.15) 

c 

which significantly differs from the definition of t/J given in 

Ref. 20, by being nonlinear in r,Y. 
Remark 1: Apart of the manifest Bose background, 

both classically and quantally, Dirac fields preserve their 
canonical identity as separate (from the involved Maxwell 
fields) objects. Quite an analogous property was observed in 
Ref. 39 for the sine-Gordon system: quantum and classical 
solitons exhibit a free (massive neutral) field structure, but 
within the canonical formalism they can be viewed indepen
dently of the underlying free fields. 

Remark 2: The Hamiltonian (4.13) is not positive defi
nite and the normal ordering :':F with respect to the four 
Fermi generators Ib;(a*,a,k),b;(a*,a,k)L= 1 ..... 4 is known to 
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convert (4.13) into a conventional positive definite operator 
:H:F = HDirac' This Hamiltonian should be identified with 
P" ch in Ref. 44 

In the path-integral framework, the generating func
tional for spinor Green's functions of the Dirac field reads 
then (compare, e.g., also Ref. 20) 

W(il,1J) = f f exp{i f d 4
x[¢(iJ+m)¢+ilt/J+1J¢]} 

X II 8(a"MI-')8(aoMO)8(a"NV)8(a(~O) 
x 

X8(M
"

NI-')8((}I-'(cl-'l'p"if>M"N")) 

XII dM
"

(x) II dN,,(x), (4.16) 
I' 

where 
(' ecce C c 

x=¢(iJ+m)t/J=1T¢-H,1T=it/J* (4.17) 

c c 

and t/J,H are given by (4.}4) and (4.15). 

By taking into account the constraints it is possible to 
perform the four integrations with respect to Ill-' dNI-' (x) so 
that we are left with a single potential radiation gauge for 

c c 

x,t/J. 

G. Notice that because of the Coulomb gauge adopted, 
there is no manifest Lorentz invariance in either (4.16) or 
(4.9). However, Lorentz covariance properties are correct, as 
can be most easily seen in the single potential-radiation 
gauge framework for Dirac operators. 

Let AEyl+ ,then the Maxwell field transforms as 
follows: 

F:v(x) = TA (Fl-'v(Ax)) = A ~A ~FaP(x), (4.18) 

while the Dirac field transforms according to 

t/JA (x) = O"A(t/J(Ax)) = S -I(A )t/J(Ax) 
X = UtA )tf(x)U(A )-1, (4.19) 

with S (A ) a finite-dimensional representative of A acting on 
spinor indices. Here, 

(4.20) 

and Y I-' is the Dirac matrix. 
If, according to Sec. 4F, we adopt a single potential 

Coulomb gauge structure t/J = t/J(A ) of the quantized field t/J, 
then a Lorentz transformation U (A ) must be accompanied 
by the Lorentz transformation VIA ) of the Maxwell poten
tial, induced by (4.18): 

A ~(x) = VIA )A l-'(x)V(A )-1 = A ~A V(Ax). (4.21) 

However, the Coulomb gauge does not persist in the 
transformation unless an accompanying gauge transforma
tion W (a,A ) is performed on A :r to restore the gauge: 

A ~(x) = W(a,A)A ~(x)W(a,A )-1 =A:r - (}I-'aA(Ax). 

a A is an operator-valued gauge "parameter." (4.22) 

This means that the Lorentz mapping U (A ) of free 
Dirac operators induces (and inversely is induced by) the 
following mapping in the asymptotic electromagnetic field 
algebra: 
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(4.23) 
A~(x) = W(a,A )V(A )AP(x)V(A )-IW(a,A )-1. 

Let us mention that (charged) generating vectors for irredu
cible representations of the scattering algebra 1T(.if) trans
form covariantly under the Lorentz group in consistency 
with (4.23).44 

5. ASYMPTOTIC MAXWELL FIELD CONTENT OF THE 
FREE DIRAC SYSTEM, CONTINUED: RELATIVISTIC 
QUANTUM MECHANICS OF THE DIRAC ELECTRON 

A. Assume that we work within a two-potential frame
work (4.10) so that, due to the Coulomb gauge, a quartet of 
canonical Bose operators! ar(k),a;(k) J; = 1.2.3.4 (4.12) 
emerges, with' the Np, Mp dependence fixed by (4.11). 

LetJ(p) be a normalized momentum space function 

J d 3k l(k)J(k) = 1. 
Ikl 

(5.1) 

I!F = PI 12HPI 12' SF = P1/2sP1/2 , ~F = P1/2if1/2' 

4 

PI/2 = II ! :exp( - arad: + ar:exp( - arak):ak J 
k=1 

4 - II :exp( - arak): 
k= I 

act invariantly in h l/2 ®JY', hl/2 = P1/2h. 

(5.9) 

The matrix realization of H F in h 112 ® JY' coincides 
with the well-known Dirac expression 

HFt/J = (mp + a·p)t/J = i Jt/JIJt, (5.10) 

provided t/J is a bispinor composed of the expansion coeffi
cients of the generalized vector 
ItP) = ItP,x,t) = l:! = I t/Jdx,t )Ik ) in the basis of 

h'/2:lk) = atIO). 

B. If we smear ItP,x,t) with a space-time dependent test 
function g = g(x,t ) 

Ig·tP) = J d 4
xg(x)ltP,x) = ;tl t/J;(g)li), (5.11) 

then the only effect of the Lorentz transformation on Ig·tP ) 
following from the Lorentz invariance of(5.1O), is due to the 

(5.2) unitary mapping UtA ) inducing a base change in h'/2 

[a{,a{*]_ = 8;k' [a{,a{]_ = 0, 

wherethemanifestJdependencea; = a{occurs. We shall fix 
the choice ofJ=J(p) and theJindex will be omitted for 
simplicity. 

With the CCR algebra generators (5.2), provided we 
take a Fock representation: a; 10) = 0 Vi = 1,2,3,4, we can 
construct the new operators [s,~J: 

Sk -;k = i€;jkajak, Sk +;k = i(ata4 - atak)· (5.3) 

They satisfy the following commutation relations27: 

[s;,N]_ =0= [;;,N]_ = [N,S2L, (5.4) 
4 

N= L arap S2 = ~2, 
;= 1 

and in addition, the SU(2) X SU(2) ones: 
[s;,;;] _ = 0, 

[S;,Sj]_ =i€;jkSk, [;;,;d- =i€;jk;k' 
(5.5) 

All operator identities are valid in the Hilbert space h = hj 

constructed from the Maxwell field Fock vacuum 10) by ap

plying! ar,a; L = 1.2.3.4' 
As shown in Ref. 27, by using s,~ and the quantum 

mechanical momentum operator 
p = I Pk = - iJIJxk J k = 1.2.3' the Hamiltonian 

H = 2m;3 + 4;,(s'p), (5.6) 

if provided with a domain restriction 

(N - 1)ltP) = 0 (5.7) 

in the Hilbert space h ® £" (df" carrying a SchrOtiinger re
presentation of the CCR algebra [x;, P; L = 1.2.3) becomes 
equivalent to Dahl's Hamiltonian '4: 

HF = 2m;F3 + 4;F' (SF'P) 
Here, operators 
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(5.8) 

4 

UtA )lg·tP) = Ig·tP)A = L t/Jdg)lk,A), (5.12) 
k=1 

with 
4 

Ik,A ) = L T(A )kll l ) (5.13) 
;= 1 

such that [compare, e.g., (4.20)] 
444 

Ig·tP)A = L t/J:(g)lk) = L L (S(A)ki lt/Jdl k ).(5.14) 
k=1 k=II=1 

S (A ) is a finite dimensional representative of A in E 4. Equa
tion (5.13) allows a nontrivial mixing of the Maxwell degrees 
offreedom, which preserves the Coulomb gauge of both 
Maxwell potentials after a Lorentz mapping. Notice, howev
er, that the correct spinor transformation law under A can 
here be generated by supplementing the conventional Lo
rentz transformations of Mp, Np with the appropriate "mix
ing" gauge transformations plus the ones necessary to re
store the Coulomb gauge [like (4.22)]. Notice that the 
constraint (5.7) still does not remove the gauge freedom. 

Remark I: In a fixed Lorentz frame, the above quanti
zation procedure for the Dirac system can be realized in the 
formal path integration framework27: Ii = c = I 

Yk = (l!V2)(Pk - l7rd, 

Yk = (l!V2)(Pk + i1Td, k = 1,2,3,4 

Z = J i~, !iJpk !iJ1Tk ;D, !iJp;!iJx; I;I 8(p2 + r - 2) 

X8((p,1T))(r - p2) exp[i J dt { ktl 1Tk/'Jk 
+ ;tl PiX; - He' (P,1T,P)}], 

4 

(p,1T)= L Pk 1Tk, (5.15) 
k=1 
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where the "classical" Hamiltonian follows from the quan
tizedone:HF = P1/ZHPl/z, [Pl/z,HL = Oby making the bo
son transformation of all Bose creation-annihilation opera
tors and then calculating the Fock vacuum expectation 
value of the obtained quantities in the tree approximation: 

Hel (p,1T,p) = (OI:H (a* + r,a + y,A * + P,A + (3 ):B 10). 

Originally, we used in Ref. 27 an incorrect form of the action 
which in addition to Hel included more terms linear in 
momentum.) 

Remark 2: Recall that if we consider the quantum field 
theory version of the Dirac system, the single particle Hamil
tonian (4.10) is put in between the quantized Dirac fields, in 
its matrix form. Hence the whole Maxwell content of a single 
particle theory is lost. 

Remark 3: In contrast to quantum field theory, it seems 
that the internal space of the Dirac particle needs a two
potential Maxwell framework rather than a single-potential 
one, at least to preseve the Lorentz covariance properties of 
the whole procedure. Notice that the impossibility of remov
ing one potential among the two is usually connected with 
the presence of magnetic charges in the system. 

Remark 4: The J. Math. Phys. referee has acquainted 
me with some papers which are relevant to this paper. I 
would like to point out the DeFacio, Hammer, and Tucker 
approach49

•
50 to the quantization of relativistic fields: The 

equation of motion for the field and the resulting conserved 
current are the only data needed to derive all the necessary 
commutators or anticommutators. No a priori need for the 
canonical formalism appears in this construction of arbi
trary spin electrodynamics. Application to the Dirac system 
which is minimally coupled to the vector meson field is of 
major importance for us. 

The existence of a classical c-number set of solutions to 
the field equations is absolutely required for the existence of 
a quantized theory. In this connection, and in connection 
with Sees. 4 and 5 of this paper I must recall the paper by 
Gross51 on the classical Dirac-photon system, together with 
the quantum investigations of Refs. 52-55. 
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Reduction of the super phase space for a massless Dirac particle 
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We show how to get the reduced super phase space for a classical spinning particle and how to 
quantize this theory. This technique introduces a Grassmannian "Hamiltonian" and a 
corresponding Grassmannian "time" parameter. 

PACS numbers: 11.10.Ef. 11.30.Pb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 19501 Dirac showed how to quantize a theory de
scribed by a singular Lagrangian. The first step is to obtain 
the Hamiltonian formulation. 1.2 It is in this step that the 
constraints 1.2 appear. which tells us that the number of de
grees of freedom actually are fewer than the naive phase 
space would indicate. There are two ways to find the quan
tized theory. Since only physical degrees offreedom ought to 
be quantized. one should eliminate the first class2 constraints 
by adding gauge conditions. forming Dirac brackets. and 
reduce the phase space to the one of only physical degrees of 
freedom. We have then obtained the reduced phase space.3 

Quantization is now straightforward. 
Another way is to keep the first class constraints and 

implement them on the quantum level as conditions on the 
quantum states. This latter method is the simplest one and 
has mostly been used. Because ofits simplicity it became the 
one used to prove that a locally supersymmetric field theory 
in one dimension quantum mechanically corresponds to a 
Dirac particle.4

•5 In this paper we will expound on the first 
method for this theory and emphasize the geometrical way 
of understl!nding the elimination of first class constraints 
acting as restrictions on a supermanifold.6

•
7 This supermani

fold is in our case a manifold with a graded symplectic struc
ture imposed on it. i.e .• a super phase space (see Sec. 3). 

The goal of this paper is to solve the geometrical prob
lem of finding the reduced (physical) phase space and the 
equations of evolution on it and to find the quantum theory. 

In Sec. 2 we will describe the method used so far in 
describing the Dirac particle. Our alternative way will be 
developed in Sec. 3 while we treat the quantization in Sec. 4. 
We end in Sec. 5 with a few remarks. 

2. THE ACTION FOR A SPINNING PARTICLE 

When we obtain the Hamiltonian formulation of a the
ory given by L = (2V)-I,iI'X,. 5 (the Lagrangian for a spinless 
particle). a secondary constraint P 2 :::::O 2 appears that be
comes the Klein-Gordon equation after quantization. V is 
the "einbein" field introduced to get reparametrization in
variance and,il' = (d /dr)xl'. This Lagrangian can be gener
alized to describe a spinning particle by going to a 
superspace 

.xJL(r)-Y'(r.a) = .xJL(r) + iaf/J'(rJR 1/2. (2.1) 

where a and f/J' are real anticommuting variables5•8 and R an 
arbitrary constant of dimension length. The superspace La
grangian5•8•9 becomes 

.Y(r.a) = - ~iBer(hM A)(h -I)A MaMy(h -I)B NaNY"lAB. 
(2.2) 

hM A is the zweibeinfield (for details see Ref. 5; note that the 
determinant is here changed to "Ber": Berezinian. the grad
ed determinant). Already at this level we find the anticom
muting "time" parameter. Evaluation of Ber (h M A) and an 
introduction of d ==(h - I h 2• y=(h - I hi. y=dy / dr. and 
y'=dy/da give 

.Y(r.a) = - !i(ydy2 + d 2yy'). (2.3) 

Ifwe integrate over a and choose the gauges y' = iR -1/2 and 
d' = 0, we get 

CR() 1. 2 .• I •• i. . W.,. . 
oZ. r = -x - ~.,.,.,., - l-.,.,·X, 

2V V 
(2.4) 

All quantities are real fields in r. V is commuting and W 
anticommuting. From this Lagrangian it is straightforward 
to obtain the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations using the 
method of imposing constraints on the quantum states. This 
is done in Ref. S. 

When trying to find the reduced phase space. in order to 
quantize only physical degrees of freedom. of this Lagran
gian. two obstacles arise. First. it will turn out to be impossi
ble to find a set of canonical variables Xi and Pi (space parts of 
x,.. P,.) for a particle with spin; ~eeARef. 10. Second.9 since 
{f/J'.I/!v} PB = irfv will lead to [f/J'.I/!V] + = 2rfv in the quan
tum case. it is impossible to define states such that 
¢I'll/!> = f/J'II/!> for all ¢I'. In order to circumvent these two 
obstacles. we will change variables to 

Xii = (1Iv'2)(xO + x3). X22 = (1Iv'2)(xO _ x 3). 

Xl2 = (1Iv'2)(x l + ix2). X21 = (1Iv'2)(x l 
- ix2) (2.5) 

and 

() I = ~(I/!0 + ~). ()2 = !(I/!0 _ ~). 

() 3 = !(I/!I + i~). () 3* = !(I/!I - i~). (2.6) 
The Lagrangian becomes 

L (r) = (lIV)(XlIX22 _ X12X21) 

_ i(() 10 2 + ()201 - ()303* _ ()3*03) - iv'2 

X(W /V)(0IX22 + ()2XlI _ ()3*X I2 _ ()3X21). 

(2.7) 

The naive Hamiltonian I resulting from (2.7) is 

Ho = V(PlIP22 - P12P21 ) 
+ iVlW(() IPlI + ()2P22 + ()3P12 + ()3*P21 ). 

(2.8) 
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If we require that the primary first class constraints l
•2 

aL aL 
P v=-· ::::0, Pw==-'::::O av aOJ 

be constant in time, we must also demand 

P 2=PI1 P22 - P12P21 ::::O 

and 

(2.9) 

II=f) IPll + f) 2P22 + f) 3P12 + f)3*P21 ::::0. (2.10) 

(2.7) gives also rise to four second class constraints, PI = if) 2 

etc., which have been eliminated by Dirac brackets. The fun
damental brackets4 are now 

{xaP,Py6 } = 8~~, 
{f) I,f) 2} = i/2, 

{f)3,f)3*} = -il2. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The rest is zero. (P v and P ware eliminated by the gauge 
choices V:::: Vo and W:::: Wo.) 

Thus, forfunctionsfofxaP, PaP' f) 1, f) 2, f) 3, andf) 3* their 
equations of motion are 

df = af +{Hf} 
dr ar " 

(2.14) 

where 

H = VoP 2 + i(V2)woP. (2.15) 

The two real constraints P 2:::: 0 and II:::: 0 constitute a (1 + 1)
dimensional graded Lie algebra 

{p2,p2} =0, {p2,II} =0, {I!,II}=ip 2, (2.16) 

denoted G. (2.16) gives G realized on the phase space P de
fined by (2.11)-(2.13). 

The final step before quantization of the reduced super 
phase space Pc (Pc is defined by P 2 = 0 and II = 0) will be to 
choose gauge conditions 10 to P 2:::: 0 and II:::: 0 and eliminate 
them by forming Dirac brackets. This would, however, 
mean that the only equation of motion left is (2.14) and the 
part of Pc describing the spin of the particle will not be dyna
mically involved. The reason for this is that a gauge condi
tion to P 2:::: 0 will force Wo to be zero, hence putting to zero 
the part of H that depends of the anticommuting quantities. 
To obtain the Dirac equation, this simple generalization 
does not seem to work. The next section shows how a more 
geometrical treatment can help us to reach the goal. 

3. THE GEOMETRICAL VIEW 

As we saw in Sec. 2 the Dirac treatment of the Lagran
gian (2.2) gives rise to two constraints P 2 ::::O and II:::: 0 de
fined in (2.9) and (2.10). To get a clear picture of the elimina
tion of these two constraints, we feel a more geometrical 
approach would be most fruitful. 

In doing so we start with the phase space P. Consider 
then the action of G on this space, where G is an exponentiat
ed group 7 having G as its Lie algebra. P is a graded manifold 
spanned by coordinates 

zA = (xaP,PafJ,f) 1,f)2,f)3,f)3*). (3.1) 

Since the gauge group G (or rather its Lie algebra) is defined 
by (2.16), i.e., in terms of Poisson brackets defined on P, the 
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action of G on P is already given: geG is defined to be7 

g(a,a)=eap2 
+ iajl, Ii = !ip2, (3.2) 

where 

p2={p 2,} =JABap2 ~T (P) 
PB a~ azA z 

(3.3) 

and 

F={I!.} = JAB all ~T (P) 
, PB a~ azA Z 

(3.4) 

and 

~ ~ ~) and c = i/2. o 0 c* 

o c 0 

where (3.5) 

JAB defines the graded symplectic structure of Tz(P), 
the tangent space to P at the point z. A more compact nota
tion is ii = (ai) = (a,a) and Di = (P2,iF) giving 
g(a) = exp(aiDi ). From each point zg in P the group G defines 
an orbit: 

G·zo={z e P:3 g e G:gzo = z} 

(see Fig. 1). 
Furthermore, if zg lies in the hypersurface Pc in P de

fined by P 2 = 0 and II = 0, then the whole orbit will be in Pc. 
This means that P and Pc will be split up into (1 + 1 )-dimen
sion superspaces parametrized by ii = (a,a). The equations 
governing these supers paces are 

df = af + {p 2,J} 
da aa 

(3.6) 

and 

-+~- f= -+~- f+{I!,f}. (3.7) (d . d) (a . a) 
da 2 da aa 2 aa 

This second equation we get by realizing the gauge group G 
on its group space (a,a), or, stated differently, s,.9uaring (3.7), 
should give (3.6). The left-hand sides are just G realized on 
the space (a,a). It is possible to prove that the orbits consist of 
disjoint sets of points, and thus it is possible to form a quo
tient space defined as the space of orbits. If one considers 
only points on Pc, the quotient space will be isomorphic to 
the "physical phase space", that is, the space of only physical 

FIG. 1. The physical phase space Pp as the quotient space P,IGz. 
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degrees of freedom, the reduced phase space. 
Thus the problem will be to choose the physical phase 

space as a subspace of Pc. This is done by selecting a set of 
gauge choices which will tell how the physical phase space is 
oriented relative to the orbits at each point. If any orbit at 
any point is tangent to the physical phase space, that orienta
tion will not be a possible one. We choose the gauges tfJ;, 
i= 1,2: 

tfJI =xll-a:::::O 

and 

(3.8) 

tfJ2 = () I - a:::::O. (3.9) 
In order to preserve the orientation given by these 

gauge choices, (3.8) and (3.9) must not change along an orbit, 
i.e. (at least not if the orbit is in Pc), 

d (d i d) -7-¢J; :::::0, - + ~- tfJi 'ZO. 
da da 2da 

(3.10) 

These conditions can only be satisfied if the action of the 
gauge group on P is modified. It can be seen that a special 
type of changes is allowed by pointing out that the only im
portant concept is the geometrical (coordinate independent) 
(I + I)-dimensional superorbit not its parametrization. This 
view makes it possible to rescale (even l~ally) eac~ Lie al~e
bra element; i.e., it is possible to change P 2 to F (z)P 2 and JI to 
F'(z)1 provided it does not change the algebra [note that ji2 
and F (Z)ji2 point in the same direction in the tangent space of 
Pc atz]. In our caseFandF' are essentially powers of l/P22. 

In terms of new rescaled generators, g E G p becomes 

g(a',a') = exp[a' ji2 + ia' 122 ], a' = - P22ii 
(-P22) (-P22 ) 

and 

and 

__ 1 {Pol} 
P22 

= ---+~- 1+- -+-a- I I (d i d) I (a i a) 
P22 da 2 tia P22 aa 2 aa 

( d i a' d) ( a i a' a) 
= da' -2" P22 da' 1- aa' -2" P22 aa' f 

If we drop the primes, we get 

Now 

!1= ! -{p 2,f}, (3.11) 

(d i a d) (a i a a) 
da -2" P

22 
da 1= aa -2" P22 a;; I 

d 
datfJ;:::::O, 

1 --{Pol}. (3.12) 
P22 

(d i a d) 
da - 2 P22 da tfJ;:::::o, 

provided the gauge choices are 

tfJI=xll-a:::::O, tfJ2=()I+!ia:::::0. (3.13) 
The final task before quantization is to express (3.11) 

and (3.12) in terms of the coordinates chosen to parametrize 
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Pp ' the physical phase space. These are 
zm = (X22 ,x12 ,x2\P22,PI2,P2!1() 3,() 3.). LettfJ idenote(x ll - a, 
() I + i/la, P 2, Pl. The cotangent space of Pat z, Tz *(P), is 
spanned by dzA These can now be rotated into the I-forms 
d~ and dtfJ ;by means of az A-dependent nonsingular matrix: 
dzA =d~Em A(Z) +dtfJiE/(z)=dzMEMA(Z), 
where EM A is a matrix which has as the upper left part 
[(8 X 8)-dimensional] a matrix belonging to OSp(2,6). 

Let us express all functionsl E C 00 (P) as functions of ~ 
andtfJi II 

l(zA,a,a) = F(~,tfJ ;,a,a). 
Then we get (a' / aa means partial derivative of a on F) 

al a'F atfJi aF a~ aF -=-+--+-
aa aa aa atfJ i aa azm 

= a'F + a(xll - a) aF + a~ aF. 
aa aa a(xll - a) aa a~ 

Thus (3.11) becomes 
dF dl 
-=-
da da 

= a'F + aF + az
m 

aF _ _ 1_{P</} 
aa a(xll - a) aa a~ P22 

a'F aF azm aF 
=-- +--

aa a(xll - a) aa azm 

1 ap2 azm aF aF + - ----- + -..,.-:---
P22 apa{:J axa{:J azm a(xll - a) 

and 

dF = a'F + (az
m 

_ _ 1_{p2,z"'})aF. (3.14) 
da aa aa P22 a~ 

On physical phase space Pp (tfJ ;=0), we must have 

dF =a'F + Jmn a7t"'p2 aF, (3.15) 
da aa azn azm 

which allows us to identify (put F = zm) 

7t"'p2 = P12P21/P22 (also denoted 7t"'a)' 

The same procedure for (3.12) gives 

( d i a d) 
da -2 P

22 
da F 

(
a' i a a) ( () I i a) aF 

= aa - 2 P22 a;; F + P22 + 2 P22 a(xll - a) 

+ [(~_.!..-~~)~ __ I {p',zm}]aF. 
aa 2 P22 aa P22 azm 

Restricted to Pp ' this should be written as 

( 
d i a d \17 ( a' i a a) 

da -2" P22 dar = aa -2" P
22 

a;; F 

+ J mna7t'" II aF. 
azn azm 

(3.16) 

But, surprisingly enough, this proves impossible. Fortunate
ly, another operator 7t"'a can be found which is defined to be 
the evolution operator on Pp corresponding to the equality 

..!!.....F = a' F + (az
m 

_ _ 1_{p',zm}) aF 
da aa aa P22 azm 

_.!..-_a_{p2,zm}aF = a'F + Jmn a7t"'a aF. 
2 (P 22)2 azm aa az" azm 

(3.17) 
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The solution is 

7t" = .!..-aPI2P21 _ _ 1_aj3p + fP*P ). 
a 2 (P22 )2 P22 12 21 

(3.18) 

In order to get a nicer result after quantization, we here 
change a to - ia/2 = a' and drop the prime. Our final re
sult is 

with 

~F= a'F + Jmn a7t"a aF 
da aa azn a~ 

(3.19) 

4. QUANTIZATION ON THE REDUCED SUPER PHASE 
SPACE 

The system of equations to be quantized is 

dF = aF {7t",F} 
da aa + a , 

dF = aF + {7t" F} 
da aa a" 

where 

7t"a = P12P21/P22 

and 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

7t" = - 2iaP21P12 - .3i-.({PP + rp*p). (4.4) 
a (P

22
)2 P

22 
12 21 

The PB's are defined on Pp' Le., for/E C "'(Pp) 

{I,g}==( al ag _ ag al) 
ax ap ax ap 

i (al ag ag al ) 
2 afP afP* arP afP* (4.5) 

(f,g even functions) with X=(X22,x12,X21 ) and 

P=(P22'P12,P2.l· 
The fundamental brackets are for x, p, () 3, and () 3* 

{x,p} = 1, {() 3,() 3*} = - i/2 and the rest zero. (4.6) 

Quantization means { , }PB-+ - (1/ili) [ , ] ± (+ 
for odd, - for even Grassmann variables). We obtain 
[()-+ - (1/11'2) a and Ii = 1] 

[x,p] _ = - i and [a3,aH
] + = - 1. (4.7) 

Here it should be noted that the Fock space has an indefinite 
metric. This is nice since it seems impossible to construct 
three operators generating the three Pauli matrices without 
using an indefinite metric in the Fock space. Calling the 
Fock states Ir), r = 1,2 (see Appendix), we get 

(rls) = (~)rs' (rl - (a+ + a)ls) = (o.l)rs' (4.8) 

(rli(a+ - a)ls) = (ul),s' 

The evolution equations for a quantum state It/I(a,a) be
come (formally!) 

i.!....I"') = fi.,l21 I"') (4.9) 
aa P22 

and 

i.!....I"') = [- 2ia
fi

}l;1 - ~(a3fiI2 + aH fi21 >]I"'), 
aa (P22) P22 

(4.10) 
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where the lhs of (4.10) has been chosen in comparison with 
(4.9). Acting from the left with a (Hilbert space) basis vector 
[see (A4)] 

(x,(() 3*)I=(xl·(Olea'9" 

(see Appendix for Fock space with negative metric) and us
ing the completeness relation (A6) and definition (A7), (4.9) 
becomes 

(4.11) 

Using the coordinate transformation (2.5) and the fact that 
(4.11) are valid only on Pp (Le., where XII = a), we get 

Dt/I(xP,(()3*),a) = 0 (4.12) 

where xP=(X°,x1,x2 ,x3). 
The same procedure with the Dirac-like equation (4.10) 

could be worked through, but in this case it is easier to work 
entirely with Fock states (see Appendix). Thus (a-+a/v'2) 
(4.10) becomes 

(x,rliaa It/I(a,a) 
" " 

( I [ 
. P12P21 i 3p" 3+P"] = x,r -la~-...,...-(a 12 +a 21) 

(Pd P22 

X.fr f dx'lx',s)(~)s, (t,x'I"'(a,a). (4.13) 

In order to show that Eq. (4.13) is nothing but the Dirac 
equation -rail- = 0 and -r in the chiral representation, a few 
steps of calculations are needed. First we notice that on I"') 
the operator fi12fi21 / fi22 is ia/ aa [Eq. (4.9)]. Then we (formal
ly) multiply both sides by fi22 and use the x-space representa
tion for the momentum operators. We find 

I (rl (a22aa + aaa + a 12a
3 + a2la

H
) 

s.' 
X Is)(~)s, (t I",(x,a,a) = O. 

Next we change coordinates back toxO
, Xl, x2, x3 and use the 

properties of the Fock states a I r) = ( - 1)' - II r)a and the 
fact that};s (rls)( - 1)>+ I(~)" = (~)". This leads to the ex
pression [after using (4.8)] 

I(~)" [(ao - a3)aa + (ao + a3)a ]t/J,(x,a,a) , 

+ I [i(ul)"al + i(o.l)"a2]",,(x,a,a) = o. , 
Finally expanding "', = ¢J, + ax, and doing the 
identification 

Al = - X2' A2 = ¢JI' A3 = ¢J2' A4 = XI' (4.14) 

one finds at once -rail-A = o. 

5. REMARKS 

This way of deriving the wave equations for a spinning 
particle has a certain freedom with respect to the grassman
nian properties of the superfield ",(x,a,() 3* ,a); it can be either 
a homogeneous or an inhomogeneous Grassmann field. 6 

The latter case is the one obtained when one uses the second 
method of quantization mentioned in the Introduction. We 
will here briefly comment on the case of using a homogen
eous superfield. The Dirac spinor then splits into two Weyl 
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spinors with opposite Grassmannian properties. Lorentz in
variance is thus not effected, and, further, a chiral transfor
mation must use a anticommuting parameter. Another con
sequence of using a homogeneous superfield in a first 
quantized field theory would be that the odd Weyl spinor 
would not give any contribution to scattering cross sections, 
and it appears in the theory only to keep the chiral 
symmetry. 

The massive case could be obtained if one starts from a 
super phase space with more Bose and Fermi dimensions 
and a Lagrangian with extra local invariances to get rid of 
these extra dimensions (see Ref. 5). 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix is based on Ref. 12 (see also Ref. 9). The 
Fock space generated by a pair of operators (a,a+) has as a 
basis Ir) r = 1,2 (11)==10), 12)==a+ 10»). The completeness 
relation in this space is determined by the metric: 

1 = 11) 01 - 12) (21 = Ir)(t?)rs (sl. (AI) 

The coherent states used in Sec. 4 are defined as 

with 

a3 1(/]3) = (PI(8 3
). 

Complex conjugation gives 

«(8 3*)I=(0Iea'9'* 

with 
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(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

Thus (AI) can be written (fd8 8 =1) 

1 = f(d8 3 )(d8 3*)e- 9'9'*1(8 3
) «(8 3*)1. 

Super wavefunctions are defined as 

(x(8 3*)1 tP)=tP(X22 ,x21 ,x 12,8 3*). 

(A6) 

(A7) 

The connection between the coherent states and the Fock 
states is 

and 

«(8 3*)11) = 1, 

«(8 3*)12) = 8 3 

(x,rl tP(a,a) =tPr(x,a,a) 

= /Pr(x,a) + aXr(x,a). 

(A8) 
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From the observation that the infinite sequence of Lie-Backlund symmetries of the p'otential 
modified Korteweg -deVries (PMK-dV) and the sine-Gordon (s-G) equations are identical, it is 
shown that there exists a simple connection between the Lie-Backlund symmetries (written in 
the form of evolution equations) of the Korteweg-deVries (K-dV) and s-G equations. Further, 
this connection is similar to the one obtained by Chodos for the conserved quantities ofK-dV 
and s-G equations. We also point out that the result of Chodos can be realized from the equality 
of conserved densities of PMK -dV and s-G systems. 

PACS numbers: 11.30. - j, 02.30.Jr, 03.50. - z 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently Chodos I showed that the infinite sequence of 
conserved quantities for the Korteweg-deVries (K-dV) and 
the sine-Gordon (s-G) systems are related by a simple con
nection U = - !(v; - 2ivxx )' where u(x, t) and v(x, t ) are the 
solutions of the K-dV and s-G equations, respectively. He 
raised an open question as to whether this is merely fortu
itous or whether it bespeaks a more profound connection 
between the two systems. Having in mind this and the fact 
that the conserved quantities are obtainable from the sym
metries of the systems, we investigated the relations between 
the Lie-Backlund (LB) symmetry groups of these two sys
tems. It t~ms out that the infinitesimal LB symmetries, writ
ten in the form of evolution equations, of the potential modi
fied K-dV (PMK-dV) and s-G equations are identical. Now 
the infinitesimal LB symmetries ofthe PMK-dV and modi
fied Korteweg-deVries (MK-dV) are interrelated and these 
in tum can be connected to the K-dV equation. Thus we 
finally establish a connection between the infinitesimal LB 
symmetries ofK-dV and s-G equations in (1 + I)-dimen
sions and this connection is the same as that obtained by 
Chodos for conserved quantities. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we explain 
briefly the concepts of LB transformation groups, infinites
imal LB symmetries and the associated evolution equations 
and the methods of obtaining them. In Sec. III we tersely 
derive a sequence ofLB symmetries of the K-dV, MK-dV 
and PMK-dV equations and the s-G equation following the 
recent works2

- s on higher order LB symmetries. In Sec. IV 
we establish the relations among these LB symmetries be
tween K-dV and s-G systems and show that this connection 
is similar to the one discussed by Chodos from the Lax repre
sentations of the two equations. In Sec. V, as a concluding 
remark, we point out that the Chodos result can be obtained 
by realizing the fact that the PMK-dV and s-G equations 
have the same conserved densities. 

"IOn leave from N. G. M. College. Pollachi 642 001. Tamilnadu. India. 

II. LB SYMMETRY GROUPS AND INFINITESIMAL 
SYMMETRIES 

Consider a partial differential equation of the form 

where 

aiu 
u· = - i= 1, 2, .. ·,n. 

I ax i ' 

(1) 

The most general infinitesimal operator of one parameter 
LB groups of transformations leaving (1) invariant may be 
taken as4 

where "I is a function of x, t, u and partial derivatives of u 
with respect to x and t of any arbitrary, but finite order. Dx 
and D, are the total derivative operators with respect to x 
and t respectively defined by 

a a a a 
Dx= - +u 1 - +u 1,,- +u2,,--

ax au au, aUt" 

a a 
+U2- +u3- +"', 

aU I aU2 

(u 1" = ux"u2" = uxx" etc.), 

with an analogous definition for D,. Then the invariance 
condition of (1) with respect to the group whose infinitesimal 
generators are tangent vectors (2) is given by 

(3) 

The condition (3) provides an algorithm for finding "I' Each 
independent "I satisfying (3) is called a LB symmetry of equa
tion (1), In practice, one can obtain an infinite sequence ofLB 
symmetries (if they exist) which are polynomials in u and its 
derivatives with respect to the variable x by finding a recur
sion operator,3 ..d, which generates infinitely many symme-
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tries starting from a given symmetry. It turns out that 
knowledge of a few lower order symmetries enable us to con
struct Li. 

For a partial differential equation admitting LB sym
metries 1J(u, uw .. ) we define "evolution equations" [see, e. g., 
Ref. 6, Eq. (14)] connected with 1J as 

(4) 

Evidently Eq. (4) assigns a one-parameter LB group of trans
formations [see, e. g., Ref. 7, Eq. (10)] which leave invariant 
the solutions of the associated partial differential equations. 
Further, any Lie-Backlund group admitted by the given 
partial differential equation is also admitted by any of (4). 
Interestingly, one also finds that evolution equations ofform 
(4) describing the symmetries of different nonlinear partial 
differential equations can have interrelations. In fact, we 
find such a connection between the set of equations (4) ad
mitted by K-dV and s-G equations, and this connection is 
the same as that found by Chodos in relating the infinite 
number of conserved quantities. I 

III. LB SYMMETRIES FOR THE K-dV AND s-G 
EQUATIONS 

The equations which we consider are the following: 

Wt + W3 + tw~ = 0, (PMK-dV), 

qt + q3 + ¥/ql = 0, (MK-dV), 

U t + U 3 + ~UUI = 0, (K-dV), 

Vxt - sinv = 0, (s-G). 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
To start with, we obtain the first three lower-order symme
tries and from them we construct the recursion operator 
which generates the infinite sequence of symmetries for the 
above equations. 

Now Eq. (5) admits a LB symmetry 1J(w, WI' w2'''''wn ) 

for a finite n if and only iffor every solution W = w(x, t ) ofEq. 
(5) 

(9a) 

or 
3 2' Dt1J + D x1J + ~w,Dx 1J = 0. (9b) 

HereX (1J), Dx , andD t are defined as in Sec. II. By using (2) in 
(9), the condition (9) reduces to 

(10) 

where 

a a 
1J = - 1J and 1J = -1J. 

U a Uj a U uj 

One can easily find that the following are the solutions of 
equation (10) for 1J: 

1J1 = WI' 

1JII = W3 + !W~ . 
(11) 

(12) 

1JI and 1J1I correspond, respectively, to x and t translation 
symmetries ofEq. (5). Now we assume that there exists a 
recursion operator Li which generates (12) from (11). 
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Using this Li we may take the next LB symmetry in the form 

(13) 

Substitution of (13) in (10) results in a polynomial form in ws, 
W6' whose coefficients should vanish since for every solution 
of(5) the condition (10) must hold. This leads to the following 
determining equations for B: 

aB aB 2 -a =0, Dx a- =~WI' 
U4 U 3 

Solving these equations we obtain 

B=~wiw3+F(w,WI,W2)' (14) 

where F is arbitrary . Following the same lines of argument as 
before we obtain 1JIII in a recursive manner. In this way we 
get 

(15) 

The form of(ll), (12), and (15) suggests that the recur
sion operator Li is of the form 

Li = D; + p(wIl + q(wIlD x- I(W2)' (16) 
To find p and q we note that Li generates (15) from ( 12) and 
(12) from (11), and therefore we have 

P + WW 1 = twi, 
3w,w~ + ~WiW3 + p( W3 + twn + qOw~ + iwi) 

= ~WiW3 + ~WIW~ + iw~. 

(17) 

(18) 

Solving (17) and (18) for p and q and inserting these in (16) we 
find 

Li = D; + w~ - wID x-1W2' (19) 

The proof that this Li is indeed the recursion operator follows 
from Olver's work.6 

In exactly the same way one can obtain the first three 
LB symmetries and the recursion operator for the MK-dV 
equation as 

and 

Li =D; +q2+ qID x-
lq, 

and for the K-dV equation as 

1JI = Up 

1JII = U 3 + ~UUI' 
1JIII = Us + ~UU3 + 5U1U2 + l{U2

u l , 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Li =D; +U+tuIDx-l. (27) 

The s-G equation (8) will admit a LB symmetry of the 
form 1J(v, v1, .. ·,vn ) if and only iff or every solution v = v(x, t) 
ofEq. (8), 

(28) 

Taking n = 5, we get the following determining equations 
for 1J: 

(29a) 
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7Jvv, = 0, (29b) 

(29c) 

(D" 7Jv, + 7Jv )vI" + (D" 7Jv, + 7Jv, )V2" + (D" 7Jv, + 7Jv, )V3" 

+ (D" 7Jv, + 7Jv, )V4" + (D" 7Jv, + 7Jv, )VS" 
+ 7Jv, V6,I - 7JCOSV = 0, (29d) 

where 

and 

with 

a 
7Jv, = -a 71,'" 

VI 

~ 
7Jv,7Jv, = -a a 71,." 

Vs VI 

VI,I = sinv, 

V2,' = VICOSV, 

V3,' = - V~ sinv + V2COSV, 

V 4,' = - 3v I v2sinv - v~ cosv + V3COSV, 

Vs" = - 6V~V2COSV - 4v lv3sinv + visinv 

- 3v~ sinv + V4COSV, 

Solving Eq. (29), we find the following solutions for 71: 

7J[ = VI' (30a) 

71 11 = V3 + !vI , (30b) 

71
111 

= Vs + ~V~V3 + ~VIV~ + iv~. (30e) 

The corresponding recursion operator is found to be 

IV. RELATIONS BETWEEN INFINITESIMAL LB 
SYMMETRIES 

(31) 

The set of equations (4) assigning the symmetry groups 
for different systems reads as follows: 

(a) PMK-dV: 

W, =w I , 

W, = W3 + !w~, 
w, = Ws + ~W~W3 + ~WIW~ + iw~. 

(32a) 

(32b) 

(32c) 

An infinite sequence of such equations follows by consider
ing the higher-order symmetries generated by the recursion 
operator L1 = D; + w~ - WID ,,- IW2 . 

(b) MK-dV: 

q, =ql' 

q, = q3 + ¥/ql' 

q, = qs + ~2q3 + 10 qq[q2 + ~~ + lj(/ql' 

withL1 =D; + q2 + qlD ,,-Iq. 
(c) K-dV: 
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(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 

U, =u\' 

U, = u3 + ~UU\, 
U, = Us + ~UU3 + 5u\u2 + l(u2u» 

with L1 = D; + U + !u ID ;- I. 

(d) s-G: 

V, = VI' 

V, = V3 + !v~, 
v, = Vs + ~v~ V3 + ~VIV~ + iv~, 

with L1 = D; + v~ - v\D ,,- IV2• 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(35c) 

We can now observe that the systems of equations (32) 
and (35) are identical. On the other hand, one finds that Eqs. 
(34) and (35) are connected by 

U = q2 - 2iq\, (36) 

where u and q are solutions of Eqs, (7) and (6). This is because 
Eq. (33) can be obtained from (34) with the aid of the relation 
(36) and the fact6 that the recursion operators of K-dV and 
MK-dV are connected by (q - iD,,). L1 MK-dY 

=L1 K -dy(q - iD,,). For example, Eq. (34b) becomes, after 
the substitution of relation (36), 

(q2 _ 2iql), = (q2 - 2iql)""" 

+ (3/2)(q2 - 2iq\)(q2 - 2iq\)", 

This can be written as 

2(q-i! )[q, -q3-¥/qd =0, 

It follows that q, = q3 + ¥/q\, where q is a solution ofMK
dV. The transformation (36) is the same as Miura's transfor
mations8 to obtain MK-dV from K-dV. 

It is easy to see now that the Eqs. (33) and (32) are con
nected by 

q = WI' (37) 

The above considerations show that Eqs. (34) and (35) are 
connected by the relation 

2 . 
u:V.-21V.. 

U : q2 _ 2 iq~ I 
I---..:..--.....:..!!'----I qt = 'Y'J MKdV 

q = U1. 

I-----w-=-v---i LlJl ="1 PMKdV I 

FIG. 1. Diagram showing the interrelations among the symmetries [Eqs. 
(32H35)] of the K-dV and s-G systems, written in the evolution form (4). 
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u = v~ - 2iv2' (38) 

where u and v are solutions of K-dV and s-G equations. 
We now make a scale transformation u _ - 4u of the 

K-dV equation (7), which takes (7) to u, + U3 - 6uux = O. 
Correspondingly the relation (38) becomes 
u = - Hv~ - 2iv2 ), which is exactly the same as the one 
obtained by Chodos in relating the conserved quantities of 
the K-dV and s-G equations. These results are illustrated 
diagramatically in Fig. 1. 

Further, the following relations are found to be true 
among the LB symmetries of the various equations: 

7]K-<JV = 2( q - i ! )7]MK-<JV' U = q2 - 2iqx' (39) 

a 
7]MK-<JV = ax 7]PMK-<JV' q = W x' (40) 

1]PMK-<JV = 7].-G' W = v. (41) 

The results lead finalIy to 

( a .a2
) 

7]K-<JV = 2 v - - I - n ax ax2 'IS-G' 
u = v; - 2ivxx . 

(42) 

v. CONCLUSION 

From the known forms of the conservative laws of the 
s-G equation Vxt - sin v = 0 and the PMK-dV equation 
WI + W3 + iwt = 0 [see e. g., Ref. 9, Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14)] 
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we can easily observe that the conserved densities of these 
two systems are of the same functional form. Then from the 
interrelations between PMK-dV_MK-dV (Miura) 
-K-dV, the result ofChodos is obtained. Further, the con
served quantities of the integrable equations are known to be 
obtainable from the LB symmetries admitted by them. 10,11 

Thus we see that the connection between the conserved den
sities of the K-dV and s-G equations arises naturalIy from 
the connection between their LB symmetries. 
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~ecessary and suffic.ient conditions for exponential stability of equilibria in dissipative fluids are 
discussed on ~he ?asls of energy principles. First, a known maximum principle is reformulated in 
a manner which IS more appropriate for evaluation of actual growth rates. Secondly 
co~plementary vari~tional principles are presented. The latter are quite useful for ~ualitative 
eStimates and numerIcal computations since they lead to upper and lower bounds for the exact 
gr~w~h rates. The results are applicable to ideal magneto hydrodynamic (MHO) cases as well as 
resistive plasmas and also solitary waves. 

PACS numbers: 47.20. + m, 47.10. + g, 52.30. + r, 52.35.Py 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy principles are very useful in determining the 
stability of equilibria of dynamical systems. I Compared with 
an eigenmode analysis, they lead more easily to qualitative 
answers. Various formulations of energy principles have 
been worked out, especially in plasma physics, 2 because of 
their direct relevance to controlled nuclear fusion. The ques
tions of sufficient and necessary conditions for stability have 
been discussed. One important contribution in this develop
ment was due to Laval et al. 3 who proved necessity without 
making use of completeness assumptions for the operators 
involved. And, indeed, there are many cases, for example in 
magnetohydrodynamics,4 where the operators do not have a 
complete spectrum of eigenfunctions in the space of square 
integrable functions. 

So far the discussion was for nondissipative systems. 
However, dissipative instabilities are well known and of 
growing interest.5 Therefore the extension of energy princi
ples to a large class of dissipative systems by Barston6-9 was 
another important step in the development of generalized 
stability criteria. An extension of Barston's work to two
dimensional plasmas was done by Tasso,lo who also dis
cussed some generalizations to conservative systems in La
grangian representation including dissipative terms. II 

Usually, these energy principles are written as maxi
mum principles for the (maximum) growth rates. Then lower 
bounds for the growth rates follow immediately. However, 
from the practical point of view it is sometimes more desir
able to have upper bounds. The latter can be derived when 
complementary variational principles are known. Re
centy, 12 we have presented such complementary energy 
principles in ideal magnetohydrodynamics. In this paper we 
generalize these findings to dissipative fluids. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we start 
with some canonical form for the dynamics of the perturba
tions which is valid for many systems. We show that the 
explicit result of Barston 7 can be written in an equivalent 
form which is more appropriate for evaluation. However,. 
the main reason for our reformulation is that our procedure 
allows us to derive complementary variational principles in a 
symmetric form. This is done in Sec. III, where we start with 
a model system in analogy to that used in Sec. II. Then it is 
shown that within this model system, and thereby also for 

the original system, the maximum growth rate follows from 
a minimum principle. The results are summarized in Sec. IV. 

II. THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 

Barston 7 considered equations for small oscillations 
about a state of equilibrium in the form 

NB;s + DaIS = Fs, (1) 

for t>O. Here N, D, and F are time-independent linear for
mally self-adjoint operators with N>O and D>O. The opera
tor D represents the dissipative forces and F the conservative 
forces. 

It was proved that the system described by Eq. (1) is 
exponentially stable if and only if the system in the absence 
of dissipative forces is exponentially stable. Exponential in
stability for sup~ <; IF I; ) / <; I; ) > 0 is thus guaranteed under 
quite general conditions. Defining M as the set of functions ; 
which satisfy the condition <; IF I; ) > 0 in the case of insta
bility, the maximum growth rate YB can be written as7 

YB = SU [(..!.. <; ID I; )2 + <; IF 10 )112 
~eE 4 <; IN 102 <; IN 10 
_ ..!.. <; ID I;) ]. (2) 

2 <; IN I; ) 
Let us briefly comment on this result. First, there is no 

doubt that from the theoretical point of view, the problem of 
stability in dissipative systems [with the assumptions under
lying Eq. (1)] is thereby solved. However, for practical appli
cations, Eq. (2) may be difficult to evaluate because of its 
quite complicated right-hand side. The proper choice of test 
functions is not obvious. Also another reason motivates us to 
reformulate Eq. (2). Once Eq. (2) is used as a basis for compu
tations, we can only find lower bounds for the actual growth 
rate Y B' This is obvious since numerically we approach the 
growth rate from below when a maximum principle is em
ployed. Therefore the knowledge of a corresponding mini
mum principle is desirable. We shall derive the latter for the 
present problem in a symmetric way after reformulation of 
(2). 

In order to find an equivalent form to Barston's growth 
rate (2), we now define the function 

f+(y)= sup <; IS(y)I;) , 
~EM(r) <; IN I; ) 

(3) 
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where 

S(r) F-rD, (4) 

andM(r) is the set off unctions ~forwhich (~IS(r)l~ > >0. 
Note that in the unstable case r> 0 exist so that M (r) is not 
empty. We shall prove that the greatest possible solution r of 
the equation 

(5) 

agrees with rB as defined in Eq. (2). 
Let us first make clear the idea behind this reformula

tion as well as the practical advantage compared with Eq. (2). 
To begin with the latter statement, we recognize thatf+(r) is 
much simpler to evaluate than the right-hand side ofEq. (2), 
and the remaining (for example, graphical) solution ofEq. (5) 
is quite trivial. Our statement, that the greatest possible solu
tion ofEq. (5) is identical to rB' is by no means trivial al
though one might expect that the model system described by 

Na;s=(F-rBD)s (6) 

has the same growth rate 

Y= sup (~IF-rBDIt>, 
;EMlrs) (~ IN I~ > 

(7) 

as those systems described by Eq. (1). 
To show that rB is a solution ofEq. (5), i.e., 

Yo =f+(rB)' (8) 

we proceed as follows. First, inserting a test function teM 
into the argument of the supremum on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2) we obtain the value r<rB' where r satisfies 

(9) 

Rewriting Eq. (9), we can get a form similar to Eqs. (3) and 
(5), i.e., 

y = (tlS(r)lt> . 
(~INIO 

(10) 

Thus t also belongs to M (r); since (10) is true for any test 
function teM (Yl. we can write 

y<f+(r), (ll) 

wheref+ is defined by Eq. (3). When approaching the maxi
mum, we can define 

r= rB -E, E>O 

so that 

(rB - E)2<f+(rB - E) 

follows. In the limit E-o, we obtain 

(12) 

(13) 

Yo <f+(rB)' (14) 

To complete the proof of Eq. (8) we note that from 
Eq. (2) 

+ 1 (~IDI~> [1 (~IDI~>2 + (~IFI~> ]112 
rB "2 (; IN I;) > '4 (; IN 1;)2 (; IN I;) 

(15) 

follows for any function ;eM. Thus, 

~ > (~IS(rB)IO (16) 
B (~INIO 
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or, if we maximize with respect to ~eM(rB)' 

Yo>f+(rB)' 
This completes the proof of Eq. (8). 

(17) 

To show that r<rB holds for any solution ofEq. (5) one 
proceeds as follows. First, analogous to the proof just given, 
one finds 

[( 
1 (~IDI~)2 

Y =f+(r) = ;~~r) '4 (~INI~>2 
(~IF 10 )112 _ ~ (~ID I~ > ]. (18) 

+ (~INI~) 2 (~INIO 
Then, because of M(r)CM, r<rB follows immediately. 

III. A MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 

Let us now consider a model system with the following 
equation of motion for the perturbations, 

Na;s = (F - rD Is, (19) 

where r is a real parameter. The operators N, F, D have the 
same properties as those appearing in Eq. (1). 

In the unstable case, perturbations governed by Eq. (19) 
grow with a maximum growth rate3 YL, 

ri = sup (; IS(r)IO , 
;EMlr) (; IN I; ) 

where S (r) = F - rD. It should be noted that for 

(20) 

r = rB = YL the model system (19) has the same maximum 
growth rate as (1). 

We now show that the same growth rate can be ob
tained from the minimum principle 

r2 = inf (; IS(r)N -IS(r)IO . 
;EMlr) (~IS(r)I;) 

(21) 

Under some extra condition [seeEq. (36) which is true if, e.g., 
S(r) has only one positive eigenvalue], 

r 2 = ri (22) 

will follow. 
We prove Eq. (22) in two steps. First, we show that 

unstable perturbations with growth rate r [see Eq. (21)] ex
ist. Since, on the other hand, r L is the maximum growth 
rate,3 r2<ri will follow. 

Equation (19) has the following constant of motion: 

(s IS (r)N -IS(r)ls > - (a,s IS(r)la,s > = c. (23) 

We choose now some (initial) displacements soeM(r), 
which satisfy 

a,so = rso, (24) 

where 

y = (solS (r)N -IS(r)lso)/(soIS(r)lso) >0. (25) 

For these perturbations C = 0 holds. 
The temporal behavior of the "kinetic energy" follows 

from Eqs. (19) and (23), using C = 0, 

a;(S IS(r)lS> = 4(S IS(r)N-1S(r)ls). (26) 

From the definition of r [see Eq. (21)] we get for S (t )eM(r), 

(27) 
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Defining T as the maximum time for which S (t )eM (r) and 
(ats IS (r)ls ) > 0 hold, we find, for 00;;;;1 < T, by integration 
of (27), 

at (s IS(r)ls »2r (s IS(r)It>. (28) 

Further integration yields, for 0<1 < T, 

(s IS(r)ls »(soIS(r)lso> exp(2rt). (29) 

Thus, T = 00 follows and (29) is true for any time 1>0. Fur
thermore, (29) shows that growing perturbations exist whose 
growth rates are at least r. Together with the known result 
that r L is the maximum growth rate,3 

rl>r2 (3~ 

is now sufficiently established. 
We now demonstrate the second step of the proof ofEq. 

(22). We want to investigate when r 2>rl also holds [which 
together with Eq. (30) will give (22)]. For that we take an 
arbitrary function/eM (r), such that 

sup (t IS(r)lt) < sup (t IS (r)lt> 
~EM(YI (t IN It> ~EM(YI (t IS(r)If)2 

X sup (t IS(r)If)2 (31) 
~EM(YI (t IN It) 

We first evaluate the second supremum on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (31). In doing so we note that, without loss of 
generality, we can normalize t such that 

(t IS(r)I/)2 = (S(r)/IN- I IS(r)f)2 (32) 

holds. Furthermore, defining cP through 

t=N-IS(r)1 + cP, (33) 

the additional relation 

(/IS(r)lcp) = 0 (34) 

follows from Eq. (32). Using Eqs. (33) and (34), we obtain 

sup (t IS(r)If)2 
~EM(YI (t IN It ) 

UIS(r)N -IS(r)I/)2 

= s~p (liS (r)N -IS (r)1 I) + (cp IN Icp ) 

Since N is positive definite, we get the result 

sup (t IS(r)If)2 = (/IS(r)N-IS(r)If). 
;EM(y) (t IN It) 

(35) 

(36) 

Now it is obvious which additional condition we need 
for the first supremum on the right-hand side ofEq. (31), i.e., 

(37) 

Anticipating for the moment Eq. (37) (see discussion 
below) we obtain from Eqs. (31), (36), and (37), together with 
Eq.(20), 

11 < (/IS(r)N-IS(r)lf) (38) 
L (!IS(r)I!) 

for/eM (r). Since (38) is true for any leM (r), we immediately 
obtain 

(39) 

Together with (30), then Eq. (22) follows. Thus we have de
rived complementary (maximum and minimum) principles 
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for Eq. (19) under the condition (37). 
The rest of the paper is devoted to a discussion of Eq. 

(37) and the relation of our model system (19) to the more 
general system (1). 

First let us give a straightforward justification of Eq. 
(37) under the (plausible) assumption that S (r) has only one 
positive (discrete) eigenvalue. Employing steps similar to 
those for the evaluation of the second supremum on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (31), we choose [see Eq. (32)] 

(t IS(r)I/)2 = (/IS(r)I/)2, (40) 

because of freedom in normalization. Together with 

t=l+ cP, 

[compare Eq. (33)] again 

(/IS(r)lcp) = 0 

follows. Making use of the last relation, we obtain 

sup (t IS(r)lt> 
;EM(y) (t IS(r)I!)2 

= sup (/IS(r)lf) + (cp IS (r)\cp ) . 
'P (/IS(r)I/)2 

We will now prove that 

(cp IS (r) Icp ) <0 

for functions cP satisfying Eq. (42) and/eM (r), i.e., 

(/IS(rli/) >0. 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

We recall that for this proof we need the assumption that S (r) 
has only one discrete positive eigenvalue A + with the eigen
function e, 

(46) 

We decompose the functions/and cP into parts parallel 
and perpendicular to e, 

1=/11 + 11 (47) 

and 

cP = CPII + CPl' 
Equation (42) yields 

(48) 

(/lIS(r)lcpl) = -A+(CPllliil)' (49) 

Making use of the Schwarz inequality, under the as
sumption that A+ is the only eigenvalue >0, 

(CPll-S(r)lcpl) (/ll-S(r)l/l»(/ll-S(r)lcpl)2, 
(50) 

we obtain, together with Eq. (49), 

(CPlIS(r)lcpl ) <Ii. 2+ (CP 11 Iiil)2 (/lIS(r)l/l )-1. (51) 

The right-hand side ofEq. (51) can be further estimated by 
making use of (45), 

or 
A+ (iii I iii ) + (II IS(r)l!l) > 0 (52) 

(!lIS(r)III)-I< -Ii. :;:I(iilliil)-I. 

Inserting (53) into (51), we get 

(cp IS (rlicp ) =A+ (CPlllcplI) + (CPlIS(r}\CPl) 

(53) 

<Ii. + (CPII Icpll ) - Ii. + (CPIII iii )2(iil l iil)-I 
=~ (~ 
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i.e., the desired relation (44). Now we know that the supre
mum on the right-hand side ofEq. (43) is realized for q; = 0, 
and Eq. (43) leads to Eq. (37). 

After completing the proof of 

ri = r 2
, (55) 

if S (y) has only one positive eigenvalue, we summarize our 
findings up to this point. For a nondissipative system [de
scribed by Eq. (19)] with a parameter-dependent conserva
tive force, we have shown that the maximum growth rate can 
be determined by either a maximum or a minimum princi
ple. The derivation of the latter was the main aim of the first 
part of this section. 

We now return to the original equation (1). Comparing 
Eq. (5) with Eq. (20) we see that for 

(56) 

the growth rate calculated from Eq. (20) agrees with the 
maximum growth rate for the system (1) (see Sec. II). Just 
now we have proved that the same growth rate can also be 
calculated from the minimum principle (21), provided S (r) 
has only one positive eigenvalue. However, we want to em
phasize that no assumptions regarding the negative eigenval
ues and the completeness of the operators were made. Thus 
Eq. (21) is the minimum principle for Eq. (1) which we looked 
for. 

If S (F) has more than one discrete positive eigenvalue, 
we can use a simple transformation 

s = 1]rI", (57) 

where A. is a positive parameter, to rewrite Eq. (1) in the form 

Nif,1] + Da,1] = F1], (58) 

where 

(59) 

and 

(60) 

Note that i5 and Fhave the same definiteness properties as D 
and F, respectively. However, the eigenvalues of S are shifted 
to lower values, compared with the corresponding eigenval
ues of S, when we again define 

Sty) = F - yD, 
since 

D>O. 
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(61) 

(62) 

Thus, assuming that the positive eigenvalues are discrete, we 
can always find a shift A. such that S (F) has only one positive 
eigenvalue. 

Having in mind such a transformation when Fhas more 
than one discrete positive eigenvalue, we find Eq. (37) rea
sonably justified. Nevertheless, one can imagine cases (where 
the continuum is involved) such that (37) need not be true. 
These situations are not covered by the present investigation. 
However, we note that in many applications one has Schro
dinger-type operators for which the bounded states belong to 
discrete eigenvalues so that our procedure is applicable. 

IV. SUMMARY 

In this paper, we have derived a minimum principle for 
dissipative fluids which supplements the known maximum 
principle. The latter we have also reformulated in a way 
which is more appropriate for numerical computations. 

The validity of the minimum principle is based on a 
condition [Eq. (37)] which should be valid in most applica
tions. We have shown explicitly that this condition is satis
fied as long as the maximum positive eigenvalue of F is not 
the border of the continuum. 
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Lo.ng-range orderin.the ~pin van der Waals model is considered when the number of spins is 
fimte and ~lso ~hen mfimte. v:'e show explicitly that a finite system cannot support long-range 
order. An mfimte system at high temperatures is found to be dominated by the entropy of 
degenerate st~tes ~fthe system and, as a result, the system behaves essentiaIly like an ideal 
sy~tem. In an mfimte syster.n at ~ow temperatures, long-range order exists, fuIly reflecting the 
~m :ymmetry of the Hamtltoman. For the XY-like regime (J> Jz )' m x is finite but m

z 
vanishes, 

he e ~x and mz are re.duce.d ord~r parameters for the transverse and longitudinal directions, 
~espectl~ely. For the Ismg-hke re~lme (J < Jz )' m x vanishes but mz is finite. The isotropic 
~nteractlon. (Jz = J) behav~s as a smgularity and it must be considered separately. A physical 
mterpretatIon of the behavIOr oflong-range order is offered using the geometry of spin space. 

PACS numbers: 75.10. - b, 75.IO.Dg, 05.70.Jk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It was shown in a recent paper, referred to here as I, that 
in the spin-! van der Waals model, there exists an ordered 
state characterized by non vanishing long-range order when 
N- 00, where N denotes the number of spins of the system. 1 

This order appears in the evaluation ofthe partition function 
in the form of a certain maximum total-spin value So, about 
which the integrand for the partition function is sharply 
peaked. Thus one can readily obtain the partition function 
by expanding it about this maximum in the manner of a 
saddle point. The resultant partition function is asymptoti
cally exact (i.e., exact as N-oo). The condition for the exis
tence of a stable maximum yields a transcendental equation 
for So, which in fact turns out to be the familiar mean-field 
equation for the spontaneous magnetization.2 From this 
equation one can deduce the critical temperature Tc and also 
show that So = 0 (N) for T < Tc' 

The existence of this long-range order below Tc was 
demonstrated in I for the XY-like and Ising-like regimes of 
the spin van der Waals model separately. It is necessary to do 
so since the ordering in theXY-Iike regime, owing to its sym
metry, is different from the ordering in the Ising-like regime. 
In both regimes one obtains the same equation for So but 
with different values of Tc. Above Tc the situation is very 
different from the ordered state. It is not necessary to distin
guish whether the system is XY-like or Ising-like. In each 
case the order goes as 0 (N 1/2), so that the order per spin 
vanishes as 0 (N -1/2) in the asymptotic or thermodynamic 
limit. 

It was never really shown in I-only suggested-that So 
is connected to the spontaneous magnetization of the van der 
Waals model. In this paper we wish to show this connection 
explicitly. In particular we want to study (S,,) and (Sz) for 
the XY-like and Ising-like regimes of the model when T> Tc 
and T < Tc and also when N is finite and infinite. We will also 
study the isotropic Heisenberg case (A. = 0), which owing to 
its unique symmetry position with respect to theXY-like and 
Ising-like regimes (A. > 0 and A. < 0, respectively), must be 
given special consideration. One cannot obtain the Heisen-

berg solutions from the XY-like solutions by simply making 
A.~ + nor from the Ising-like solutions by making 
A.~ - , where A. is a symmetry parameter defined after Eq. 
(2). 

In these studies we find a number of interesting fea
tures, which are readily demonstrable in our soluble model. 
For example, we will observe in the Ising-like regime of the 
model how symmetry must be broken to give long-range 
order in the system. When off-diagonal exchange dominates 
(i.e., XY-like), long-range order arises in a different manner. 
We will also observe how an ordered state emerges as N_ 00 • 

For most nontrivial cooperative models which exhibit a 
second-order transition, it is not feasible-at least, not read
ily feasible-to calculate, e.g., (Sz) for T < Tc nor to demon
strate the above-mentioned features. 3 For those few cases 
where it is possible, the attendant calculations and proofs 
are, invariably, so exceedingly involved that they tend to 
obscure the underlying physics. Our results for the van der 
Waals model shown in this paper, however, are sufficiently 
elementary as to help illuminate some essentials of cooperat
ive physics. 

In Sec. II we briefly describe the spin van der Waals 
model, reviewing mainly physics of this model already 
known. In Sec. III we consider a finite system to show that 
there is no long-range order. In Sec. IV we consider an infi
nite system of anisotropic spin coupling and in Sec. V, an 
infinite system of isotropic spin coupling. Finally, in Sec. VI 
we add a few concluding remarks from the vantage of our 
obtained results. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

We shall describe briefly below the spin van der Waals 
model. The model is more fully described in I. Consider a 
system of N ! spins situated on sites of a regular lattice. The 
components of the individual spin operator at site i are de
noted by.r;, si, and.s1. with 1 <.i<.N, and those of the total spin 
by S", Sy, and Sz, e.g., 

N 

S = "" s~ a £.. I 
(1) 

;=1 
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with a = x,y, or z. 
The model is defined by the following Hamiltonian4 

with a conveniently chosen additive constant 
N 

K = - N-1I [J (.s1sj + sl's;') + Jz (~sj)] - HU + Jz) 
i#i 

= - N -l(JS.S - AS/), (2) 

where S = (S",sy,sz) and A = J - Jz with J,Jz >0. 
In this system all spins are assumed to interact pairwise 

and with equal strength, independent of their relative dis
tances. The interaction, however, is assumed to be anisotro
pic with respect to spin components. We observe that the 
Hamiltonian is diagonal in the total spin operators, which 
makes the model completely soluble. 

Now A can be either positive or negative. If positive, the 
model will be referred to as XY-like. If negative, it will be 
referred to as Ising-like. The partition function depends on 
the sign of A for T < Te, but not for T> Te. s The value of the 
critical temperature Te also depends on the sign of A (dis
cussed below). The isotropic Heisenberg point (A = 0) be
haves as a singularity in the line of A, dividing the van der 
Waals model into two physical regimes. Thus, one cannot 
analytically continue across the isotropic point from the XY 
side into the Ising side, nor conversely. This property is re
flected in the behavior of the critical temperature of the 
model. 

For A> 0 (i.e., J> Jz), the value of Te is determined by J 
only. That is, for J fixed but larger than Jz , Te remains con
stant, being entirely independent of the size of Jz. Similarly 
for ,1.< 0, the reverse holds. This behavior of the critical tem
perature is a special feature of the van der Waals model, 
stemming from its spin symmetry. We recall that for the 
nearest-neighbor anisotropic Heisenberg model, the critical 
exponent has been found to behave similarly. 

Ill. FINITE SYSTEM 

When N is finite, one does not expect long-range order 
to exist in the system (i.e., no Te)' We show explicitly in this 
section that (Sx) and (Sz) indeed vanish identically. For a 
finite system it is evidently unimportant whether the model 
is XY-like or Ising-like. Our proofs here are useful mainly for 
showing later how an ordered state can emerge in the asymp
totic limit. 

We will take the ensemble average in the usual way over 
eigenstates of K weighted appropriately with the degener
acy of these states. Spin ordering can, therefore, be obtained 
directly as the ensemble average of Sx or Sz. One can also 
introduce a small external field to align the spins of the sys
tem, which may be turned off later. 

A. Spin ordering In the transverse direction 

We define spin ordering in the transverse direction as 
follows: 

(Sx) =Z-ITrSxe-PK, 

where the partition function Z is given by 

Z=Tre- PK. 

(3) 

(4) 

As stated above, we take the trace over eigenstates of K, i.e., 
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1/2N S 

z= I I g(S)(E(S,sz)le-~IE(S,sz), (5) 
s=o Sz= -s 

where g is the degeneracy factor previously given with N 
assumed to be an even number 

g(S)=(~~S)-(~_~_.). (6) 

and IE(S,sz) denotes eigenstates of K 

KIE(S,sz) = E(S,Sz)IE(S,Sz) 

and 

(E(S,sz)IE(S',S;) =8ss ·8s.s;· 

Hence, the partition function is reduced to 

Z= Ig(S)e-PE(s.sz), 
s.s, 

where 

E(S,sz) = -N-1[JS(S+ I)-AS;], 

and it may be evaluated by carrying out the spin 
summations. 

We can evaluate spin ordering similarly 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(8) 

(9) 

Using the raising and lowering operators for Sx, we obtain 

Sx IE (S,sz) = !(S - Sz)1/2(S + Sz - 1)1/2IE(S,Sz + I) 
+ !(S + Sz)1/2(S - Sz - 1)1/2IE(S,Sz - I). 

(11) 

Hence, by the orthogonality relation [see Eq. (7b)] we have 
(Sx) = 0 as long as N is finite. 

Spin ordering may also be evaluated by turning on a 
small external field H along the transverse direction, i.e., 

K-.K - HSx ' (12) 

Even though [K,Sxl ;f0, one can obtain (Sx) by the follow
ing means: 

(13) 

where Z (H) is the field-dependent partition function. The 
noncommutativity poses no difficulty here since only those 
terms linear in H need be kept. 6 One can show readily that 
(13) leads to the same result as shown above [Eq. (10)]. 

B. Spin ordering In the longitudinal direction 

We define spin ordering in the longitudinal direction as 
follows: 

(Sz) = Z -ITr Sze- PK. (14) 

It may be evaluated similarly to the ordering in the trans
verse direction, viz., 

(Sz) = Z -lD(S)Sze-PE(s.sz). (15) 

But since E (S,sz) is even in Sz' we obtain (Sz) = O. 
Because Sz is a diagonal operator, it is necessary to 

break the up--down symmetry by introducing a small up or 
down field, 
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Jr'_Jr' - HSz, 

such that 

(16) 

(17) 

Since [Jr',Sz] = 0, the above field-dependent partition func
tion can be more readily evaluated here than in the trans
verse case. Terms linear in H, however, vanish for the same 
reason (i.e., oddness in Sz) yielding (Sz) = ° for N finite. 

We add a few remarks. Both (Sx) and (Sz) vanish for a 
finite system but in different ways. In the representation in 
which S2 and Sz are diagonal, (Sx) vanishes because Sx is 
not diagonal, i.e., the states of S2 and Sz are not stationary 
states of Sx' In effect it is like having zero eigenvalues, and 
symmetry cannot be broken with null eigenvalues. Now, sta
tionary states of Jr' of finite N are definite and discrete. 
When Sx acts on one of these stationary states it creates a 
new set of states by overturning spins, which are thus differ
ent from the original state. Hence, owing to orthogonality, 
none of these new states can singly contribute to the ensem
ble average. Physically, it means that the total x spin does 
not have a definite value. Individual spins do not align them
selves but precess in the XY plane of spin space. 

In this representation (Sz) vanishes because both the 
positive and negative eigenvalues of Sz (Sz = - S, ... , + S) 
contribute equally to the ensemble average. That is, all possi
ble stationary states of Jr' are included in the ensemble. The 
total z spin has a definite value for each of these states for a 
given S but with an equally probable orientation of being up 
or down. One can, of course, break this symmetry by intro
ducing an external field. But as soon as the field is removed, 
thefinite system restores itself to the original state of symme
try. Whether the system can restore itself depends on wheth
er HN-D or 00. For a finite system, HN-D always as H-D 
(as in our results in this section). If HN- 00 as N- 00 (first), 
then the system can retain broken symmetry even after the 
field is removed (as shown in Sec. IV), and thus an ordered 
state can emerge asymptotically. 

In the asymptotic limit, long-range order in the trans
verse direction can also exist (as shown in Sec. IV) if station
ary states of Jr' of N spins are no longer discrete and form a 
nondenumerably infinite or dense set of states. When Sx acts 
on anyone of these stationary states, it will overturn a spin 
(i.e., Sz-Sz ± 1). But for a very large number of spins, i.e., 
Sz = 0 (N X), with x = 0 (1) and N- 00, the overturning will 
have little effect on the state. Asymptotically, Sx thus acts as 
a quasidiagonal operator with eigenvalues (S2 - S;)1/2 and 
all the stationary states can now contribute singly to the en
semble average, unlike the case when N is finite. 

Also, when N is finite, the sign of A, is unimportant to 
stationary states of JY. But in the asymptotic limit, where 
the system can order itself, the sign of A, will be found essen
tial in sorting out appropriate stationary states of the system. 

IV. INFINITE SYSTEM OF ANISOTROPIC SPIN 
COUPLING 

In this section we consider the long-range order in the 
system of anisotropic spin coupling (A, =I- 0) when N- 00. It is 
convenient to define the following reduced long-range order 
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parameter: 

ma = lim _l_(Sa), 
N~oo !N (18) 

where a = x,y, or z. We shall study ma for theXY-like and 
Ising-like regimes. We expect all ma's to vanish for T> Te , 

but some ma 's to survive for T < Te. 

A. mxfor T < Tc 

For an infinite system whose stationary states of JY 
form a nondenumerably dense set of states (see Appendix A), 
we can write 

(Sx) = Z -I (00 dsfs dSzg(S)(S2 _ S;)1/2e -PE(S,S.I, (19) 
Jo -s 

where 

Z = IdS dSzg(S )e - PE (S,S,) 

and, to the leading order in N, 

g(S) = (SIN)2N + 2r NW(S) 

and 

(20) 

(21) 

(21a) 

Evidently, W (S ) is related to the entropy of the system for a 
given value of S.7 

We consider (S,,) in theXY-like regime first. ForA. > 0, 
the Sz dependence in (19) is essentially Gaussian and the 
main contributions to the Sz integration come from Sz 
= 0 (N 1/2). An examination shows that the phase factor 
G(S)=: - W(S) +f3J(SIN)2 + O(N-I)hasasharpmaxi
mum atS = So = 0 (N), so thatexp NG (S) is sharply peaked 
at about S = So. 

To evaluate the double integral, we write S = So + Nx 
and Sz = N !12 and expand the S integrand about S = So. We 
then obtain, to order 0 (N - 1),8 

(Sx> = So + AZ -II: 00 dx e-ax'x I: 00 dz e- bz', (22) 

where a, h, and A are some constants, all positive but other
wise unimportant to our consideration. The second term of 
the right-hand side of (22) vanishes. Hence, for the XY-like 
regime below Te 

mx = m + O(N-I), (23) 

where m = 2SoI N, which is thus of order unity and remains 
finite in the asymptotic limit. 9 

Next we consider (Sx> in the Ising-like regime. For 
A, < 0, the Sz dependence in (19) is no longer Gaussian. As 
may be expected, theSz integrand, in fact, contributes maxi
mally at Sz = 0 (N). The S integrand is still peaked at 
S = So = 0 (N). Hence, now maximal Sand Sz are of the 
same order in N. To remove the N dependence, we write 
S = Nx and Sz = Nz and express (19) in the following way: 

(24) 
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where a =A. 'PN,A.' = -A. >0. 
One can show that for a > 0, 

f:xdz(x2 _r)1/2eaz' 

= ltrx2e(1I2)ax'Vo(!ax2) - I ~ (!ax2)}, (25) 

where 10 and I ~ are, respectively, the modified Bes~el func
tion of order 0 and its first derivative with respect to Its argu
ment.1O Now since a--+ 00, we can use the asymptotic form 
for the Bessel function, 10 i.e., Y--+ 00, 

10(P)= eY I [1+ 1I8y + 0(P-2)1. 
(217)1) 1 2 

(26) 

Hence, for a--+ 00 , 

s: xdX(x2 - r)1/2eaz' = !(1T)1/2a-3/2x -IeOX'. (27) 

Substituting (27) into (24), we again expand the x integrand 
of(24) about x = Xo = So/N. First, thenumeratorof(24) is as 
follows: 

1"" dx eNG(X)X{!1T1/2a-3/2x-IeOX'} 

= !1T1/2a-3/2i"" dx eNG,(X)x.x- 1 

= !1T1/2a-3/2Bxo-l, (28) 

where Gz(x) = - W(x) + pJzx
2 and B is a constant, a com

mon factor also in the denominator of(24). The denominator 
can also be evaluated. For a--+oo, 

S:XdZ~z' = (ax)-Ie°x'. (29) 

Hence, 

L"" dx eNG(x)x{(ax)-leOX'} = (axo)-IB. (30) 

Substituting (28) and (30) into (24), we finally obtain 

mx = 1T112(4PA. 'N)-I/2 (31) 

which, therefore, vanishes in the asymptotic limit as 
0(N-1/2). 

B. mzfor T < Tc 

Following Eqs. (16) and (17), we shall first break the 
symmetry by introducing a small external field along the 
longitudinal direction and consider the field-dependent par
tition function. We must remember that, for our infinite sys
tem, HN--+ 00 as N--+ 00 and H--+O. It is thus convenient to 
think of H vanishing as H = 0 (N - X), where! < x < 1 such 
that, e.g., HN 1/2-+0 as N--+oo and H--+O. This condition on 
H ensures that the external field term represents a perturba
tion to the internal interaction energy [see (16)]. 

The field-dependent partition function for an infinite 
system is given by 

Z (H) = f dS dSzg(S)e - PE(S.s,) + PHS,. (32) 

We shall evaluateZ (H ) in theXY-like and Ising-like regimes 
and obtain (Sz) from it by extracting linear terms of H. 

For A. > 0 we have 
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Z (H) = 2N + 2 N -Ii"" dS eNG (S)Sf
S 

dSze - APS:IN + PHS" 
o -s 

(33) 

whereG(S) = - W(S) +pJ(SIN)2 + O(N-I).Asmaybe 
seen in (33), the main contributions to the Sz integration 
come from Sz = 0 (N 1/2). This fact already indicates that m z 

cannot exist for the XY-like regime. Since the Sz integrand is 
dominated by Sz = 0 (N 1/2), one can immediately show that 
linear terms of H in (30) vanish, II i.e., 

Z(H) = Z(O) + 0(H2). (34) 

Thus, mz = 0 for the XY-like regime. 12 

For A. < 0, we have 

Z(H) = 2N+2N- l i"" dSeNG(S)sf
s 

dSzeA'PS:IN+PHS" (35) 
o -s 

where A. ':=; - A. > O. 
As in the evaluation of(24), the main contributions to 

the Sz integration now come from Sz = 0 (N); and Sand Sz 
are of the same order of magnitude in N. Hence, one can no 
longer expand the field-dependent term in (32). The Sz inte
gration may, however, be related to Dawson's integral D, \3 

D(p)=e-y'I:dx~'. (36) 

We obtain 

Z(H) = 2N+2N-Ip-1/2e-PQ'i"" dS ~G(S)S 

X {ePls+ Q)'D (p(S + Q)) + ePls-Q)'D{p(S - Q))}, 
(37) 

wherep =A. '{3INandQ=HN IU '.SinceS= o (N)wecan 
use in (37) the asymptotic form for Dawson's integral D (P), 
i.e., for y- 00, \3 

(38) 

Thus for N--+oo, 

Z(H) = 2N+ 'N- 'p-3/2e - PQ 'i"" dS eNG,(S)S 

{ 
e2pSQ+pQ' e-2PSQ+PQ'} 

X + , 
S+Q S-Q 

(39) 

where Gz(S) = - W(S) + {3Jz (SINf + O(N-').Nowsince 
2pSQ = {3HS and pQ 2 = H 2 N 14A. " we can neglect pQ 2 in 
the argument of each of the above exponential functions in
side the brace of (39). Hence for N--+ 00 , 

Z(H) = 2N+ IN- Ip-3/2i""dS eNG,(S)S 

{ 
ePHS e-PHS} 

X S+HNIU' + S-HNIU" (40) 

Now we can proceed to evaluate the S integration. It 
has been shown previously that exp NG. (S) is sharply peaked 
about S = So = 0 (N). Hence, the integration may be carried 
out by expanding the integrand about S = So. Thus, we get 
the leading order as shown below: 

ZH =C , { 
ePHSo e - PHSo } 

() So+HNIU'+ So-HNIU' 
(41) 

where C is a constant, independent of H. Clearly, the second 
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exponential term may be dropped (i.e., symmetry broken) 
sinceHN-oo .14 Also, in the denominator of the first term in 
the right-hand side of (41), we have So + HN /U ''ZSo for 
N- 00. Thus, we can now obtain (Sz) via (17) 

(Sz) = So, (42a) 

or 

(42b) 

in the Ising-like regime. 

C. mxand mzfor T> Tc 

For T> Tc' we expect mx and m z to vanish in both the 
XY-like and Ising-like regimes. We shall show below that in 
all cases the Sand Sz integrands make maximum contribu
tions at S = 0 (N 1/2) and Sz = 0 (N 1/2) suggesting that mx 
and mz cannot exist in the asymptotic limit. 

We shall consider mx first. Then, using (19) we can ex
press (Sx) for T> Tc in the following form: 

(Sx) = Z -12N + 2N- Il'o dS e-cS'INS 

X f~/Sz(S2 _S;)1/2e -,tPS;IN, (43) 

wherec = (2 -{3J»O. 
Now whether A. is positive or not, Sz in (43) is bounded 

by ( - S,S) and the main contributions to the S integration 
comefromS = 0 (N 1/2) only. Hence, clearly (S x) = 0 (N 1/2) 

and mx = 0 in the XY-like and Ising-like regimes. 
We shall next consider mz • Then, using (32), we can 

express Z (H) for T> Tc in the following form: 

Z(H) = 2N +2N - li'''' dSe-cs'INS 

(44) 

As before, it is sufficient to find linear terms of H in Z (H ) to 
obtain (Sz)' Again whether XY-like or Ising-like, Sz in (44) is 
also bounded by ( - S,S) and the main contributions to the S 
integration come from S = 0 (N 1/

2
). Hence, the field term 

containing HSz may be expanded; its linear term of H, how
ever, vanishes. Therefore mz = 0 in the XY-like and Ising
like regimes. 

v. INFINITE SYSTEM OF ISOTROPIC SPIN 
INTERACTION 

Viewed through the geometry of spin space, the XY-like 
system may be thought of as representing an oblate configu
ration and the Ising-like system a prolate one. Then J¥' 
(A. = 0) or the isotropic system represents a sphere, which is 
thus a unique limiting boundary for each of the nonspherical 
configurations. One is tempted to think that the partition 
function and long-range order for the isotropic system can be 
obtained from those of the anisotropic systems by making 
A. = O. For T> Te, one can indeed do so; but for T < Te, one 
cannot. Our low-temperature solutions, as may be noted, do 
not permit A. = O. In obtaining these analytic solutions we 
have, in fact, made use of the nonsphericity of the anisotro
pic systems explicitly. 
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We shall first obtain the partition function for A. = O. To 
obtain long-range order, it is necessary to introduce an exter
nal field along some direction to align the spins. Otherwise, 
(Sx) = (Sy) = (Sz) = 0 owing to its symmetry. We shall 
consider (Sx) and (Sz) while the spins are aligned along the 
longitudinal direction. 

A. Partition function 

The partition function for A. = 0 may be written as 

Z=2N+2N-lfoodseNGIS)sfS dSz. (45) 
Jo -s 

For T> Te, the S dependence is essentially Gaussian. Thus, 
by integrating directly we obtain 

Z = 2N+ 1(1TN)1/2/(2 - {3J)3/2. (46) 
One can obtain this result from the oblate or prolate partt
tion function by makingA.-D ± (i.e., Jz-J)· 

For T < Te , the S dependence is not Gaussian. The S 
integrand is peaked at S = So = 0 (N). By expanding about 
So, we obtain 

Z = 2N + 2N- ISoexp{ - NW(So) + {3JNm2/4}. (47) 

One cannot get this result from the XY-like or Ising-like 
partition function by making A.-D ± . However, the free 
energy per spin, 

In Z /N = In 2 - (W-V3Jm2), (48) 

can be obtained from the nonspherical free energies by tak
ingA.-D ±. 

B.mz 

We now introduce a small external field along the longi
tudinal direction and obtain mz via the field-dependent par
tition function 

Z(H) = 2N+2N -I foods eNGIS)sfs dSz~HS.. (49) 
Jo -s 

Now for T> Tc' S = 0 (N 1/2). Hence there is no linear term 
in H. That is, mz = 0 for T> Te. 

For T < Te we obtain 

(50) 

where Z (0) = Z, which is field-independent and given by 
(47). By dropping the second exponential term in (50) since 
HSo-oo (i.e., symmetry-breaking) and then by taking a de
rivative with respect to {3H, we obtain 

mz = m + O(N-I). (51) 

C.mx 

We now calculate long-range order in the transverse 
direction while the spins are aligned by an external field 
along the longitudinal direction. The field will be, as before, 
turned off after N- 00. Then we have 

f dSdSzg(S )(S 2 - S;)e - PE '(S,S.) 

(Sx) = (52) 
f dSdSzg(S)e - PE'IS,S.) 
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whereE'(S,sz) = -JS2IN-HSz' 
ForT> Te,S = Sz = O(N 1/2). Hence, it follows directly 

from (52) that (Sx) = O(NI/2) and mx-+OasN-+oo. 
For T < Te , (52) may be written as 

(53) 

where y = pHN. The above is very similar to (24), differing 
only in the second exponential term. One can show that 

LX dZ(X2 _ z2)1/2erZ 

= 1TX2{/o(Yx) - 100(yx)}, (54) 

where 1 0' is the second derivative of the Bessel function with 
respect to its argument. Now since y-+ 00, we can again use 
the asymptotic form for the Bessel function 

10(Yx) - 100(yx) = (21T)-1/2(rx)-3/2erx. (55) 

Hence, 

L'" dx eNGlxlx f:xdz(x2 - z2) 1/2erz 

= C(1T/2y3)1/2xo-lerxo, (56) 

where C is a constant, a common factor also in the denomi
nator of (53). The denominator is essentially the field-depen
dent partition function 

r'" dx eNGIXlxJx dz erz = Cy-lerXo, (57) 
Jo -x 

where we have again dropped exp( - YXo) in (57) since 
y-+ 00. Thus, we obtain finally 

mx = (1Txol2f3HN)I/2-+0, (58) 

since HN-+oo. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have demonstrated in this paper that long-range 
order is built up with individual spins which all become 
aligned along some direction. For a finite number of spins, 
the system cannot support broken symmetry. We have 
shown that as soon as an external orienting field is removed, 
the system restores itself to the original state of symmetry. 
For an infinite number of spins the collective behavior of the 
system is vastly different. There can be an ordered state here, 
which is fully dependent on the symmetries of the 
Hamiltonian. 

For high temperatures (i.e., T> Tc ), an infinite system is 
dominated by the entropy of degenerate states. Thus, the 
interaction or even the symmetries of the Hamiltonian are 
unimportant. In fact, the specific heat vanishes entirely as in 
an ideal system. 2 This stems from the fact that if S = 0 (N 1/2) 

only, then the energy per spin vanishes asymptotically. 
Hence, it is as if there are no interactions at all. For this 
reason, the high-temperature partition function behaves 
smoothly as a function of A for all values of A, including 
A =0. 
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For low temperatures (i.e., T < Tc )' we have shown that 
long-range order exists and it depends on A like a step func
tion about A = 0 (or about the isotropy point Jz = J), which 
acts, therefore, like a singularity. We note that this behavior 
is merely a reflection of the spin symmetry of the Hamilton
ian. Hence, if J>Jz' mx = m but mz = O. If J <Jz' mx = 0 
but mz = m. If J = Jz, mx or mz is finite, depending on the 
direction of the orienting field and the other vanishes. 

For long-range order to exist, it is of course necessary to 
break some symmetry of the system. As is customary, we do 
so by orienting the spins along some direction with an exter
nal field. The controlling factor turns out to be the behavior 
of HN (i.e., whether HN-+O or 00 as H-+O). We have insisted 
a priori on the condition that, to achieve symmetry break, 
HN-+oo as N-+oo and H-+O. This condition has played a 
crucial role throughout in determining whether the quantity 
HS is vanishingly small or indefinitely large. In the former, 
symmetry break is prohibited and in the latter, symmetry 
break is permitted. For this condition to be applicable 
throughout, it was necessary to demand that H = 0 (N - X) 
with! <x < 1. We have offered no justification for it other 
than a physical argument. Namely, if HSx or HSz is to be a 
perturbation to the Hamiltonian, the strength of H cannot be 
greater than what we have demanded. 

In the evaluation of (Sx), the Bessel function 10 ap
peared. The appearance of this function is intriguing, invit
ing an explanation. The origin seems to be traceable to cylin
drical symmetry present in spin space. If the system is Ising
like (i.e., prolate-shaped in spin space), there is nonzero mz -

a physical axis-about which complete rotational symmetry 
exists. Although mx vanishes asymptotically, its direction in 
spin space is arbitrary as long as it is orthogonal to the direc
tion of mz . We have in fact proved in I that the time-correla
tion function (SxSx (t) has Larmor precession about the di
rection of mz ,which suffers critical slowdown since mz-+O as 
T -+ Te. This situation persists up to and including the iso
tropic point, provided that the orienting field remains fixed 
along the z direction in spin space. 

If the system is XY-like (i.e., oblate-shaped in spin 
space), the system is unable to enjoy this kind of rotational 
symmetry since mz = O. That is, (Sx) cannot precess, as 
there are no physical axes perpendicular to it. Hence, its 
motion resembles a succession of tumblings in spin space. 
We have also proved I that (SxSx(t) in the XY-like regime 
does not precess and behaves smoothly across Tc. But as 
soon as one introduces an external field strong enough to 
align the spins along the z direction, then the Bessel function 
will be realized. 

Finally, the van der Waals model is a high density limit 
of the nearest-neighbor anisotropic Heisenberg model (i.e., 
q-+oo, where q is the coordination number).4 In the limiting 
process the full spin symmetry of the Heisenberg model must 
evidently become simplified and reduced to the elementary 
symmetry exhibited by the van der Waals model. Thus, the 
physical and mathematical results of the van der Waals mod
el are likely to be no more than a shadow of those of the 
Heisenberg model. Therefore, one cannot expect to learn 
much about the Heisenberg model from the van der Waals 
model. But our understanding of the simpler model can 
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serve as a basis for gaining insight into the more complicated 
model. 
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APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC STATIONARY STATES 

For a finite system, (Sx) = O. If (Sx):fO as N--oo, 
symmetry break exists or, equivalently, stationary states of 
Yr must also become stationary states of Sx, where 
[Yr, Sx] :f0. We shall term a state which becomes asymp
totically stationary an asymptotic stationary state. We show 
below that if macroscopic eigenvalues (defined below) merge 
and approach a limiting value smoothly as N-+ 00, then sym
metry break can be achieved. 

If,asN--oo,SandSz = o (NY), where 0 <y<l, we shall 
term them macroscopic and their eigenvalues macroscopic 
eigenvalues. In this Appendix we limit our consideration to 
macroscopic quantities only. Consider (21a) as energy per 
spin E N(S,Sz)' 

EN(S,Sz) = - {J(S/Nf -A (Sz/Nn. (AI) 

As N_ 00 , EN smoothly approaches a limiting value and thus 
its eigenstate lEN> also approaches the corresponding ei
genstate smoothly.15 Then, for fixed Nand S, we define the 
energy difference between two adjacent levels as 

.t:1EN(S,Sz) = EN(S,sz) - EN(S,sz - 1). (A2) 

If N is finite, .t:1E N is finite also, indicating a discreteness of 
the energy levels. But as N-- oo,.t:1E N being 0 (N -I) becomes 
arbitrarily small, i.e.,.t:1E N--ciE N' Hence, asymptotically, the 
energy behaves classical. 

For a finite system whose energy levels are discrete, 

S ± IEN(S,Sz) = c±(S,Sz)IEN(S,sz ± 1), (A3) 

where 

c±(S,sz) = !(S +Sz)I/2(S±Sz - 1)1/2 (A4) 

and S ± = Sx ± iSy. As the energy levels merge, one can 
Taylor expand a state, say, of (S,S;) about a nearby state of 
(S,sz), where (l/N)(S; -Sz) = O(N-I), i.e., 

IEN(S,s ;) = IEN(S,sz) 

+ (S; - Sz) ~IEN(S,SZ) + .... (AS) asz 

Now the second expansion term may be written as 
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(A6) 

By our requirement on the eigenstates, the right-hand side is 
well behaved, in fact, vanishing as 0 (N -I). Hence, 

lim IEN(S,S;) = IEN(S,S.) + O(N-I). 
N_oo 

(A7) 

It follows directly 

lim (EN(S,s ;)ISx IEN(S,sz) = (S2 - S;)1/2. (AS) 
N_oo 

Our argument for (Sx);60 is reminiscent of an argu
ment due to Bogoliubovl6 for a system of weakly interacting 
many bosons lying in the condensed state (i.e., the zero-mo
mentum state). He argued that < l/Io(No)loo± Il/Io(No) > :f0, 
where oo± are boson creation/destruction operators in the 
zero-momentum state, since l/Io(No) - 1/1 (No ± 1) = 0 (N -I), 
where 1/10 and No refer, respectively, to the wavefunction and 
boson number in the zero-momentum state. Thus, the Bose 
condensed state is also a state of broken symmetry. 

One can express our energy eigenstates in the coordi
nate representation. We note that our Hamiltonian (2) is in 
the form of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Thus the 
wavefunctions will be of Hermite polynomials. Since the ei
genvalues are macroscopically large, the corresponding 
Hermite polynomials are thus of degree n-- 00 (i.e., the zeros 
of Hermite polynomials merging to form a continuum and 
the wavefunctions behaving classical as already noted). 
Hence, (AS) can be given an equivalent expansion in the co
ordinate representation. 
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